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PREFhCE
An aircraft's flight safety and handling qualities are directly related to its stability
and control characteristics. It is for this reason that the AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel

has periodic "Stability and Control" symposia. Previous Stability and Control symposia
were held in Rhode St. Gen~se. Belgium in 1961 and in Cambridge, England in 1966.
Progress in aircraft corifiguratioa, mechanical systems, hydraulic systems, electronic
systems, and cockpit systems since the 1966 symposium have contributed an abundant
supply of new information. This, along with refinements in criteria and requirements,
provided a wealtb of material for the third AGARD "Stability and Control" symposium
which was held in Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany on 10-13 April, 1972.
The value of the papers and the subsequent discu.ssions, which are itciuded iii these
are a credit to the authors and session organizers.
proce2.
W.T.Hamiltoji
Member of the Flight Mechanics Panel
Program Chairman

!4
!W

J.Renaudie
Member of the Flight Mechanics Panel
Assistant Program Chairman
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SU[AEY OF AGARD MEETING ON "PROBLEMS OF THE COCKPIT ENVIRONMENT"
NOVaMBER 1968 IN AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS
by
J.J.P. Moelker
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR
Sloterweg 145
Amsterdam
The Netherlands

A13STRACT
The symposium on "Problems of the Cockpit Environment" held in Amsterdam in November 1968 was
the first broad-scope conference on this subject.
Most problems dealt with are related to the process of man-machine communication, with emphasis
on cockpit information-generatian, -display, and -transfer.
Techniques for the evaluation of cockpit geometry, display systems and cockpit workload as presented during the symposium are summarized, together with the associated anthropometrical data and
types of display systems.

INTRODUCTION
broad-scope conference on
Th? symposium on "Problems of the Cockpit Environment" was the first
this subject.
It wan organized by the Avionics Panel and held in co-operation with the Aerospace Medical Panel,
the Flight Mechanics Panel and the Guidance and Control Panel in Amsterdam, Netherlands, November

1968 (Ref.1).
In giving the surrey the following remark has to be mede in view of the relation with the
present symposium on stability and control.
In a man-machine system there are the basic criteria of system efficiency at the system level
and the individualts well-being at the subsystem level. Stability and control requirements are at the
system level and because the cockpit is a subsystem, one should not be surprised that most of the
attention was foouped at the subsystem level, reason to do the sene in this paper.
It must be disappointing for those who have not gone through the proceedings, that there is so
little to be found about the aircraft designers's problems.
Roughly half of the papers were dealing with displays.
With several studies reported in the papers substantial progress was made in the meantime.
The Guidance and Control Panel, one of the participating panels, recently held a meeting on the
subject of guidance and control displays (Ref.2), in which most of this work was reported ani I will
refer to that later.

Twentynine papers were presented during sessions on:
1. The problems of determining crew capability under stress,
2. Problems in aralysis and measurement of information transfer requirements and effectiveness for

various missions,
3.
4,

The problems of correlating crew training, crew size and composition, and automateo assistance,
The problems of cockpit design including instrumentation computer/display/control syst,3ms and

components,
5. The problems of cockpit information generation,
6. The problems of deriving in-cockpit and head-up information display configurations.
It is not my intention to follow the papers in the order given in the proceedings. The scope of
problems of the cockpit envirorment, moreover, is too broad to summarize them easily. Typical aapects
I selected ares
oockp:.t subsystem design and evaluation,
cockpit geometry,
cockpit diaplays,
pilot workload.
COCKPIT SUBSYSTEM DESIGN AND EVALUATION
Various approaches to the cockpit subsystem design and evaluation can be found in

the papers.

As the development progresses, the types of simulation evolve from mathematical models with
their associated analytical techniques, to mookups, fixed and moving base simulators and flight
tests. A technique established at the Human Engineering i'vision at the RA.F is, although very briefly,
described in a paper on the "Optimisation of the cockpit enviroriment and the crew cockpit inte'face".
The state-of-the-art in certain areas of Human Engineering csn be described by quoting from the

following statements in this papers
"In thermal stress problems, as in many other cases, there is a lack of the basic understanding of
and data about the man, which the engineer can understand and use".
"The subject of vibration effects is used to suggest that, while there is an enormous amount of work
and data a-ailable, for various reanns most of it is very unhelpful to the engineer."
and optimise next to nothing whilst in the other
"In Human Engineering we can quantify very little
subjacts (Aerodynamics, Structures, Engines, etc.) very considerable effort is devoted to project

studies aimed at securing the optimum combination of airframe, engine, etc."
The Integrated Cockpit Research Procedure developed at Litton is applied to the target detection
and acquisition problem, a trade-off comparison between human and computer systems (paper 11).

The results indicate that man does not execute "brain" type operations with a wide bandwidth as
does computer technology. Man has, however, an immense mass and associative memory storage' function
which is well beyond computer technology. Only a limited conclusion is given ani the problem needs
further study.
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The same procedure is applied in a later study aimed at identifying control and display requirements of aircraft in advanced time periods (Ref.2).
The first phase of a study to come to a method to evaluate the design and assess the lay-out of
a cookpit is reported in the paper "Crew work-load sharing asscss.ent in all-weather, low level strike
aircraft". The method was further developed and is described in the conference pre-print on guidance
and control displays (Ref.2).
Methods ,hich cover only part of the cockpit subsystem were also presented. One of these is$

COCKPIT GEOM1ETRY
Three papers were devoted to this subject (Fig.l).
A research program was in progress at the Boeing Company, directed at the development of mathematical models of the geometry of the pilot, the cockpit and other crew members (paper 14).
The conclusion is that the application of computer techniques to cockpit geometry evaluation is
feasible. Some early results were presented but new data, needed for an orderly progress of the project were specified.
A second paper deals with the analysis and evaluation of anthropometric data (paper 15). The
state-of-the-art here does not seem to differ much from that mentioned earlier.
The conclusion is that new techniqugs of measurement and new methods of presentation of anthropometric data are required for meaningful progress to be made in the cockpit design and that more
emphasis is required on dynamic measurements of the seated operator. New and in particular graphic
methods of presentation for anthropometric data are required in order to aid the design engineer in
the utilization of these data.
A third paper describes a method for evaluating and comparing aircraft in terms of the grouna
areas visible from the cockpit (paper 16), Use is being made of a binocular cockpit visibility
camera. Ground visibility
plots are deduced from the cockpit visibility
photographs. The data are
important for visual reconnaissance, strike, take-off and approach and landing.
COCKPIT DISPLA.YS
Almost all of the papers in the second part of the proceedings deal with displays. Display design in total should folow the aircraft development program. This of course is not always neceasary
for individual instruments. Display design has many aspects. Some of the more important attributes
are:
Vission (phase) The mission phases in which the rilot's performance is critical are e.g. approach
and landing. Most of the attention was therefore focused on these flight phases (papers 7, 10, 18, 20,
24).
Type of aircraft The vertical take-off and landing aircraft pose problems of a different nature than
conventional aircraft. Several papera are related to this type (papers 7, 18, 19, 26). The display
formats ir.dicate a significant influence of the type of aircraft on the displays.
Function For obvious reasons almost every electro-mechanical display e.g. engine instruments, navigation displays, primary flight instreeents, is a mono-function display. Only the paper on the electronic &isplay of primary flight data referred to multi-function displays (paper 28). More about the
development of multi-function displayu can be found in ref. 2, in which the approaches taken by
Elliott
Flight Automation and Thomson-CSF are presented.
Mode The mode of a display refers to the human sensor involved in the interaction between mrn and
machine. This mode can be visual, audio, tactile, etc. Visual displays are definitely dominating.
Position of visual displays Three categories are normally recognized, head-down displays, head-up
displays and helmet mounted displays. The head-up displays attracted far more attention (papers 20,
23, 24, 30) than helmet mounted displays (paper 26), although the development of the latter has progressed rapidly (ref.5).
Media for visual displays Although there are a large number of display media, examples are given
only of electro-meohanical and cathode ray tube displays. New technology has evolved since then. In
this resplect reference should be made to the session on new technology for guidance and control displays presented in ref. 2.
Head-up and helmet mounted displays are, except for simple sights and the CSF head-up display,
cathode luminiscent devices.
Information transfer
If there is a possibility that the information transfer from the display to the
pilot does not occur, or if the information is misunderstood or misinterpreted, ways have to be found
to improve this. The development of a central hot message and advice panel is subject of a study at
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (paper 6 and ref. 4) (Fig.2).
The quantification of information transfer is still
a problem.
A discussion uf some other papers dealing with these attributes seems to be worthwhile.
The paper on the display of aeronautical charts outlines the status of airborne chart displays
(paper 27). The same author gave a general review in ref. 2.
For those who are interested in map displays in more detail, reference is made to a symposium
dealing with the Geographic Orientation in Air Operations (ref. 6). Four basic types of map displays
are recognizeds direct-view map lisplays, projected map displays, combined map/CRT displays and
electronically generated map displays.
Some advantages and limitations are the followings
The direct-view display can be used with standard paper charts and the pilot has direct access
to the chart, so that he can mark it,
however, the storage capacity is rather limited.
The microfilm projection display ha- stcrage capacity for millions of squeare miles, however, the
pilot cannot readily annotate the chart image.
The advantages of a combined map/CRT display originate from the versatility of the CRT as a diaplay medium.
The limitations are that the systems are complex, large and heavy.
Maximum exploitation of the versatility is made in an electronically generated map display, the
development of which has, however, hardly started.
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A recommended engine instruments panel lay-out for current airoraft is presented in figure 3.
The development of computerised and motorised engine instrument displays, automonitoring end
manteance recorders is proposed to reduce the pilot's workload (paper 29) (Fig.4). It is further
pioposed that cockpit emergency controls should be standardised to a oertain degree. Ibis is quite
logical in view of the accidents that have happened in relation to habit interference.
Advantages which have been stated for the head-up diarlay (paper 30) are:
1. A better efficiency of the flight instruments,
2. Improved display sensitivity and accuracy in relation to the conventional instruments,
3. Less strain for the pilot,
4. Easy monitoring of the autopilot operation,
5. Accurate monitoring of the descent slope in VMC approach and landing,
6. Continuous external watch, acoomodation at infinity,
'I.The possibility for Category III roll-out, take-off and landing.
Only the last three advantages are proper to the head-up display.
Examples of possible display formats are shown in figs. 5, 6 and 7. A disadvantage of the headup diplay is the relatively narrow field of view. The helmet mounted display is developed to overcome
this problem and to save panel space (Fig.8). Little information is available in the human factors
engineering literature as to the capability of the pilot to track with his head (paper 26). The development of helmet mounted displays has progressed rapidly (ref.5).
The electronic display of maps has been mentioned before. The electronic display of primary flight
data was the subject of a paper by Walters (paper 28). Needed panel space can be limited by time sharing between various displays. This type of system will find increasing application. There is still a
considerable amount of research needed in this area. Some typical formats are shown in fig.9.
For quasi static s tuations, numerical displays are considered to be good for presenting quantitative information and Toor for providing qualitative information. The use of numerical displays in
dynamic situations istteated in the paper on "Numerical displays for the presentation of dynamic
inforation"
.
.
if i s etsential
hore to distinguish between open and closed loop tasks. It is concluded from the
experiments that a numerical display can provide information, sufficient to allow subjects to perform
continuous tracking tasks, but apparently at the expense of additional attentional cost.
Research is required to investigate the effectiveness of an operator when controlling a number
of tasks each using numerical displays.
Two new analog displays were tested in a fixed-base simulator during approach and landing
(paper 10) ( Fig.lO).
Some typical results indicated that an average pilot can perform consistently accurate landings
using these displays even with unfavourable aircraft characteristics.
The results of a study on VTOL displays and controls for all-weather co-ordinated flight of
helicopter formations has shown that the precision of control in the formation is a function of the
quickened signals (paper 19). These signals are dynamically equivalent to those signals essential for
a stability augmentation flight control system. Three formats were tested. The PPI format (fig.ll) was
the most satisfactory for a formation flight system.
A simulator program has been developed to design new engine displays and displays for hydraulic
and electic s~stems for the Do 31 (Fig. 12 and 13). A theory for manual control display was applied
to the instrument landing approach (paper 5). Improvements have been made and the theory has led to
an analytic approach tn display design (ref.2). The use of feedback control theory in display design
still
moets a lot of scepticism among human engineers. The verbal analytical models of pilot dynamics,
which are usEd in the theory, do, however, load to practical useful results.
PILOT WORKLOAD
All approaches both for the cockpit sul-system design and the display design lead to the critical points of allocation of functions and pilot workload. This probably is the most difficult aspect.
Attempts are made to record eye movements (paper 3). This may give information about the foveal scannir.g pattern, but not about the parafoveal scanning pattern. Information on scanning patterns is used
to determine the scanning workload (pape:. 5).
Head and hand movements are recorded, using cine-cameras with wide-angle lenses (papers 3, 12,
14).
Before measurements can be performed, the pilot's workload has to be estimated, based of course
on suitable criteria.
In the Integrated Cockpit Procedure use is made of a so-called time-based load analysis to provide a quantitative index of operator load. Other criteria to assess man's performance and to define
his task load can be found n the papers.
Stick movement and output error (paper 8), transinformation (paper 9), sinus arrhythmia and the
dual task method for meaquring mental load (paper 4), survey method (paper 6), questionnaires (paper
17), the well-known Coopar-Harper rating scale adapted to this application, semantic differentials,
and questionnaire-guided interviews (ref. 2) and still
many other techniques are known.
A year after the meeting on the cockpit environment, a symposium was held, also in Amsterdam, on
"Measurement of man at work"; an appraisal of physiological and psychological criteria in man-machine
systems (ref. 3), in which most of these techniques can be found.
The situation here does not seem to be very satisfactory either. I will not go further into this
subject, however, because it is discussed later on during this symposium by Mr. Thorns.
It was stated by Mr. Fieh that there had not been done enough work on man under stress in the
cockpit. I like to close with the .- eoponse of chairman Domeshek of the symposium on problems of the
cockpit environment: "I can only say "amen" to that".
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FIG. 5 IMAGE SEEN BY THE PILOT DURING LANDING (C SF).
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FIG. 8 HELMET MOUNTED D:SPLAY WITH ELECTROMECHANICAL
HEADTRACKER ATTACHED TO THE HELMET.
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EFFETS AEROELASTIQUES DU POINT
DE VUE DE LA MECANIGUE DU VOL
AEROELASTIC EFFECTS FROM A
FLIGHT MECHANICS STAND POINT

Tentat~ve pour ro6surner
la rdunion du F. M. P. en
avril 1969 1 MARSEILLE - France
par J. F. RENAUDIE
C E V - FRANCE

J'ai accept6, en rnai 1971, A OTTAWA, de faire le risumd des travaux de la r~union du Groupe
de Micanique du Vol L MARSEILLE en avril 1969, en riponse I tine suggestion de mon arni
Pierre LECOMTE, alors prisident, dont le but 46tait de pr~senter les travawc ant~rieurs du groupe
ayant un rapport direct avec le Symposium our Ia Stabiliti et lea cornmandea de vol.
Lorsqu'il y a queique temps d~j Lje me suts mis bLIa tiche, j'ai tout de suite rigalliE h quel point
cette acceptation itait imprudente. Le recuell des confirences, publid par AGARD contient plus de
300 pages grand format de petits caractares i d'explicationa math~matiques et symboles et de figures.
Autant essayer de rdsuiner tine encyclop~die.
Pourtant, ayant assistg personnellement A la r~union de Mars eile, j'en itais reventi avec tine
impression diff~rente. Clest cette impression que je voudrais essayer de faire revivre.
Nous avons entendu I MARSEILLE vingt cinq exposgs ; chacuxi de ces exposigs Etait prisentE9 par
tin oti plusieurs auteurs ; cinq sessions regroupalent des sujets voisina.
J'essaierai donc d'abord de r~sumner brilvement chactine de ces sessions. Ensuite je cholsirai
queiques udes exposgs lea plus caractiristiques, dont certaines illustrations aeront projets A
nouveau aujotird'hui.
Je voudrais hLl'avance prier lea auteurs des exposis choisis de me pardonner si limage que je
donnerai ainsi de leur travail leur parait inexacte, incomplbte, ourmime tendancieuse ... its ne varront
IbLque le proc~d46 habituel des exploitants des salles de cin~ma :afficher dana la rue lea images lea plus
suggestives du film pour inciter le spectateur hi en voir plus :je jugerai ma presentation satisfaisante si
l'auditoire a l~envie de lire ou de relire ces expos~gs tela que prdsent~s dans leur int~gralitEc par leurs
an'teurs.
J'ai choisi six seulement des vingt cinq exposis pr~sentgs ; it m-it faut dire aussi que j'ai volontairement laissi de cat6 certains expos~s pourtant trbs intdressanta parce quils me paraisaaient moins
ligs aui Symposium stir la Stabiliti ; d'autres expos~s n'ont pas iti citis en d~pit de leur rapport avec
le aujet d t aujourd'hui ainiplement parce quill fallait bien faire tin choix; ce choix croyez-le bien a EtE
difficile et je outs s~r quill est criticable ; Mhencore j'aurai rdgussi si I'auditolre a le d6Bir de consulter
le recueil des travaux pr~sent~s A MARSEILLE.
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Comme je l'ai dit d~ L cinq sessions ont regroupd lea exposes, de mani ,re parfois aasez arbitraire.
La iZbre seEsion, dtt pr~liminaire, 46tait en principe consacr46e aux rbgles de P'art ; en fait,
mis Lpart un epoad-e 11 ONERA consacrd I la mesure statistique de la turbulence, lea exposds ont
surtout Stt! cornsaerds aux: m~thodes de calcul permettant de reprds enter lea ddformations de l'avion
souple et leurs Influences sur lea forces adrodynainiques. Je citerai deux: expoass: cclui prdsentS par
le NLR Hollandais et celui prdsentd par 11 AEROSPATIALE (France).
La 2Zbe session 46tait consacrge 5. lagrodynamique des retors flexibles. En ddpit de leur grand
int4r~t, je ne citerai aucun des exposads car le Symposium ne traite pas des appareili h. voiI':rc tournante.
La 3Z~me session itait conaacrde a la mdcanique du vol proprement dite des aviona flexibles,
je citerai lea expsspr6sentds par la NASA, la Socidt6 BOEING et le RAS de FARNBOROUGH.
La 4bme session dtalt consacrdc bLla ddtermination expgrimentale des effets de Ia flcxibilit6,
je citerai un exposgd de Ia N *A (LANGLEY Field).
La 5b~me session 6tait consacr46e aux systbmes dtaugmentation de stabilitg ; tous les exposis
auraient pu itre cit~s. En fait j'ai choisi de vous rappeler la prdsentation faite par le Canadien
J. A. Mc KILLOP, cc qui eat une fagon d'honorer la mdmoire de cet auteur, tu6 depuis lora d'un
accident en vol d'essais.

L'impreasion dorninante, Ll'issue de cette r~union, eat que llairoglasticit6 constitue, par sea
l'un des facteurs qul prdoccupe le plus le constructeur actuel dtvos
nombreuses ipcaon,
Lorsqulavec 3. T. HAMILTON de la Soci~t6 BOEING, avec qui j'ai eu le plalsir d'organiscr le programme du Symposium stir la StabilitS, nous avons cherchd tin thZbme, nous avions trouvd le suivant :
De bonnes caractdristiques de stabilitd et de maniabilitg, objectif fondamental de chaque phase
de misce au point de l'avion, de la planche ILdes sin h la construction et aux essais en vol.
Et bien, on aurait aussi pu dire : Comment lutter contre llairodlaaticitE bt tous lea atades
et desain initial,
misc au point en soufflerie,
fabrication du prototype,
misc au point et fabrication de la adrie,

-conception

-

Mais revoyons quelques images sdlectionndes

...

Voici 3 Figures extraites de I'expoad de MM, BERG et ZWAAN du N L R
Fig.I
MM. BERG et ZWAAN ont prdaentd Ia thgorie des surfaces portantes pour calculer lea coefficients airodynamiques d'une voilure flexible.
Cette thdorle repose entre autres stir Ie choix: des fonctions permettant de reprdsenter Ia forme
de la r~partition des charges de presslon stir la surface portante, dites fonctiona de KERNEL.
La figure montre le principe de la mdthode utiliade et le texte donne tin exemple d'application au
mo'tvement harmonique.
Plusicurs hypothZbsea doivent itre faites dana cette application:
-

6coulement I potentiel sans choc ni dicollement stir toute la surface qu'intdrebae l'intdgrale,

-

mouvementa assez petits pour autoriser la lindarisation,

-

non influence de I'E6coulement stationnaire bLtne incidence o( donnde stir 11culmn instationnaire.

D'autre part, par principe m~me, l'usage de fonctiona de r~partition de charges se heurte A des
obstacles insolubles en tranasonique. Par contre, en supersonique, Ithypothbse de charge conatante
aimplifie lea calculs.
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Fig. 2
La figure 2 montre tin exemple de d~coupage de Vl'ale en 94 6ments.
Fig.3
L'application c.A.!a th~orie des surfaces portantes au mouvemait oscillatoiro de tangage d'une alle
ogiva e donne les r~sultats que montre cette figure.
On constato tin accord assez ban entre la thdorie et les mesures pour lea coefficients d'amortis3oment de tangage, rnais par contre la raideur mes-arie eat double de la raideur calculde.
N'dtant pas spicialiste de ces calculs thioriques, jo ne me hasarderal pas I critiquer le detal
de leur application. Mais je constate seulement que Ia plupart des thiories ne pouvont par elles seules
parvenir au r6sultat cherch6. Chaquo auteur s'efforce d'introduire au mieux tin outil de correction
empirique qui permottra, une fois r.~ali3des des mesures sur tin petit nonibre do modes de diformation
glastique W'en ddduire les forces et coefficients a~rodynamqiques correspondant aux autres modes.
Les conclusions de MM. BERG et ZVAAN sont des conclusions do prudence : olles incitent h-utliser
les calculs comme tin outiI dtinterpolation ou d'extrapolation entre des donn~es expirimentales.

La figure suivante est extraite do ItexposE fait par Mr DAROVSKY, do 11 AEROSPATIALE France.
Mr DAROVSKY a tent6 do r~pondre la question : par quel ensemble d'Equations pout-on reprisenter le
vol de Ilavion souple ?
L'auteur donne tine r~ponse claire au probRbme statique : ce sont los mimos Equations quo cefles
do l'avion rigide :
-

I1 y a donc 1e m~me nombre d'Equations diff~grentielles quo pour 10 sooide ind6formable;

-

chacune de ces Equations a la mie 4criture qu'il stagisse do l'avion flexible ou do l'avion inddfominable. souls los coefficients dits encore d~rivdes a~rodynamiques diffarent.
"rigides" les d~rivdes souples d~pendent do plusieurs

*

Seulemenr, bi la diff~rence des diriv~es
paramh tres supplimentaires:

*

-

r~partition des masses et configuration intiate do vol avlon rigide.

-

r~partition des pressions sur 1'avion rigide.

L'autour illustro par cette figure ltutilisation pour le cas instationnaire, do d~riv~es analogues
aux d~riv46es statiques, bLraison d'un jou, do d~riv6es par mode do d~formation, dit encore d~rivqes quasi
statiquos. Si l'on considbre tin nombre do modes suffisant quo l'auteur estime atre de l'ordre de 6 ou 7
cette m~thode beaucoup plus lMgZre quo la mdthode g~nrale harmonique, plus exacte mais laborieuse,
donne cependant ios r~sultats trlbs suffisants danai la pratique. Sur cette figure pr~sentant 1application
Lla r~ponse d'un avion souple bLIa turbulence atmosph~rique, on voit comme il y a peu do diffirence
entre le calcul complet instationnaire (lignes continues) et 1e calcul quasi statique (lignes pointill~eos).
Dans los conclusions do sa pr~sentation l'auteur forinulo tin voou qul eat aussi 1e mien : c'est
qu'enfin a~roglasticiens et a~rodynamicions re mottent d'accord sur lmploi do notations communos
pour parlor des forces a46rodynamiques. 11 y a 11 tine suggestion pour briser cetto barriZbre du langage
qui pourrait fournir lVide d'une initiative AGARD dans cc domaino.

Cette figure eat extraite do llexpos6 do Mr CHEVALIER do Ia NASA (AMES) et do
MM. DORNFELD et SCHWANZ do BOEIN~G. Cot exposE5 donne 1'exemple d'applications de mdthodeb
do calcul des effets de I'adro~lasticitg sur !a stabilitE4 statique et dynamique dans 1e cas do detix avio.:s
le BOEING 707 320 B et 1e projot do SST.
La m~thode do calcul avait 6t6 prdc~deinment expoo~e par Mr DUSTO (BOEING Co). Elle est
assez voicine do cello pr46sent~e par Mr DAROVSKY (AEROSPATIALE), quo je viens do rappeler, en ce
sons que ce sont lea coefficients des E6quations des petits mouvements qtii sont modifics pour introduire
leffet do la flexibilitg.
Pour ce faire, l'avion est remplac6 par tin assemblage do panneatix 616mentaires comme le
reprdsente cette figure. Pour chaque panneau la masse est supposie concentr~e, et V'on calcule le d~pla cement d'un panneati d~terminE, le n' 48 par exemple du BOEING 707, sous l'lnfluence d~n force
s'exer4;ant suivant tine direction donn~e sour le 25Z: pani.eau.

A.
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R~p~tant 1'op4ration pour l'influence de chacun des 70 panneaux de 1'avion sur le panneau n* 48,
pour chacune des 3 directions de force pouvant kre consid4es, on obtient 3 x 70 = 210 coefficients
d'influence par panneau soit pour tous lee panneaux de Ilavion une matrice de 210 lignes et 210 colonnes.
Le calcul du mouvement de chaqvue panneau est ainsi trait6 par lemploi du calcul matriciel qui
conduit finalement, compte tenu des diverses conditions de continuittd et de lirnite bL 6 6q':ations sous
forine matricielle.
Gee 45quations peuvent itre simplifiC-es si V'on suppose que les forces d'inertle et dtamortisee4
ment ass oci~es hi la flexion structurale sont n6giigeables et V'on est conduit ainsi Lune repr sentation
dite quasi statique.
Fig.

6

Ap,-Uqu4e ' un mod'ele rigide, l'application de la th~orie quasi statique au calcul des d6riv~es
a6rodynamiques avion donne les r~sultats sulvants (stabilit46 statique) compargs avec lee rdsultats de
soufflerie sur le modbie rigide:
C lQ(

(gradient de portance avec l'incidence)

-

bon accord sur le coefficient

-

accord momns bon pour le coefficient Cm ok (gradient de moment de tangage avec l'incidence) ; seule
l'6volution avec le nombre de MACH eat bien reprdsenti.
Fig.

7

Cette figure reprend en lignes continues les rdsultats Ilavion rigide"l de la figure pr6cddente
on leur superpose lee courbes pointill4ee qui repri6sentent lee r~sultata des calculs Ilavion, flexible"
et V'on compare avec lea r~sultats d'esaais en vol : incontestablement les calculs flexibles rendent
miewx compte des faits.
Fig.8
Si maintenant on considbre la stabilitg dynamijue courte p~riode, Ilauteur retrou'e la, mzme
conclusion que celle de Mr D-AROVSKY : la th~orie dlastique et maine la th~orie rigide quasi statique
rendent compte de maniZbre trbs saticfaibante, de l'amortiseement du mouvement :ii eat inutile de proc~der au calcul complet avec un grand nombre de mode pour cet avion. L'auteur souligne toutefois
qu'une telle simplification ne aerait pas valable si la fr~quence de mode fondamental de structure n'46tait
pas au moins quatre fois plus grande que celle de Iloacillation dynamnique courte du mouvement de l'avion
rigide.
Pour terminer je soulignera:± certaines conclusions de M14.
SCHWANZ:

CHEVALIER, DORNFELD et

-

lea theories utilisges donnent une representation utile des principalee d~riv45es de stabilit6

-

les d~saccords sont due principalement aux th~oriea adrodynamiquee

-

l'approximation quasi statique i6lastique est suffisante pour lee modbl.es itudi6s

-

la plupart des eff ete de l'a6ro~lasticit6 sont advers es sur lee caractdristiques statiques avion et
gouvernes;

-

l'4lasticit6 a peu dleffet sur la statollitd dynamnique quand lea fr46quences de structure sont blen
E~paries des fr~quences de la courte p~riode.
Fig.9

Cette figure cat extraite de l'exposg de Mr ROSKAM, de l'Universitd de KANSAS. Elle montre
l'importance d'une connaiseance satisfaisarite de la d6formation de la structure afin de concevoir celle
ci pour qu'en v'ol de croisibre la forme de l'aile corresponde hLl'optimumn recherch6 pour lee performances. Pour Ilavion eupersoniqt'e qui eat pria comme e'cemple, cette rccherche de la forme .1 douser
at, biti de fabrication est essentielle. La mdthode de calcul propoe6e 4 cet effet eat celle d~jI d~crite
lors des pr~c~dents expos~s notamment celui de Mr DUSTO.
Un point tout~kiois m~rite dt'Ztre soulign6 c'est ltutiiaation d'un mod~le dit "dtquivalent 61astique"
poar d~crire la deformation de Ilavion satisfaisante : l'hypothZbse faite est que charges et deformation de
la surface ext~rieure de Ilavion sont en phase lea uris avec lea autres et avec lea mouvemnents des axes
de stabilit6.
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Enfin, Ilimportance en valeur abs olue des icarta entre la forme au b~ti d t assemblage et celle en
vol de croisibre doit itre notde :plas de 4 %7 ic la corde de r~fodrence de la section d'aile con- V e
40 cm pour une corde de 10 mbtres!
Fig. 10
Un autre effet trbs important de l'agrodistorslon et probablement Itun des plus difficiles b, pr6dire
eat le d~placement du foyer a~rodynamique. Cette figure extralte da l'expos6 de Mr ROSKAM en fotirnit
lexemple.
Mais * et c'est tin point trbs important que souligne Mr ROSKAM, la ddfinition mame du foyer
aterodynamique depend des manoeuvres enviaag~es, de la mime fa~on que les d~rivdes partlelles d'une
fonction de multiples variables dependent du choix de ces variables. Ainsi on eat amen4 bLd~finir plusieurs foyers supplgmentaires ; on avait dgj~i pour l'avlon rigidt, tn foyer 'A~rodynamique manche bloqu6.
tin foyer adrodynamique n-anche libre, tin point de manoeuvre.
Il faut maintenant distinguer aussi:
le foyer adrodynamique Lfactetir de charge constant povar lea transitions quasi statiques entre les
diffdrentes incidences
-

-

le foyer adrodynamique 4 facteur de charge croissant pour lea ressotirces et lea virages.

Avec la figure sulvante, extraite de l'exposd de Mr BURNHAM dti RAE BEDFORD, clest tin
suet diffdrent des prdcddents qui eat traitg : celiii de l'lnfluence des rafales atrnosphdgriquea stir lavion
flexible.
L'exemple prdsentg met en 46vidence Itamplification des rafales atmosphidriquer loraque les
frdquences qu'ellea contiennent sont volsines des frdquences de rdaonnance des diff~rents modes de ddformation stnucturale. L'auteur souligne 6galement la ndcessit:6 de tenir coinpte de la grande sensibilit6 de
l'homme aux frdqtiences voisines de 4 Hertz.
Fig. 12
La question qui se pose alors eat la suivante : dana que'le mestire petit-on bLlaide de dispoaltifs
automatiques d'autostabilisation oti autres, rdduire lea effets combinds des rafales atrnosph~riqties et
des modes de structure ? Pour obtenir ce rdsuIltat l'auteur prdconise l'emploi dui contr~le direct de la
portance, dont cette figure montre lea effets, compards ht ceux obtentia par lemploi de gouvernes dlassiques. Le gain obtenti dana la lutte contre les effets d'une rafale tient essentiellement bLl'instac.an~it6
de 1'action, stir le facteur de charge dii contr~le direct de portance.
Fig. 13
Cette figure eat extraite de lexpos6 d,: MM. RAYNEY et ABEL de la NASA LANGLEY, prdsentant des mdthodes expdrimentales pour ddterminer au stade des essais en soufflenie la rdponse d'un
avion aux rafales.
Les techniques expdrirnentales ont 6t6 assez pet: tratdes lora de la rdunian de Marseille, mis bL
part tin expos6 de 1' ONERA (FRANCE) stir la ddtermlnation en vol de la fonction de transfert de 13
rdponse d'un avion existant, bLla turbulence.
Le thZbme dii Symposium sur la Stabllit6 eat, rdpdtons-le : de bonnes qualitdcs de vol, objectif
essentiel aux diffdrents stades de la genZbac dtin avion, de sa conception bLsa mise en opdration. Et bien
l'expos6 de MM. RAYNEY et ABEL mon'.re comment difterminer d'69 le stadc de la soufflerie les
coefficients adrodynamiqtiea de l'avion flexible.
Le modble flexible eat suspendu dana la chambre d'expgrience du tunnel adrodynamiqtie trans sonique de LANGLEY. La suspension eat dtudlde de maniZbre bt avoir tine frdquence propre trbs basse
comparde h celle des oscillations adrodynamiques et structurales dui modZble et tine massc mobile
n~gligeable par rapport bLcelle dui mod'ble ; cule fournit lea entraves de sdcuritd.
Un dispositif de volets oscillants (vannes) eagendre des rafales sinusoidIales qtii excitent le
modhie,
Ces modZbles flexibles sont extr~mement coiiteux (50 000 L500 000 $) et afin d'6vIter leur
ddtdrioration bora de in misc ati point de b'expdrience, on lea remplace gdndralement par des modbies
nigides ayant ia m~me forme, la rime masse et la mime ii.ertie.
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La qualit6 du systZme .et suspension dolt Ztre telle que le inodble vole d'une mnanibre pratiquement
libre dana le tunnel. La non miluence de la suslpension eat rnontrige dana cette figure qui reprdaente une
experience faite avec tin m:)dble rigide dont lea coefficients a~rodynamiquea sont blen connus, e t par suite
la r6ponae aux: rafales exactenient calculable. Dana ces conditions )n volt que la r~ponse mesurde par le
aystbme eat trZba voine de la r.~ponse calculde aux alentoura du pic bL2 Hertz qul rep'Jsente loscillation courte aoiriode. Aux plus baaseL. fr~quences la suspenaion nerturbe lee mesures.

Extraite du mime document de MM. RAYNEY et ABEL voici tine figure qui inorntre 1'utllisation
de la soufflerle pour d4terminer la vitesse . laquelle alinverse 1'efficacitd d'ailerons.
On voit Ilexcellexte concordance Oea meaures en vol r~el et cellos effectu~e8 avec le modble en
a oufflerie.
Fig.

16

Pour term~iner cc aurvol des exposes faita i MARSEILLE j'ai choisi I'exposd fait par
Mr Mc KILLOP qui a trouv45 la mort lore d'tin essai en vol.

Get exposS a rnontrd comment un systbmt: permettant de rdduire liailuerce des rafales atmos phdriques peut faire partie de la conception rmaine de l'avion,
Avion bien extraordiaire vous en conviendrez ... nl slaglt e-tune poutre volarite iongue de 378 ft,
capable de vdhiculer 1 50 MPH des in3criptions publicitaires et cemportant tine paire dWailes hLl'av.ant,
tine paire d'ailes h l'arribre ; tin pilote h. l'avant, tin pilote bhlarrib-re.
Fig.

17

Pour rendre acceptable un te! avion pour des missions d'ewviron 4 heures, i i tait essentlel de
riduire l'influence des rafales sur son mouvement.
La solution trouv~e dana ce but eat de rendre chaque paire d'ailes libre de tourner autour d'un axe
perpendiculaire au plan de symdtrie afin de se placer constamnment hLla maine incidence.
Il en rdsulte quelques caract~ristiques intisuelles, telles que la disparition des modes naturels
d'oscillation, extramement amorties (plus de phugoide).

Avant de terminer cette revue de la rdunion. de MARSEILLE du Groupe de Micanique du Vol, je
voudrais bLnouveau m'excuser auprbB des auteura d'avoir empruntd lea figures qulils ont pr~gaentdes et
aussi de n'avolr pu citer tous ceix: qul ont acivement part!cipos b cette reunion.
Plus quc jamais lVagro~Iastlcit4 apparaft d46aormais comme une science fondamentale dont 11 ne
faut jamais rtdgliger lea effets bhquelque atade que cc soit de la naissance d'un nouvel avion.
Bien des questions reatent cependant posges qui probablement n'auront pas de r~ponse dans tin
avenir imm~diat, par exemple comment pr~voir 116volution de certalnes d~riv~es a46rodynamiques loraque
sonc combiis~ lea effets de la flexibilitd et le3 bouleversemnents qui affectent lea dcoulements agrodynamiques du passage du aubsonique au aupersoniquc.
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ANNEXE
PROGRAMME OF THE FMP MEETING
MARSEILLE - APRIL 1969

SESSION

1 - PRELIMINARY SESSION DEVOTED TO THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

-Reference

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
by J.J. Angelini

I

Les TECHNIQUES UTILISEES EN AEROELASTICITE POUR LA REPRESENTATION
DE L'AVION EN VOL
pa. Roland Dat et Christian Be-trix

2

PRESENT STATUS OF UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS FOR LIFTING SURFACES
by H. Berg and R. 3, Zwaan

3

PROBLEMES POSES PAR LA DETERMINATION DE FORCES AERODYNAMIQUES
AGISSANT SUR L' AVION SOUPLE
par L. Darovsky

4

ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE DESIGN CASES
by J. Taylor

5

UTILISATION D'UN AVION COMME MOYEN DE MESURE DE LA DISTRIBUTION
STATISTIQUE DE LA TURBULENCE
par Gabriel Coupry et Guy Thomasset

6

SESSION 2

- FLIGHT DYNAMICS OF A FLEXIBLE VTOL ROTOR

AEROELASTIC AND STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC IN
QUALITIES
by R.G. Loewy

-

".UENCES ON V/STOL HANDLING

7

AEROELASTIC PROBLEMS OF FLEXIBLE V/STOL ROTORS
by D.E. Brandt

8

EFFETS AEROELASTIQUE8 SUR LES QUALITES DE VOL DIUN ROTOR RIGIDE
par J. Gallct

9

THE INFLUENCE OF AEROELASTICITY ON STABILITY AND CONTROL ON A
HELICOPTER WITH A HINGELESS ROTOR
by G. Reichert

10

THE INFLUENCE OF COMPRESSIBILITY ON THE AIRLOADS ON OSCILLATING
ROTOR BLADES IN HOVERING FLIGHT
by W. P. Jones and B. M. Rao

11

SESSION 3

- FLIGHT DYNAMICS OF FLEXIBLE AIRPLANES THEORETICAL METHODS

-

AN ANALYTICAL METHOD FOR PREDICTING THE STABILITY AND CONTROL
CHARACTERISTICS OF LARGE ELASTIC AIRPLANES AT SUBSONIC AND
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
Part 1 - ANALYSIS
by Arthur R. Dusto

12

Part 2 - APPLICATION
by Howard L. Chevalier, Gerald M. Dornfield and R. C. Schwanz

12
4

COMMENTS, INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION OF A METHOD FOR PREDICTING 13
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LARGE FLEXIBLE AIRPLANES
by R. Roskam
AEROELASTIC RESPONSE TO UNWANTED DISTURBANCES
by J. Burnham

14
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DETERMINATION DES COEFFICIENTS AERODYNAMIQUES AVIONS SOUPLE EN
VOL SYMETRIQUE
par A. Marsan

15

COMBINED EFFECTS of AEROELASTIC COUPLING AND AERODYNAMIC INTER.FERENCE. BETWEEN TWO LIFTING SURFACES (WING-TAIL, TANDEM WINGS)
ON THE LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
by P.G. Hamel

16

THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF AEROELASTIC INFLUENCES ON THE LIFT
DISTRIBUTION AND THE AERODYNAMIC DERIVATIVES OF SWEPT WINGS AT
SiMMETRIC AND ANTISYMMETRIC STATIONARY FLIGHT CONDITIONS
by W, Schoernack end E. Hissler

17

SESSION 4 - EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR FLIGHT DYNAMICS nf the FLEXIBLE AIRPLANE
WIND-TUNNEL TECHNIQUES FOR THE STUDY OF AEROELASTIC EFFETS ON AIRCRAFT
STABILITY, CONTROL, AND LOADS
by A. Gerald Rainey and Irving Abel
FLIGHT AND GROUND LOAD MEASUREMENTS BY STRAIN GAUGES
by P. B. Hovell

19

SESSION 5 - STABILITY AND CONTROL AUGMENTATION DEVICES.
CONSIDERATION OF STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS FOR LARGE ELASTIC
EFFECTS
by Clifford F. Newberry

20

INFLUENCE DES EFFETS AEROELASTIQUES SUR L'ETUDE ET LA REALISATION
DE L'AMORTISSEUR DE TANGAGE ET DU PILOTE AUTOMATIQUE D'UN AVION
DE TRANSPORT SUPERSONIQUE
par R. Deque

21

THE INFLUENCE OF THE ELASTIC DEGREES OF FREEDOM UPON A CONTROL
SYSTEM WITH A SMALL STABILITY MARGIN
by R. Staufenhiel, H. Wald and A. Lanarachos

22

ANALYTICAL DFS-'N AND FLIGHT TESTS OF A MODAL SUPPRESSION SYSTEM
ON THE XB-70 AIRPLANE
Part 1

-

Part 2

--

DESIGN ANALYSIS
by John H. WYKES

23

PLIGHT TESTS

Z3

by Eldon E. Kordes

r

GUST ALLEVIATION TECHNIQUE ON A MARGE EXPERIMENTAL AIRPLANE
by J.A. Mc Killop

24

ESSAI EN VOL D'UN DISPOSITIF ABSORBEUR DE RAFALES CONFIGURATION
DU SYSTEME-ANALYSE
par Jacqueline Boujot

25

J

J

-
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-
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SUMMARY PAPER ON SIMULATION MEETING, SPRING 1970 AT
NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER

A. G. Barnes,
Britiah Aircraft Corporation Limited,
Military Aircraft Division,
Warton Aerodrome,
Preston,

Lance.,
PR4 lAX.
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INITRODUCTION

This pape., win attempt to distil the contents of the meeting on Simulation at Ames in 1970. The
meeting was a lively affair, and it is doubtful if an abridged version can convey the flavour of the
meeting - of enthusism, of controversy, of comitment to a discipline which is an much an art as a
science. The definition of "Simulation" was retricted to cover only those problems which include a man
in the loop, and also excluded Space Vehicles. Even so, a formidable gathering of 58 experts, including
engineers, pilots and psychologists were present, and represented 8 NATO countries.
The form of the meeting was a slight departure from earlier practice, in that each paper was
followed by one or two lead discussion papers, which were intended to stimulate contributions from the
floor. The success of the formula is reflected in the fact that sore than half of the people present
made formal contributions, and that almost everyone at the meeting made comment during the discussion
periods.
The Scope of the meeting was large. It ranged from the philosophical - Dr. Brining had consulted
5 dictionaries and still had not found a definition of "simulaticn" - to the practical - one
mathematicalny-inded pilot remarked that "a bad six degree of freedom motion system is likely to be
twice as bad as a bad three degree of freedom motion systm".
The conference consisted of four sessions, as follows.
1. Simulation Objectives
2. Simulator Characteristics
3. Design of Experiments

4. Simulation Results and Analysis
As is usual on these occasions, the topics contained considerable overlap. This, together with the
spirited discussion, meant that the later in the progras you appeared, the more liktely it was that
someone had pre-empted your unique and 411minating contribution. The following paragraphs will try to
pick out the points made by the various contributors, both from the podium and from the floor.

2.

SESSION 1

OBJECTIVES OF SIMULATION

Dr. 0. Bruning, of DFVL Germany set the scene with "Simulation - an Introduction and Survy". He
gave an overall coverage with emphasis on In-Flight Simulation (Variable Stability Aircraft, VSA)J. By
presented a hybrid technique - conditional feedback model control - to apply to VSA. The ensuing
discussion revealed that a similar technique is successful at Cornell (TIFS), Nasa Langley (VS helicopter)
and NRC (VS helicopter). Northrop had reservations about its success at frequencies around and higher
than I hertz.
Dr. Bruning then ran briefly through several aspects of flight simulation - motion cues, visual cues,
psychological factors, and work-load - with quotations from his extensive bibliography.
He concluded
that care is needed in choosing the right simulator for a given task, and gave a danger warning. "In all
technical areas there is an inherent tendency to develop towards more and more sophisticated and complex
systems. In our field, this is not only true for the flight-vehicle itself, but even to a higher degree
for the devices built for their simulation .... The more intricate a facility becomes, the sore personnel
are needed to run it, and suddenly it starts to live its own individual existence, detached from the
original idea behind it." I a sorry to report that no-one was brave enough to stand up and confess to
having such a facilityl
The next paper, "Objectives of Simulation" by Mr. Barnes of British Aircraft Corporation, continued
on this theme. The intention of the paper was to illustrate how in practice, the worthy objectives of
simulation can be distorted. Because of the expensive and yet indispensable role that simulation now
plays in aircraft design and development, an open examination of the use and mis-use of simulation should
be made. Four objects of simulation were defined:
1. To derive statements about the properties of a system which may be read across to the real sibmtim
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2. To provide a framework for the interpretation of experiments.

3. To improve the model.
4. To suggest further experiments.
Examples were then given of the pitfalls that arise in trying to achieve these objectives. They include
the use of a simulator for purposes outside its range, the dilemma of conducting impartial experiments in
a charged or biased environment, the growth factor (Dr. Bruning's point) and the snowball effect of one
experiment leading to another.
In his lead discussion paper, Dr. Gould of NRC, Canada, said that simulation should improve the
engineer's detailed understanding of a system. The use of big computers leads to a loss in flexibility.
One object should be to account for the environment to which the test results will apply - for example,
turbulence or terrain. He was also concerned with the ability to read across to the real situation does limited motion in a simulator do more harm than good? Tests were needed solely to observe the
effects of motion cues.
Mr. Weatbrook, of AFFDL, firmly stated that one objective of simulation is to sava money. This
lead to a spirited discussion on costs. He also puts his faith in results from a single calibrated
pilot, than take the mean opinion from several pilots. "It has been my experience", he added, "that
test pilots have almost universally been honest and willing to take a stand, something that cannot
always be said for engineers." On the subject of costs, M. Pinet, of S.N.I.A.S., gave figures relating
to Concorde. The total expenditure on simulation to date has been less than 85% of the cost of flying
hours saved. Mr. Aitken of NASA reminded us that if simulation is the only way to solve certain
p.-oblems, then cost-effectiveness has little meaning.
3.

SESSION 2

SIMULATOR CHARACTERISTICS

The opening paper was "Flight Simulator Mathematical Models in Aircraft Design", by Mr. Alan H. Lee,
of Boeing. He gave a comprehensive account of the requirements for mathematical models. covering
equations, method of solution, aerodynamic representation, flight control system representation,
propulsion system and turbulence. Coments on motion system requirements and training simulator
requirements were also made. A study of the complete paper, in reference 1, is recommended.
Mr. Vermeulen, of N.A.L., Netherlands, reminded us of the importance of choice of axis system and
axis transformation method in saving computing capacity; also that integration on a digital computer
is not plain sailing. In the discussion, Kr, Home, of AFFDL, said that we are prone to make errors on
big digital models. Mr. Gallagher, of Northrop, gave a plug for old fashioned analog computers,
particularly for high order models.
'Motion, Visual, and Aural Cues in Piloted Flight Simulation" was the title of the paper by
Mr. Staples, R.A.E., Bedford. Again, this is a paper which must be re-d to be fully appreciated. The
author takes a long and thoughtful look at the whole simulation scenario, without trying to reach
conclusions. He wants pilots ("highly adaptable animals") with "the power to suspend diabe ef". A
discussion is made of various cues available to the pilot. Motion is considered axis by axis. The
point is made that the effects of inter-axis coupling make the mechanisation of a motion syttem a complex
procedure. Practical difficulties of travel and frequency response also limit the success of a motion
system in simu.ating the sensations of flight. The situation with respect to visual cues in no less
complex. 15 f.ctors are listed which influence perception of the visual scene.
Two rathe.- ominous suggestions come out of it all, i) that sub-threshold motions may influence
pilot behaviour, and ii) that unperceived distortions in visual displays may influence pilot behariour.
In leading the discussion M. Deque, of S.N.I.A.S., said that p.i.o.'s are difficult to reproduce
with a limited heave motion ystem. Prof. Gerlach, of Delft University, Netherlands, acknowledged the
work of Young (M.I.T.) and Peters (S.T.I.) in relating man's physiological make-up into engineering
terms (lags, filters), and saw great possibilities for the analysis of motion requirements.
Mr. Bray (NASA) suggested that motion cues are unnecessary for problems whose objectives are not
related to the short period dynamics of the control system - for example problems of navigation, or
operational procedures. They are needed, however, for circumstances where the control characteristics
are marginally acceptable. He then detailed NASA Ames experience. In roll, they find an attenuation
to 25% of true value is used for landing simulation. His comments on away aotion were also iignificant,
since Ames now operate the FSAA (Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft) which has - 50 feet of way
travel. "In our experience", he said, "no other single motion cue has contributed as much to the sense
of realism in a simulation as has sway motion." Cold comfort to those of us who can only got translation
from an interpreter.
The next paper, by Me Pine, was entitled "Cockpit Environment". His comments, based on Concorde
flight experience compared to a v.s. Mirage simulation, the Toulouse simulator, and the Bristol
simulator were invaluable. He found that the aircraft, visor down, was less susceptible to overcontrol
in roll, probably because of peripheral vision from the aide windows. The visual system at Toulouse
gives a worrying impression due to apparent yaw motions at high angle of attack. Landing approaches
are "calmer" (smaller bank angles) in flight than in the simulator. Poor resolution and lack of
perspective in the TV display may account for hard landing3 in the simulator. There is a need for good
representation in a simulator of the cockpit layout and feel system - no "-mell" of artificial. With
respect to motion cues, neither the Mirage nor the Toulouse simulator feels like the aircraft. The
simulator is adjusted to give "a minim of false perceptions", and "an impression of going in the
right direction".
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Dr. Strother, Bell Helicopter Co., argued that M. Pinet was wrong in his insistence on no smel. of

artificiality ("face validity" she called it).

Tra'sfer of training has ben shown by Muckler to be

insensitive to pilot acceptance of the simulator. Mr. -Nndele, 5.S.A., asked what value the p-Bristol 221
aircraft had been to the Concorde programme. Mr. Lean, R.A.E., replied that its most valuable contribution
was to validate ground based simulations, and thus give credibility to Concorde sisulations.
Several speakers referred to the fact that successful lanA4ngs have been made in aircraft with the
pilot using a TV monitor as visual reference - thus indicating that the trouble in simulators is not
confined to the display alone.

4.

SESSION 3

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

Mr. McGresor of NRC Canada gave the first paper: "Some Factors Influencing the Choice of a
Simulator". He expressed a liking for "lots of motion with a real world visual display". He ephasised
the link between visual and motion cues, and the fact that the stabilisation mechanism of the eye
provides small amplitude rate cues. He suggested that motion is essential for simulator results to be
applied directly to manoeuvring flight, even though qualitative data may be obtained from a fixed base
simulator. Motion cues should be provided in any study of stability augmentation or engine failure,
handling in turbulence, and cases with marginal stability. He concluded with three areas where further
methods
These are (i) the best use of "wash out" in ground-based simulators, (ii)
research is required.
of measurement to support pilot subjective assessment, and (iii) visual resolution requirements.
The lead discusser, Mr. Gallagher, discussed Northrop experience and egreed with these conclusions.
Predictably, however, he argued that the variable stability aircraft does not always provide the best
way to conduct an investigation into handling qualities for some fighter missions. The inability of the
v.s. aircraft to match flight condition, cockpit layout, and certain failure states may lead to the use
of a ground-based simulator with motion.
This comment echoed an earlier remark by M. Pinet, that the
Toulouse simulator gave a better representation of the Concorde than the v.s. Mirge.
Mr. Breuhaus remarked that v.s. aircraft and ground base! simulators are complementary pieces of
equipment.
N. Decue quietly commented that simulators sometimes create their own problems - for
example, thu limited cues in ground based simulators can give the pilot false irpressions.
The second paper was "The Selection of Tasks and Subjects of Flight Simulation Experiments", by
Mr. Breuhaus and Mr. Harper of Cornell.
By definition, the task i a simulator differs from the reel
one, and so the pilot's psychological situation is also different - a different type of stresa. An
extrapolation of results to the real situation in needed and is best done by the pilot. On the topic
of rating, they believe that inter-subject and intra-subject rating should be about the sme - if not,
perhaps inadequate briefing is indicated.
The selection of subjocts is difficult. The use of a mall
sample from the pilot population has advantages, because data manipulation is easier, and so is control
of the experiment.
How many subjects should be used? QU can produce useful answers for many
applications, and three has proved to be a reasonable compromise.
The personal qualities cf the
subject are then listed - motivation, objectivity, experience, availability, confidence and
cosmunication.
Opening the discussion, Sit. Filisetti,
of Fiat, liked to see flight tests where
possible concurrent wi~h simulator tests, for validation purposes.
Ensuring that a pilot is completely
familiar with the simulator is also important.
Mr. Brown of R.A.E., U.K. said that in his experience,
variations of results between pilots is always large, but that individual pilots are consistent in
terms of dynamic performance and decision making.
For asme problems the elimination of learning effects
in the simulator is not desirable - learning occurs in the air
also and can seriously distort tests on
system f&lures.
in the discussion, Prof. Doetsch, DFVLR, Germany wondered if the pilots we use in simulators are
so skilful as to be unrepresentative; Dr. Beyer, DFVLR, Germany asked if Mr. Breuhaus tested his pilots
for intraverted or extraverted tendencies. Mercifully, Mr. Breuhaus said no.

5.

SESSION 4

SIMULATOR RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

'"ngineering Analysis", by H. Montfort, of C.E.V., France opened the session.
The analysis of
physical systems is not too difficult, he said.
The criterion may differ from case to case - performance
or pilot comment on the stability. Much more difficult is the analysis of pilot behaviour, for example,
workload.
Engineers like to quantify the results of experiments, and to do so even with respect to
psychological reactions is desirable.
Performance measures are insufficient - simulator tests of ILS
approaches showed the same performance as the aircraft stability was reduced, until the pilot lost
control completely.
To measure workload, all pilot inpats and outputs must be measured.
scan pattern may correlate with workload.

In particular, the pilot's

Mr. Madill, of D.H., Canada, said that they had found the application of statistical
surface techniques to both pilot ratings and pilot comments to be rewarding.

and response

Mr. Asbkenas of Systems Technology Inc., felt
that closed loop analysis is the lead to an
understanding of pilot behaviour. Scan pattern measurement is only partially successful to measure
workload, because the eye derives peripheral information, and so eye fixation or movement is not a
unique measure of input. Experiments confirm the complexity of the relationship of eye position to
workload.
A better measure of workload is the degree of adaptation in an adaptive secondary task.
The last word came from the pilots. "Pilot Assesment Aspects of Simulation" by Mr. G. Cooper and
Mr. Drinkwater of NASA Ames started by saying that the pilot's
primary concern is with the fidelity of
the simulator, in other words, the degree of extrapolation that is called for. And yet the usefulness
of a simulator is not necessarily related to its sophistication.

,-X

The pilot must participate in prograes definition. The rcle of the pilot was then discusued. If
the pilot is treated as a subject (or performer), then workload mtasurement methods are needed. If the
pilot is regarded as an assessor, then the value of his extrapolation to the real situation is obtained.
Perhaps the beat place to measure workload is in the training simulator, because of its high fidelity.
This is a new role for such devices.
The first lead discusser was M. Pinet. No.emphasised the need for pilots and engineers to work
He then discussed a new rating scale, which had been formulated because he
together for assessments.
found the Cooper-Harper scale difficult to apply. Ths new scale takes into account three factors - skill,
attention, safety, and the pilot i4 asked to give to each of these factors a numerical rating of 1, 2 or 3.
Lt. Wheal of R.A.E., gave the second lead discussion paper. He was unhappy about being asked to
extrapolate to the flight situation, and questioned the value of such judgements. On the other hand, he
had found tI'tt if a handling problem occurs in flight as predicted by a simulator, then the chances are
that the solution found on the simulator is successful in flight also. On the subject of workload, he
reminded us that R/T tranasissions make up a significant proportion of the total workload. ge had flown
the FSAA at Ames, and concluded that with such a good notion system, the visual display is the weak link.
He wondered, on the basis of a pilot's ability to perform deck landings on a black night, whether simple,
accurate contact analogue display• should rective attention.

6.

CLOSING DISCUSSION

The last cession was devoted to a discussion of the recomindations for further research which had
emerged from the meeting. They related to the simulation and influence of visual and motion cues, pilot
storklo.ld, and the modelling of turbulence.
Finally, M. Lecomte sumaarisad the important conclusions which emerged from the meeting. They may
ba paraphrased as
1. "Sit down and tbink" before you simulate.

Then cross-check with theory and other simulations.

2. The two most delicate problems of simulation are the visual and mstion cues. Much remains to
be done both to improve our methods of simulating these cues, and to utilise these methods to
best advantage.
3. The pilot is the final judge, and we must study the pilot himself in the physiological,
psychological, and servo-mechanism snse.
4. The overlap between Research Simulators and Training Simulators is becomin3 more pronounced.
7.
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OPEN DISCUSSION
H.H.B.M.Thomas, UK: On the question of supplying motion.cues on simulators it sems to me that there has been
too ready acceptance of the need to move towards realism in providing actual motion rather than trying to find out
what features of motion are essential to the pilot. Would the author care to comment?
A.G.Barnes, UK: This question raises two problems: frst, that the true motions are difficult to produce; and
second, that it is difficult to isolate the features that the pilot uses. Most of us, because -. the first difficulty,
accept severe limits in authority and degrees of freedom in our motion systems. In consequence, we must use ad
hoc methods such as wash out or gain reduction before pilots even accept our simulators As M. Pinet reported,
the simulator is adjusted to give "a minimum of false perceptions." However, at NASA Ames Research Center the
FSAA allows greater realism in the representation of motion, and because they can start from that point and reduce
the fidelity, they can begin to isolate those features which are essential to the pilot. You may find reassurance in
this work and complementary work on physiological models of the pilot.
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HANDLING QUALITIES CRITERIA AND REQUIREMENTS
by
William E. Lamar
Terry L. Neighbor
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wright-Pa:terson AFF, Ohio 45433

SUMMARY
This paper was prepared to aummarize the AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel Specialists Meeting on
"Handling Qualities Criteria" held in Ottewa, Canada, 28 September to 1 October 1971, and to discuss the
current status, problems, activities and issues in the development and application of handling qualit'es
criteria as reflected bv this meeting.
An AGARD report containing the papers, discussions and questions of this meeting has been conpiled and edited, and will soon be available for those who wish to pursue In more detail the activities
and issues covered therein. With only a few exceptions, each paper presented at the meeting is summarized
by the author's abstract and summary, plus a brief lead discussor's paper. Thus, there is no need for
this paper to cover the same ground by presenting a dezailed paper-by-paper summary.
Our approach will be to provide an overview of the meeting and each session, discuss the state of
the art and specific items and activities of interest, and briefly review problems and issues. A discussion
of basic definitions and the historical evolution of flying qualities precedes the review of current status,
problems and techniques used in :he development of flying qualities. The concepts of TSS-5 and HIL-F-8785B
receive emphasis in recognition of their considerable impact on thinking and the frequent discussions
devoted to them throughout the meeting. Special problems and research activities are summarized in much
the same order as in the meeting. The paper is concluded with an overview of current problems, issues
and future actions needed, as highlighted by the round-table discussion of "Where do we go from here?"
and supplemented by screening of the discussions within each session.
MEETING OVERVIEW
SCOPE
The few words on Figure I provide a quick perspective of the size and activity of the meeting.
SCOPE
* 3 U?DAYS
* 6 r1CK'4CA'
SESSIO~6*
- '000

TARUE
- WME DoW65COFRO~M
HERE

* 22 PAPERS
* 21 DISCJSSi
* L20RECORDED
COWSP.TS
*TGLIR
OFMED
FACILITIES
(INC 2 1O0 STAFF)
* 103ATEWEES

FIGURE 1

The six technical sessions plus the panel discussion are listed below:
Session I

Status of Flying Qualities Requirements for Conventional Aircraft

Session 1I

Status of Flying Qualities Criteria for V/STOL Aircraft

Session III

Establishment of Criteria

Session IV

Special Problems and Interfaces

Session V

Man-Machine Research

Session VI

Additional Research

Panel Discussion

Where Do We Go From Here?

INTERRELATIONSHIP AND LIMITATION OF SESSIONS
Figure 2 depicts how these sessions tended to overlap because of the very nature of the problems
in developing handling qualities criteria. For example, there are some problems which are unique to V/STOL
handling qualities; however, there are also some basic V/STOL handling qualities problems which are comon
to conventional aircraft; e.g., handling of display effects, development of good turbulence models, effect
of control systems, impact of the pilot, etc. As a result of such unavoidable interactions of coverage in
the sessions, it was not uncommon to have discussions in one session which were applicable to one or more
other sessions.
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FIGURE 2
While coverage of the subjects during the sessions was as complete as practiunl in the time available, and served its purpose of providing a forum for very lively discussions, it is clear that much more
remains for future review and discussion. Conventional aircraft handling requirements and criteria review,
for example, covered the United States military specification, the French E.S.A.U. (Etude de la Securite' des
A~ronefs en Utilisation) philosophy of the Anglo-French SST specification, U.S. civil aircraft philosophy,
and very briefly the British AVP970 criteria. Discussions in equivalent detail and comparisons of similar
information from the other NATO countries, validation of specification and criteria by aircraft test results
as discussed in the V/STOL session, and further discussions of this type would also be enlightening.
Validation of the U.S. military specification by analysis of F-4 and F-5 test results was noted, but time
did not permit inclusion.
The affect of flying qualities on accomplishment of such military functions as air-to-air refueling,
weapon delivery aud fighter combat, were referenced several times, but not included. Impact of major new
control system developments and changes underway in pilot displays,were also reserved fo: discussion at
future meetings.
INDIVIDUAL SESSION DISCUSSIONS
Now, let's briefly look at the individual sessions.
SESSION I, STATUS OF FLYING QUALITIES REQUIREMENTS FOR CONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT
Papers 1&2 - Comparison of French and US Flying Qualities Requirements
Authors:
Discussor:
Paper #3

Paper ,14

J-C. Wanner and J.W. Carlson
A.G. Barnes

- The Nature and Use of the Rules for Judging the Acceptability of the Flying
Qualities of Fixed Wing Aircraft
Author:
S.J. Andrews
Discuasor: H. Eisenlohr
- FAA Flying Qualities Requirements
r. S. Sliff and R.F. LeSuer
Authors:
Discussor: J. Renaudie

The first session addrissed the status of flying qualities requirements for conventional aircraft.
It began with Messrs. W:nner and Carlson finding general agreement in their comparison with the French
E.S.A.U. philosophy and approach of Anglo-French TSS-5 and U.S. MIL-F-8785B flying qualities requirements
with regard to the SST and military aircraft. A.G. Barnes, lead discussor for these papers summed it up well
by saying "let me congratulate Mr. Wanner and Mr. Carlson on the skillful way they led us through the maze of
this complex subject," a coment that we second.
This session included and led to numerous later discussions on the pros and cqns of having
criteria versus requirements. It is clear that the viewpoint was quite frequently dependent on the relationships of the user to the aircraft development. Mr. Andrews briefly discussed several aspects of the
British Military Specification AVP970 and his views on fl.ight test acceptability rules, and made a plea for
simple criteria and avoidance of incorporating handling quality criteria into aircraft specifications. He
pointed to a need to accumulate data on specialized roles and concentrate flight testing on mission
effectiveness and operational reliability. He finished with an excellent film of the Harrier operating
in the Swiss mountains. Sliff end LeSuer's paper presented a discussion of the philosophy of FAR
(Federal Air Regulations), the task of keeping them up to date, and some of the current and anticipated
problems in the determination of compliance of civil aircraft with the existing airworthiness rules.
SESSION II, STAT JS OF FLYING QUALITIES CRITERIA FOR V/STOL AIRCRAFT
Paper #5

- Revisions to V/STOL Handling Qualities Criteria of AGARD Report No. 408
Authors:
S.B. Anderson and L.G. Schroers
Open Discussion
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Paper #6

- US Military V/STOL Requirements
Authors:
Discussor:

Paper #7

- Application of V/STOL Handling Qualities Criteria to the CL-84 Aircraft
Author:
Discussor:

Paper #8

C.B. Westbrook and C.R. Chalk
D.G. Gould

0. Michaelsen
A. Filisetti

- V/STOL Handling Qualities Criteria Compared with Flight Test Results of the V/STOL
Supersonic Fighter VJ 101C and the V/STOL Transport Aircraft DO-31E
Authors:
Discussor:

G.K. Kissel and H. WUnnenberg
J. Teplitz

The second session was a discussion of the status of flying qualities criteria for V/STOL aircraft. Mr. S.B. Anderson started the session with a discussion of AGARD 408A V/STOL handling qualities
criteria (Reference 6). He was followed by Messrs. Westbrook and Chalk's discussion of the U.S. military
V/STOL requirements contained in MIL-F-83300. The need for opera.ional data was stressed. The next two
papers (References 7 and 8) compared the CL-84, VJ 101C and DO-31E aircraft with existing V/STOL handling
qualities criteria. In addition to the papers presented, WUnnenberg included an informative film showing
the pilot's activity in the DO-31E during powered lift flight.
SESSION III, ESTABLISHMENT OF CRITERIA
Paper #9

- Criteria Trends Obtained frou Analysis of Current Aircraft
Author:
C.E. Adolph
Open Discussion

Paper #10

-

Role of Simulation and Analysis in Criteria
Author:
J.T. Gallagher

Paper #11

-

Criteria for Supersonic Transport Certification

Discussor:

P.L. Bisgood

W. Kehrer
Author:
Open Discussion
Paper #12

-

The Role of Pilot Opinion Ratings
Author:
Discussor:

R.P. Harpor, Jr.
J-C. Wanner

Session III discussed the techniques involved in the establishment of criteria. C.E. Adolph's
paper (Reference 9) was concerned with the role and limitations of existing criteria in the flight test
evaluation of aircraft. The need for correlating criteria with mission tasks was emphasized and
additional needs were pointed out. The role of simulation and analysis as a foundation for developing
handling qualities requirements was addressed by J.T. Gallagher (Reference 10). This paper illustrated,
through the use of examples, the capabilities and limitations of both ground-based and inflight
simulators, analysis and flight testing. Kehrer discutisd the influence of handling qualities criteria
on aircraft design, especially as they applied to the Bo4ing SST configuration. The role of MIL-F8785B in this development was discussed as well as the reliance on past Boeing experience in design and
certification of large co-mercial jet transport aircraft. Harper's paper highlighted problems
encountered In obtaining pilot ratings, an important aspect of criteria development, and emphasized the
need to supplement ratings with correlated comments (Reference 12).
SESSION IV, SPECIAL PROBLEMS AND INTERFACES
Paper #13

- Criteria for Stall and Post Stall Gyrations
Author:
Discussor:

Paper #14

- Turbulence Models for Handling Qualities During Take-Off and Landing
Author:
Discussor:

Paper #15

J.G. Jones
J-C. Wanner

- Flying Qualities Interaction with Elastic Airframes
Author:
Discuisor:

Paper #16

G.J. Hancock
W. Bihrle

'.H. Wykes
H.A. Mooij

- Flight Control System Interface
Author:
Discussor!

R. Deque
W. Sobotta

S

The first paper (Reference 13) discussed problems involved with the interpretation of B.C.A.R.
handling requirements for commercial aircraft during approaches to and excursions beyond limits related
to either stall, minimum flight speed, or high angle of attack characteristics. Unique aspects of
different aircraft types (e.g., slender wing, V/STOL, and STOL) were addressed and special attention was
Eiven to dynamic stalls and to adequate stall warning, either natural or artificial.
The next topic was turbulence modeling development (Reference 14) by J.C. Jones. One of the
major problems is developing a model which is a suitable representation of the properties of atmospheric
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turbulence. This paper investigated these properties with emphasis on the aspects relevant to an aircraft
on a landing approach or during take-off.
The Wykes paper (Reference 15) of this session approached the problem of ride control with a
flexible airplane and the interaction of handling qualities with elastic airframes. As noted by Hr.
Wykes: "It is possible that future vehicles will have increasing difficulty in demonstrating satisfactory
compliance with handling qualities crtteria during flight testing unless increased attention and time are
permitted to be given to flexibility effects analyses during preliminary and early development."
Reference 16 by R. Deque was based on Concorde experience and examined the close interdependency
which exists between handling qualities and the flight control systems. The interdependercy is quite
influential and cannot nor sbould not be separated when establishing criteria or developing an aircraft.
SESSION V, MAN-MACHINE RESEARCH
Paper #17

- Parameters Affecting Lateral-Directional Handling Qualities at Low Speeds
Author: K-H. Doetsch, Jr.
Discussor: R.J. Woodcock

Paper #18

- Pilot Vehicle Analysis
Author:
Discussor:

Paper #19

- rilot Workload
Authors:
Discussor:

Paper #20

R.J.A.W. Hosman
I.L. Ashkenas
R.K. Bernotat and J-C. Wanner
Same

- Theoretical Pilot Rating Predictors
Author:
Discussor:

R.O. Anderson
D.M. McGregor

The fifth session was on Man-Machine Research. The session opening paper by K-H. Doetsch, Jr.
(Reference 17) discussed the added significance of the side force equation in establishing the lateraldirectional oscillatory mode.
Two of the papers, References 18 and 20, presented departures from the more traditional approach
to specifying handling qualities, both using human response theory.
An impromptu paper by Bernotat and Wanner on Pilot Workload presented some of the considerations
and difficulties encountered in measuring pilc' workload. The main problem is pinpointed by the authors in
their closing remarks; i.e., ". . .there is up to now no inflight-method for continuous precise measurement
of mental load, which could help us to adapt the machine to the human pilot."
SESSION VI, ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
Paper #21

- Recent NASA Handling Qualities Research
R.J. Wasicko
Author:
Discussor: D. Covelli

Paper #22

- Rec - U.S. Navy Flying Qualities Research
Author:
Discussor:

R.F. Siewert
D. Lean and P.L. Bisgood

The sixth sejaion represents the discussions of recent NASA (Reference 21) and Navy (Reference
22) research programs. The importance of keeping information regarding research programs available to
other agencies cannot be underestimated. Wasicko showed an interesting film of a number of research aircraft used by NASA to acquire handling qualities data. His paper covers a wide range of research plus
current NASA activities oriented to solve problems for many type aircraft, ranging from general aviation
types, subsonic and supersonic transports, tactical military aircraft to STOL and VTOL aircraft.
Siewert concentrated on naval research to solve problems peculiar to naval aviation, such as
those associated with car-ier operation. He noted that ,,qe of the NADC centrifuge for spin simulation led
to development of an excellent high fidelity tool for fu her research.
ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION, "WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?"
Moderator

P. Lecomte

France

Panelist
Panelist
Panelist
Panelist
Panelist
Panelist

K-H.
O.H.
W.T.
D.M.
J.B.
J-C.

Germany
Netherlands
USA
Canada
UK
France

Doetsch
Gerlach
Hamilton
McGregor
Scott-Wilson
Wanner

The round-table discussion by AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel members provided an overall summary
and projection of "Where Do We Go From Here?" The panC&ists summarized key issues brought out in the
meeting and highlighted the useful role that AGARD can play in standardizing many of the important models
used in the analysis and simulation of handling qualities, sharing results of mutual interest, identifying
important issues, and validating criteria by means of flight tests. Many of their viewpoints will be
reflected in the conclusions to this paper.
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DEFINITION OF HANDLING QUALITIES CRITERIA AND REQUIREMENTS
One of the first steps in problem solving is to define the problem, i.e., to be sure what is
really of concern. This discussion begins by asking, "What is Handling Qua)ities Criteria?" While
definition of basic terms may appear to be quite simple, it is complicated by differences in language
usage. A surprising number of different viewpoints regarding meaning and application of criteria and
specifications was found to axist throughout the meeting. For this reason, it is necessary to provide
our definitions!
Handling qualities is defined by NASA TN-D-5153 (Reference 23) as, "those qualities or
characteristics of an aircraft that govern the ease and precision with which a pilot is able to perform
the tasks required in support of an aircraft role." Webster's Third New International Dictionary defines
criteria as, "a standard on which a decision or judgment may be based," and requirements as, "something
that is wanted or needed."
DIFFERENCES BEVEEN CRITERIA AND REQUIREMENTS
The use of the word criteria as opposed to requirements is not an insignificant difference.
During this meeting, there were some who used the two interchangeably and some who used one or the other
to denote increased stringency. From the definitions given above, it can be seen that requirements are
more apnropriate for specifications where the procurer is stating what he wants from an aircraft, and
criteria are more in line for use in design guides where the designer is searching for deulgn assistance.
it might be appropriate to discuss some of the considerations which are involved in distinguishing
between criteria and requirements. The most obvious consideration, which was mentioned previously, is the
intended use of the handling qualities characteristics. For example, the military procuring activities
specify the handling qualities characteristics that are necessary to perform a mission: thus, they would
use requirements. However, where the contractor initiates design of the aircraft, handling qualities
criteria provides a useful guide. MIL-F-8785, a requirements specification, is also designed for use in
the development of new aircraft.
Another consideration in distinguishing between criteria and requirements is the data base from
which it is derived. Requirements should be based on a "good" data base. Criteria, because of their rore
flexible nature, can be based on a lesser data base. This particular aspect of criteria and requirements
is especially Important when dealing with V/STOL or reentry vehicles. The lack of good V/STOL or reentry
handling qualities data, on which to base requirements, presents a problem for nnvone attempting to
establish requirements in those areas.
Another aspect of the differences between criteria and specification was pointed out by Teplitz
in his comment, "The differences in criteria and intended application make detailed comparison of the civil
and military requirements not always feasible. This is only one facet of the FAA problem in applying the
criteria derived from MILSPEC - related handling qualities research to the establishment of civil airwarLhincss regulations. We have made a start on this, however, and we hope soon to begin to investigate
the problem of multiple degraded characteristics on minimum acceptable level of safety, under carefully
controlled-conditions, which is possible with the use of available ground-based and in-flight simulators."
FACTORS AFFECTING HANDLING QUALITIES
As stated before,"handling qualities is defined as, "those qualities or characteristics of an
Aircraft that govern the ease and precision with which a pilot is able to perform the tasks required in
support of an aircraft role." From this definition it can be seen that handling qualities involve those
factors which affect the pilot workload (ease) and performance (precision) of the task. The pilot workload
and performance are affected by surprise, fear, excitement, etc. (all of those items causing stress), by
the visual, audio and kinesthrtic information he receives, and by the aircraft characteristics. More
specificelly, handling qualities are affected by the aircraft stability and control characteristics, the
cockpit interface (e.g., displays, controls), the aircraft environment (e.g., weather conditions, visibility,
turbulence, and pilot stress level). One major problem confronting the handling qualities engineer is that
the effects of these factors cannot easily be isolated. The relationship of these factors, as shown by
Cooper and Harper, is shown in Figure 3. For example, when performing an investigation on the effects of
the stability and control characteristics, the Investigator must be careful to account for the remaining
factors such as aircraft environment in such a way as not to obscure the effects being studied.
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CRITERIA AND SPECIFICATIONS
EVOLUTION
Although the history of the criteria was not discussed in any systematic fashion at the
Specialists Meeting, it is relevant to provide a brief perspective of handling qualities criteria and
specification developments. Figure 4 provides a perspective of the i,suance of flying qualities criteria
and specifications over past years.
FLYING QUALITY CRITERIA AND REQUIREMENTS
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FIGURE 4
In December, 1907, the first United States heavier-than-air flying machine specification included
a requirement for what we now call either handling qualities or flying qualities (for piloted vehicles).
It stated, "During this trial flight of one hour it must be steered in all directions without difficulty
and at all times be under perfect control and equilibrium." By the early 1940's, the equivalent requirement
in the Army Air Corps Designer's Handbook had been simplified to read, "The stability and control characteristics should be satisfactory."
The first substantive handling qualities requirements were published by the U.S. Army Air Corps,
Spec C 1815, in 1943, as a result of joint efforts by the Army Air Corps, Navy and NASA. Several updatings
and outgrowth of this specification can be noted; however, in the late 1940's the introduction of jet and
rocket powered vehicles, expanded operational flight regimes and exponentially increasing technological
capabilities led to a major effort to improve the criteria and specifications. Time relationships of more
recent criteria and specifications in the 1960-1972 time period are shown on Figure 5.
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FIGURE 5
It is apparent that the 1969 issue of MIL-F-8785B, "MIL Spec - Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes," with its 89 pages, supplemented by a detailed and highly useful 715 page Background Information
and User's Guide (BIUG), is far more complex than the 1940 requirements. In part this is due to the fact
that in the early years, analytical methods were meager and design of the simple aircraft of that era for
adequate stability and control and handling qualities was based on broad criteria, judgment and a cut-andtry approach. Final reliance for judging adequacy of flying qualities depended on the pilot.
Today, aircraft are highly complex. We have the benefit of experience with past and existing aircraft, sophisticated prediction and analysis techniques for both the aircraft and its environment, and
greatly improved aerodynamic and dynamic wind tunnel test capabilities. Further, we have harnessed the
computer to process vast quantities of data and handle complex higher order differential equations, developed
an array of fixed base, moving base, and inflight simulators, developed a wide variety of specialized
engineering and scientific skills, formed interdisciplinary teams to solve the problems, and supplemented
the engineering skills with physiologists and psychologists to more fully understand the complex relationships between the machine and the pilot. Despite all this, the final judgment of the adequacy of the flying
qualities still lies with the pilot!
So it is that we still depend on the pilot to judge the adequacy of flying qualities, a situation
which was the source of much discussion throughout the Handling Qualities Criteria Specialists Meeting. As a
result of this reliance on the pilots for the final acceptance of an aircraft, the question frequently was
posed during the meeting as to why do we need all of these sophisticated criteria and specifications, when all
that Is necessary is to have some general simplified requirements -- supplemented by broad criteria -'
oriented around the mission. Further, the importance of relating handling qualities more directly to the
mission capabilities was strongly voiced by Andrews, Adolph and others. (See Westbrook's paper to be
given later in this meeting.)
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In addition, the aircraft designer, stability and control engineers, and cockpit display and controller developer, need quantitative relationships between what constitutes good flying qualities to numbers
of different pilots and the design parameters and characteristics which they have to provide. The high cost,
complexity and interacting disciplines of modern aircraft, which operate in many modes over broad flight
regimes in both favorable and hostile environments, greatly limits the old cut-and-try approach. The need
to design and build new types of aircraft with confidence that they will be completely satisfactory to the
pilot in performing the military missions for which they are designed demands continued progress in the
development of prediction and analysis methods, simulation techniques, and dependable criteria for design.
The custoi er who is making irreversible partial payments during the aircraft development needs
assurance that all is going well during development. The manufacturer who is dependent on fulfilling some
acceptance or certification criteria before he can deliver his aircraft and collect final payments needs
a clear understanding of what capabilities he must meet for acceptance.
The needs of the designer, manufacturer, customer, acceptance or certifying authorities alike thus
provide reasons for less subjective and more specific statements of acceptable flying qualities criteria and
requiremints.
One of the most important considerations of a specification, brought out by Andrews, Sliff and many
others, is to keep up to date with the data base and technology. More specifically, there were also questions
regarding the means used to keep HIL-F-8785B up to date. The mechanism for keeping the specification current
is built in and has been used quite extensively throughout its utilization. The procurement specification
for a military aircraft either includes MIL-F-8785 by reference, with or without deviations, or uses it as a
guide to write a detailed requirement specification for the specific aircraft being procured. During the
negotiation of the specification, the contractor and procuring activity havc the opportunity to introduce
modifications or revisions to any of the requirements of MIL-F-8785B. In addition, as the need arises,
MIL-F-8785B may be amended or changed. These changes, however, must be substantiated by a sufficient data
base to insure a specification that will aid attainment of the aircraft's mission goals.
Realistically, there are occasions when the lack of good handling qualities data has necessitated
writing requirements which are not well substantiated. It is for that reason that a Background Information
and User's Guide (BIUG) was especially important to each of the new handling qualities specifications
(MIL-F-3785B and NIL-F-83300). The BIUG discusses each requirement and the data base for that requirement.
Thus, the contractor knows how well founded any requirement may be. And, as a result, a contractor may
take exception with any requirement (especially those with poor data bases) if he has a reliable set of
data which indicates that the characteristics of his aircraft enable the pilot to satisfactorily perform
the aircraft's design mission.
Where do we stand in resolving the basic questions and needs in this area so important to aircraft design and operation? What progress has been made, how did we do it, and what new research is underway? The next section of the paper will address these questions in more depth.
HANDLING QUALITIES STATUS - CONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT
STATUS
The current content of flying qualities criteria and specifications for conventional piloted
aircraft not only varies between NATO countries but also between military and commercial aircraft applications. While the standardization of military specifications between the AGARD-involved nations thus
appears to be somewhat in question, there is one distinct exception. The 7 August 1969 issue of U. S.
MIL-F-8785B and the French E.S.A.U., from which the July 1969 Anglo-French Supersonic Transport Aircraft
Flying Qualities TSS-5, Issue 2, is derived, are markedly similar in both philosophy and approach. This,
of course, was not just coincidence, but the result of an effective interchange between French and U.S.
personnel involved in the development of the E.S.A.U. philosophy and HIL-F-8785B. A further step in
utilization of common requirements was foretold by J-C. Wanner, when, in response to a question regarding
the specification for French military airplanes, he said, "For the ilitary purpose, we intend to apply
the philosophy of TSS-5, but I think now it is not necessary, because you have done the job. So I think
that our military specification shall be the translation of the 8785B."
While the philosophy of the U.S. Military Specification and the Anglo-French TSS-5 is similar
as noted, the U.S. Federal Air Regulationc (FAR), used for commercial aircraft, are different in both
approach and intent. MIL-F-8785B is a quantitative specification to be used in the procurement of military
aircraft and is intended to be used for design requirements, and as a criteria during developmen., with
all its requirements demonstratable by flight test.
On the other hand, as Sliff said, FAR 25 (for flying qualities) is written in a qualitative
and general sense to provide the flying quality requirements to assure commercial aircraft meet minimum
standards for safety.
The British AVP970 "Design Requirements for Service Aircraft," Issued in three books, contains
chapters on handling qualities with both basic requirements and a large number of reconmendations to the
designer, many of which sire operational in nature and qualitative rather than quantitative. Andrews noted
that the average date of the elements which make up the chapter on flying qualities is 1960, but updating
Is now under consideration. This is in contrast to the two books of British Civil Airworthiness Requirements, "BCAR's," which are updated frequently.
And, so it Is that current requirements cover a spectrum of different concepts and features,
different degrees of qualitative versus quantitative require.ents, and are of different vintages.
Since MIL-F-8785B and TSS-5 (and now TSS-3) are the newest and most comprehensive spe.tfications
now available, further review of their objectives, philosophy and approach will provide a better insight
into the current status of flying quality requirements.

.
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MIL-F-8785B AND TSS-5 (Subsequently redesignated TSS Standard No. 3)
Figure 6 compares objectives of the Frerch and U.S. specifications. The goal of TSS-5, which
was prepared for commercial supersonic transports, specifically Concorde, is to assure that there will be
no limitations on flight safety due to deficiencies in flying qualities.
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The objective of HIL-F-8785B, which is intended to cover all conventional military aircraft,
is significantly different as reflected by the specification statement governing its application, which
states that, "This specification shall be applied to assure that no limitations on flight safety or on
the capability to r :form intended missions will result from deficiencies in flying qualities." The
requirement for mission success led to the grouping of different types of aircraft into four different
classes, defined on the basis of intended mission, size, weight and maneuverability, as noted.
At this point, it is desirable to consider a basic philosophy of TSS-5 and MIL-F-8785B. In
brief, it is recognized that despite what one ideally wants, component failures or excursions from the
intended flight regime will occur, with an attendant degradation of flying qualities and possible compromise of mission effectiveness and safety. It is further recognized that the critical cases will vary with
aircraft configuration, mission use, flight regime and reliability of systems and components. Tf the
effect of the failure is to degrade the level of handling qualities below that required for mJhsion
success or safety, tne designer has several options to resolve the problem. H, t.n increase component
reliability or modify the aircraft configuration or design to provide adequite flying qualities with degraded or failed components.
Many similarities and also a number of differences exist in the philosophies and applications
of MIL-F-8785B and TSS-5. As an example, both documents subdivide the mission into various phases, but
the phases are quite different, and TSS-5 is further subdivided into Sub-phases. Since the specific
requirements for safety and mission effectiveness for MIL-F-8785B and safety for TSS-5 will vary in
different parts of the mission, it is necessary to look at these mission parts in more detail. As -hown
in Figure 7, the HIL-F-8785B missions are subdivided into Flight Phases. To keep the job of writiT and
applying the requirements within reason, the Flight Phases are grouped into three mission segments jr
Categories, according to the similarity of the type of task to be accomplished and the ability of pilots
to rate the task. Category A, nonterminal flight phases, require rapid maneuvering and either precision
tracking or precise flight path control. Category B is also for nonterminal flight phases, but normally
requires only gradual maneuvers withou~t precision tracking. Category C phases are in the vicinity of the
airport or base, and, while usually requiring precise flight path control, only reqjire gradual small
amplitude maneuvers.
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TSS-5 also divides the flight into parts called Phases, such as "ILS Approach" shown on the
figure. The phases ave, in turn, subdivided into Sub-phases, each of which has one elementary purpose,
as illustrated by the four Sub-phases under the "ILS Approach" Phase.
Application of the specifications to aircraft require numerous additional consideration&.
Examples of the numerous terms used in the two specifications are shown on Figure 8. These terms, each of
which requires careful review before the full implications of the two specifications can be appreciated,
are discussed in more detail in the excellent comparison of the French and U.S. specifications by Wanner
and Carlson. While such a depth is not possible within the rcope of this oaper, the unique philosophy
and approach of these specifications warrant further attention, especially since the same philosophy is
also used in the U.S. Specification for Flying Qualities of Piloted V/STOL Aircraft, HIL-F-83300, and
may well influence the thinking in other future specicications. MIL-F-8785B will be used as the basis
for the discussion to follow.
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The concept oZ "Levels of Flying Qualities" is basic to the philosophy of HIL-F-8785B. A Level
is a relative value or amount of goodness of a stability and control or flying qualities parameter.
Levels are a measure of how well the job must be done and can be linked with pilot ratings obtained from
flight tests as shown on Figure 9. Here the revised Cooper-Harper scale of pilot ratings is used. Levels
are used directly in determining compliance with quantitative specification requirements and, as shown on
Figure 10, are linked with a number of the other concerts and parameters used in HIL-F-8785B. In addition
to the Levels/mission accomplishment definitions and pilot ratings previously shown, Levels are directly
involved in determining the values of the numerous MIL-F-8785B handling quality parameters which are
required for adequate mission effectiveness. Levels are related to airplane normal states and failure
states which take into account the probability of component failures and with flight envelopes bounded by
values of speed-altitude and speed-load factor at which the airplane may be operated during each flight
phase.
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Although, as Carlson pointed out, one airplane could have had as many as 367,427 envelopes, the
number has been limited in actual practice to some 20 to 40. Flight envelopes are used to specify the
flight regimes for which the precise requiremencs of MIL-F-8785B are to be applied. Such requirements
should only be applied where they are needed, and other values should be used for other conditions in
order to avoid overdesign and excessive complexity or costs. The boundaries of these envelopes are
determined by how the airplane is required to be used, not flying quality limitations. Three different
sets of envelopes, Operational, Service and Permissible, are required for each flight phase used by the
airplane. The Operational Flight Envelope encloses the region necessary to perform the design mission.
The larger Service Flight Envelope provides for the occasional necessity of the airplane flying outside
the Operational Flight Envelope, at some reduced level of mission effectiveness, either inadvertently or
because of new mission needs. The Permissible Flight Envelope includes all the regions where flight is
both possible and permissible.
An example of the relationship between levels, flight envelopes and failure states is depicted by
Figure 11.
Typical altitude/Mach No. flight envelopes for the Category A combat phase of a Class IV
airplane are shown, with the airplane normal state flying qualities levels depicted in the rectangular
boxes. As can be seen, Level 1 flying qualities are normally required within the Operational Envelope,
Level 2 within the Service Envelope and no lower in flying qualities than Level 3 in the Permissible
Envelope. The degraded levels allowed after failures, on a probability basis, are shown in the circles
within the Operational and Service Envelopes. No degradation below Level 3 flying qualities is allowed
in the Permissible Envelope, except for special failure states. As an example, in the Operational
Envelope, the probability of encountering Level 2 shall not occur on an average of more than once each
100 flights, and Level 3 shall not be encountered on an average of more than once each 10,000 flights.
So it is chat the level concept coupled with probability analyses of failure states and other concepts of
KIL-F-8785B provides a technique to help assure:
1.

a high probability of good flying qualities where they are most needed for mission success,

2.

acceptable flying qualities under occasioral conditions, and

3.

a safe flyable airplane under all conditions.
CONCEPT OF FLIGHT LEVELS

SERVIC

FIGURE 11

It is evident that use of MIL-F-8785B requires extensive analyses of component failure3 and
determination of their impact on flying qualities. Although the work may be extensive, reliability analyses
should be accomplished as a matter of course to determine adequacy for mission success and to avoid
operational failures and excessive costs. Further, prevention of one aircraft loss will often more than
pay for the cost involved.
One implication of this philosophy noted in the meeting is the need to improve the acquisi:ion of
component failure data from both developmental and operational experiences.
STATUS OF V/STOL FLYING QUALITIES CRITERIA
When faced with the task of writing criteria on the handling qualities of V/STOL aircraft, it
becomes readily apparent that there is some speed, which we shall define as Vcon' above which the V/STOL
aircraft will have to meet the same requirements as a conventional aircraft with the same design mission.
Thi. Vco n speed may be based on "entering the aerodynamic flight regimes" as done in AGARD-577 or it may
be based on the manner in which the vehicle is controlled as done in MIL-F-83300. In either case, above
the V
speed, the "conventional" handling qualities criteria will apply. As was noted, the two U.S.

con

military specifications (HIL-F-8785B and MIL-F-83300) were written specifically with the same philosophy
(classes, levels, failure states, etc.), thus making the conversion at V
from the application of V/STOL
to conventional requirements an easier process.

K

In the V/STOL handling qualities area, AGARD-R-577-70 (revised version of 408A) and MIL-F-83300
are good indicators of the status of development in this field. The major point of distinction between
these two documents is that AGARD-R-577-70 is a document of criteria, while MIL-F-83300 is a specifiation.
This distinction is not an insignificant one. In this particular case, AGARD-577 has elected to change
"i:s etjphasis to reflect criteria rather than specifications," because of a lack of operational experience.
The lack of good information on display effects, V/STOL turbulence models, and general operational usage
of V/STOL aircraft has severely handicapped the development of these documenLs and is reflected in the
criteria (or requirements).
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For example, the authors of AGARD-577 elected not to distinguish between the various classes of
V/STOL aircraft, and not to incorporate the concept of "Levels." The reasons for not including these
concepts are discussed in the Introduction to AGARD-577. Again the principal reason is the lack of
"operational experience with V/STOL aircraft." While data available from experimental aircraft has been
helpful in establishing and validating criteria, as will be seen later, the implications of full operational
use can only be determined by extrapolation of research data to anticipated missions. Kissel and
WUnnenberg's paper (Reference 8), which compared VJ-101 and DO-31E with AGARD-577, suggests the ust in
AGARD-577 of the definition of "certain 'Levels' similar to the USAF-MIL Spec. iMIL-F-83300] for Htndling
of V/STOL-Aircrafts. For instance: Level I for mission tasks, Level 2 for normal flight and Level 3 for
emergency like engine or system failure." The concept of Levels and Classes is a desirable format 5or
criteria. However, the unfortunate aspect is that the data base is so minimal that it prevents est3blishment of criteria which can adequately distinguish between various classes of aircraft or various lf.vels of
operation.
Let's briefly look at these documents to get a feel for the differences and status of the V/STOL
handling qualities area. AGARD-408A, the forerunner of 577, was discussed in Reference 5 and the
development of MIL-F-83300 was discussed in Reference 6. Reference 6 also contains a brief comparison
of the criteria contained in AGARD-577 and MIL-F-83300. To illustrate some of the additional differences,
Figures 12 and 13 present the roll control power criteria from 577 and 83300, respectively. The keypoints
to note from the AGARD-577 Table is: (1) the different parameters specified, (2) the breakdown of the
requirements into that needed for maneuvering, trim and upsets (due to gusts, recirculation, etc.), and
(3) breakdown into type of control system. Now, note that the Table from MIL-F-83300 has a breakdown into:
(1) class of vehicle, (2) level, and is an extension of MIL-F-8785B format. For detailed discussion of
these specific criteria, consult the discussion in AGARD-577 and AFFDL-TR-70-88 (the Background and User's
Guide for MIL-F-83300).
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Conspicuously absent from these documents are effects of displays, effects of turbulence, unconventional controllers (side-arm, etc.), but these are missing because of the state of the art of V/STOL
handling qualities. If asked what one item was needed for the V/STOL handling qualities, it would be
operational data. Such data is required not only to provide data directly to analyses, but to guide and
validate ground and air simulations.
Questions were posed as to why there are two documents on V/STOL handling qualities and why they
appear to be so different. The answer is partially explained by Westbrook, who noted that 577 is a criter~a
prepared for NATO nations and 83300 is a specification for design and procurement of U.S. military aircraft.
It is likely that differences which exist will be minimized as more and better data become available from
V/STOL programs. While coordinatic. was mpi.-ained between S. Anderson, NASA Ames, and C.B. Westbrook,
AFFDL, who were involved in the development of AGARD-577 and MIL-F-83300, respectively, each has expressed
interest in further coordination and resolution of differences. It is obvious that with the limited
resources available, and the vastness of the problem to be tackled, there is an urgent need to maximize
cooperative efforts and take full advantage of all the data being generated.
PROBLEMS IN DEVELOPING OF CRITERIA
There are several factors, which make the establishment of handling qualities criteria difficult.
Among these are: (1) the inability to quantify the various factors affecting handling qualities, (2) new
mission requirements requiring extrapolation of experience, and (3) advancements in controls and displays.
It is difficult to quantify such items as the pilot stress level, or level of cockpit displays.
To study their effects of the various handling qualities factors and, in turn, establish criteria, some
means of quantifying these items would be desirable. Another factor which makes establishment of criteria
difficult is the quantification of handling qualities goodness. The approach used presently is the
employment of pilot ratings and comments. An alternate approach, which has received attention recently,
is the pilot-vehicle ("paper" pilot, pilot modeling, etc.) which will be discussed a little later. Both
approaches consider the pilot workload and performance and associate a number to indicate the relative
eave and precision with which a task can be performed. For more specific consideration of each approach,
consult the papers presented (References 12, 18 and 20) at this meeting.
The difficulty of developing handling qualities criteria, which will assure adequate mission
success and safety for missions for which we have little or no experience, has and will continue to cause
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extreme consternation to handling qualities criteria developers. V/STOL and reentry missions are two
examples of new mission vistas that have necessitated extrapolation of experience to develop adequate
handling qualities criteria.
The impact of displays and automatic control systems on handling qualities criteria further complicates the prqblem of establishing criteria. These two effects tend to add a new dimension to the
development of the handling qualities criteria, because with proper displdyed information and automatic
controls, it is possible for a pilot to do a task easier and with better precision. Thus, the new
criteria must take into consideration the effects of the displays and the increased order of complexity
of the total system. For example, when the pitch response is not classical second order, the frequency
and damping ratio criteria cannot be applied, and some alternate means of specifying criteria is needed.
A completely satisfactory alternative has not been developed yet.
ROLE OF ANALYSIS, SIMULATION AND FLIGHT TESTING
The three principal sources of data from which the handling qualities criteria are derived, refined
and substantiated, are analysis, simulation, and flight testing. Their role in t2heevaluation of handling
qualities criteria is presented in Figure 14.
EVOLUTIONARY CYCLE
FOR HANDLING QUALITIES CRITERIA

CIEI

VEILAPEMISSION

QULTE

FIGURE 14
This figure depicts the cyclic nature of the development refinement and substantiation of criteria.
As each new aircraft is developed, the criteria used for that aircraft are evaluated as to its capability
of insuring mission success and safety. If meeting the criteria has not resulted in the desired mission
capability, the criteria is modified to develop better handling qualities criteria. Unfortunately, as
Westbrook noted, much of the flight test data is received without correlated pilot ratings, and its value
in improving criteria is minimal.
Ideally, each simulation program or flight test program has associated with it an analysis phase.
However, recently the analysis pc-tions have taken on a new dimension. Through the use of pilot modeling
approaches, predictions of flight test and simulation results are possible. Figure 15 from Gallagher's
paper 'Reference 10) is typical of the accuracy which is achieved. This figure is a comparison of computed
and measured performance during the tracking-in-gust task and illustrates the accuracy of the prediction
techniques. The pilot describing function is of the form
Y
. K (TL s+l)e - 's

where
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- Pilot describing function
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This same form of pilot describing function was used by R.O. Anderson in Theoretical Pilot Rating
Prediction (Reference 20). A procedure is described whereby a theoretical rating prediction called
"paper pilot" has had some success for hover tasks, but only limited siccess so far fo: o.her tasks. An
example of the ability of the "paper pilot" to predict pilot ratings for a hover task and pitch task with
the effects of the addition of a first-order lag representation of actuator dynamics (or "effective" control
system) is shown in Figure 16. However, as D.M. McGregor, Lead Discussor for Mr. Anderson's paper, pointed
out, "...a
pilot predictor producing positive postulations presents possibilities and should be pursued."
"PAPER PILOT PREDICT:ONS"
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One of the most productive sources of data for handling qualities research is simulation. Whether
it is inflight, moving base or fixed base simulaion, it is the source of much of the data used for
establishing handling qualities criteria. K-H. Doetsch of National Research Council of Canada presented
a paper (Reference 17), which investigated the ranges of various lateral-directional cbaracterisLics
required to provide adequate flying qualities for turning maneuvers at low speed, usinb an inflight V/STOL
simulator. This study varied damping ratio, frequency, and the ratio of the roll-angle to sideslip-angle
in the Dutch roll mode, together with the damping ratio and frequency of the numerator quadratic of the
roll-angle to aileron-control input transfer function. Much of the data presented was used to establish
requirements for MIL-F-83300.
There is a discussion by C.E. Adolph in his paper (Reference 9) on the present procedure of
testing aircraft for compliance with criteria. Mr. Adolph's main criticism was lack of a more missionoriented evaluation of the weapon system and the need for developing additional criteria specifically
for evaluation purposes.
Along this same line of thought are two papers (References 7 and 8) which were presented at this
meeting, and compared the V!STOL handling qualities criteria (principally AGARD-577) with flight test
results of the CL-84, VJ-1OC and DO-31E. As mentioned before, this process is an integral and nec.ssary
part of the evaluation of handling qualities criteria. ror example, Michaelsen's paper (Reference 7)
presents comparisons of criteria and the handling qualities of the CL-84. A representative and
informative comparison is the Vertical Thrust Margins. The comparison between the criteria and flight
test values is shown on Figures 17A and B (Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2 of Reference 7). It should be noted
that the margin used for takeoff is less than that called for by the criteria. As stated by
Michaelsen, "While the CL-84 operates successfully in take-off with a vertical thrust margin less than
that of the criteria, the values in the criteria (AGARD-577) are considered reasonable." This reflects
an interesting aspect of the comparison between flight test and criteria; that is, it is equally important
to the development of a criteria that the data substantiate as well as cause refinements in criteria.
Michaelson's paper also made an assessment to determine:
1. whether the CL-84 needs improvement, or whether the criteria are too demanding or not
applicable in those cases where the CL-84 does not meet the criteria, and
2. where the criteria appear to be too lenient in light of the CL-84 flight test experience.
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For example, Michaelsen indicatsd that "the minimum levels of pitch control power and damping for
satisfactory operation given by the Criteria [AGARi,-5771 are certainly too low for the CL-84 in and near
hover. On the other hand, these levels are probably quite satisfactory for large V/STOL aircraft or for
aircraft with high wing or disk loadings, such as jet lift aircraft. It is appreciated that it is
virtually impossible to specify general requirements that will prove satisfactory for all concepts and
sizes of aircraft. The discussion of the criteria in AGARD-577 makes this point, but it is questioned if
the point is emphasized strong enough." This discussion is particularly interesting to those people who
are involved in establishing criteria or developing STOL aircraft.
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Reference 8, by Kissel aid WCnnenberg, compared V/STOL handling qualities criteria with flight
test results of the VJ-101C, V/STOL supersonic fighter, and DO-31E, V/STOL transport. One of the items
pointed out by this paper was that, "From flight tests with the VJ-lO1 -- and the results were quite
similar for the DO-31 -- it was found that the natural f-equency should be lower and the damping ratio
should be higher than found by the simulator tests. This tendency is even stronger for the pitch axis."
This and several enlightening aspects regarding the criteria contained in AGARD-577 were discussed. In
addition, some interesting data is presented on the VJ-101C and DO-31E. One set of data of particular
interest is the control usage in hover and transition flights shown in Figure 18 (Figure 9 from Reference
8). The authors concluded from this figure that, "The lower limit of the recommended control accelerations
of AGARD-577 corresponds good to larger aircraft and the upper limit good to small aircraft. The
exception is the yaw control power of the VJ-101; these values are smaller than expected due to dynamic
structure problems of the heavy swivelling engine pods."
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SPFCIAL PROBLEMS
STALL/SPIN
The stall/spin problem is of sufficient magnitude and complexity and, as Adolph noted, cannot be
solved by legislating qualitative requirements with design criteria, such as "neither post stall gyrations
nor spins stall be readily attainable for (a variety of entry conditions) except by prolonged gross
misapplication of controls." Hancock points out that the problem should be attacked at the design stage
by acquiring all the information necessary to predict air:raft behavior at high angle of attack (a). The
AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Meeting Is Lisbon, 26-28 April, on Fluid Dynamics of Aircraft Stalling, will be
a step in this direction. Bihrle seconded the importance of early design work, and noted that we can now
grossly predict in the conceptual design phase that a fighter will have inherent ability to enter
different post-stall gyrations and spin modes, as well as which controls are necessary for recovery.
The problem rcmains, however, of identifying the fast, flat spin mode from which recovery will be difficult.
The traditional way of avoiding entering po-enttal stall departure conditions is to provide the
pilot with adequate stall warning in the form 3f -erodynamic buffeting. Unfortunately, as Woodcock noted,
buffeting may occur at angles of attack considerably below stall and as a result a fighter pilot in
combat will penetrate past buffet onset to use this additional margin for maneuvering. The result may
be a audden stall departure with little warning. This is especially true, as Adolph notes, if the
inherent aerodynamic response characteristics are masked by use of a stability augmentation system (SAS)
in order to maintain good flying qualitics aL high angles of attack. Integrity of the SAS is also a
worry.
Use of artificial stall warning devices, such as lights, rudder pedal or stick shakers, are
beset with problems. One commentator noted that the pilot could not feel the rudder pedal shakers because
they were masked by high intensity buffet. Hancock and Bihrle recommended use of angle-of-attack
indicators in the cockpit as the most logical indicator to tell the pilot of a potential stall problem.
Siewert noted all U.S. Navy carrier aircraft are so equipped. However, for fighter aircraft, Adolph warned
that cockpit indicators are of little value since the pilot's attention Is outside the cockpit. Davis
also noted it had been tried on Concorde but never used in normal operation. Pilots have resisted
automatic devices such as stick pushers because of concern over possible unwanted actuation; however, we
may find newer automatic angle-of-attack limiters to be far more acceptable than inadvertant spins.
Hancock noted that spin tunnel testing starts ia the design stage and could pro'ide very useful
data. BIhrle agreed, but noted the prediction of full scale spin modes from such data requires much
"agonizing interpretation of the experimental results, hopefully made under dcv!np guidance." The real
problem has occurred since the introduction of high wing loading, highly swept low aspect ratio configurations with low roll inertia.
Research by the U.S. Navy on use of a ground b;.sed centrifuge as a spin simulator for pilot
proficiency training was reported by Siewert. ExcellkanZ fidelity was reported when running in the fully
dynamic mode. Initial success has been so encouraging that additional investigations in the post stall
and incipient spin areas are planned on the F-14A fighter. Wasicko reported on NASA research, which
indicated success In use of wind tunnel tests, analyses and fixed base simulator for study of stall and
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spin characteristics of fighter aircraft, with special attention to the directional divergence or "nose
slice" response with a swept wing fighter. Bihrle earlier noted, however, that fixed base simulators
do not supply angular acceleration, a basic anticipatory cue used by pilots, and that other physiological
limitations of man limit value of a fixed base simulation.
U.S. spin flight test requirements have recently been updated by issuance of Military Specification,
Stall/Post-Stall/Spin Flight Test Denuonrtration Requirements for Airplanes, dated 31 March 1971. In
addition, an amendment to MIL-F-8785B has been recently issued to expand coverage in this area. Representative spin test requirements, Tables I and II from Reference 9 and MIL-S-83691, are shown in Figure
19 and Figure 20.
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TURBULENCE
The development of good turbulence models continues to be a problem to the handling qualities
investigator. If an aircraft stability, damping and control power are chosen to optimize maneuvering in
still air, the characteristics may result in unsatisfactory response in turbulence. There is little
question that consideration of the effects of turbulence is a significant aspect in the development of
good handling qualities criteria. This is a particularly difficult problem for the development of ViSTOL
handling qualities criteria because of the added complication of local projections such as buildings,
terrain, etc.). Jones, in his discussion of the development of turbulence models, indicates that it is
not only the power spectrum which is important, but also the intermittency. Since pilots tend to have a
"threshold" and only fluctuations in response which exceed this level lead to control action, Mr. Jones
proposes a discrete gust model for aircraft control and handling qualities investigations. The discrete
gust model is noted as the most logical approach for V/STOL applications also. Our scope is such that
only a sampling of the material presented by Mr. Jones and the others is possible. However, for further
information on the subject of turbulence models, consult Mr. Jones' paper which gives a good discussion
of the turbulence problem and would be a good point of departure for those interested in more detail.
The reader is also referred to AFFDL-TR-69-67 which presents a good Non-Gaussian turbulence model.
FLEXIBLE AIRCRAFT RIDE QUALITIES
The impact of flexible aircraft on handling qualities is a problem. While solutions may exist,
these solutions can present additional problems. For example, J.G. Wykes presents a paper (Reference 15)
which includes discussion of the flexibility problem as it affects riding qualities, with two approaches
to minimize motion at the pilot's location. Before going into these solutions, let's look at the problem
of flexibility. Figure 21 (Figure I from Reference 15) shows that the trend appears to be toward more
flexible aircraft for other than handling qualities reasons.
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The two approaches to solve the flexible aircraft pilot ride quality problem discussed by Wykes
are: (1) a seat isloation system, and (2) a structural mode control system. A comparison of their
effectiveness is shown on Figure 22. Each approach is shown -a conjunction with use of a stability
augmentation system (SAS) which markedly reduces the short-period response.
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This situation results in a relative motion between the pilot and his controls and instruments which
can seriously degrade handi±xng qualities and ability to read instruments. For that reason, Wykes
recosmoends that handling quality requirements should limit use of such systems.
The structural mdce control system, on the other hand, is seen on Figure 22 to be effective
across a broad band f frequencies. While good knowledge of the flexible vehicle cnaracterlstics and
mode control system appears to provide a
2tructural
careful iterative system design is required, the
solution to the pilot ride quality problem.
PILOT RATINGS
Still another problem associated with the development of handling qualities criteria is the
handling of pilot ratings and comaents. This particular problem was discussed by R.P. Harper in
Reference 12, who emphrsized the desirability, or even the necessity, of obtaining pilot coments along with
ratings. The subjective nature of pilot ratings is enough of a problem in itself. However, the main
means of handling pilot cormoents, but this is only a start and a better aedns of presenting this information
is needed. J-C. Wanner voiced his viewpoint that use of pilot rating scales, such as that by Cooper-Harper,
provide only an index for measuring pilot workload. Wanner also noted the large impact that changes in
displays can have on pilot ratings. This points out the importance of considering the complete manmachine system in determining adequacy of flying characteristics.
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PILOT RATINGS AND PILOT COMMENTS
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CONTROL SYSTEMS
The influence of stability systems on flying qualities of the Concorde was addressed by Deque.
In accord with the TSS-5 philosophy the design standard links the level of required flying qualities to
the probability of encountering various states of the aircraft. After ranking these on a probabilistic
basis, items were selected for evaluation on a simulator and in flight. The objective that unaugmented
airplanes be safe may lead to cg limitations that penalize airplane operational economy.
As a result Deque notes "it would probably be possible to improve the operational economy of an
All indications
aircraft by not observing this rule, if there is sufficient redundancy of systems.
lead us to believe that this step will be taken in future generations of transport aircraft. In relation
to fixed base simulator tests, it was found that the absence of motion cues tends to generate requirements for unnecessary stability augmentation.
A

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
Numerous examples of specific criteria and test findings wEre discussed at the meeting. The
following examples are representative. In Kehrer's paper (Reference 11), he discusses the fact that
the Boeing SST criteria permitted an instability by specifying a minimum time to double amplitude based
on Figure 95 (Figure 3 from Reference 11). The cutoff point is the minimum safe condition (P.R. - 6.5),
and occurs ac approximately 3 seconds. The SST design requirement of 6 seconds thus provided a reasonable
time margin and a pilot rating of 5 or so. Adolph's paper (Reference 9) also discussed stick forces per
which were less than 3.0 lb/g limit of MIL-F-8785B; however, the gradients were highly linear. As
stated in Reference 9, "When evaluated during tracking tasks, the low gradients were not considered to
be objectionable; on the contrary, the flying qualities were considered to be excellent." These are only
food for thought and point out that requirements based on experience do exist which might be overly
restrictive to the designer.
PILOT RATING OF LONGITUDINAL HANDLING QUALITIES
FOR UNSTABLE SST CONFIGURATION
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RESEARCH
Handling qualities research, noted by Wasicko and Siewert, indicated a wide range of activities
and the -ype of information that AGARD should assist in sharing between the NATO countries. NASA research
encompasses many types of aircraft, with emphasis given to instrument flight approaches, steep ILS
approaches, simulator studies of stability and control derivatives and handling qualities of new designs,
high angle-of-attack flights, and experin.ental V!STOL aircraft tests.

V
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The U.S. Navy work emphasized the problems of carrier operations. Research to correlate effects
of approach speed of 95 to 125 knots on carrier landing performance showed no significant correlation
with carrier lending accidents. Inflight simulation efforts, with a small variable stability aircraft
to determine effect of the principal handling quality parameters on carrier approaches performance,
indicated desirable limits to values of the short period frequency and nz/a, the basic parameter governing
longitudinal response characteristics.
PROBLEMS REMAINING
In addition to all of the problems discussed above which need solutions, there are some additional
problems which need to be addressed.
The effecta of displays on the development of handling qualities criteria were noted by Wanner,
but not addressed specifically at this meeting. This may be due, in part, to the limited knowledge
regarding how to include display effects in handling qualities criteria. In any case, this area of
handling qualities is still in the embryo stage and it should be coming of age soon.
During this meeting, the level of flying qualities (as they apply to MIL-F-8785B) were addressed.
The problem in this area arises from multiple-degraded levels. For example, if there are two or more
systems, which are Level 2, what is the overall effectiveness of the aircraft as far as completing its
mission? In tact, Barnes stated that "a designer so minded could produce an aircraft meeting Level 1
requirements, but which the pilot would find unacceptable, by diabolical choice of permitted stick
forces, frequency, damping, friction and so on." This particular aspect of the level concept needs more
study.
CONCLUSIONS
Information from this meeting is summarized in the follo-ing three categories:
1. the technical work needed,
2. the non-technical aspects that make the job easier, and
3. the issues and additional problems which need to be addressed.
Figure 26 summarizes some of the major technical areas which need to be addressed by the handling
qualities investigators. The non-technical requirements are presented in Figure 27. These items aid in
reducing the technical and communication problem down to just a technical problem. Figure 28 is a very
brief summary of some of the issues and problems which require attention.
TECHNICAL WORK NEEDED
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As Melchior De Santa Cruz once said, "The wiseman profits more from the fool than the fool from
the wiseman; for the wiseman takes warning by the fool, but the wiseman's sense has no value to the fool."
And so let us as handling qualities investigators continue to learn from the mistakes of others, for it is
by doing this that we can remain wisemen.
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SUMMARY
Revisions have been made to previous V/STOL handling qualities requirements based on criteria rather than specifications. To help
provide a clearer understanding of the criteria, a discussion of the pilot's desire for a particular characteristic is given. In addition, data
and reference material have been provided to back up the proposed criteria to permit the user to understand the limitations of the data
on which the criteria are based. A review of several controversial areas including pitch control sensitivity, static longitudinal stability,
roll control power, roll-yaw cross coupling, vertical flight path control, and transition indicates that more information is needed
to refine the criteria, particularly for operational IFR use. Further, additional work of a systematic nature must be conducted to clarify
the effect of several interacting items that influence the pilot's overall impression of the aircraft's behavior.

1. INTRODUCTION
New handling qualities information has recently been published for V/STOL aircraft. Among the many reasons to revise and
update handling qualities are the need to reflect the recent requirements of operational type aircraft, to give consideration for the
peculanties of operating with different types of lift-propulsion concepts, and to describe the effects on closed-loop responses of
operation with novel control systems.
The first AGARD publication of V/STOL handling qualities recommendations, AGARD Report 408 (ref. 1), was based largely on
NASA TN D-331 (ref. 2). Both reports received criticism, not unexpected, on their scope and specific recommendations. They were
directed pnmarly toward VTOL aircraft and did not adequately cover STOL-powered lift characteristics. Since the results were
obtained mostly from test bed type aircraft and helicopters, the reports obviously could not reflect the requirements of operational
type V/STOL aircraft. To a lesser degree, the same criticism can be applied to the revised AGARD Report 577 (ref. 3) because only
limited results are available from operational type aircraft.
In the recommendations, a chief source of controversy was the effect of vehicle gross weight or size on aircraft response. Further,
the consequence of providing only minimum acceptable values of each handling quality item was not fully appreciated by the user; a
V/STOL aircraft that meets all recommendations individually could still be too demanding of the pilot's skill because several factors
could interact to produce an overall unsatisfactory response.
In revising reference I it was agreed that a more meaningful and useful document would include:
" Evaluation of the various handling qualities items in terms of criteria rather than requirements or specifications.
" A discussion section following each criterion to explain the purpose of the criterion.
* Data and reference material to back up the proposed criteria.
As used in reference 3, criteria were defined as evaluation standards base on numbers that are meant only to be typical and can
vary depending on the particular mission and task. Meaningful criteria can then serve as a guide in establishing specifications to be used
by a contractor for the design and testing of a particular aircraft.
In the past, handling qualities requirements have becn presented without an explanation of why the pilot desired a particular
characteristic; in many cases neither the purpose nor the interrelation of the various factors affecting the requirements was understood.
Without an understarding of all possible tradeoffs, there may be a tendency to apply the requirements too rigidly to a particular aircraft
design, thereby compromising its utility.
Finally, it is helpful to provide background data and reference material for each criteria. If the user understanJs the limitations of
the data on which the criteria are based, he can evaluate tl,- criteria with respect to their optimum application to his design, and, of
course, the contractor can then provide more effective specifca~ions.
Examples of several controversial stability and control areas are given to show how the foregoing philosophy was carried out in
preparing AGARD Report 577. The purpose is to point out how well the present criteria compare with the available flight results,
review areas that need additional work, and indicate how the gaps in knowledge can be filled. Because of lergth restrictions only the
following areas will be covered in this paper:
*
*
*
*

Pitch control sensitivity
Static longitudinal stability
Roll control power
Roll cross coupling

* Vertical flight path control
* Transition acceleration/deceleration
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1.

Longitudinal Stability and Control

2.1.1. General Good longitudinal stability and control characteristics are essential if V/STOL aircraft are to operate routinely into and
out of confined areas. In general, longitudinal stability, damping, and control deteriorate at low speeds and the combined effects can
result in poor precision in flight path tracking.
Factors that individually influence the longitudinal behavior of conventional aircraft have been studied for several years and
detailed handling qualities requirements are available to cover the speed range down to the stall. Since V/STOL aircraft must also fly
down to hover, several new requirements are needed in this lower speed regime. Unfortunately, there is less information upon which to
base requirements and many factors must be considered individually and in combination for setting up meaningful criteria. Many
factors influence longitudinal behavior including the following: control power and sensitivity, linearity of response, pitch damping,
control system time constant, control forces, cross coupling, normal acceleration sensitivity, flight path speed stability (backside
operation), static and dynamic stability charactenstics, lift-drag variation with engine power, effects of proximity to ground, and direct
lift or drag control or both. Only control sensitivity and static stability characteristics will be covered in the following discussion.
2.1.2. Pitch control sensitivity. The ratio of the maximum acceleration per unit control input (control sensitivity) is an important
parameter that strongly influences the pilot's impression of the response of the aircraft. If the control sensitivity is too low, the aircraft
will appear sluggish because a large control movement will be needed to obtain the desired response, while excessively high sensitivity
can lead to overcontrollmg tendencies.
The pitch control sensitivity criteria of reference 3 are p,:esented in table I in which the type of control system and the area of
flight operation are considered. Note that only the minimum values are specified since they represent the most difficult design
challenge. These criteria were based on results of numerous piloted simulator and flight studies and on consideration of (1) total control
power available, (2) control travel limits, (3) control stick gearing (linearity), (4) the mission or task, and (5) the dynamic behavior of
the aircraft.
Table 1. Pitch Control Sensitivity

Parameter to
be measured

Type of
control system

Attitude change
per unit control
deflection
deg/in.

Attitude
command

Minimum levels for satisfactory operation
Hover
STOL

itch angular
acceleration per

unit control
deflection
rad/sec 2 in.
Pitch angular
acceleration per
unit control
deflection
rad/sec 2 /in.

Rate

0.06 -0.1

Acceleration

0.08 -0.16

0.08 -0.12

2.1.3. Validity of pitch control sensitivity criteria. Numerous studies have been made to determine pitch control sensitivity
requirements for V/STOL aircraft. Figure I shows typical results from these studies and data from flight tests of several VTOL and
STOL aircraft (refs. 4-9). The curves show similar shapes for the 3.5 (satisfactory) pilot rating boundaries as determined by systematic
variations of control sensitivity and angular rate damping, but different absolute values for minimum, optimum, and maximum control
sensitivities. The reasons for the diversity of these boundaries and the atter in the flight data are discussed next.
The desirable level of control sensitivity depends primarily on the mission or task and the dynamic behavior of the aircraft in
turbulence. First, rapid maneuvering may be required for some missions where quick stops and rapid changes in flight direction are
needed for rescue or to avoid enemy opposition. These tasks require higher sensitivities because pilots tend to use quick and frequent
control inputs rather than long, steady control movements. Thus, the minimum satisfactory control sensitiviti(s are related to the
amount of control input needed to perform the specific task. When large control deflections are required (low sensitivity), pilot fatigue
and discomfort are aggravated, and control precision may suffer adversely. Large control displacements make it more difficult for the
pilot to return the control to the correct trim or hover position when maneuvering or compensating for unwanted pitch changes
resulting from effects of gusts, recirculation, or other disturbances.
The aircraft's pitch dynamic behavior is directly influenced by angular rate damping, Mq, the speed stability derivative Mug/ly, and
the longitudinal force derivative, Xu/m.
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Minimum Mq isrequired to prevent pitch attitude overshoots when large, quick
control inputs are used and to reduce excursions in pitch attitude. A wide range of
satisfactory levels of Mq from a very high optimum level of -4.2 down to 0, is
indicated in the data in figure 1. These extremes reflect the particular test conditions
and vehicle dynamics. The data for curve 6 were obtaine; during VFR flight tests of the
X-14A VTOL jet-lift aircraft (ref. 4), which in calm air and out-of-ground effect is
hovering steadiness and an insensitivity to
as exhibiting
by the pilots
described
gust disturbances.
The large
optinmum good
value of rate damping described by curve I was

-6
-5

obtained from tests of a tandem rotor helicopter (ref. 5). Large values of rate damping
were inherent to this aircraft; thus, high values of control sensitivity are needed to
avoid sluggish response.
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Fig. I. Comparison of 3.5 pilot rating
boundaries from piloted simulator and
flight tests,

Another reason why high values of damping and large control sensitivity may be
required is the effect of the speed stability derivative Mug/ly, which is a measure of the
change in pitching moment caused by changes in airspeed. High values of Mug/ly
require increases in control sensitivity to handle the increased pitching response to
gusts. If control sensitivity is too low, large excursions in control position are required
to trim for the long period components of gusts. For combinations of high turbulence
and large Mug/ly, high levels of damping are desirable to reduce the effects of the short
period gust components.

The stability derivative Xu/m, which is the longitudinal force on the aircraft
resulting from changes in airspeed, also influences control sensitivity requirements. For
small values of Xu/m (low translational damping) higher values of control sensitivity
are required because the aircraft has a tendency to continue in motion until arrested by
tilting the thrust vector. High values of Xu/m make the aircraft more susceptible to
longitudinal gusts; however, bec .use of the improved translation damping, this may not
prove objectionable, as noted in the simulator tests of reference 10.

Finally, the flight results in figure 1 show that awide range of control sensitivity and damping values exists for the various aircraft
for the reasons previously discussed. The main point to be made is that the accumulated data have been used to define only the
minimum levels of control sensitivity. Larger values may be required for adequate pitch response when the mission, task, dynamic
behavior characteristics, etc. are taken into consideration.

2.1.4. Stability with respect to speed. The benefits of stable longitudinal stability characteristics have been recognized for some time
for conventional aircraft and the various handling qualities specifications have required both force and position gradients to be stable
over a wide speed range. The purpose of static stability is to reduce divergences in airspeed that can cause problems in controlling flight
path and in approaching unsafe parts of the flight envelope. For example, a reduction in speed unnoticed by a preoccupied pilot may
place the aircraft too close to the stall, and control of flight path may seriously deteriorate.
Depending on the following conditions, V/STOL aircraft may require less conventional static stability (stability with respect to
speed):
I.

The shape of the power-required curve (airspeed excursions have asmaller effect on flight path control of V/STOL concepts
that have a ielatively flat power-required curve).
2. The relative importance of pitch attitude stability compared to static stability (since most V/STOL concepts are designed to
change airspeed by changing thrust vector angle, pilots are more aware of pitch attitude stability).
3. The airspeed range being considered. (At very low airspeeds flight path changes are made primarily by power; consequently,
there is less concem for being "on speed" to provide sufficient "g"margins for maneuvering. Further, at very low airspeeds
where the effects of aerodynamic lift are not significant, there is less concern inapproaching the stall than at higher airspeeds
where a pitch-up could cause the aircraft to enter an unsafe flight condition with insufficient nose-down control for
recovery.)
4. T., ,ype of control system used. (A:titude command and rate command control systems, in effect, function satisfactorily,
regardless of the degree of static stabiity present.)
The shape of the power-required curve can have a direct effect on the airspeed excursion acceptable to the pilot because it
indirectly affects flight path conirc! Figure 2 show- 'he variation of the ratio of power available to power required with change in
airspeed for two different V/STOL concepts - the tilt wing CL-84 and
the fan-in-wing XV-5A aircraft. At low speeds a large change in airspeed
will cause a smaller change in rate of climb for the XV-5A than for the
.9
CL-84. Consequently, the XV-5A pilot will be less concerned about
'a

I

precise control of airspeed during the approach and will

_maintaining
"

wig .,7

tolerate a smaller margin of static stability. At airspeeds greater than 50
knots, for example, the XV-5A has negative force and position stability
gradients, yet the pilots rated the longitudinal stability characteristics as
satisfactory (ref. I1). Further, when approaches are made in the
50-knot speed range, the XV-5A operates on the front side of the
more favorable flight path response
resulting
power-required
characteristics. Incurve,
contrast,
the in
pilots
were more critical of the CL-84
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Fig. 2. Comparison of power required curves for the XV-5A
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The relative importance of pi.ch attitude stability compared to
static stabilit" was brought out during flight tests of the X-22A tilt duct
aircraft (ref. 13) ar:d the XC-142 tilt wing aircraft (ref. 14). Although
both attitude stability and static stability were negative for the X-22A,
the pilot was more concerned with attitude stability, as noted by his
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comment that "...attitude instability caused difficulty in trimming the aircraft, and increasing aft stick position with increasing
nose-down pitch attitude was disconcerting." (He rated it unacceptable for IFR operation, PR 7.) The XC-142 was flown in approaches
with the fuselage essentially level and the pilots used pitch attitude instead of airspeed as a primary flight reference. They did not
comment adversely on the neutral and negative force and position stability.
o
FLIGHTPATHANGLE.deg

Another example of the relative importance of attitude and static

,

stability is shown in figure 3 for the P.1127 aircraft. In hands-off flight
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(approximately 5 see), the aircraft pitched down 15 during which time
the airspeed (not shown) increased approximately 15 knots. In this
the pilot was primarily concerned about the steep nose down
attitude and the resultant increased flight path angle.

relative importance decreases as powered lift effects increase. Thus, in
the low airspeed range, the pilot uses attitude as the primary reference.
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2.2. Roll Control Power
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2.2.1. General background. One of the more cortroversial areas that

Fig. 3. Attitude dive-gence characteristics: P.1 127 85 knots.

has persisted over the years is a definition of how much roll control
moment must be supplied for hover and STOL operation. Pilots have
been more criticai of the control of V/STOL aircraft about the roll axis than about any other axis partly because the lateral positioning
must be quick and precise, and partly because of the large influence of crosswinds during landing. Precise control is essential during
approach because even small bank angles result in relatively large heading changes at low speeds. Undoubtedly, some of the difficulty in
addressing this problem ha! arisen because many items interact to determine the overall roll response apparent to the pilot. These
include:
* Control needed for maneuvering
* Control needed for trim
* Control needed for upset (due to gusts, recirculation, ground effect, etc.)
lype of control system used
* Control sensitivity
* Aircraft size (mission considerations)
* Angular rate damping
* Control lag
* Turn entry characteristics (e.g.. adverse yaw, yaw due to rolling)
* Mechanical characteristics of control system (e.g , friction, breakout, force gradient)
The total amount of control needed is made up by a combination of these individual requirements; the first four are the major
inputs, The pilot desires certain values of roll control for maneuvering, for trimming in sideward flight, and for controlling upsets due to
turbulance or self-generated disturbances. Control power requirements depend on many factors: (1)the mission to be performed, (2)
the susceptibility of a particular configuration to unsymmetric moments resulting from aerodynamic or thrust-induced cross flow as
well as turbulence and ground-induced disturbances, (3) aircraft size (in general, large aircraft are maneuvered less briskly and because
of their higher inertias they are disturbed less by turbulence), (4) the type of control system used (more stabilized systems require less
control power), aad (5) the amount ol angular tate day'ning available.
For trim in hover, various amounts of roll control moment are needed to maintain desired ,clocities in sideward flight. The
amount differs for each VTOL concept because of the difference in magnitude of rolling moment introduced from both aerodynamic
and engine-induced flow sources. For aircraft with inherently large rolling moments induced by side velocity, ample control moment is
needed to avoid the development of excessively large bank angles, which may occur very abruptly causing a sudden loss in altitude when
the aircraft is suddenly turned sideward from a headwind approach. Some types of V/STOL aircraft require that any asymmetric rolling
moments associated with power plant failure be trimmed out. Further, the amounts of trim required depend on the crosswind
magnitudes specified for a particular mission and VTOL concept.
The amount of control power available to counteract upset due to gusty air or self-induced flow effects in ground proximity
(which are also configuration dependent) directly affects the precision of the approach and touchdown. In vertical takeoffs and
landings, the pilot needs to adjust attitude rapidly to avoid excessive side drift. Bank angle excursions are undesirable in STOL
approaches because of the tendency to induce large heading errors. In these cases, the pilot is interested primarily in returning to the
initial bank angle in a given time. In addition, the type of control system used has a pronounced effect on control power requirements
for upset. More sophisticated control systems, such as attitude command, automatically reduce or eliminate the need for the pilot to
correct for the upset. Because corrections can be sensed and made more quickly by the SAS, large amplitude excursions in bank do not
develop and there is a resultant savings in control power requirements
Because of the foregoing considerations, the criteria for roll control power were broken down in the form shown in table 2.
Although only examples of roll control power are presented here, a similar system has been used for the pitch and yaw axes. The chief
purpose in breaking the requirements ;nto separate parts is to force the user to examine how each one affects his particular aircraft
design or flight evaluation. Different values of roll acceleration are given to take into account the type of control system used and the
type of operation (i.e., VTOL or STOL). The reasons for seiecting these values are given in the following paragraphs.
2.22. Control needed for maneurering.Table 2 lists a range of values for maneuvering control requirements that reflect differences in
the mission requirements. In refetence 3 the criteria states "that ...aircraft whose missions require extensive maneuvering should be
capable of at least the larger vdlues indicated, while those for which maneuvering is only incidental to the mission and those for which
direct side force control can also be used should be capable of at least the lower value noted." The validity of the values listed in table 2
is certainly open to question because ultimately the values must come from real operational experience with different classes of
V/STOL aircraft. Until such results are available, we can only speculate on the basis of limited data obtained primarily from
nonoperational type V/STOL aircraft, some of which have attempted to simulate operational type maneuvers. There is the further
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Table 2. Roll Control Power Criteria

CONTROL POWER

PARAMETER TO
BE MEASURED

FOR:

AEOUTM

ROLL ANGULAR
ACCELERATION,
rld/sa:'

MANEUVERING

TYPE OF

MINIMUM LEVELS FOR SATISFACTORY OPERATION

CONTROL SYSTEM

HOVER

COMMAND
RATE

0.2-0.4

ACCELERATION
ATTITUDE

0.3-06

.TO

01-0.6

0.2-0.4

COMMAND

BANK ANGLE AFTER
1 w . dog

MANEUVERING

ROLL CONTROL
DEFLECTION AT
ZERO ROLLING
VELOCITY. in,

TRIM

TIME TO RECOVER TO
INITIAL ATTITUDE
UPSET (DUE TO GUSTS.
RECIRCULATION.
GROUND
OR CONTROLsac
EFFECT. ETC.I
DEFLECTION.

-

TYPICAL RANGE OF
VALUES USED BY V/STOL
AIRCRAFT FOR MANEU
VERING. TRIM. AND
UPSET

ROLL ANGULAR
ACCELERATION,
radh~c:

T

RATE

2-4

2-4

ACCELERATION

2-4

2-4

ALL

SUFFICIENT CONTROL IN EXCfSS OF MANEUVERING REQUIREMENTS TO TRIM OVER DESIGNATED
SPEEDAND CG;RANGE AND FOR MOST CRI1 ;CAL
ENGINE FAILURE

ALL

SUFFICIENT CONTROL IN EXCESSOF MANEUVER.
ING AND TRIM REQUIREMENTS TO BALANCE MO.
MENT DUE TO A SPECIFIC GUST: FOR EXAMPLE.
30 ft/sc GUST
BUILDING UP IN
BUILDING OVER A
100ftOISTANCE
_Ic

ATTITUDE
COMMAND
RATE

0.4-15

0.2-2.0

0.8-2.0

0.3- 2.5

ACCELERATION

0.8-20

-

problem of determining from data obtained during these maneuvers the amount of control used uniquely for maneuvering and the
amount used concurrently to correct for trim and upset due to turbulence such as gusts and recirculation. Perhaps the best answers can
be derived from records of aircraft for which trim changes, by virtue of their engine and aerodynamic layout, are minimum. Further, if
these aircraft use an attitude command type of control system, the effects of external disturbance are minimized. Further confrmation
of the lower value of roll angular acceleration for STOL operation has been obtained from "flights" in a piloted motion simulator (ref.
IS). A slightly higher value (0.6 rzd/sec 2 ) was selected for the upper end of STOL operation to reflect the need for agile maneuvering
into confined areas.
2.2.3. Control needed for upset. The amount of control needed to compensate for upset depends chiefly on the magnitude and
character of the disturbance. It is in this area that the proposed criteria are weak. Although improvements have been made in gust
measurement techniques, data analysis, ani prediction effects, a well-defined gust model suitable for hover and STOL operation remains
to be defined. The criteria for upset used in table 2 attempt to establish a base for firmer values. It was considered necessary to specify a
discrete gust effect rather than the usual rms random noise type for simplicity of analysis and to provide meaningful results for control
power assessments.
2.2.4. Validity of roll controlpowercriteria.The range of values for total control power given in table 2 reflects the speculative natur"
of the criteria and shows the need for flexibility in choice for design purposes. The values in the bottom row are typical ranges used by
various aircraft and are not intended to represent firm nunbers that must be met. An examination of flight test data and a discussion of
how some of the aforementioned items interact to produce a given overall impression of roll response to the pilot follows. Figure 4
shows results of STOL aircraft tests (taken from ref. 16) obtained during approach and takeoff. The results are presented in terms of
maximum angular acceleration obtainable as measured by the conventional roll reversal
which
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ratings of the overall ro!l response for each aircraft. It should be recognized, however,
that angular acceler.tion is only a convenient parameter to use as a yardstick and that
it relates only indirectly to the pilot's impression of controllability. Further, when
weight is used as a parameter it only approximates the effects of size and, as noted

previously, reflects maneuverability requirements and sensitivity to turbulence.
Note first that a large acceleration value does not necessarily indicate satisfactory

pilot impression of roll response. The VZ-3 aircraft has more than three times the roll

acceleration capability of most of the other aircraft tested and still has only a pilot
rating of 4. The ability to maintain a desired bank angle while maneuvering in
turbulance has been the most critical requirement for roll control of these STOL
0"0o0 * 30
aircraft at takeoff and landing speeds. In tests of the BR 941, less than 40 percent of
the available control was used during extensive maneuvering. Remember that this
Fig. 4. Roll control power values for STOL aircraft needs little lateral trim for crosswind operation and the propellers are
interconnected to remove any engine-out asymmetry trim requirements. The 941 is
aircraft.
perhaps the most documented of these aircraft. It has been flight tested with several
lateral control modifications and has been investigated extensively in piloted motion simulators. Flight tests with this aircraft in IRF
operation and moderate turbulence (ref. 17) indicated that roll control was satisfactory with a control power of 0.4 rad/sec2 under
these more adverse conditions Note that for heavier aircraft, the NC-130B, poorer ratings are evident for this same control power
value (based again on IFR operation in gusty air). The poorer overall roll controllability was due in part to low control sensitivity and to
the fact that at 70 knots almost full roll control was required to trim for an inoperative engine. Therefort, too small a margin was left for
maneuvering. The heaviest (and largest) aircraft tested was the 367-80 (707 jet transport) modified to incorporate a high lift BLC flap
system. With the combined aileron spoiler system, the roll acceleration produced by large control deflections was so large for that size
aircraft that the pilot was concerned about possible structural damage. In the initial te;:: with this aircraft the ailerons were equipped
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with an aerodynamic tab control that was rated unsatisfactory (PR 4-1/2) because of high forces and nonlinear response characteristics.
Changing to a hydraulic powered control system with essentially the same rolling moment capabilities improved the pilot rating because
of the lower forces. These data show that an improved pilot rating resulted when a higher approach speed was used, even though less
acceleration was available. In this case, the cross coupling effects (CN6a, Cep, Cnp) were greatly reduced at the lower CL associated with
the higher appioach speed. A further example of interrelated effects is brought out by results obtained on the BLC equipped YC-1 34A
aircraft. Even though very large lateral acceleration was available with the spoiler and aileron combination, precise use of this capability
was aifficult because of nonlinear response. At approximately 300 wheel position, the region most frequently used in controlling the
aircraft, the rapid increase in response and the large increase in force when the spoilers were engaged combined to produce an
unsatisfactory characteristic that masked the control power ratings of this aircraft.
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Figure 5 shows the same parameters for VTOL aircraft in hover.
Note the wide range of values for the various aircraft. These values are
generally well above the former AGARD 408 sizing formula
+ 1000)113, which was really meant to be a minimum maneuvering
requirement, Because of lack of clarity in this respect, it was

UKVZ-2

- CL-"
X-14AIf

conveniently used in many paper designs (and for a few aircraft) as the
total control power needed. A sizing rule is difficult to establish from
these data for several reasons.

I-vJ-V-X
tp7

One of the first points to notice is that the X-1 4A has one-fourth
the weight of the P.1127 but can get by with less control power mainly
2
because the P.1127 requires a major portion of its available roll
.4 moment to trim for sideward flight. In fact, for the Harrier VTOL
I
aircraft sideslip is restricted in forward flight by a warning device on the
U 4I
3 2 ba 3
~ast,
rudder pedals (ref. 18). Further, the aircraft would have required even
more roll control power if the control sensitivity and the mechanical
characteristics of the control system had not been optimized for low
speed flight. The XV-5B, SC-I, Balzac, and Mirage Ill-V also require a
Fig. 5. Comparison of hover roll control values with
large percentage of available control power to offset rolling moments
AGARD 408 requirement.
associ,.ted either with sideward flight in hover or sideslip in forward
flight. In fact, this particular trim requirement had been seriously
overlooked in operational testing, and as a result, all of the aforementioned aircraft (except the X-14A) have been damaged, some
fatally, in accidents attributed to this trim problem. These aircraft all have inboard jet engines whose induced flows produce the major
rolling-moment contributions. On the other hand, two aircraft (the VJ-l 01 and the DO-3 1) that have wing-tip jet engines do not have
the sideslip trim problem. This is reflected in the control power usage of the VJ-1OI (ref. 19) that needs only 0.25 rad/sec 2 for roll
control in typical takeoff and landing maneuvers. Similarly, the DO-31 (ref. 20) needs only 0.4 rad/sec 2 for roll control in IFR
approaches in gusty air. Both aircraft have much more roll control power available because of engine-out trim requirements.
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2.3. Cross Coupling
Because of reduced directiona! stability and damping at low speeds, moments generated by roll control inputs tend to result in
larger sideslip angles than in convent onal flight. Sideslip angles that result from the yawing moment due to (1) roll control deflection
and (2) roll rate are large at high lift coefficients; consequently their
influence is greater for STOL aircraft and they increase the
o
,,
.....
requirements for turn coordination to reduce sideslip. The turn entry
9 .4
coordination problem is discussed in detail in reference 21 and
-68
illustrated in figure 6, which shows a time history of a roll maneuvei
1
performance with the NC-130B aircraft at 70 knots. These results show
although the desired bank angle was obtained in 2-./2 sec, 7 sec
S.that
o
......
elapsed before the heading changed to the correct direction. When the
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The cross coupling that occurs when roll control is used has been
expressed as a ratio of maximum sideslip angle to bank angle (A /t4),
and the maximum allowable values are shown in table 3 of reference 3.

. ....
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pilot attempts to coordinate the turn, he must supply different
amounts and phasing of the rudder to account for the effects of adverse
yaw, yaw due to roll rate, and yaw rate damping that occurs at
different times during the trn.

.

.

03 2 4 6 6 10 12 4
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Fig. 6. Time history of the response of the NC-I 30B to a
step bank maneuver; V =70 knots

The cross coupling parameter, AP/A40 is measured durng an
abrupt bank angle change with rudder fixed. Correlation of A/Acb with
pilot rating of turn coordination is given in figure 7 for various aircraft
and for a range of lateral directional characteristics studied on the
simulator (see ref. 16). These data indicate that values of A#/AtP less
than approximately 0.3 were rated satisfactory (pilot rating of 3-1/2).
The values shown for the various STOL aircraft point out the need for
augmentation during operation at STOL approach speeds. Improvements
can be noted for the NC-130B and 367-80 aircraft by the addition of
positive Np and N augmentation.

The lag in changing heading previously pointed out in the discussion of the NC-130B aircraft has been recognized as a major part
of the turn coordination problem. It has not been possible, however, to develop a criterion based on heading lag alone as there is a
significant inicraction between roll and heading control depending upon the roll-mode time constant (ref. 22). These simulator tests
indicated that when good roll damping existed, a larger heading lag was tolerable and vice versa.
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2.4 Vertical Flight Path Control
2.4.1 General background. Vertical control of flight path angle during approach, flere,
touchdown, rotation, and ctimb-out is an important consideration for STOL operation
because of the short field length requirements. Satisfactory routine operation fiom
short fields with obstacles in the apprcach and climb-out paths depends on precise
control of flight path angle. During STOL operation of V/STOL aircraft, vertical flight
path cannot be controlled adequately by pitch control alone, and the pilot must use
additional methods to develop normal acceleration.

7

Powered lift is used for flight path control in three general modes: controlling rate
of sink at flare and touchdown, acquiring and tracking z particular flight path angle
during approach, and making gross changes in flight path for waveoff and turning

4-

60

11141I

flight. Satisfactory performance of these tasks depends on the amount of normal
acceleration available from powered lift, the aircraft response time, and the degree of
cross coupling. The values needed by the pilot depend on how critically the particular
flight mode must be controlled. For example, altitude control during flare and
touchdown requires a short response tune and must be precise It is equally important
that cross.coupling effects between powered lift and aircraft rotation be minimized so
that the pilot can precisely adjust rate of sink and aircraft attitude independently as
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required for optimum landing and takeoff performance.
Fig. 7. Relation of turn entry coordination
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These points are considered in the criteria presented in table 3.

and pilot rating.
Table 3. Vertical Flight Path Control Criteria. STOL Operation.

IEM
,

MODE'

PARAMETER TO 3E MEASURED

A

CCELRATIN
INCREMENTAL
NORMAL

LEVEL FOR 'ATISFACTORY
OPERATION

MINIMUM LEVEL FOR
ACCEPTABLE OPERATION

±.Ig

IN.SUFFICIENT
DATA
I

-0.1g

INSUFFICIENT DATA

6' OR 600 ftmin

200 fmin

INCREMENTAI. NORMAL

B

ACCF.2EATION
CONTROL POWER
C

STEADY-STATE CLIMB ANGLE

r GREATER THAN
ALL

INCREMENTAL DESCENT ANGLE
__

TIME
RESPONSE

CROSSCOUPLING

__.

_

SELECTED

AIRCRAFT RESPONSE

ACHIEVE MODE IA IN LESS
THAN 0.5 uc

B

AIRCRAFT RESPONSE

ACHIEVE MODE IB IN LESS
THAN 1.5.6

C

AIRCRAFTRESPONE

ALL

PITCHING MOMENT

INSUFFICIENT DATA

APPROACH ANGLE

A

INSUFFICIENT DATA

INSUFFICIENT DATA

ACHIEVE MODE IC IN LESS ACHIEVE MODE IC IN LESS
THAN 2.0 mc
THAN 4 0 uc
NOT OBJECTIONABLE

NOT OBJECTIONABLE

*MOOEA. FOR FLARE AND TOUCHDOWNCONTROL WHEN LESSTHAN0.15t CAN BEDEVELOPED BYAIRCRAFT
ROTATION USING PITCHCONTROL ALONE
MODE S. FOR FLIGHT PATH TRACKING WHENMORE THAN 0 158 BUT LESSTHANO.30CAN BEDEVELOPEDBY
PITCHCONTROL ALONE.
MOOEC FOR GROSSFLIGHT PATHCHANGESREGARDLESSOF THE NORMAL ACCCLERATIONDEVELOPEDBY
PITCHCONTROL.

2.4.2. Criteria. For satisfactory flight path control during all phases of STOL flight operation below Vcon (including approach, landing
flare, touchdown, anC waveoff), the vertical aircraft response characteristics obtained at a constant attitude resulting from any
combination of inputs from throttle, collective, and thrust vector controls should meet the values listed.
2.4.3. Validation of data. Different modes of operation are specified, in table 3, for STOL operation of VISTOL aircraft depending on
the precision required for flight path control. As expected, the pilot desires improved vertical response time and g from power the closer
he gets to the ground. To determine whether the criteria for Mode A or B apply, the pilot performs abrupt longitudinal control steps at
the appropriate trimmed flight path angle. Compliance with the criteria is demonstrated by steps performed with the flight path control
device while the aircraft attitude is maintained constant with the pitch control. Mode C applies equally to all aircraft regardless of the
means to produce the response.
In tests of the BR 941 aircraft (ref. 17) engine response to small throttle changes had a 0.5 sec lag plus a first-order time constant
of 0.7 sec. There was no appreciable lag between vertical g and power changes (i.e., no aerodynamic slipstream lag). It was possible with
throttle alone to obtain more than ±0.1 g, which resulted in satisfactory flight path tracking down to about 15.24 m (50 ft). The pilot
felt that longer engine time tags and time constants would have degraded his ability to track the ILS glide slope. This response was not
adequate when he used power to arrest the sink rate at touchdown. In general, none of the STOL aircraft tested thus far (ref. 16) could
be flared by using engine thrust because (1) engine response was too sow, (2) the aircraft had to be rotated for proper ground attitude,
and (3) power changes produced undesirable changes in air speed. As a result, g was obtained, as for conventional aircraft, by rapidly
increasing aircraft attitude. The touchdown maneuver for STUL aircraft is, of course, similar to the height control problem for VTOL
aircraft. In this respect, values of ovcrail thrust response should not be greater than 0.5 sec and 0.1 g should be available. The response
for goss changes in flight path (away from the ground) are l-ss stringent; for example, a 2.0 sec delay was considered satisfactory.
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2.4.5. Additional data requirements. Admittedly, the vertical flight path criteria, in their present form, are weak, and more firm
quantitative values are needed for both control power and thrust response. As is true for control of other axes, cross-coupling effects
and interrelated items affect the pilot's assessment of precision of control. Included are the following:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Static longitudinal stability
Short period and phugoid frequency and damping
Direct lift control
Effe.- of tiutomatic power compensation
Ground effect on lift, drag, and pitching moment
Gust sensitivity (lift curve slope)
Power "backsidedness"
Trim change with power (mwgnitude and direction)
Thrust and control system response (lags)

A systematic evaluatiodi of th foregoing items is a formidable task, and it is difficult to generalize on answers from specific aircraft
because significant parameters cannot bc varied ovei wide enough ranges. Steps are underway to examine the effects of these parameters
on vertical flight path control using a piloted motion simulator at NASA Ames Research Center, at the RAE, Bedford, and by flight
tests of the Bell X-22A lircraft.
2.5. Transition - Acc-eleration/Decelcratiea
2.5.1. General background. Good transition characteristics are essential for successful use of V/STOL aircraft for a number of reasons.
First, it may be desirable to perform transitions quickly to minimize time spent in the teiminal area. Second, transitions are usually
performed in the ciitJ:al landing approach phase of flight, where the pilot muqt be able to maintain precise control of flight path
particularly for IFR operation. Finally, transistions occur during the pilot's peak work load, which includes making configuration
changes such as selection of landing gear and flans, starting lift engines, communications, and navigation duties. In the tollowing
paragraphs attention is given to those handling-qualities items that govern aircraft behavior in going from powered lift flight to
aerodynamic lift regime and vice versa for both VTOL and STOL aircraft.
2.5.2. Crittia. VTOL aircraft should be able to accelerate rapidly and safely from hover to Vcon in climbing flight or at constant
altitude. From Vcon they should be able to decelerate rapidly and safely at constant altitude or in a descent up to the maximum
approach angle required by the mission, acquire and maintain both shallow and steep flight path angles, and stop quickly and precisely
over a preselected hover spot. Depending on the mission, acceleration and deceleration values up to 0.5 g in level flight are desired. In
addition, the ability to accelerate continuously from a rolling takeoff (RTO) to Vcon and decelerate smoothly to a rolling landing is
desirable.
STOL aircraft should be able to accelerate from Vapp to Vcon in level flight or climbing flight; decelerate quickly from Vcon to
Vapp; and precisely acquire and maintain shallow and steep flight path angles.
It should be possible to carry out the above maneuvers with the precision and performance specified for the mission without
restriction due to control power, trim, stalling or buffeting, engine thrust, or response character- tics.
The pilot should be required to operate only primary flight controls, power setting, ard thrust vector tilt. If other devices required
for transitions are operated automatically, it should be possible for the pilot to monitor their performance easily. Inadvertent operation
of any transition control should be prevented.
2.5.3. Discussion. The purpose of these criteria is to ensure that in going from powered lift flight to aerodynamic lift flight and vice
versa, the pilot can perform the necessary maneuvers as expeditiously as needrd without undue attention to aircraft attitude, angle of
attack, airspeed, and trim-factors that would compromise his ability to fly the aircraft accurately along a chosen flight path in all
environmental conditions. Further, good control characteristics are needed for STOL operation when going in and out of ground effect
because ground-induced recirculation may cause unsteady flow over the aircraft. In addition, the pilot should have the capability to
decelerate as needed at any portion of the speed range to quickly attain aparticular approach speed or to avoid overshooting adesired
touchdown area.
The time required for making a transition can vary according to the mission; however, it is necessary from safety considerations
that the rate desired by the pilot should not be governed by limitations in controllability about any axis. If the pilot must handle a large
number of separate operations to accomplish the transition, his performance in terms of airspeed, angle of attack, and flight path angle
control will suffer during this critical flight phase. Due consideration should be given to multicrew functions in transport configurations
where, for example, lift engine startup and shutdown could be handled by a copilot.
2.5.4. Validation of data. Operation of various VTOL and S)TOL aircraft indicate that the V/STOL concept itself has certain built-in
limitations with the acceleration/deceleration handling characteristics. Further, these characteristics vary depending on the direction of
transition. Typical acceleration and deceleration characteristics are shown in figures 8 and 9 for several V/STOL aircraft.
The P.1 127 aircraft, for example, is equipped with a proportional-position thrust vector control that operates only on the engine
thrust vector. The magnitude and direction of the aerodynan.ic (lift and drag) vectors are controlled indirectly through changes in
aircraft attitude. The pilot, therefore, can change the magnitude and direction of the engine thrust vector independently on the
aerodynamic vectors. As discussed in reference 23, the rate at which the proportional thrust vector control was moved related directly
to the magnitude of the vector. When a large engine thrust vector was used (e.g., during takeoff), a rate of approximately 4°/sec was
selected. (Note that 90°/sec is available.) This provided an initial acceleration of approximately 0.2 g and an overall average acceleration
(0 to 160 knots) of 0.43 g. A higher thrust vector rate would have produced higher accelerations but a loss in altitude since
aerodynamuc lift could not be gained rapidly enough to offset the change in vertical thrust. During adecelerating transition (160 knots
to 0), however, the pilot commanded a thrust vectoring rate of approximately 45°/sec. This was possible, of course, because of the
small magnitud o.f the engine thrust vector. A typical decelerating transition was initiated at 160 knots with +6.5* pitch attitude and a
low-power setting. From 160 to 80 knots, a maximum deceleration of 0.46 g was attained. At 80 k'iots the thrust vector was rotated
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Fig. 9. Decelerating transition charactrrsticrfor several
V/STOL aircraft.
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In tilt-wing aircraft, such as the CL-84, the aerodynamic vector i.s
rotated with the engine thrust vc-.tor. The pilot, therefore, must
conimand a thrust vectoring rate that is compatible with the magnitude of the aerodynamic vector and of the engine thrust. Further,
maximum thrust vectoring rate is a function of wing angle and the direction of thrust vectoring rate is a function of wing angle and the
direction of thrust rotation. The CL-84 wing could be rotated up at a rate of 6°/see. The maximum downward rate of 12°/see was
linearly decreased to 2.6°,'-;ec between wing angles of 45° and 5°. The pilot did not have direct control of thrust vectoring rate because
his control was only an on/off switch. The approximate thrust vectoring rate desied oould be achieved by intermittently turning the
switch on and off.
In an accelerating transition the pilot commanded a vector rate of approximately 7°/sec, whch produced an initial acceleration of
0.2 g. After a brief 2-see period the pilot commanded maximum thrust vectoring rate for the rerrainderof the transition. This produced
a maximum thrust vectoring rate of approximately 10°/see and a maximdum acceleration of 0.44 g. Since the initial aerodynamic vector
is small in this accelerating transition, a high thrust vectoring rate could be used without experiencing control coordination problems. In
this
respect
the CL-84
isvery of
similar
to thetilt-ing
P.1 127.aircraft
Decelerating
transitions
the CL-84
iscompletely different, however, because the pilot isrequired to manage the

control coordination problem caused by tilting the large aerodynamic vector. Ibis requires selecting a wing tilt rate that is compatible,
with the aerodynamic vector and the magnitude of the engine thrust vector. This completely unfamiliar technique (as stated in ref. 12)
was difficult to perform. It was further complicated by the need to operate the wing-tilt switch intermittently to got a variable rate to
match the lift
required. Holding deceleration at any fixed rate was thus very difficult.
A typical decelerating transition shows that the
pilot
commanded
a thrust
vectoring
rate of 3°/sec forbut
the majo!
portions
of the maneuver (15* increased.
to 60 ° ) and
then commanded
a
0.s15
g.
Theava
aircraft
of higher
pilot
control
Different
characteics
maxmum
able was
rate capable
of 6 sec
for thedecelerations,
remainder of thethe
transition
(6 coordination
to 86).This pible,ns
poduced a nearly constant
deceleration
of
are shown for the fan-in-wing XV-A aircraft
(ref. I).At low speed, the wiing
fan louvers are used to controi height, roll,
yaw, and
scmad (thrust vectoring). Inaddition, the angle of the louvers determines the amount of roll
control avaiable to the pilot (roll
ontust
is
phased out as a function of louver angle as speed and aileron ontirol increase). Specific attention was required te
n that a
"rule-of-thumb" relationship of 2 knots of airspeed for each degree of louver angle was maintained to avoid a loss of lateral
cntro
power. A high degree of pilot attention was required to maintain the louver angle-airspeed schedule (optot rating of 5 was assigned).
The maximum thrust vectoring rate built
into the XV-5A aircraft
was 3-4/sec.During a accelerating transition fmin hover, the pilot
commanded an overall average thrust vectoring rate of 1.6a/sep
and an acceleration of 0.13 g.
2.5.5. Additional data requirements. There isenough data to show that one minimum or maximum rate w not satisfy allV OL
ebeen
clearly
to be expected
that only
relatively low
will
belimitation3
to reduce
pilot
workload
inthe
concepts,
butdefined.
there isIt
notis
enough
data to establish
a satisfactory
ratedeceleration
for each. Invalues
addition,
the
for IFR
operation
have
not
landing approach tasi. Early experience with the DO-31 aircraft
indicate that deceleration values of 0.07 g were used to provide
sufficient tracking time on the ILS to assess the approach such that confr.ence is gained to proceedoethe landing. Further realfe
operaton isneeded to assess the passenger comfort aspect for civil
use.
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Revised V/STOL handling qualities criteria
have been prepared to provide upd t.
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A review of several controversial areas indicates that although improved guidelines have been setdown and some form of
quantitative criteria
are available for most areas, additional information isneeded to refine the criteria
for operational IFR use.
Some of the areas that need further refinements include () control requirement
a s affected by the mission and task, (2)contro
power and control usage for various types of control systems, (3)the amount of longitudinal static stabilty needed inthe powered-lift
flightregime, (4) cross-couplng effects about allaxis (5) vertical
flight
path contro in landing approach, and (6)
trunsition/acceleration-deceleration characteristics. Furher, additional work of a systematic nature must be conducted to clarify
the
effects of several interacting items that etrongly influence the pilot's
over-all
impression of the aircrafts bhavior.
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MISSION EFFECTS ON STABILITY AND MANEUVERABILITY
by
Charles B. Wostbrook
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio, 45433, USA

SUMMARY

This paper has the objective of defining the rela-0.nnnhip between the mission
requirements of a piloted aircraft and its stability and maneuverability. The
framework utilized in current U.S. Air Force handling qualities requirements, i.e.,
classification of aircraft, flight phases, levels, states, etc., is described.
Examples of various aircraft designed for one mission and then utilized for other
missions are given. A discussion is presented of the problems encountered when the
detailed mission requirements are not clear, such as with V/STOL aircraft, reentry
vehicles, etc. Problems encountered with off-design conditions and operation at
the limits of the flight envelope are discussed with examples. The various methods
open to the designer for achieving the proper coupromises in design of an aircraft
are outlined.
INTRODUCTION
This paper has the objective of defining the relationship between the mission
requirements of a piloted aircraft and its stability and maneuverability. All aircraft,
at their inception, have their mission requirements set up in either broad or narrow
terms, definitive or vague. From these statements, together with the many other subsystem requirements and design guides, the designer must proceed to make the tradeoffs
needed to achieve the best solution to the problem presented to him. Often these
mission requirements change either during the design or during operational use. Examples of aircraft designed for one mission and then utilized for other missions are
given. A discuraion is presented of the problems caused by off design conditions,
operation at the limits of the envelope, different operational tactics, failures modes,
economic factors, etc. The problems encountered when the detailed mission requirements
are not clear such as with V/STOL and reentry vehicles are also discussed.
The framework and philosophy utilized by the U.S. Air Force in current handling
qualities requirements to reflect properly the mission requirements is shown. The goal
of this framework and philosophy is to allow for adequate definition of the needed
stability and control so that the required characteristics can be assured and yet avoid
over specification with resulting penalties to the aircraft. Some of the methods open
to the designer of achieving the proper compromises in design of an aircraft are also
outlined.
DEFINITION OF MISSION
Even before the mission requirements reach the aircraft designer, many tradeoffs
have been made by the customer, based on past operatinaal experience, evaluation of the
threat, consideration of present or future weapons and tactics, new technology possible
for application, and many other factors. These tradooffs may have been based on detailed
knowledge or intuition; be bi liantly visionary or naively hopeful; be detailed o
vague. In any event these reach the designer as requirements that he must meet. In
many cases underlying requirements may not be expressed. Requirements difficult to
qusntify are often downgraded or not stated and little help may be given the designer
in how essential a particular requirement is to the basic job the aircraft is to do.
The mission requirements may be written very simply and broadly. For example, the
requirements prepared by the U.S. Signal Corps in 1907 for the procurement of a heavierthan-air flying machine were very simple and the resulting requiraments on stability and
control were contained in one sentence. "During the trial flight of one hour it must
steered in all directions without difficulty and at all times be under perfect control
and equilibrium".
'

Research aircraft tend to have very broad and vague mission requirements. The
iatent of thee, aircraft is to ext.lore and expand technology and it is to be expected
that the mission requirements will be technology oriented. The stability and control
requirements, likewise, tend to be subordinated to questions primarily of flight safety.
The recent trend towards prototype procurement leads to broad statements of mission
requirements. However, if the prototype configuration is later expected to be able to
perfo
other missions than contemplated by the designer, large comp:.omises may result.
Mission requirements may be written for a very narrow and well defined mission.
The requiremersts may be very clear cut and quantitative. Such a case is the Concorde.
Other examples that would fit the category of narrowly defined "seions include the U-2.
"Off the shelf" aircraft are often procured by the military services for various
uses. Generally thse aircraft have been in the transport or utility classes. In many
cases, the use of the aircraft is essentially identical with comercial use. Examples
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are the C-9 (DC-9), C-131 (340 and 580), C-140 (Jetstar), and others. In these cases,
compromises in their military use are minimal. In other cases, extensive modifications
are made to the aircraft and it may be used operationally in ways that were not contemplated by the designer. Examples are the KC-135 (707), AWACS (707), P-3 (Electra),
etc. Compromises that may then result must be traded off with such factors as the
economic benefits of using available aircraft.
Certain combat aircraft have started their design cycle with detailed mission
requirements covering a broad range of uses of the aircraft. Penalties and rewards were
specified for those items that could be so quantified, the aim, of course, being to
induce the designer to make every effort to achieve those goals. Examples would include
the F-ill and the C-5.
CHANGES IN DESIGN MISSION
The history of manned aircraft is replete with examples of aircraft designed for
one mission and then later used for another. Possibly this should not be cause for any
surprise. As new regimes of fVight are explored and new configurations evolve the threat
or problem to be solved varies, is it any wonder that the aircraft is used differently
than planned? With the five to ten years involved from the concept to operational use
of an aircraft, an extraordinary perception would be involved if the mission were to
remain identical in detail. A few examples will be given to illustrate the point made
above about changes that often occur in the original design mission.
The B-47 was a high-altitude, horizontal bomber, originally. Its very flexible
wings were adequate for that mission, but then came low-altitude penetration and lofted
bomb delivery. The maximum speed of the airplane on the deck was limited by aileron
reversal: during design, no need had been seen to fly so fast at that altitude. B-47
pilots also experienced some difficulties recovering from unusual attitudes in attempted
bombing maneuvers. Yet another difficulty was air-to-air refueling with the thenstandard tanker, the KC-97. The performance mismatch of the propeller and jet airplanes
had the B-47 flying not far from stall at the AC-97's top sneed.
Like the B-47, the B-52 heavy bomber had a low-altitude mission added. It also
started its service with a near-incompatible KC-97 tanker for a refueling partner. Poor
Dutch roll characteristics with the original yaw dampers aggravated the refueling problem,
though not to the point of spending money immediately to fix the airplane. The poor
damping, it later was found, actually affected the fatigue life of the airplane. To
extend the life of the B-52 fleet, the airplanes have been rebuilt several times, improving the Dutch roll damping in the process.
The F-105 was designed primarily for strike missions using nuclear weapons. It
has been used operationally as a strike aircraft but the way the mission is performed is
not at all as first envisioned. The original sophisticated fire control system found
little use in southeast Asia, where F-105 pilots used iron sights to drop iron bombs.
Credible performance of this task under very trying conditions says much about both the
airplanes and their pilots. One glaring deficiency that developed stems from the
original concept of the F-105's use. It was designed to survive as well as possible in
an environment of nuclear weapons. Vulnerability to small arms fire, although recognized,
was not considered a design objective. In places the hydraulic systems were routed sideby side; thus a single projectile could cause a fire that would burn through all the
hydraulic lines, leaving the flight controls powerless. Original design consideration
could have brought about a much better and more economic solution than the fixes that
were made.
The F-4, our current first line fighter was developed originally for the U.S. Navy.
The first mission was as a long range attack aircraft. Shortly after, the mission was
changed to that of a missile carrying fighter. Currently, various models of the F-4
serve in all weather, air superiority, ground attack, and reconnaissance missions. Because of the early use of the aircraft deficiencies of the aircraft at high angles of
attack were not considered to be critical. With the change in use of the aircraft these
characteristics have assumed a great deal more importance and corrective action was
neceasary. Early consideration would have been far more effective and saved a considerable number of aircraft.
Modifying existing aircraft to have STOL performance capability may be regarded as
an extreme change in mission. This has not been successfully accomplished to date. The
addition of high lift capability has usually required extensive development of the control
system and an augmentation system to cure handling qualities problems. One example is
the NC-130B. The unaugmented lateral-directional characteristics degraded to unacceptable
at the reduced operating speeds.
The F-111 was designed to perform many missions, some of them exceedingly demanding.
The resulting aircraft, naturally, is complex, large, heavy, and expensive. Any aircraft
such as the F-111 designed for diverse missions certainly will suffer by comparison with
an aircraft designed for more compatible uses.
The C-SA is an example of another sort. The C-SA was designed for a wide variety
of transport uses. Included was a requirement for a low altitude-terrain following-cargo
drop mission and a requirement for an ability to land and take off on unprepared fields.
The requirements are entirely rational and desirable if they could be attained without
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excassive compromise. These capabilities were designed into the aircraft at considerable
penalty. Besides the weight and drag there was considerable complication added to the

flight control system to assure good flying qualities. Currently these capabilities are
not being utilized. This example illustrates that restraint must be exercised by the
customer in asking for too many "good" things or he may not appreciate the resulting
product. Examples could be selected from the aircraft of the World War II era, examples
that come readily to mind are the Mustang and the B-26. The B-36 lived through its life
as a high altitude horizontal bomber but even here extensive modification was made to
attempt to preserve its effectiveness.
The question might wall be asked, Has any aircraft been utilized as originally conceived and designed, with some trainers and cargo aircraft possibly excepted?
OFF DESIGN CONDITIONS
Operational flight envelopes can be drawn to define the boundaries of speed, altitude,
and load factor within which the aircraft must be capable of operating in order to perform
its mission. Such an envelope for a typical fighter in the combat flight phase is shown
in figure 1. Within the operational envelope the aircraft should have very good flying
qualities. There are many conditions outside of this operational envelope which an
aircraft can easily attain. What should the mission requirements state about these conditions? Certainly they may affect the flight safety. Another envelope can be drawn
which represents flight conditions that can be encountered without exceeding airplane
limitations. Beyond this envelope is a boundary which the airplane is capable of safely
encountering. Stall, spins, zooms, and some dives may be representative of such conditions. The buffet characteristics, engine limits and many such factors may set these
limits. Characteristics in the transonic range may be tolerated which would not be in
other regimes. This will be dependent on the importance of this range of flight to the
combat mission.
Aircraft have often been designed with internal stores or armament or a few external
pods and then used in quite a different manner. Stores have been loaded on in many
combinations and permutations, making somewhat of a mockery of the careful aerodynamic
design. Very large effects on stability and control and flying qualities are obvious
when one views the range of munitions and weapons which are loaded on an A-4, A-7 or F-4.
Such effects as the ability of the aircraft to get rid of its stores whenever needed
must be given consideration. Gunfire effects may cause disturbances to the aircraft
which must be considered in the design tradeoff process, even to such extremes as causing
engine stall.
Use of fl.,7ht control systems of various kinds to modify and improve the basic
,tability and control characteristics of aircraft is a clear trend and an accelerating
one. When this equipment operates as designed the mission performance is probably met and
the pilot may be very satisfied. What should the mission requirements say about the
tolerable frequency of failure, failure effects, etc.? Should multiple failures be considered? How far should requirements go in considering failures that may have extremely
remote probability of failure, even probabilities similar to basic structure? Do errors
by the pilot need to be considered or delays in his response to an emergency? Is it
satisfactory to turn over to a pilot in an emergency a marginally stable or unstable
aircraft that has exceeded a boundary or experienced an equipment failure of some kind?
Decisions on such questions can be made by the designer deliberately. If ignored, this
is still a decision.
OTHER EFFECTS
There are many other factors that have an influence on the stability and control
requirements. Some of these factors may be stated to some degree in the mission requirements; others are implied by the configuration and subsystems that are likely to result.

>

One of the more obvious of these factors is the concept of use of the aircraft.
What weapons are contemplated, missiles, rockets, guns, or a mix? Is the aircraft 1o be
used in "dog fight" or 'stand off" tactics? What enemy environment must the aircraft
operate against? An example from the past illustrates this point very well. In 1957 the
Air Force was under considerable attack to reduce its roll rate requirements tor fighter
aircraft. Research performed at NASA had indicated that for the missions contemplated
the roll rates being required were grossly excessive. High roll rate does cause a
penalty in the aircraft and as a result of the studies by Harry Goett of NASA, a reevaluation of the roll requirements was made. The research was essentially correct in
its conclusion, vith the concept of fighter engagement consisting of firing long range
missiles. In the same time frame, official Air Force policy was indicating that the
last manned fighter would be the F-103. During the reevaluation, even the airframe
manufacturers took a very cautious attitude on retreating from previous roll rate requirements. A small reduction was made, however, the wisdom of avoiding any drastic
changes based on logical analysis using assumptions that did not hold true, is self
evident. No clairvoyance is claimed; stubborn conservatism can be equally wrong.
An area that is likely to be treated very lightly in the mission requirements is
that of turbulence. The turbulence environment that the aircraft is expected to operate
within will have very strong influences on the stability and control, the flight control
system, the displays, the airframe structure, and in extreme or long continued onvironments even the ability of the pilot to perform. At what level of turbulence do we expect
3
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missions to be performed? If the turbulence is above this level, what should the pilot
do -- abort the mission or accept the degradation in performance? Discrete as well as
random turbulence must also be considered. Cross wind landing and takeoff characteristics have been critical on some of our aircraft. The effects of discrete gusts are
critical on some of our aircraft. The effects of discrete gusts are especially important
for V/STOL aircraft.

Recent aircraft procurement contracts have attempted to set requirements on reliability and maintainability, subjects of vital concern once the aircraft is in operational

use.

It is a very difficult task, however, to make clear what the Air Force requirements

are and what the tradeoffs with other characteristics should be. A related point concerns
what is called the "amber light" problem. With sophiiticated and redundant flight control
systems, deficiencies in aircraft can be corrected. With a failure in one element in the
system, the system continues to operate but the "amber light" glows, indicating to the
pilot a potential hazardous condition. The pilot normally aborts the mission. With

the number of elements in some systems the number cf such indications can become discouragingly high. What do the mission requirements state as an acceptable level for such
a situation? With no definitive statement, the designer may very well ignore this
problem.
That there is extensive interface between the various subsystems of a modern aircraft is an obvious truism. It is equally true that the various epeci'lists and subsystem
engineers tend to solve their problems somewhat independently unless constrained by

clearly defined mission requirements or a very wise chief designer. Yor example, the
interaction between the propulsion subsystem and the flight control system is very
important but sometimes requirements important to one area do not get transmitted to
another.

It becomes very embarrassing to the pilot, if in a spinning condition, the

engine flames out, rapidly runs down, with resultant loss in hydraulic power.
ments to prevent this situation do not currently exist.

Require-

In response to a set of mission requirements a designer may evolve a design with a
great deal of airframe flexibility.

Another designer may come up with a design with a

greater or lesser amount but for many missions there may not be mtch variance. Similarly,
the location of the pilot at somc distance from the c.g. may be the natural configuration
that different designers would arrive at. Both of these examples may have an effect on
the ability of the pilot to perform his job, possibly compromising the mission. Such
effects can compound, witness the B-70 pilot reporting turbulenca with the chase aircraft reporting none.
One final factor of a different sort that will be discussed concerns the use of
operational aircraft for training. Hopefully, operational aircraft will live their life
through without actual combat use; some have. What does this mean to mission requirements?
One example that can be cited concerns the way in which external fuel tanks are utilized
in peace time. In the interest of economy, dropping of such tanks has been avoided.
This has obvious implications to the mission, tactics, the airframe, and its subsystems.
Other such examples can be cited, the point being that the mission requirements or the

designer must consider such factors or the operator will hays to accept the consequences.
V/STOL VEHICLES
Consideration of mission requirements for 7,'STOL vehic:le& introduces the point that
there is almost no operational experience on which to base the mission requirements of
V/STOL vehicles except for helicopters. Consequently it becomes difficult to determine
the required stability and control characteristics. This point can best be illustrated
by an example from our recent experience in the development of Specification MIL-F-83300,
"Flying Qualities of Piloted V/STOL Aircraft", Reference 7. It became apparent in
discussions of required characteristics for speeds between hover and conversion to
ventional flight that our thinking was conditioned towards a mission that involved
pilot moving from takeoff to conventional flight as rapidly as possible. This may
be the case for some V/STOL vehicles such as cargo or transport types. To limit a

our
conthe
well
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vehicle away from maneuvering in the low speed regimes, even to side'ays or backward
flight, may be to deny it from capability that is unique to such aircraft and possibly
very valuable tactically. However, without operational experience to validate such
ideas, it becomes very difficult to judge the worth of requiring such capability.
In a similar vein, much of our thinking is conditioned b: configurations that have

to tilt to translate. If there is an operational utility to vhicles that do not have
to tilt to translate, the resulting mission requirement will have a considerable effect
on stability and control requirements.
Additional examples that can be enumerated where additional knowledge of the misaion
requirements of V/STOL vehicles are needed, include maneuv-ring in turbulence, characteristics in engine failure conditions, and IFR flight requiremente.
SPACE VEHICLES
With aerospace vehicles we face the same problem as with V/STOL vehicles, i.e.,
limited operational experience. Many of the space missions fall more into a category of

research aircraft missions, where the main objectives are to explore technology. IL
attempting to prepare a general hanaling qualities criteria document, Reference 8, this
lack of definite mission requirem~ants was a most severe handicap. What is it that you
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wish to do with an aerospace vehicle, perform reconnaissance? If so, how accurately
must the tracking or stabilization be? Do you wish to maneuver, if so, how rapidly?
For aerospace missions to date, the weather conditions, the turbulence that must be
considered, and other such mission factors are held to the most favorable condition.
A most fundamental question related to su6h vehicles is the question of how often
do we wish to perform this mission, whatever it is. Ultimately this question translates
back into the economics of the situation. Can we afford to have the U.S. Navy on standby
for the mission? The magnitude of the support operation that can be tolerated and the
extent to which every day regular operation is expected translates directly back to
stability and control requirements and of course to other subsystem requirements also.
The designer is faced with integrating all the stated and unstated mission requirements that have been discussed above, into a machine. In many cases, the requirements
are fuzzy, not defined, and contradictory. How can ht, provide the flexibility that is
needed to adapt to this situation without creating something that ic a "Jack of all
trades and master of none"?
FRAMEWORK OF U.S. HANDLING QUALITIES REQUIREMENTS
The framework of the U.S. handling qualities requiremants document (Reference 2)
was designed to make use of all the knowledge about missicn requirements that is available
or should be available. The framework allows the flexibility in use that will be
necessary in practical use. Reference 3, "Background Information and User Guide" provides the additional information needed for intel.ligent utilization.
The requirements have a framework based on the following considerations:
1.
2.
3.

the kind of airplane (Class)
the job to be done (Flight Phase)
how well the job must be done (Level)

Figure 2 indicates the division of aircraft into several classes. Historically
flying qualities specifications have recognized the need to specify different values of
parameters for vehicles of different size and different operational missions. It is
intuitive to expect the handling qualities of sport cars to be different from thosa of
trucks, speed boats to handle differently than ocean liners, and small utility airplanes
to fly differently than large transports. In addition, there may be significant differences in the way each vehicle responds to external disturbances such as road roughness,
sea state, and atmospheric turbulence or wind. The quantitative requirements of the
specification are specified as believed necessary for the various Classes. At the
inception of a design the procuring agency decides to which Class the new aircraft
belongs and then the proper requirements apply. In most cases this assignment to a
Class is obvious.
Figure 3 indicates the division into Flight Phases that is utilized. Experience
with airplane operations indicates that certain Flight Phases require more stringent
values of flying qualities parameters than do others (e.g., air-to-air combat requires
more Dutch roll damping than does cruising flight). In many instances, therefore, the
flying qualities specification should state requirements as a function of mission Flight
Phase. This degree of breakdown gives the designer additional guidance in optimizing
his design. For the most part, the Flight Phase titles are descriptive enough to determine those applicable to a given design. The similarity of tasks in many Flight Phases,
plus the limited amount of evaluation data on specific Flight Phases, led to grouping
the Phases into three Categories. First, the possible Flight Phases were divided into
two groups on the basis of terminal and nonterminal operation. Then Non Terminal flight
was further divided into two groups based primarily on the degree of maneuverability
and/or precision of control required. The requirements of Reference 2 are generally
stated in terms of these three Flight Phase categories, however, a number of requirements are directed at Specific Flight Phases. Not all of the Flight Phases apply to a
given airplane: thus the procuring agency may delete Phases and may also add Phases a.1
new mission requirements are generated.
Figure 4 gives descriptive words to define the levels of flying qualities, where
possible the specification states the requirements in terms of three values of the
parameter being specified. Each value is a minimum to meet one of the three Levels of
acceptability. There is a relationship between these Level definitions and the Cooper
Harper pilot rating scale. For further discussion of this relationship, see Reference 3.
Figure 5 gives the framework for relating these three considerations. It illustrates that use of this framework would permit stating 36 different values for a given
flying qualities parameter, even after combining the Flight Phases into the three Categories A, B and C. Seldom will such a fine breakdown be required, nor will there be
sufficient information available to make such fine discriminations. Thus, in most cases,
the 36 possible requirements are combined to some extent, but not necessarily in the
same pattern for all requirements.
There are many factors involving the configuration of an aircraft, loading, control
positions, etc. that must be conaidered when specifying requirements. The concept of
Airplane State has been introduced in the specification to aid in codification. The
State of the airplane is defined by the selected configuration, together with the
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functional status of each of the airplane componentu or systems, throttle :setting, weiqht,
moments of inertia, center of gravity position, and external store complement. The trim
setting and positions of the rudder, aileron, and elevator controls are not included in
the definition of Airplane State since they are, often specified in the requirements.
A crew seleted configuration is defined oy the positions and adjustments of the
various selectors and controls available to the crew except for the rudder, aileron,
elevator, throttle and trim controls. Examplc.s are the flap control setting and yaw
damper, ON or OFF. Selected configurations to be examined under the specification must
consist of those required for performance and mission accomplishment.
The specification required consideration under all loading conditions associated
with the airplane's operational missions. The loading is determined by what is in
internal loading and attached to (external loading) the airplane. The parameters that
define different characteristics of the loading are weight, center of gravity position,
and momants and products of inertia. External stores affect all ttese parameters and
also affect aerodynamic coefficients. Since there is an almost infinite number of
possible lodings, each requirement is generally only examined at a critical loading.
Additional guidance on this area is presente*d in Reference 3.
Under the specification the contractor is required to describe the Normal States
associated with each of the applicable Flight Phases. This tabulation is required to be
in the format of Figure 6. Certain items such as weight, moments of inertia center of
gravity position, wing sweep, or thrust setting may vary continuously over a range of
values during a Flight Phase. The contractor is required to repla.ce tnis continuouus
variation by a limited number of values of the parameter in question which will be
treated as Specific States, and which will include the most critical valueni and extremes
to be encountered.
The specification requires that envelopes be drawn as shown in Figure 1. Operational
Flight Lnvelopes are regions of speed-altitude.-loftd factor space, where it is necessary
for an airplane, in the configuration and loading associated with a given Vlight Phase,
to have very good flying qualities, as opposed for example to regions whert, it is only
necessary to ensure that the airplane can be controlled without undue conc.ntraticn.
The Operational Flight Envelopes are intonded to permit the design task to be more
closely defined and to reduce the cost and complexity of the airplane to etnsentials.
Service envelopes are also to be drawn which surround the Operational Envelopes.
Its larger volume denotes the extent of flight conditions that can be encountered without
fear of exceeding airplane limitations. Requirements are less severe than in the Operational Flight Envelopes but still stringant enough that the pilot can acconpli3h the
mission Flight Phase associated with the Airplane Normal State. Mission effectiveness
or pilot workload, or both, however, may suffer somewhat even with no failures. This
envelope is intended to insure that any deterioration of handling qualities will be
gradual as fli-;It progresses out from the limits of the Operational Flight Envelope.
This serves two purposes. It provides some degree of mission effectiveneso for possible
unforeseen alternate uses of the airplatne and it also allows for possible :Lnadvertent
flight outside the Operational Flight Envelope.
Permissible Flight Envelopes are to be d:awn to encompass all regions in which
operition of the airplane is both allowable and possible. These are the boundaries of
flight conditions outside the Service Flight Envelope which the airplane ia capable of
safely encountering.
In Figure 7 are shown the requirements oE the specification with respe.ct to application of the Level concept for Airplane Normal States. From all points in the Permissible Flight Envelope it shall be possible to readily and safely zeturn to the Se.vice
Flight Envelope without exceptional pilot skill or technique.
The 3peification establishes a procedure to consider effects of vari'-a malfunctions on the handling qualities. The contractor is required to dctfine and tabulate
Airplane :ailure States which consist of Airplane Normal States modified b:f one or more
malfunctions in airplane components or systems. There is more to determining Failure
States than just considering each component failure in turn. Two other types of effects
must be considered. First, failure of one ccmponent in a certain mode may itself induce
other failures in the system, so failure propagation must be :nvestigated. Second, one
event may cause loss of more than one part of the system. When Airplane Failure States
exist, a degradation in flying qualities is permitted only if the probability of encountering a lower Level is sufficiently small. This requirement is shown in Figure 8.
In no case sheill a Failure State (except an Approved Special Failure State) degrade any
flying quality outside the Level 3 limit. The concept of Special railure States was
introduced to allow for components, systems or combinations that nay have extremely
remote probability of failure but may be ver difficult to predict with any accuracy.
By approval of the procuring agency such conditions may be excepted from considerations.
Failure States, more on, leso categorically,
Certain items might be approved as Seecial
such as dual mechanical failures or basi c ai:rframe cr control sur::ace failure. In other
cases a considerable amount of engineering judgment may be required.
From the foregoing it is cleai: that an -elaborate framewor: his been created. The
complexity and the many parameters in this framework are dictated by the complexity of
the task of defining the JoD that the designer is faced with. Any attempt to gloss over
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or ignore some of the important parameters can only lead to inferior designs. It is
obvious that engineering judgment and teamwork between the cowtractor and the procuring
agency must be liberally exercised if excessive and unnecessary analyses are to be
avoided. It is our intent that this will be the case.
ACHIEVING PROPER COMPROMISES
The designer has a most difficult task in taking into account the widening spread
of characteristics, missions, conditions and rmgimes of flight, states, automatic and
emergency modes, etc. and making the necessary tradeoffs. U.S. procurement practices of
the recent past, in which fixed price contracts were awarded and in which the design and
development was speeded up have aggravated the designer's task. With this procedure the
contractor is under extreme pressure to meet his schedule and to meet the definitive
guarantees of the contract. Further, there was a tendency for reduced interaction, and
sharing of the problems, with the Air Force engineers. The somewhat more leisurely
process of design and redesign during prior years, all with a cost plus fixed fee base,
was more tolerant of changing mission requirement and loose criteria.
It is not made entirely clear to the contractor what the Air Force really wants, a
safe, effective, maintainable, reliable low cost flying machine. Many of the important
decisions on tradeoffs which must be made early in ths design stage are left almost
entirely up the contractor's judgment of what we want and how we intend to use the
vehicle. We either have to make our criteria much better or give the contractor more of
the total picture of the use of the vehicle. It is highly important that a rapport be
established between the contractors' design team and the government engineers, based on
mutual respect and confidence, so that problems and questions are solved as they arise.
As pointed out in Reference 1 there is no very tangible reward for a contractor who
achieves a design with excellent stability and control or achieves an optimum tradeoff
of flight control system-airframe characteristics. There is no effective penalty for
doing a poor job. Basically, stability and control provisions cost the designer weight
and drag. If definitive "pay off" functions related to mission effectiveness, safety,
reliability and maintainability can be specified, the designer would be able to make
intelligent tradeoffs. Such definitive functions must be fouad and specified.
In the cirly design stage the mission requirements and the criteria are loose and
subject to argument and no amount of work will eliminate all of these cases. In cases
where the requirements and criteria are hurting the overall design the contractor will
naturally search for all the relief he can get. At the present time we often do not
know if he has achieved an acceptable solution or not until the aircraft has flown. At
that time it is too late to do anything, unless it is a clear cut and absolute safety of
flight item.
Several faczors offer some hope of alleviation of some of the problems of achieving
proper compromises. Analytical capability has improved immensely in the prst few years.
Mathematical formulations and the computer capability to go with these formulations are
now available. A difficult problem is still present in determining the proper aerodynamic input data, especially in 'he early design stages.
The othur hopeful factor is the rapidly improving capability for simulation, bo"%h
ground and airborne. I.. the simulation capability that is now entirely feasible were
built and properly utilized in the early design stages of development, many vexing and
difficult decisions could be worked out in the laboratory prior to construction of the
prototype. The optimum solution is a mix of advanced techniques of analyses and use of
sophisticated simulation techniques.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the foregoinE discussion some of the multitudinous and varied factors that must
be conaidered In specifying the mission requirements for an aircraft have been discussed
using examples from the manned aircraft of the recent past. Examples of changes in
mission requirements from the original concept to actual operation have been given. The
manner in whi.h the U.S. military specification has attempted to relate the stability
and control and handling qualities of the aircraft to mission requirements has been outlined. The intent ij to provide an aircraft with characteristics necessary to perform
the mission but withcut unwarranted penalty to performance or other characteristics.
Some possible methods for achieving proper compromises and tradeoffs in the design of
new aircraft have been suggested.
It is recognized that more questions have been raised and problems stated than
answers provided. This is inevitable in such a broad and complex subject as the title
of this paper.
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CLASSES OF AIRCRAFT
CLASS I

Small, light airplanes such as
Light utility
Primary trainer
Light observation

CLASS II

Medium weight, low-to-medium maneuverability airplanes such as
Heavy utility/search and rescue
Light or medium transport/cargo/tanker
Early warning/electronic countermeasures/airborne comnnand, control, or
communications relay
Antisubmarine
Assault transport
Reconnaissance
Tactical bomber
Heavy attack
Trainer for Class II

CLASS III

Large, heavy, low-to-medium maneuverability airplanes such as
Heavy transport/cargo/tanker
Heavy bomber
Patrol/early warning/electronic countermeasures/airborne command, control
or communications relay
Trainer for Class III

CLASS IV

High-maneuverability airplanes such as
Fighter/interceptor
Attack
Tactical reconnaissance
Observation
Trainer for Class IV

FIGURE 2

PHASES
Nonterminal

light Phases:

Category A - Those nonterminal Flight Phaies that require rapid maneuvering precision
tracking, or precise flight-path control. Included in this Category are:
a.

Air-to-air combat (CO)

d.

Aerial recovery (AR)

g.

Terrain following (TF)

b.

Ground attack (GA)

e.

Reconnaissance (RC)

h.

Antisubmarine search (AS)

c.

Weapon delivery/launch (WD)

f.

In-flight refueling
(receiver) (RR)

i.

Close formation flying (FF)

Category B - '±-,e nonterminal Flight Phases that are normally accomplished using gradual
maneuve,7q and without precision tracking, although accurate flight-path control
may be requizci.
Included in this Category are:
a. Climb (CL)

d.

in-fligi~t refueling (Tanker) (RT)

g.

b. Cruise (CR)

e.

Descent (D)

h. Aerial delivery (AD)

c. Loiter (LO)

f. Emergency descent (ED)

Emergency deceleration (DE)

Terminal Flight. Phases:
Category C - Terminal Flight Phases are normally accomplished using gradual maneuvers and usually
require a.curate flight-path control. Included in this Category are:
a.

Takeoff (10)

d.

Wave-off/go-around (WO)

b.

Catapult takeoff (CT)

e.

Landing (L)

c.

Approach (PA)
FIGURE 3
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LEVELS OF FLYING QULTIES
Level 1

Flying qualities clearly adequate for the mission Flight Phase

Level 2

Flying qualities adequate to accomplish the mission Flight Phase, but
some increase in pilot workload or degradation in mission effectiveness,
or both, exists

Level 3

Flying qualities such that the airplane can be controlled safely, but
pilot workload is excessive or mission effectiveness is inadequate, or
both. Category A Flight Phases can be terminated safely, and Category
B and C Flight Phases c~anbe completed.

FIGU!M

4

FRAMWORK FOR STATING FLYING QUALITIES REQUIRMENTS

Class

Flight Phase

Category

1

Level
2
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B____
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FIGURE 5
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AIRPLANE NORMAL STATESq
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AIRPLANIE FAILUREg STATES
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OPEN DISCUSSION

H.Schmidtlein, Germany: Mr Westbrook mentioned the way in which external fuel tanks are utilized in peace time
and made a point on the obvious implications to the mission, tactics, the airframe, and its subsystems. My question
is: Are there still other peace time influences on the utilization of military aircraft?

C.B.Westbrook, USA: Yes, there are other examples, some of which may be less obvious than the fuel tank example.
For example, it is to be expected that with war time motivation to complete the mission, the pilot may not put
safety first. He may push the aircraft to the limits of its envelope, continue the mission after system failures, press
on under adverse weather, etc., where he might not under peace time conditions.
Another factor that may be mentioned in this regard relates to the leve, nf experience and the state of pilot
training. It is obvious that what might be an acceptable aircraft to an experienced senior pilot may be a disaster 1o
a wartime pilot with much less experience, but with "tiger" tendencies.
A.G.Barnes, UK: In designing an aircraft to meet MIL-F-8785 B, it is necessary to define flight envelope boundaries
for operational, service and design cases. The definition of these boundaries is critical, si;ace the requirements arc all
based on these boundaries. Should the contractor or the procuring agency define these boundaries, and have
difficulties arisen in agreeing on such boundaries?

J.W.Carlson, USA: In answer to the question of Mr Barnes in regard to who prepares the flight envelopes of
MIL-F-8785 B, the Government or the contractor, it is intended that the contractor prepare the operational envelope
after being given the rission requirements from the Government. This should be done during the evaluation of
several contractor's designs in order to obtain as large an operational envelope as possible. The service and permissible
envelopes, for which rules exist in the specification, must come later as the design evoives and lift, propulsion, and
structural limitations become known.

W.T.Hamilton, USA: A comment on the B-52 which lo..t its vertical tail, The vertical tail was sized for nigh ":'"",
high CL and approach and landing flight conditions. It was broken at high speed and low altitude where less tail
area is required. It had to be flown to landing at relatively high speed and low CL wihere the airplane was still
conti ollable.

M.Hacklinger. Germany: Our colleagues from Wright-Patterson have explained that handling qualities flight envelopes
are being used in early design stages to distinguish between competitive designs. These envelopes are only meaningful,
however, together with all the numerical requirements for Dutch roll damping, stick force per g, etc., at the different
failure states of systems. It appears to be almost impossible to fix all these parameters at an early stage - therefore
I tend to conclude that these envelopes can only be defined with reasonable credibility after a design project has
been defined in all its essential components.

C.B.Westbrook, USA: Obviously, the process of determining and "alidating the envelopes is an iterative one throughout the design process&. Clearly, the airplane manufacturer cannot promise compliance in minute detail in the early
design stage: in fact, all the idiosyncrasies of the desin, the actual performance of equipment, etc., may not be known
until well into the service life of the aircraft, and possibly never. However, this is not to say that the envelopes are
only a recording of the way the design turns out. In the early design they record tile desires of the customer and the
manufacturer's promises, even guarantees, to meet these desires. Backed up by proper analysis, simulation, experience,
and judgment, the manufacturer can have considerable confidence that hL can do what he has promised.

1I
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS IFOR THE SATISFACTORY

STABILITr AND CONTROL OF MILITARY COMBAT ARROPLANES
B. R. A. BURNS
Principal Aerodynjmmicist
British Aircraft Corporation Limited
Military Aircraft Division
Warton Aerodrome
Preston
Lancashire

PR4 lAX

SUMMRY
Specifications for new military aeroplans rarely define the stability and control
characteristics required, yet these can have a profound effect on the development programe. Official
design requirements in general specify only minixu= acceptable standards and are deficient in Cary
respects.
In this paper design criteria for satisfactory stability and control are reviewed;
official requirements are considered; gape and inconsistencies are noted; where no accepted standards
exist, possible criteria are suggested. Some of the difficulties of designing to meet such criteria
are mentioned and some gaps in existing data sheet methods are noted.
The following topics are disc-ssed:Longitudinal Stability and Control
Definition of aft c.g. limit
Definition of forward c.g. limit
Sizing the tailplane
Lateral Stability and Control
Roll Control - design criteria
Dire-tional Stability - criteria for minimum stability
- sizing the fin
Choice of Dihedral/Anhedral
Choice of Wing/body incidence
Rudder design
Directional Control on the Ground
Choice of wing planform .. .. chascteristics
(The latter point is treated only briefly tese
specialist topic.)

LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBIRVIATIONS
s.c.

Aerodynamic Centre

b

Wing Span

bT

Tailplane Span

aMean

chord

c.g.
CL

Centre ef gravity
Lift Coefficient

C1

Rolling Moment Coefficient

C
CPitching

Pitching Moment Coefficient
Moment Coefficient at zero lift

C
CU

Yawing Moment Coefficient
Rollin Moment due to rate of

ron

derivative

awing Moment due to rate of roll derivative

cap
Cw
C'np

Rling Moment due to sidaelip derivative
T"ol:ln Moment due to sideslip derivative

C15A

holling Moment due to roll control derivative

GA

Yawing Moment due to roll control derivative

CI

Rolling Moment due to rudder derivative

R

Cn&R

Ywing Moment due to rude.. derivative

d
E.A.S.

Fuselage width
Equivalent Air Speed

H

Manoeuvr, margin

AL;

a

CE in sanoeuvring flight

it is felt to be a different
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Ix

Moment of Inertia in roll

Iy

Moment of Inertia in pitch

Iz
z

Moment of Inert.a in yaw
Product of Inertia in roll/yaw

Y2

k
kg.

Radius of Gyration in pitch
Kilograms

K.E.

Kinetic Energy

IHorizontal

tail am

lb.
LP

Pounds
Dimensicnal rolling moment dae to rate of roll derivative

L

Dimenjional rolling moment due to sideslip derivative

m.

Mtbres

mm.

Hillimetres

M

Mach nuvs?er

H.P.

Manoeuvre Point (Hm

n

Normal Acceleration

N,
N

Newtons
Yawing Moment

N.W.S.

Nosewheel Steering

p

Rate of roll

q

Rate of pitch

Q

Dynamic pressure

r

Rate of yaw

as (suffix)
S.F.

Steady State
Stick Force

To
90

Time to roll to 900 bank from wings level

V
VNWL

Air Speed
Nosewheel Lifting

V8

Stalling Speed

V/

Unstick Speed

-

0)

.ved

Angle of attack
a°

: "gle of attack at zero lift

P

Angle of sideslip

aA

Roll control angle

SR

Rudder control angle

C

Downwash angle affecting tailplane

A
G

Wing sweep angle
Angle of pitch

n

Longitudinal Control Angle
D

Demping Coefficient of dutch roll

Angla of Bank
UD

Frequency of dutch roll

VSp

Frequency of longitudinal short period oscillation

fl

Total rate of rotation in a spin
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INTRODUCTION
Traditionally the specification for a new military asroplane dofines the required
performance in precise terms :coequztly it is performance considerations largely which
define the configuration. Hanoeuvrability is normally apcified only in broad terms such as
maxiaram normal acceleration and maximum rate of roll required at certain points in the flight
envelope" little or no guidance is given in specifications as to the level of handling
qualities required. Britieh cnd French design requirements manuals specify only the minius
acceptable etandards of handling qualities. The latest U.S.A.F. Mil. Spec. is much more
comprehensive; nevertheless there are some aspects of stability and control which can affect
the deiegn quite fundamentally that are ignored.
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In this situation the project designer is understandably reluctant to accept the need for
stabilising and control surfaces larger than necessary to meet the minimum requirements, or to
accept the need for autostabilisation to improve handling beyond the acceptable standard : there
is an identifiable drag and weight penalty on the one hand offset by rather intangible benefits
on the other.

However the more advanced the performance of a new aeroplane and the more comprehensive its
weapons system, the more exacting is the piloting task to exploit its full potential. It is
essential therefore that due attention be given to stability and control in the project design
stsge to achieve a standard of handling qualities to match the performance and to avoid a
lengthy flight development programme.
In this paper some of the considerations for satisfactory stability and control are raised,
possible solutions discunsed and design criteria suggested.

2.

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL
On a conventional aeroplane the tailplane has two distinct jobs to do:(i) Stabilise the aeroplane with centre of gravity aft.
(ii)

Trim the aeroplane with centre of gravity forward.

The margins of stability and trim required at these limits and the desired c.g. range
dictate the tailplane size required.

2.1

Aft c.g.
The considerations which define the aft c.g. limit are as follows:-

2.1.1

Stick Force per g
Although at first sight there is a reasonable uniformity of opinion between U.K., French
and U.S. requirements (Refs. 1 to 3) for stick force per g (Table 1; - all demand a minimum
level of about 10-15 Newtons per g and a maximum of 30-40 - the differences are significant
when their full design implications are considered.
TABLE 1
Stick Force per g. Requirements applicable to
Combat Aeroplanes. (n, = 8 g assumed)
U.K.

Prench

(Av.P.970)

(Air 2002c)

U.S.

(Yil.Spec.8785)

Minimum

3.42 lb.

1 kg.

3 lb.

(aft c.g.)

15.8 N

10.2 N

13.9 N

Maximum

7.75 lb.

4kg,

8 lb.

(forward c.g.)

36 N

4.8 N

37 N

Ratio max.

rin.

2.27

4.0

2.67

(SFg ratio - 1)

1.27

3.0

1.67

1

With artificial feel it is theoretically possible to provide the minimum required stick
force gradient with any value of manoeuvre margin * (H) however mall, provided that it is
positive, so the minimum stick force per g requirement does not in ivself locate the aft e.g.
limit. However if a linear Q-feel system is used (i.e. stick force per degree of tilplane is
constant at a given flight condition), stick force per g is proportional to manoeuvre margin.
In order to satisfy the stick force per g requirements 2t the forward as well as the aft end
of the c.g. range therefore the following relationship must apply:H

(win) + c.g. range
H

(min)

a

S.F./ max. fwd. e-g.)
S.F.g min. (aft c.g.)

m

or

H

(in)

a

P%

am

S.F./g ratio -

1

With a linear feel &ystem thefore, Piven the c.1 range required, the minimum manoeuvre
margin is defined and consequnt4 tho af. c.g. limit located. There are two drawbacks to this
definition however:The term "manoeuvre marin" used here %r the British meaning, tr-'c is the stabillty margin
(- dC ) in manoeuvring flight. (The Frunch term "marge de manoeuvre" has quite a different
gCL
meaning, being associated with thrust - limited 'g'.)
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The disparity L 'wean the stick force per g ratios leads ts- a wide variation in the
minimum manoeuvre margin based on different national requirements (Table 1, bottom
line).

(i)

Where a large c.g. range is desired, meeting the requirements leads to an unduly
generous level of stability at the aft c.g. limit and consequently over the whole
c.g. range.

(ii)

The latter is not detrimental to handling qualities unless it results in excessive shortperiod frequencies in certain flight conditions (e.g. on a variable sweep aeroplane transonic
But it does lead to a larger tnilplane than would otherwise
at low altitude, fully swept).
have been required, with attendant drag and veight penalties. The situation is depicted In
figure 1. This figure shows that doubling the c.g. range requirement from Case (a) to Case (b)
while respecting stick force per g requirement at the extremes of the c.g. range, results in a
manoeuvre margin at the aft limit twice as large as is necessary for satisfactory handling and
a tailplane area 10% greater than that required from stability and trim considerations (Case (c)).
situation is to use a non-linear feel system; if the feel
One way of avoiding the latter
force gradient is made dependent on stick position in the sense of reducing the feel forces per
degree of tailplane as the stick moves aft then the variation of stick force per g w..th c.g.
This can b
position can be reduced as illustrated in the lover diagram of figure 1 (Case c).
done by linking the feel unit to the stick and shaping the curve of stick to tailplane angle
to achieve the required stick : tailplane gearing (and consequently force gradient) as a
function of displacement from the zero lift trim point. * The principle is illustrated in
figure 2.
The extent to which such a system can be applied to a military combat aeroplane is limited
by the fact that changes of configuration (e.g. combat flaps, external stores) alter the zero
lift
trim point and consequently destroy the unique relationship between 1g tailplane angle and
In practice therefore the "hump" of the gearing curve shown in figure 2c
stability margin.
must enclose the zero lift trim point in all relaiant configurations, rather than merely attain
a unique value at its crest.
An alternative method of defeating the stick force to manoeuvre margin relationship is by
the use of a bob-weight to provide a proportion of the stick force per g as illustrated by
However the application of bob-weights to high speed aeroplanes has to be
figure 1 case (d).
approached with extreme caution because of the coupling between aircraft motion and control
circuit motion that is inevitably introduced and which can so easily lead to short period
instability and pilot-induced oscillations.
2.1.2

Transient Response to Cantrol
The level of stability at the aft c.g. limit does not affect the pilot's judgement of the
steady-state manoeuvring characteristics provided that the feel system provides adequate forces.
However, as manoeuvre margin is reduced, smaller tailplane angular displacements are required
The
angular acceleration response becomes more sluggish.
to apply the S; consequently initial
pilot can compensate for this by anplying morn control to initiate the manoeuvre then relaxing
it as the desi-ed stea-.-rtste response is approached, but the increased concentration required
to avoid overshooting the required 'g' leads to pilot criticism when the stability margin is
too =all.
This effect (and the opposite effect - too lively a response with too large a manoeuvre
margin) is recognised in the latest USAF Mil. Spec. requirements which define upper and lower
limits for the ratio of:
2

transient angular acceleration in pitch per unit incidence (eSP"
steady-state normal acceleration per unit incidence (a/,)
for various tasks and failure situations.
given aeroplane
Since this ratio is directly proportional to manoeuvre margin and for a
is independent of flight condition
since

w P

H

n/.

k
y

g

An associated design feature of such . system is that rearward stick displacement from the
trim position would involve a reducing force gradient and forward displacement an increasing
gradient unless a compensating non-lin-ar stick force/stick position gearing wdre introduced
to linearise the stick force to normal g relationship at a given flight condition/c.g.
position, i.e.
stick force
stick angle
(non-linear)
+

LJ,
.

x

stick angle
tailplane angle
(non-linear)

x

tailplane angle
normal g
(Linear)

w

stick for e
F
(Linear)

Provided that the radius ot gration in pitch does not change significantly with loading.
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it is an eminently sensible ani usable criterion for defining the c.g. limits for aeroplanes
without control augmentation. It is rare for the required c.g. range to be such that the
veriation of stability between forward and aft 2 its spans the allowable range of values of
WSP, although this situation can occur on a variable sweep aeroplane. The criterion is

n/a
therefore most useful for defining the aft c.g. limit.
The criterion is illustrated in figure 3;

values of O

for two BAC military aeroplane

n/a
at their aft c.g. limits are shown in the lower part of the diagram. The longitudinal handling
qualities of both these aeropl&nes are rated as good at their aft c.g. limits, which suggests
that the Mil. Spec. Level I requirement is rather severe and that the Levels 2 and 3 requirment
is adequate.
The unique relationship between initial angular acceleratio, in pitch and steady-state
normal ac( leration can be broken if a control augmentation term is inserted between the stick
ard the tailplane power control, giving a 'manoeuvre boost" effect, as illustrated in figure 4.
This enables a smaller manoeuvre argin to be tolerated without degrading handling qualities.
2.1.3

Response to Configuration Changa
Selection of airbrakea or combat .anoeuvring devices, release or jettison of external
stores in general causes a change of tzin ana stability which, if unopposed, results in
dtsturbance of the flight path. The incremental ncrual acceleration due to a change of pitching
moL,%nt is inversely proportional to manoeuvre margin so considera.ions of the response to
configaration changes can dictate the minimum acceptable manoeuvre margin in high speed flight.
National requirements differ slightly in the allowable response, Lut, broadly speaking, if
the resulting disturbance is within + 1/-g this is acceptable. What is not usually made clear
is to what extent sisultaneous release o stores from different positions is required, to what
extent hang-ups 1r. the release sequence ast be catered for and over what speed range release
is required.
It is not enough to define these Jhings in due course during the development phase; they
should be specified at the outset of the project, to avoid over-dosign with attendant weight
and drag penalties or under-design and subsequent development problems.

2.1.4

Power Control Discrimination
A pilot requires to control the flight path of an aeroplane to an accuracy of about I 0.1g.
The discrimination of the power control actuator must therefore match this accuracy to avoid the
necessity for continuous control movement to direct the flight path; this imposes a requirement
for actuator linear discrimination of:Actuator Stroke x Minimum Tailplane Angle per g x 0.1
Tailplans total angular Travel
Putting typical values to thin, for example 0.30 per g with a total angular travel of 300,
the actuator discrimination would have to be 1/1000 of its total stroke. Such a requirement is
by no means impossible to achieve but it can be expensive. It is certainly an important
consideration in defining minmu tailplane angle per g and therefore mi"imu manoeuvre margin.

2.1.5

Inertia Coupling Effects
In defining c.g. limits it is not enough merely to consider the uncoupled longitudinal
response to pilot control and to disturbances. The effect of longitudinal stability on rapid
rolling behaviour must also be studied. In a rapid roll simultaneous rates of roll and yaw
generate a gyroscopic pitching moment, resulting in excursions of incidence and normal
acc lerution which increase as the stability margin is reduced. Superimposed on this are the
effects of inadvertent pilot's control movements : in a full aileron roll the pilot has to
apply a considerable force and disolacement late-ally and cannot control the fore and aft stick
position with the same precision as in normal f0lLht. This is perhaps the best reason for
retaining a reasonable stick displacement (as well as stick force) per g and a minimum of 5 M
per C is suggested as a design aim.
From rolls entered in Ig flight these control movements are generally random although a
bias in the direction of moving the stick aft in left rolls and forward in right rolls at 1g
has been noted on one aeroplane (figure 5B); this is nelieved to be due to the pilot's moving
the stick in an arc centered at his elbow. From rolls entered under positive or negative g,
fortunately the tendency aeems to be for sny stick movement to be in the sense of returning
towards the ig trimmed posirion; this is presumably due to pilots relaxing the fore and aft
force wheu r.aplying a lateral force, Some examples of these inadvertent control movements are
shown in figure 5.
Tha excursions in incidence aud normal acceleration which occur i
considered from the following standpoints:Structural overloading
Danger of stallieg

rapid rolls must be

Disturbance of the flight path
Crew comfort (acceleratione at the cockpit rather than at the c.g.)
There are no official design requirements for acceptable rapid rolling characteristics in
terms of longitudinal disturbances but the following rules are known to provide a reasonable
safeguard.
I. The normal acceleration or incidence limits for initiation of rapid rolls should allow
at least Ig margin from the values which would result in structural overloading or
stalling with longitudinal control fixed.
From rolls sntered in trimmed Ig flight the application of forward or aft stick
movement which would result in Z Ig in normal flight, should not cause structural
overloading or loss of control.

2.

These requirements can impose unduly restrictive limits if longitudinal stability is
inadequata and are therefore an additional consideration in defining the aft c.g. limit.
2.2

Forward c.g. Limit
Stick force and transient response characteristics in relation to the forward c.g. limit
have already been mentioned in earlier paragraphs; it is unusual for these to be allowed to
dictate the forward c.g. limit. The more usual situation is that nosewheel lift on take-off,
flrej and touchdown capability on landing impose the limit and provide the forward bounlary
for sizing the tailplane.
Control power for supersonic manoeuvring may be an additional consideration, but if
airfield performance is important and effective high-lift devices are used, it is likely that
take-off and landinS considerations will be overriding.
The following criteria have been shown to be satisfactory for defining the forward limits
for take-off and landing:
(i)

It must be possible to raise the nosewheel on take-off at a speed such that
rotation to the nominal take-off attitude can be accomplished at a mean rate of
5 degrees/sacond without delaying unstick speedl beyond the nominal value
(generally 1.1 Vs )
i.e.

(ii)
(iii)

(V/-VNL

=

&a
. x (,.mean

It must be possible to apply 1.1g at 1.15 V5 in the landing configuration, away
from ground, using not more than 90% * of full negative tailplane travel.
It must be possible to touchdown in Ig flight at 1.1 Vs in ground effect (mainweels
touchint) using not more than 90% 0 tailplane travel.
(

the remaining 10% being "thrash margin" to allow the pilot continuously to
massess response)

The above are somewhat idealised definitions because both the nosewheel lift unstick
and landing flare are dynamic manoeuvres involving the transient r.sponse characteristics.
However the landing limits have been shown to correlate well with forward c.g. limits
determined frm flight trials. Nosewheol lift calculatic= hqve generally been shown to be
pessimistic, by quite a large amount in one case, as illustrated in figure 6.
2.3

Sizing the Tailplane
Sizing the tailplane to meet the c.g. range requirements without incurring weight and drag
penalties due to over-generosity demands accurate knowledge of:
Cm. in the take-off and landing configuration.
Tail off s.c. in the take-off and landing configuration.
Tailplane CL max.

L

)
)o

establish the
forwarc c.g. boundary

)
Tail off aerodynamic centre of the rigid aeroplane.
Tailplane lift-slope.
Downwash gradiant.
) to eststlish aft
The effects of Mach number on the above.
Aeroelatic effects on lift-slope and s.c. of wing and tailplane. ) c.g. boundary
)
Wing fuselage inertial bending effects.
)
Intake snd let flow effects on stability.
The former boundary is usually the easier one to eetablisb. The latter is difficult due
to the large number of parameters involved and the necessity of basing project decisions on
preliminary data. A typical breakdown of these effects on the longituainal stability of a
strike aeroplane with external storea at high subsonic speed, low altitude, is shown in
figure 7.

The following points are worth noting:
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(1) Since it is usual, for structural reasons, for the teilplane to have ,asmaller
aspect ratio than that of the wirl, the ta~lplane lift slope "g--owa" less with
Mach number than the wing lift elope (and consequently the downwaah gradient
affecting the tailplane). The tailplane contribution t^ stability therefore reduces
with Mash number subsonically, producing a "trough" in stability at high subsonic
speed. The bigger the tailplane, the deeper the trough.
(2) Aeroelastic losses on the wing and tailplane can act in opposite senses. A stiff
tailplane and a relatively flexible wing can result in improved stability compared
with the rigid aeroplane but the bigger the tailplane the more likely there is to be
a nett loss.
(3) The effect of wing eistortion on downwash gradient can be Large and is difficult to
estimate, although it is easy to define an upper limit to the effect
i.e.

de is proportional to flexible wing lift slope
dca

or

de

-- constant

dCL
(4) Underwing stores in front of a low tailplane are strongly destabilising (Ref. 4)
but the rigid effects are alleviated by increased wing inerial bending and reduced
losses due to tailplane aeroelastics.
(5) Fuselage inertial bending has a significant favourable effect on stability.
(6) In the case illustrated (as in several others known to the author) the algebraic sum
of aeroelastic, inertial and mass flow effects on stability is close to zero. (However
it is not implied that this is a universal rule!)
2.4

Summary of Longitudinal Stability and Control Considerations
For satisfactory longitudinal stability and control definition of the .entra of gravity
limits must take proper account of:Stick force per g
Trarsient response to pilot control
Response to configuration changes
Power control discrimination
Inertia Coupling in rapid rclls
Nosewheel lift capability
Landing flare capability.
Official decign -equirements are deficient in many respects and both amplification of these
and uniformity within NATO countries would ease the designerfs task.
is

The most useful criterion for defining minimum stability levels for satisfactory handling
Spec. 8785 is felt to be excessive and the

4, but the Level 1 minimum required by USA? JVil.
n/s

Level 2/3 value is normally adequate. Smaller levels can be tolerated with control augmentation
provided that due account is taken of response to release of weapons, inertia coupling effects
in rapid rolls etc.
3.

LATERAL STABILITY AND CONTROL
The designer's task of providing a satisfactory level of lateral stability and control is
more difficult than in the case of longitudinal stability and control because there is no
single measurable end product equivalent to c.g. range, against which to evaluate the lateral
characteristics.
Since the primary control mode of a conventional aeroplane involves control of bank angle
it is logical to deal first with roll control.

3.1

Roll Control

Inadequite rolling power restricts the operational capability of an aeroplane; excessive
rolling power entrains inertia coupling problems. The task of the designer is to provide the
right level of rolling performance be'tween these extremes.
Theoretical studier (References 5 and 6) have yielded the following valueo of roll
performance required for different combat tasks.
Task
Ground Attack:
G.W. Interceptor:
Air to Air Combat:

Performance
2.5 radians/second
1 radia/second
900 bank in 1 second

Ref.
5
5
6
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It is not difficult to provide this level of rolling performance at high speed
difficulty lies in deciding down to what speed these requirements apply.

the

Fiure 8 compares French and U.S. requirements for rolling performance, together with
pilot omments from a flight evaluation. The wide difference betvoeh the two national
requirements at high speed is evident. Comparison with pilot coments suggests that an
alternative, more logical, form of roquirmant would be as follows:
a)

Time to 900 bank

b)

At lover speeds the wing tip helix angle should not be lm
(a) above.

a)

At higher speeds the rate of roll should not be les

a

1.3 secoands at V/Vx

a

2.0 (the 4g stall boundary).
than that given by

than that given by (a) above.

Apart from the air to air combat situation of acquiring an evading target, the main
requirement for rolling performance is in the breakaway manoeuvre for debris and collision
avoidance. Data from instrumented combat aeroplane (Ref. 7, 8), reproduced in figure 9,
provides some guidance on the aeceptable variation of roll rate with normal acceleration.
In
particular the very se
out-off of roll rate used at lee than Ig suggests that a rolazation
of the structural design requirements for rolling pusb-over manoeuvres in this pert of the
flight envelope should be possible. This is because the requirement to demonstrate structural
integrity in full aileron rolls at negative g is usually incompatible with handling
considerations; such manoeuvree invariably involve very high rates of roll and autorotational
tendencies and the flight envelope for asymetric .anoeuvres must, of necessity, be restricted
on this account.

3.1.2

Asymetric Storem
Amietric release of stores, intentionally or due to a hang-up in the release sequence,
in general produces a roll and yaw aqetry;
dominant effeet* are the roll symetry due to
symmetric underwing stores and the yo a
try due to asymmtric fuselge-mounted missiles.
It is not enough to ensure that the aeroplane can be trismed laterally in such a situation;
adequate controllability and manoevrmbility must also be ens red to avoid restricting the
evasive manoeuvres following weapons attacks.
There is little
or no guidance in official design requirements on these matters.
following are suggested as target requirements for satieftctory control:-

The

In the event of an asymetry reaulting from a deliberate selection, a single failure in,
or interruption of the weapon delivery soquence:1.

It must be possible to sastain a pull-out at 80%nj or 80%
alone to prevent the aircraft rolling.

2.

It

a

using roll control

must be possible to use full aileron in either direction to roll through:900 for round attack maoere.
1800 for air to air combat manoouvr s

at normal accelerations up to the limit for asymmetric manoeuvres in symmetric
configurations, without encountering a dangerous flight condition.
3.
3.1.-3

It must be possible to trim out the asymetry at normal cruising speeds and in the
landing configuration at instrument approach speed.

Landing Approach
The requirements here are fairly well known. In recent years there has been a tendency
to apply requirements closer to the old carrier-based values, to land-basod aeroplanes. This
is not illogical when operation from semi-preparod airfields is required, as is the curren.
trend. The Table below mmarim requirements from various sources. Requirements are often
defined in aircraft specifications.
TABIZ 2
Rolling Performance Requirements for
the Landing Approach

Origin

Requirement

U.K.

"- .07 land-ba"
2V

a

.09 earrier-baosed

2V

u

.06 land-based
'09 carrier-basod

30

bank insecond

Frane
.S.A.

3.i.4

Crosswind Leading
Usually on swpt-wing aeroplanes with high lift flaps the crosswind landing ease ispose@ a
more mvere requirement for rollig power then rate cf roll on the approach. This is due to the
large rolling moment due to sideslip at high lift combined with the large sideslip angle in a
touchdon without drift at low forward ped.
Of the two extremes of crosswind lading technique, the wing-down approach and the crabbed
approach culminating in the kick-off drift manoeuvre, the latter Imposes the aire severe
requirement for roll control. The USAS Nil. Spec. 876 requires that it be pisaible to hold
wings level in the maximm specified crosswind using not more than 80% of the available roll
control. The rudder position is not spoified; acoe slight relief of the roll control is
obtained if the rudder is assumed to be deflected to apply the sideslip, and certainly this
interpretation sems to give an adequate margin of control.
It is uadal to design to eet this requirement at the nominal touchdown incidence (usually
1.15 VS ) but in addition it is considered neo-esary to ensure that control does not deteriorate
too rapidly with increasing incidence. A useful rule is that with a 10% reduction of speed
below the nominal touchdown speed, 100% of the available roll control will be sufficient to
maintain wings level.

3.1.5

Spin Recovery
The best insurance against unsatisfactory spin characteristics in the project design stage
is to prowide adequate control power for recovery. On an inertially slender aeroplane (1 ). Ix)
the control having the moat powerful effect for spin recovery is the roll control; the
combination of in-spin roll rate with nose-up pitch rate generates an out-spin gyroscopic
yawing moment, leading to recovery.
Reference 9 gives a correlation of aileron lateral moment of area x deflection angle
versus Spin Angular Momntam for satisfactory spin recovery. This correlation is reproduced
here in figure 10 with additional points added from aeroplanes which use differential tailplane
for roll control; the correlation memo to fit differential tail equally well.

3.i,6

Choice of Roll Control
Typical curves for the variation of rolling moment and yawing moment with wing sweep, angle
of attack and Mach number for ailerons, spoilers and differential tailplane are shown in
figures 12 and 13. The advantages and disadvantages of these three types of roll control are
ummarized in the folloving Tabl.
TAUX 3
Roll Controls - Design Features

Type of Control
Ailerons

Advanitages
plenty of background
enperimo
Linear characteristics
Small yaw effect at
low incidence

Spoilers

Ful span flaps can
be used
Effectiveness
increases with flaps
down - good for
crosswind landing
Can be used also
as lift dumpers

Disadvantages

Means of Countering
disadvantages

Ineffective at
extreme sweep/high
angle of attack,
(where rolling
moment due to
sideslip is large)
Advere yaw at high
angle of attack

Differential
deflection but this
produces nose up
pitch on swept
wing

Loss of usable span
for flaps

Drooped ailerons but this aggravates
advers yaw

Lose of effectiveness near stall

Leading edge droop
or slat

Ineffective at high
sweep
Ineffectiveness
over small angles

Vent under spoiler

Over-sonsitivity
over mall angles
flaps down

Shroud under
spoiler
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Type--of Control
Typ.

of

Advantages
DiMeans
Contrl
AdvantagesDisadvantagesdiavtge

Spoilers
Contd.
Differential
Tailplane

Pose up pitching
moment on swept
wing
Full-apan flaps can
be used
Retains effactiveness
at extreme angle
of attack

of Countering
disadvantages

Suitable spanwise
position to
influence tailplane

Inadequate
effectiveness for
low sweep/high
AR wing:
Pro-yaw large;
bad at low angle
of attack

Rudder interconnect

Linear characteristics
Pro-yaw assists roll
at high angle of attack

The following additional points are worth noting:1.

The nose-up pitching moment due to spoiler on a swept wing can be redced or eliminated
by suitable spanwise positioning, to influence the downwash over the tailplane.
Pitching moments cannot easily be estimated reliably and wind tunnel testing is
necessary to establish the range of satisfactory panwise positions, as illustrated
by figure 11.

2.

The yawing moment due to spoiler can be strongly influenced by fin interference; on a
supersonic aeroplane the ratio Cn/C 1 can change significantly as the Mach lines from
the spoiler move away from the fin (figure 14). Data Sheets give no information on
this matter and early wind tunnel teats are essential.

3.

The yawing momenta due to differential tail are strongly dependent on afterbody width
(i.e. the distance of the tailplane root from the base of the fin). This is because
a large proportion of the yawing moment is due to induced sidewash on the fin as
illustrated in figure 15. The resulting sidewash on the fin reinforces the yawing
moment and reduces the rolling moment. No data sheet methods are yet available for
calculating these effects.

The choice of roll control type for a military combat aeroplane will be influenced largely
by its mission requirements; the trend in recent years has been towards short airfield
performance and good low altitude gust ride comfort, placing design emphasis on high lift
capability with minimum wing area. Consequently ailerons have fallen somewhat out of fashion,
yielding place to spoilers and differential tailplne for roll control. However this trend
could well be reversed if jet lift gains favour.
3.2

Directional Stability and Control
Whereas the pilot has to excite the longitudinal modes of motion of an aeroplane continually
to control its flight path, directional motion ;s induced only inadvertently in normal flight.
Ideally, bank angle is controlled by rolling the aeroplane about its flight velocity vect-r,
which should always be contained in the plane of symmetry. The question facing the designex is
how far the flight characteristics can be allowed to depart from this ideal without incurring
criticism or degrading operational capability.

3.2.1

Criteria for Sizing the Fin
The fin has to offset the desaabilising effect of the fuselage forebody, which is
approximately proportional to the product of the square of its maximum depth and the distance
of the maximum depth from the c.g.; in addition it has to provide adequate stability to
restore sideslip to zero within a reasonable time following a disturbance and to react the
asymmetric moments due to lateral control deflection, inertia coupling and weapon release,
without excessive sideslip. Design criteria are listed below:-

3.2.1.1

Dutch Roll Frequency
Mil. Spec. 8785 gives minimum values of dutch roll frequency related to dutch roll damping
These criteria are useful for checking the adequacy of directional stability at
(figure 16).
low speeds but are unlikely to be sufficient to cover combat manoeuvre requirements. For
example in manoeuvring flight the dutch roll frequency can be adequate and damping positive
with zero or even negative values of Cn ;; in these cases the dynamic Cn, = Cnp + Ixz C3p
I

provides the stability;

K

x
but handling in response to control would be totally unacceptable.
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3.2.1.P

.Di-ct

4

onal Stability with Bank Angle Constrained

It has been found that in many control tasks the pilot exercises a tight control over bank
angle but is not immediately conscious of sideslip. In the situation where dihedral effect is
positive the yawing moment due to roll control is destabiliaing if adverse, stabilising if
proverse.
The effective directional stability under constraint is:-

1C

On many of the current generation of combat aeroplanes directional instability due to
adverse aileron yaw occurs well before the stall
and constitutes a limit to usable incidence,
as it has been found to also on the BAC 221 research aeroplane (Ref. 10).
It is therefore an important consideration to be taken into account in sizing the fin, in
conjunction of course with choice of dihedraj/anhedral and type of roll control.
3.2.1.3

iapid Rolling Behaviour
Within the boundaries where rolling behaviour, as indicated by Phillips' criterion (Ref. 11)
is non-divergent, large excursions in sideslip can still occur if directional stability is
These can result in:inadequate.
Oscillatory rolling behaviour - this Is recognised in Nil. Spec. 8785 which defines limits
for satisfactory and acceptable behaviour. This criterion has been found to agree well
with pilot opinion and is illustrated here in figure 17. The criterion applies equally to
rapid rolls and turn entry manoeuvres at moderate rates.
Excessive lateral acceleration felt by the pilot - a tentative pilot opinion scale is shown
in figure 18.
Note that cockpit lateral acceleration may differ significantly from c.g.
acceleration in a rapid roll, and that important lateral accelerations can arise directly
from the side forces due to roll control with spoilers or differential tail,
in the absence
of sideslip.
High fin loads - in general increasing fin area reduces fin side load in a given manoeuvre
because the loading due to sideslip increases in proportion to fin area but sideslip
diminishes in proportion to Cn , which increases in greater proportion than fin area.
(For example if 60% of the fin rea is required to balance the destabilising forebody,
stability is proportional to the remaining 40%. Consequently if fin area is increased by
10% stability increased by 25%;
fin loading per unit sideslip increases by 10% but
sideslip in a given manoeuvre reduces by 25%;
therefore fin loads reduce in the ratio
1 : 1.1
i.e. by 12%.) BAC policy is to clear rolling manoeuvres only if the calculated

1.25
fin load, based on flight-matched derivatives, does not exceed 70% unfactored design lod
in the normal manoeuvre.
The remaining 30% is to cater for inadvertent pilot longitudinal
control inputs, tolerances on derivatives, etc.
Autorotation, that is a continuing roll with roll control centralised.
Reference 12 shows
that the rate of roll and incidence at which autorotation occurs are strongly related to
Cn; once the rolling performance versus normal acceleration is defined therefore the onset
of autorotation defines a lower limit to Cn , for autorotation must be regarded as
unacceptable behaviour except possibly in etreme manoeuvres at high altitude/low speed and
only then if there is a clear, instinctive recovery procedure.
In general a Ig margin from the autorotation boundary is
requirements give no guidance on this matter.

considered necessary,

but Official

A complete investigation over the full Flight Envelope is necessary to define which of these
zriteria impose limits on rolling performance and conseluently affect fin area requirements.

3.2.1.4

Lateral Phugoid Behaviour
On certain configurations, notably with slender or highly swept wings, at low levels of
directional stability (Cn ) the roll subsidence and spiral modes of motion combine to form a
second oscillatory mode of long period, the lateral phugoid; with further reduction of Cna the
lateral phugoid goes unstable, as illustrated by a root locus plot in figure 19.
r
The Civil Airworthiness requirements for supersonic transports recognise this phenomenon
and st a lower limit of 10 to the ratio of spiral : roll subsidence time constants for normal
operation. Reference 13 suggests that the onset of lateral phugoid sets an absolute lower limit
to Cn for acceptable handling, but this was based on limited evidence and cannot therefore be
applied as a universal rule. On a military combat aeroplane if a full manoeuvre clearance is
required up to the maximum design Mach numbs
the deteriorating rapid rolling characteristics
are likely to set the lower limit to Cn befo
lateral phugoid onset; the latter could be of
significance however if a "gentle manoeuvres only" clearance is required at the top end of the
Mach nmber range.
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3.2.2

Estimation of Directional Stability
Accurate prediction of CnuR inclading its variation with Mach number, angle
dynamic pressure (E.A.S.) is difficult for tha following reasons:
i)

f attack and

The destabilising contribution due to the forebody is subject to a tolerance Pf at
least 10% due to effects of shape which are not accounted for in data sheet methods.

ii) The
effects of fuselage-mounted stores can be large and cannot be estimated
accurately.
iii)

iv)

The influence of body vortices on fin effectiveness at high angle of adack, although
calculable fox certain families of shapes such as ogive-cylindera, cannot be predicted
with confidence for practical aeroplane shapes. In particular estimates varyj widely
bith different assumptions about the point of separation of the body vortices (e.g.
canopy crest, wing root etc.). Fiturs 20 presents a correlation of fin effectiveness
at high angle of attack wvth fin height and body depth; a clear trend may be seen
but the spread of the points is fairly wide. Twin fins are not always better. (Fig. 21)

Aeroeliatic effects at the design limits are considerable

-

typically 20 to 25% fin

effectiveness may be lost due to spanwise twist resulting from bending and due to
rudder distortion. These effects are %ct axy to estimate in the project stage.
3.2.3

Fin Shape and Size
Having defined the required levels of diz-ctional stability at different flight conditions
and the destabilising effects of the body and external storeu the required stabilising
contribution from the fin is defined.
It is not intended to discuss the subject of fin design in depth but the following points
are notewortoh:a)

High incidence considerations favour a tall fia, but ieroelastic effects impose an
upper limit to the aspect ratio that can be tolerated.

b)

In some cases ventral fins are more efficient than additional upper fin area (as in
the case illustrated in figure 22); this is due to the favourable interference
effect of the fuselage, to their comparatively high stiffness, and the reduction in
dihedral effect which they causc.

c)

Ventral fins generally retain their full effectiveness at high incidence but heir
effectiveness at low incidence may be severely reduced by interference from fuselagemounted stores (see figure 23).

Fin design is inevitably a compromise between conflicting requirements and the number of
aeroplanes that have been subject to fin modifications during their development is indicative
of the difficulty in defining requirements and estimatig effectiveness precisely.

3.3

Choice of Wing Dihedr/Anhedral
It is generally recognised that a positive dihedral effect is required to ensure that an
aeroplane rolls the "right" way when rudder is applied. This implies that the rolling somen'
due to sideslip must override the rolling moment due to rudder, giving a minimum value of
dihedral effect (-Ci)

-C

>C

Cn

C
n28R

Requirements imply this by demanding that crossed controls should be required to trim a
straight sideslip.
If this requirement is applied at all flight conditions (e.y. low altitude, high speed
without external stores) and used to dcfine minimum value of -C.1 ard therefore the maximum
acceptable wing anhedral, it can result in excessive dihedral eXfect !n other flight conditions
and configurations, particularly at high incidence and with external storea carried; the latter
invariably increase dihedral effect.
Excessive dihedral effect is an embarrassment because it causes:oscillatory rolling behaviour
autorotational tendencies
excessive bank angle response to sidegusta
increased roll control demands for crosswind landing
The requirement for "crossed controlc" in sideslip at all flight conditions c.n t, irefore
lead to a degradation of handling qualities in these other respects.
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The underlying reason for this requirement is evidently to ensure that an aeroplane shorlO
be capable of being controlled with rudder alone in the event of loss of aileron control. It in
reasonable to apply the requirement to aeroplanes without control duplication but with split or
duplicated power controls where a single failure results only in reduced roll control authority
it seems unreasonable to apply it blindly at all flight conditions. It is sgested that the
requirement should be relax(.d to apply only to economical cruise, approach and landing conditions,
that is for safe return to base.
Rolling behaviour hae already been discussed earlier but it is worth noting here that there
is a trade-off of fin size against dihedral effect for equivalent rolling characteristics, so
that if excessive dihedral effect can be avoided this will *ase tha fin size requirements.
Similarly it will ease the roll control requirem6nts for crosswind landing and reduce o0.
eliminate the necessity for roll autostabilisation to suppress bank angle response to gusts.
With regard to the latter, the traditional O/Va versus dutch roll damping criterion is now
considered to be inadequate and there is accumulating evidence that it is the relationship
between roll damping (Lp) and dihedral effect (Lp) which governs pilot opinion of bank angle
response to turbulence. The form of a possible criterion is illustrat* in figure 24 but
insufficient work has been done to, assign quantitative boundaries.

3.4

Choice of Wing-Body Incidence
The inclination of the principal axis of inertia to the flight path has a significant
influence on dutch roll and rolling characteristics, as is well known.
The designer has some freedom to bias the rolling behmvicur in the direction of improving
the high incidence rolling ch-.racteristics by increasiag the Wing-body incidence setting.
However this can only result iu deterioration of the low incidence characteristics (increased
tendency to autorotation etc.) due to the i=reased nose-down inclination of the fuselage at
low incidence.
To enable thu optimum choice of wing-body setting to be made, it would ease the designer's
task of providing good handling characteristics at the more important positive g conditions if
the current stringent low g rolling requirements were relaxed.

3.5

Rudder Design
The role of the rudder in normal flight is to suppress sideslip. However it is the tasks
which require deliberate application of sideslip which size the rudder, so these will be
discussed first.

3.5.1

Crosswind Landing
A wing down approach requires more rudder than the kick-off drift manoeuvre following a
"crabbed" approach because in the latter case the dynamic overshoot in sideslip in response to
In view of this, and because
rudder can be used to advantage.
(a)

the wing down technique is impractical on many aeroplanes because of the excessive
bank angle required to balance sideslip

(b)

the control forces required for a wing-down approach are inevitably high

(c)

the crabbed approach is the standard technique taught in NAT0 Air Forces.

It is considered unnecessarily severe to design the rudder to tri the full sideslip
equivalent to zero drift at touchdown speed. The criterioa for rudder control power which has
been found to give a satisfactory margin of control is:-

Cn(R)

a 0.7 x Vx wind
Touchdown

(Cnp +

C NA
G A

The factor of 0.7 implies a 40% dynamic overswing of sideslip in response to rudder.
3.5.2

Spin Recovery
Af the aeroplane in question has a high value of Iy/Il, it

may well be that a conscious

decision is taken to design for spin recovery by roll control and to forget the rudder in this
application.
However if aesigning for good recovery by means of rudder, r*"dder power at spin incidence
taking account of wing and tailplane shielding must be scaled to the total rotational energy
of the spinning aeroplane.
A value based on Lightning and Jet Provost, both of which have outstandingly good spin
recover- on rudder alone is:N(SR)
Spin K.E.

0.C75 to 0.10
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3.5.3

Asymetric Stores
The rudder must be capable of balancing the aerodynamic asymmetry due to asymetric
carr'age of stores and the associated yawing moment due to the roll control required to maintain
wings level in all flight conditions. This is unlikely to size the rudder but is one of the
considerations to be taken into account in defining the authority required at high speed.

3.5.4

Turn Co-ordination
Ideally for the velocity vector of the aeroplane to be contained within the plane of
symmetry while rolling into or out of a turn, a rate of yaw must be generated equal to
r (ideal)

n p + S Sin 0 Cos 0 (in body axes)
V

It is instructive to examine the ratio r (actual) on turn entry and exit with different
r (ideal)
forms of turn co-ordination (e.g. geared rudder : aileron; roll rate to rudder gearing etc.).
The minimum value of r_,actual) gives an indication of the tendency for the nose of the
r (ideal)
aeroplane to "hang back" on turn entry and is a useful criterion for defining quality of turn
co-ordination. Tentative pilot opinion ratings are shown also in figure 25. However pilot
opinion must be related a1 so to the width of the "trough" in figure 25 so this criterion must
not be taken es hard and fast. It is mentioned here because turn co-ordination can impose quite
large transiant rudder demands which need to be taken into account in defining rudder authority.
3.5.5

Transonic Characteristice
Rudder effectiveness diminishes rapidly between subsonic and supersonic speed due to both:i)
ii)

the reduced aerodynamic effectiveness of a flrp-type control at supersonic speed
the increased aeroelastic losses at supersonic speed.

In the presence of an asymmetry therefore there is a rapidly changing rudder trim
requirement in the transonic region. The effect is most pronounced on transonic deceleration
at low altitude (due to the high deceleration rate) and can lead to a significant yaw/roll
disturbance as the rudder effectiveness increases sharply below M a 1.0.
The variations of rudder effectiveness transonically for
a)
b)
c)

a small chord unswept rudder
a large chord swept rudder
an all-moving fin

are illustrated in figure 26.
The ratio rudder effectiveness at 1.2H may be taken as a figure of merit and it can be seen
rudder effectiveness at 0.8M
that the ratio varies between 0.2 and 0.8 for the three designs.
Obviously this is not a major design consideration but a value of 0.6 is a good aim.
following features favour smooth transonic characteristics:-

The

i) large rudder to fin chord ratio
ii) trailing edge sweep
iii) high torsional stiffness.

3.5.6

Limitations on Rudder Travel
Having decided the rudder travel required to satisfy various requirements over the speed
ranCe it is necessary to investigate how such rudder travel can be tolerated before fin loads
or aircraft response impose a limit. Generally BAC policy is to define the design fin load from
rapid rolling considerations and safeguard the structure in rudder-induced manoeuvres by limiting
rudder travel either by feel forces, by mechanical stops, or by Jack stall.
Structural design requirements define the rudder inputs required but the type of input
differs widely between different national requirements, viz:British (Av.P.970) : a) Rudder deflected and held
b) Fishtail manoeuvre
French (Air 2004D) : Triangular inpazt
U.S. (Mil. Spec. ) : Trapezoidal input.
Concequently the allowable rudder travels differ widely in designing to different
r-quireuents. However none of the requirements recogniae the importance of the response in
roll and pitch due to rudder, which can impose limits. A rudder always induces roll; this is
normally in the same direction as yaw, so roll and yaw combine to produce pitch-up through
inertia cnupling.
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The following criterion is suggested:
"In response to a rudder applied and held using a pedal force of 800 Newtons (173 lb.),
with other controls fixod, tne following initial peak response values should not be
exavadad:Rate of roll greater than that corresponding to j aileron.
Incremental Nor.mal Acceleration of 2g.
6
Lateral acceleration cf 0. g."
Even with these safeguards against structural overloading and loss of control due to rudder
and with similar limits on aileron usage, combined aileron an- rudder usage can easily lead to
structural or handling limits being exceeded.
In a tight air to air combat situation the pilot needs to use rudder as well as aileron,
frequently in an unco-ordinated manner, to engage or evade the enemy. At present there is no
guidance in any official requirements on combined aileron and rudder usage. The need to use
both controls should be recognised and official requirements framed, to avoid under-design
leading to structural and handling problems.
3.6

Directional Control on the Ground
Control of aircraft track on the ground, particularly at high speeds during the earl) part
of the landing run in a crosswind, requires a separate set of design considerations.
It is not
sufficient merely to ensure that there is adequate directional control to meet the turning radius
requirements at low speed and to resist weathercockig at high speed.
The following additional
factors must be considered:i)

ii)

The gearing of the directional control (nca6wheel steering in particular) should be
designed to avoid oversensitivitT at high speec.
A tentative correlation of pilot
opinion with directional control rensitivity fcn. &.aewheel steering controlled from
the rudder pedals is ahoun in figure 27.
The response and discrimination of the steering power control should be sufficient
to prevent pilot-induced steering oscillations.
An example of oie such incident is

shown in figure 28.
iii)

The equilibrium of side forces and yawing moments during the crosswind landing ground
roll must be investigated over a range of forward speeds and croaswinds taking
account of:runway state : dry/wet/flooded
braking parachute or thrust reverser
:
on/off
wheel brakes : full and reduced braking
nosewheel steering : operative/inoperative
roll control position
into wind/neutral/downwind
longitudinal control : stick forward neutral/back
and the associated equilibrium control positions and tyre slip angles determined.
Limits are encountered when either:a)
b)
c)

full control is required to prevent yaw into wind
full control is required to prevent roll downwind
yaw and sideforce control cannot be maintained simultaneously and the
aircraft slides downwind.

Of the theee limiting conditions the latter; (c) is the most difficult to predict
theoretically and difficult for the pilot to control, for he is not immediately conscious of
loss of control because the directional control applied may be quite small.
A typical situation
is depicted in figure 29. When equilibrium of yawing moments and sideforces cannot be satisfied
with the same values of yaw control angle and tyre slip angle, this is indicated by the fact
that the two lineL do not cross. In this situation the pilot tends to maintain tight control
in yaw but is not immediately conscious of sliding until a significant dounwina drift has
occurred.
At this point the correct (but not instinctive) action is probably to relax wheel
braking to restore tyre adhesion for resisting sliding; however it is dangerous to generalise
too far because of the large number of variables involved and each case must be studied
icaividually.

3.7

Sumary of Lateral Stability and Control Considerations
1.

Roll control design should take account of:Combat roll performance
Landing approach
Crosswind landing
Manoeuvring with asymmetric stores
Spin recovery.

2.

Fin design should take account of:Stability with bank angle constrained
Rapid r..ling behaviour
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Possible coupling of spiral and roll subsidence modes.
3.

Choice of wing dihedral/anhedral and wing-body incidence influence fin design.

4.

Crosswind landing requireents generally size the rudder but the following addi.tional
considerations can influence the design:Spin recovery
A y etrio stores
Transonic change of effectiveness
Turn co-ordination requirements.

5.

Current official design requirecents are considered to be illogical in relation to:Combat rateh of roll
Crossed controls in sideslip
and deficient in relation to:Aiyetric stores
Pelease and breakaway manoeuvres
Rudder-induced rmnoeuvres - pitch up
- roll response
Combined aileron and rudder usage
Lateral g induced by asymetric
manoeuvres

6.

There is a aeed for further generalised wind tunnel and theoretical work in the following
areas, to Jevelop Data Sheet methods:Fin interference effects due to roll control
Differential tail effects
Directional stability at high angle of attack
Spoiler pitching momenta.

7.

There is a need for further handling qualities work in relation to:Bank angle responoe to turbulence to develop suitable design criteria
Directional control on the ground.

.

STALL CEARACTIRISTICS

-

CHOICE OF VIM PLAMONI

This subject has been placed last, not because it is least important; in fact it is
probably the most important configuration design decision. However it is not considered at
length in this paper because wing design, including the pridiction of buffet boundaries and
usable lift limits is felt to be a specialist topic.
Suffice it to say here that in an evasive combat situation buffet can never constitute an
absolute linit and to avoid being shot at a pilot will pull up to the point where a definite
limitation such as stall or roll/yaw divergence imposes a compulsive limit.
The effects of planform on longitudinal stability, lsteral stability and control power
must therefore be taken into account in the project design stage. The planform est not be
decided solely on the grounds of performance, or it zould impose unduly severe penalties in the
size and weight of stabilising and control surfaces to maintain adequate stability and control
up to and beyond the s*all.
To cite two examples:i)

ii)

5.

Increasing wing weep allows the designer to use a thicker wing, simplifying flap
design and increasing fuel stowage volume. However acme of theso benefits are
eroded when the increased roll control demands for crosswind landing and combat
manoeuvres and the increased difficulty in providing satisfactory handling q':.lities
at high incidence are t2ken into account.
Increasing wing aspect ratio improves cruise and thruot-limited g performance but
>ntrains the possibility of pitch-up and wing drop, which are difficult to control
without artificial stall prevention; the latter restricts usable lift capability.

THE ROTS OF STABILITY ATAIHMTATION
Throughout this paper the emphasis has been on providing fundamentally satisfactory
characteristics without stability augmentation, the latter being added as a refinement. It is
frequently argued that if stability augentation is necessary at all, then it should be used
to augment the basic static stability of the aeroplane, minimising the size of the stabilising
and control surfaces, thus saving weight and drag : if a large authority autopilot is required,
with multiplexed sensors and actuators, for terrain-following or automatic weapon delivery,
then the hardware is already there and the arguent for artificial stability is strengthened.
It is not too difficult to design a "fly-by-wire" manoeuvre demand system which gives
satisfactory stability and control in normal flight conditions, but severe difficulties can
arise in off-design conditions. The following examples illustrate this point:i)

In a spin a roll rate demnd system will sense in-spin rate of roll and apply
opposite roll control. On an inertially slender aeroplane this will speed up and
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fla. -on the spin, possibly preventig recovery.
ii)

In a fast roll with the principal axis of inertia at negative incidence roll and
yaw rates in the sme direction combine to produce nose-up pitch, through inertia
coupling. A manoeuvre demand system may sense this and apply nose-down pitch control
to oppose it, but in a strongly coupled roll this will aggravate the pitch-up,
leading to a divergent situation.

There are solutions to these problems, in the form of manoeuvre-limiting devices or
reversion to direct position control beyond certain auoeuvre limits. However when account is
taken of these safeguards and the handling problems associated with sudden changes of control
mode (which cannot be simulated in strongly coupled manoeuvres), acme of the apparent advantages
are eroded.
The question "Fly-by-wire or big tails?" is one of the main problems confronting the
designers of the next generation of combat aeroplanes.

6.

CONCLUDING RMARKS

6.1

The provision of satisfactory stability and control characteristics is not merely a flight
development task : it must be given adequate consideration in the project stage and throughout
the design phase.

6.2

The provision of satisfactory stability and control characteristics invariably compromises
performance to some extent. So that stability and control can be given adequate desigm priority
its importance should be recognised in aircraft specifications and design requirements manuals.

6.3

In many respects Official design requirements are outdated; there are notable gape in many
areas where the designer requires guidance; there are inconsistencies between handling and
loading requirements; there is a lack of uniformity between requirements originating in
different NATO countries.

6.4

Where existing requir ._ents are considered unsatisfactory or do not exist, design criteria
have been suggested in this paper. Some of the difficulties of designing to meet these
criteria are also highlighted.

6.5

Some gaps in design data sheets for the estimation of stability and control parameters
have been noted. There are areas where theoretical work and generalised wind tunnel tests
would be of value.

6.6

The question of how far to go in the direction of providing satisfaectory handling
characteristics by artificial stability requires continued effort, particularly in the solution
of off-design problems.
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OPEN DISCUSSION

H.H.B.M.Thomas, UK: I would first like to congratulate Mr Burns on a most useful paper and Mr Tucker on his
presentation. My question concerns your tentative requirements regarding lateral acceleration during rolling
manoeuvres. Do the lateral acceleration levels refer to the pilot's st:"ion or to the cg.?

J.H.Tucker, UK: Answered, that the lateral acceleration levels refer to the pi!ot's station.

M.Hacklinger, Germany: Mr Tucker has referred to the MIL-Spec. roll performance requirement as a roll rate
requirement. This is not quite true: MIL-F-8785 B defines time to bank, which includes the transient initial period
of a roll manoeuvre. But my main question is on the speed parameter. As far as I recall, not only AVP 970 but
also the old MIL-Spec. for handling qualities had formulated the roll requirement as a helix angle which included
aircraft speed as a parameter. Could Mr Woodco,,k inform us why the new MIL-Specification has excluded speed
from the roll performance requirement?

R.J.Woodcock, USA: The form of th! MIL-F.8785 B roll performance requriements is based on both theoretical and
experimental considerations. The inadequacy of pb/2V was stated, for example, by Patterson and Spangenburg in
AGARD Report 419. Bank angle in a given time was suggested by such investigators as Mazza, Becker et al.
(NADC-ED-1 282), Ashkenas (AFFDL-TR-65-133), and Creer, Stewart et al. (NASA Memo 1-29-59 A). These sane
reports describe the need for an upper limit on the roll-mode time constant, in order to assure precise contio!. 'he
arguments are summarized in the MIL-F-8785 B background material, AFFDL-TR-69-72.
The parameter Cnaf = CnP - CIO Cn 6 /CI 6 illustrates the danger of considering only one parameter. While
the effective Dutch roll frequency (analogous to Cn _,ffor tightly-controlled wings-level flight) indeed increases with
proverse yaw, such pilot control may at the same time drive the Dutch roll damping unstable for the closed-loop
system.

T.B.Saunders, UK: Commented on Mr Woodcock's objection to the Cn e, criterion. The implications of this
parameter for roll control with rudder fixed were possibly more easily understood than directional control with
bank angle constrained. This relation to the wo/wd criterion was also iecalled.
Some criterion of this type is necessary although Cnj etf is not necessarily the best parameter to use.

P.Wdst, Germany: A question concerning Figure 18: Could you give a definition of extreme infrequent
manoeuvres? For instance, are these rapid rolls at high normal g's?

J.H.Tucker, UK: Answered, that rapid rolls at high normal g's are not extreme infrequent manoeuvres. For combat
aircralft such manoeuvres may lie in the design envelope.
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THE EFFECTS OF THRUST CHARACTERISTICS
ON LONGITUDINAL STABILITY IN SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
by
G. SACHS
Wissenschaftlicher Assistent
Technische Hochschule Darmstadt
Darmstadt, Germany

SUMMARY
The influence of the variation of thrust with speed and height
on the dynamic stability of the longitudinal motion in supersonic
flight is shown. The first part of the paper describes the effects
directly related to thrust changes. The second part considers the
effects due to pitching moments which, associated with thrust
characteristics, depend on speed and height. In addition, the
thrust influence on two methods of artificial stabilization of the
long-term modes is investigated.
1.

NOMENCLATURE

a

speed of sound

ah

(1/a) da/dh

CD

drag coefficient + )

CDo

drag coefficient at zero lift

CL

lift coefficient

Cm

moment coefficient + )

Cmo

aerodynamic trim moment

Cm-V

denoting effective pitching moment change due to speed change (AC

CM-Q

denoting effective pitchinG moment change due to height change (ACm

E

mean aerodynamic chord

+)

aCD/aCL " C~a/GIa

aCm/aCL - Cm /Cla
D

drag

g

acceleration due to gravity

h

height

i

radius of gyration about the y-axis

KV

control loop gain (speed feedback to moment)

Kh, K
k

"

kQ

= -(g/Qh)/V

Cii

control loop gain (feedback of height and height rate to moment)
CIyid(C ) drag due to Lift
2

M

Mach number

m

mass

+) Additional subscript denotes partial derivative.

ILi

C vAV/V)

-

C'Q QhAh)
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nK

denoting thrust change due to change in the variable given by subscribt
(K = M, Te, V, Q)

n;

denoting effective thrust change due to speed change (AT/T

n

denoting effective thrust change due to height change (AT/T

q

angular velocity in pitch

=

n
=n

AV/V)
Qh Ah)

dynamic pressure
S

wing area

s

Laplace operator

s

transfer function zero (with subscripts denoting transfer function)
height mode root

s 5

.(A-C V)s

t
T

thrust

Te

temperature

TT

thrust time constant

V

speed

zT

thrust line offset

CL

angle of attack

LI
T

angle between flight path tangent and thrust line

phi
OU

-

(

.

?12 /(

/ho
2

_1)

Y

flight path angle

A

denoting change of a variable, e. g.,

5e

elevator angle

5T

throttle deflection
a sin-I Cp

CP
CP, CSP
A

damping ratio of the phugoid, short period mode
=

Q

2m/(QSZ) relative density of the airplane
air density

- (I/Q) dQ/db density gradient

Qh
o

real part of complex variable

Op

phugoid damping

w

imaginary part of complex variable

Inp,

WnSP

AV

WP

undamped natural frequency, frequency of the phugoid
undamped natural frequency of the short period mode
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2.

INTRODUCTION
In high speed flight, the longitudinal motion and dynamic stability are considerably

influenced by the change of atmospheri with height (Ref. 1, 2, 3, 4). These effects
increase with the flight Mach number and are especially important in the supersonic
region (Ref. 5, 6, 7). This is closely connected with the behavior of the shapes of the
long-term mces: The height changes, as compared with the speed changes, are much more
significant in supersonic flight than in the subsonic case. From this point of view,
the effects of speed and height on thrust gain increased importance upon stability in
the supersonic region. This is possible in two ways: Directly, by affec ting the thrustdrag relationship and, indirectly, by inducing pitching moments due to speed and height
changes.
The purpose of this paper is to show these effects in explicit form and to illustrate
their numerical size using a supersonic transport at a Mach number of 3 and an altitude
of 21000 m as an example.
3.

EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND THRUST MODEL
The equations of motion for longitudinal flight including the effects of the change

of the atmosphere with height can be written in linearized form as

(

s+( 2-PV)CD
(2p)L4C

D~Ca
2(1 /F)2+3
y
IIC ~~~

V

*r.
+ICQ(CL(1+k)+fl;CD tana,

D

aTCLa+C

K(~~)C~n~Ctao.

QhO

&0

2
- 2 2
(a '+Cm)/2+gji,. _s3
)2 2C /2+L 2
~ ~ .(yE+t
~
qC

,(iE6

e

h

.(zT/a)%I/cos(/T

In the thrust model, the variation of thrust with flight condition is taken into
consideration according to
AT/T - nVAV/V+nAM/M+n QAq /Q+n~eATe/Te.

(2)

With regard to the variables used in the equations of motion, i.e., speed and height,
the coefficients nV,M,Q,Te can be combined to yield the effective values
andn
which are given by

nV+nM
=n

(3)

C(ah/Qh)CdnTenM)

A parameter which ind'cates the significance of all height-dependent effects and
which will be repeatedly referred to is

kQ-

- (9/Qh) /V2 - -L/ ( Z

) .

(4)

The US-Standard Atmosphere (Ref. 8), which is used in this paper to describe the
variation of atmospheric conditions with height, shows that the density gradient is
approximately constant in the altitude range of interest. From this it follows that

kQI M,2*"
for Mach numbers M >2 (Fig. 1). Due to this fact, the influence of height-dependent
factors on stability is significant. "he paper presented here concentrates upon this
Mach number range. Moreover, Fig. I also shows, that

lahl<IQhl

84
From this it follows that the ccmpressibility effects caused by height changes are
small as compared with the density effects (M>2), i.e.,

As a consequence of the dcnasty and temperature gradient, the characteristic
equation of the linearized equations of motion is of the fifth order and, thus, yields
5 roots. Corresponding to these, there are usually three modes of motion. These are the
short-period and rpiugoid modes, and, in addition to the low speed case, the so-called
height mode. The latter is an aperiodic motion in which mainly height and speed changes
are involved.
4.

DIRECT THRUST EFFECTS
In the cases considered first, it is assumed that there are no speed- or height-

dependent effects on the pitching moment (C;Q
characteristics is then dire

=

U, C;V

=

0). The influence of thrust

ly related to thrust changes, which are described by Eq. (3).

As a result of the approximate factorization of the characteris 4 ic equation, the
height mode root can be expressed as

s5

(1-k )[ n

ICD

(5)
5

U

- (2-p
11)n-)j

-

From this it follows that the height mode root is determined by thrust characteristics,
i.e., decrease of thrust with either speed or height are stabilizing and vice versa with
the stability boundary given by

n

' (2-0,)n*
1

(6)

Q.

This is shown in Fig. 2 for a supersonic transport at a Mach number of 3 and an altitude
of 21000 m (referred to as "basic airplane") the characteristics of which are given in
table 1. The range chosen for the tnrust parameters no and n

is such as to include

moderate gains of a control loop with height and/or speed feedback to thrust. With
regard to aerodynamics, the only quantity of importance is the lift-drag ratio,

*o

which

the value of s 5 proportional (Fig. 2). However, this ratio - within certain limits - Lan
be considered a fixed number in respect to a given design Mach number or cruising speed.
As to the phugoid mode, the approximate factorization for the undamped natural
frequency yields

()+kQ
2nP

In case of 124dCm/dCLl>>ICmql,

-gQh 1+Cmq/(

aCm/dCL)"

wnP is mainly a result of the density gradient and, thus,

approximately constant within the altitude range of interest. Flight condition and
airplane configuration, including thrust characteristics, have no effect (Fig. 3).
In contrast, phugoid damping is strongly influenced by configuration-dependent
factors, and especially by thrust characteristics. It is given by

a

(n;+k~n -1)( 1_

CD) ++AO 1 C

where (12iCm /dC l>>ICmql )
AOpC

h

2(c C

(Cm+C.)

The first part in Eq. (8) represents the influence of the forces on phugoid damping,
whereas the term Aop 1 (C

) denotes the contribution due to the interaction of forces

and pitching moments. The first part, being the decisive component, shows the thrust
characteristics to be the dominant effect on phugoid damping. As shown in Fig. 3, it
is destabilizing if thrust decreases with height or increases with speed. Because of

(8)
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k <<I,

speed influence is of minor importance. It is interesting to note that the

I

density gradient effects, when limited to aerodynamics only, depend solely on the
pitching moment characteristics. If
4
a -(/i y) 2mq (Cmq+C

)

(9)

there is no change in the aerodynamic contribution to pbugoid damping. In case of larger
ICa I-values, the density gradient introduces a destabilizing component.
Combin ng the results for the roots of the phugoid and height mode, there are two
main points: The first one is, that the effect of height on thrust is substantial for
the stability in supersonic flight. As shown in Fig. 4, it is always destabilizing, no
matter how thrust changes with height. This is in contrast to the low speed region,
where height-dependent thrust changes have no effect on stability at all. Particularly
with respect to the phugoid, the case n*

=

I which can be considered a typical value of

air-breathing propulsion systems in the stratosphere (Ref. 9) shows that thrust
characteristics are the main reason for the reduction of the damping in supersonic flight,
so that the oscillation is practically undamped at Mach numbers M >2.
The second point is the effect of speed on thrust. As also shown in Fig. 4, the height
mode is destabilized by increase of thrust with speed and vice versa. In terms of n
n,

and

speed and height influence are of equal significance. With regard to the phugoid, the

effect of speed on thrust is of minor importance, being steadily reduced with an increase
in flight Mach number (k -1/V2).

Q

This is further illustrated when investigating thrust

control by speed feedback, as shown in Fig. 5. Due to the density gradient, those zeros
of the speed-thrust transfer function which are of interest in this connection are located
close to the phugoid roots, i.e.,
2

sVT3+VT4 Z
sVT5.VT

Op In*.1,q,0
Q
,n0) + (g/V) tan

,

2

a (1-k ) Cn

VT-'VT

nP

Thus, the closed loop roots of the phugoid remain near the open loop roots, with the
result that there is almost no stabilization. If aT is positive, as it usually is, the
stabilization still existing is further reduced or even turned to the opposite. The only
quantity to be stabilized is the height mode root. These speed effects, which are a
consequence of the density gradient, represent again a difference to the subsonic case,
and especially to low speed flight. Here, the phugoid and thus the whole motion are
strongly stabilized by speed feedback to thrust (Ref. 10, 11). This is shown in Fig. 6
for a Mach-2-SST in low speed flight (M . 0.24).
In order to give physical interpretation of the thrust effects in supersonic flight,
a su-.;able procedure is to investigate the shapes of the phugoid and height mode and to
apply the time vector method (Ref. 12). The dominant components in both modes are speed

I'

and height. With regard to the height mode, the ratio of speed and height changes is
approximately a linear function of the flight Mach number, i.e.,

This means that the ratio of the forces induced by speed and height is constant, which
indicates that the influence of n

and nw is of equal significance (Fig. 7). In contrast,

the ratio of speed and height changes of the phugoid decreases with fli.ght Mach number
according to

AI

(12)

The ratio of the fo-ces, then, decreases even with the squere of flight Mach number. The
result is that the speed effect on the forces becomes very small as compared with the

height effect for Mach numbers M >2 (Fig. 7). The thrust characteristics have an
influence in so far as they introduce a second component in case of n'/1. It is given
Q
by

~ ~~Sb~Qh CD

(13)

with a phase angle of 900 relative to AV/AhI1 . Combining the results of the investigation
of the roots and the mode shapes, the time vector method makes evident the dominance of
all height-induced effects on the phugoid. This is illustrated in Fig. 8. Comparison
with the case M - 0.24 of a Mach-2-SST points out the difference between the supersonic
and the low speed region.
5. THE EFFECTS OF PITCHING MOMENTS DUE TO THRUST CHARACTERISTICS
The propulsion system can cause speed- and height-dependent pitching moments in
various ways. Without going into details, it can be stated that there is a moment if the
thrust 3ine does not pass through the center of gravity. Another mo.ent results from
thrust effects on the flow field, especially at the tail location. A third contribution
is associated with the change of the direction of the mass flow passing through the
engines. The effects of such moments cannot be separated from the influence of other
speed- and height-dependent moments, which, for example, may be the result of
aeroelasticity or compressibility. Therefore, the moment effects due to thrust
characteristics are shown by using the effective derivatives
CV= nq(zT/O)CD+MCmM+Cmv+2Cmo+2Cmq ,
CmQ

n (zT/ )CD-(ah/Qh)"CmM+Cmo+Cmq

which are considered to combine all such moment components. For example, the CD-terms
denote the contributions due to thruE.t offset.
the height mode root can be expressed as

With use of 0V and CO

g(n -(2-.)n*;)C aCM /10C

mQ
=f

-a C'^+a2CmV05

,

mv

The coefficients a-,2 , which are determined by jhrust and drag characteristics, are
given by
6

a2 -n

CD

aC

CD
a

+ (2_py.('doD

-

D

cD
acD
o
_d + (i+ h)(-FD _ D)

mCL

First, positive
There are two main properties of the effects due to C'Q and
m C'
Q*
values of Cm*Q or C'V do not change the height mode root appreciably. This is a direct

result of the approximation for 85. It is confirmed by investigating the root locus of
moment control with height or speed feedback, in.respect to which C. and C' can be
interpreted as gains. This investigation shows that the real open loop pole, i.e., s5
in case of C;, - 0 and C'V - 0 (Eq. (5)), and the corresponding zero of the heightmoment or speed-moment transfer function, i.e.,

CD

and

shq

s5

V6CD

s% [( -1

ln .O - (2-

-) -

Do

D

(6)

1/(ikF)>>IQh1 CD/CL)

- CD ,

1L
(17)
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are located closely together. Thus, the height mode root stays within the limits given
by these quantities, if the gain is such as to correspond to positive C- and CV
respectively.
In contrast, the second point is thL

Legative values of C.

and C

can change the

magnitude of the height mode root substantially. This is the case if

c;Q+
Due to k <<1,

kQC V

--> LaC./a%

the C'Q-effect is dominating, while the C*v-influence
is reduced with
IVQ

Q

square of flight Mach number. The strong stability or instability of the height mode
which then exists depends on the nominator of Eq. (15), which is mainly affected by the
thrust parameters n

and n;.

These effects are illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10, where the important parameters
shown in the expression for s5 (Eq.(15)) are varied. If not otherwise stated, it is
assumed, that there is a combined pitching moment according to C
the case of decreased short-period frequency, i.e., wnSp
;

=

0.8 sec

-

2

-CmQ

.

In Fig. 9,

as compared with

1.5 sec - 1 of the basic airplane (with regard to flying qualities, refer to Ref.13,
14), shows the effect of reduced C
, which, in general, causes an equivalent increase
nSP

=

of the influence of C'* and C'
The reduction of both CL and WnSP, which is illustrated
MQ
mv.
by the example M - 3.5, points out the increased susceptibility of s5 to negative
C'Q-values. The case CmV
0, in comparison with all other examples, shows that the
C' -influence is mainly restricted to the nominator of 5. This means that C'V affects
the sign of Ss5 i.e., stability instead of instability when Isl is large, but it has
si which is determined by C'
only a minor influence on the strong increase of
smQ"
Fig. 10 makes evident that n

and n' have significant effects on the sign of 85,

while the strong increase of Isslis indspendent of them. This is particularly obvious
in the case n

- n' .0
Q

where s 5 is almost equal to zero when C' > 0.
5mQ

The effects of C V and C Q on phugoid frequency can be expressed as
2

~2

nP
with

WnP

denoting the case C'

n~o

mV

nPo [

W

- C'

Cm

-C*j

=

=

+kQC*J
Cv

C L dCm/0

Lmp

](9

dL[

(19)

0 shown in Eq. (7). The damping is given by

CQ
m
0

p

GPo + Aop 2 - s5/2

(20)

where
A
0

C

2 m"

+ 2K/V

mV

C +C c%(bi,2
(~

Po which represents phugoid damping in case of s5

P2
=

C +k C*

2

M)Q Q MV
d2m/aCL+Cmq/A ]

0 with C*V

=

C4

=

(21)
0 can be

disregarded in this context.
Eq. (19) shows that phugoid frequency increases with C'
in the range of C
the effect of

m

and/or CV

It becomes zero

kL
Q
V
C/dCL, and thus, the phugoid motion aperiodic. Again,
as compared with that of C',
decreases due to k with the square of

flight Mach number. The effects of both moments are directly relate

to CL and aCm/aCL

in that they proportionally increase with a reduction of CL or aCM/CL
The main property of phugoid damping is the strong interaction with the height mode
root in case of large iss-values. As shown above, this occurs when CO
and C' are
SQ
m
negative. The result is that stability of the height mode is combined with instability
of the phugoid and vice versa. From this it follows in general, that negative C'

-

values being sufficiently large always introduce dynamic instability of the longitudinal

K
_
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motion. In case of positive CmQ and

*

the interaction between height mode and pbugoid

roots is small, because the change in the height mode root itself is small. Thus, the
second contribution to phugoa damping, i.e.,Aop 2 (Eq. (21)), becomes more significant.
It adds to phugoid damping in case of positive Cm*V with ICmaI assumed to be sufficiently
large, and it reduces damping due to C

MQ > 0.

These effects are illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12. In particular, comparison with
Figs. 9 and 10 shows the strong interaction between height mode and phugoid roots which
always results in strong instability of the longitudinal motion.
6.

THE EFFECTS OF THRUST CHARACTERISTICS ON TWO IIETHODS OF STABILIZING THE PHUGOID AND
HEIGHT MODE
From the investigation of the airplane's inherent stability in supersonic flight,

it follows that the phugoid and/or height mode are instable or, at best, slightly damped.
For example, the phugoid damping of the basic airplane does not meet the phugoid damping
requirement of Cp = 0.04 as given in MIL-F-8785 B (Ref. 15). This is true, even if the
case n; = 0 favorable for phugoid damping is considered and the increased instability
of the height mode is ignored. Though the instabilities occuring for C* = C
= 0 are
mV
MQ
small when considering the divergence times and an alert pilot can successfully control
the airplane, it is nevertheless necessary to improve stability in order to relieve the
pilot from such tasks. This is especially true for supersonic cruising flight in an air
traffic control system.
In this chapter, the effects of thrust characteristics on two simple methods of
artifical stabilization are investigated, the influence of which is mainly restricted
to the phugoid and height mode.
The first method consists of feedback of speed to moment. The root locus plotted in
Fig. 13 shows that the phugoid and height mode are effectively stabilized in the case of
the basic airplane. However, the stabilization of the height mode depends on thrust
characteristics, since the zeros of the V/b e-transfer function which are of interest in
this context are strongly affected by the variation of thrust with height:
s

Vbl

+S

-

Vb2

sV61-sV2

V

21LkZ
QhV(Sv61+SV62)

CD
Qn-L
)

cD
+

C

(22)
"

From this it follows that the stabilization of the height mode decreases with a reduction
of n*. A favorable aspect is given by the fact that the size of the zeros increases with
Q
flight Mach number. Thus the effectiveness of the stabilization also improves with an
increase of Mach number.
The second method utilizes fVedback of height and rate of height to moment. Here
again, the height mode is

.rfected by thrust characteristics, while the phugoid can be

individually stabilized b:r appropriate choice of the ratio of height and height rate
feedback (Fig. 14). Due to the fact that the zero of the h/b e-transfer function which
determines the stabilization of the height mode is closely located to the height mode
root of the open loop (Eq.(16)), the stabilization of the height mode requires decrease
of thrust with speed. If necessary, this can be accomplished by an additional control
loop using speed feedback to thrust.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS
The thrust characteristics have significant effects on the longitudinal stability in

supersonic flight, particularly for Mach numbers Y> 2. The effects differ considerably
from the subsonic case, and especially, from the low speed region. The main points can
be summarized as follows:
1.

The variation of thrust with height destabilizes the supersonic motion, no matter
how thrust changes with height.

2.

The variation of thrust with speed has little influence upon the phugoid, but it
strongly affects the height mode. Increase of thrust with speed is destabilizing.

3.

The phugoid cannot be effectively stabilized by a control loop with feedback of
speed to thrust.

4.

The height mode root is determined by thrust characteristics.

5.

In case of pitchiag moments due to thrust characteristics, the size of the height mode
root can substantially increase. As a consequence of the interaction with the phugoid,
stability of the height mode is then combined with instability of the phugoid and
vice versa, thus always resulting in instability of the longitudinal motion. The
decisive factor in this context is the pitching moment due to height changes. The
large changes of the height mode root occur if the derivative of this moment is
positive (C,<0).

6.

With regard to artificial stabilization of the long-term modes, feedback of speed
to pitching moment can stabilize both modes. In particular, the stabilization of
the height mode depends on the variation of thrust with height. In case of feedback
of height and rate of height to moment, stabilization of the height mode requires
decrease of thrust with speed.

8.
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TABLE 1:

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BASIC AIRPLANE

u

C

.

-

135 000 kg

CDo

3375 m2

k

=

0.585

19 m

CDbe

=

0

CL

=

1.55

CLb e

=

0.375

2

Cm&

= -0.30

I

Cma

iy . 1O M

nV

-

n, =

+)

= 0.0082

e

-- 0.25

The values of Cm. and Cmq were chosen in
such a way as to yield wnSp - 1.5 sec 1
andC SP , 0.5. ICmqI is considered to be
artificially increased as compared with
the basic aerodynamic configuration.

+) The characteristics presented here correspond to the airplane of Ref. 14.
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OPEN DISCUSSION

J.F.Renaudie, France: The major assumption of the study of Mr Sachs is that the density of the air is constant at
the cruise height. From the most recent knowledge in that field, this assumption is true for average values but
during the period of the phugoid or other oscillations which are considered, there are great local variations of the
temnerature in small distances producing significant changes of thrust. What should be the influence of these
variations on the conclusions of Mr Sachs?

G.Sachs, Germany: The influence of local variations of the temperature depends on the relation between the time
scale in which they are encountered by the airplane and the models of motion. In so far as thrust changes are
considered, the long term motions are mainly affected. For a given local distribution of the temperature
variations, the time scale is reduced with an increase of flight Mach number. This is especially important with regard
to the phugoid, since its period - being almost independent of speed and altitude - is approximately constant for
Mach numbers M > 2 (standard atmosphere).
On the whole, the disturbances due to local variations of the temperature aggravate the Aituation of an airplane
which, as has been shown for the case of the standardized atmospheric conditions, is instable or, at best, slightly
damped. This is also indicated by the comment of Mr Leyman.

A.A.Clark, UK: I am not familiar with what you mean by the height mode in longitudinal dynamic stability. Could
you please clarify the point in physical terms.

G.Sachs, Germany: The height mode can be interpreted as an aperiodic motion in which mainly height and speed
changes are involved. The changes, which are slowly varying, occur in such a way as to maintain constant lift, i.e.,
a decrease in height is combined with a reduction of speed and vice versa. The height mode being a result of the
density gradient can be ignored in low speed flight. It becomes significant at high subsonic speeds and especially in
the supersonic region.

C.S.Leyman, UK: Comment: On M.Renaudie's remarks, BAC experience is that atmospheric temperature disturbances vary in time scale from 2 to 20 seconds and therefore can affect phugoid roots. With regard to the manifestation of these disturbances to the pilot, it seems to show up as a rather long term P.I.O. in cruising flight.

G.C.Howell, UK: What assumptions on the values of n*P and nZ did you make relative to the engine intake and
engine control systems? For a M = 3 aircraft, the intake control system is of necessity fairly complex and so
could influence the equivalent values of the longitudinal forces and pitching moments due to speed and height
variations. Were the values used in your paper realistic?

G.Sachs, Germany: With regard to the engine intake and engine control system, it is assumed that the time constants describing the beaavior of the systems are small compared with the periods and/nr time constants of the
long term modes of notion. As can be seen in Figure 5, where the case TT = 5 sec can also be interpreted as the
time dependent behavior of the engine, the influence of the engine time constant is small, in spite of such a large
value. As to the ceefficients n* and n* describing the influence of speed and height on thrust, the values chosen
for these parameters cover a wide range of thrust variations. For example, n* = 5 denotes a thrust change of
50%
relative
to a 3peed
of 10%. n isofdefined
in anflight.
analogous
Thisthe
range
of and
ne, and
n* dependent
also includes
the values
generally
usedchange
in investigations
supersonic
In a manner.
similar way,
speed
height
pitching moment:. are treated.
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INFLUENCE DE LA MASSE ET -)E A REPARTITION DE LA MASSE SUIRLES QUALITES DE VOL
Marc NESNIERE
Chef de Ddpartement Recherche
Adrospatiale
92

-

Chatillon-sous-Bagnoux

-

haace.

RESWA
Nous oxarinerons tout d'abord l'influonce de ]a masse, clest-h-dire do Is taille d'un avion de
transport sur ma stabilit4 dynamique latdrale at lonigitudinale et sur a manoeuvrabilitd. Nous essaierons, autant que possible, de n'introduire aucune variation do conception adrodynamique de manibre h
bien sdparer Ie problhme des po.1ds. Nous nous rdf~rerons aux dour avions Frdgate et Transall do conception vois)ano qui nous mont bion connus.

*

La rdpartition des masses peut varier do nombreuses fagons et avoir des rdpercussiona diversos.
L'influence Ia plus connue ot la plus marquie eat cello qui oat apparue sur lea avions rapides do faible
allongement. Nous no nous 4tendrona pas sur ce sujot fort connu. Pour des avions plus classiques, Ia
rdpartltion des masses pout dgalement poser des prob]bmes. En dohors do 1'influence do Is variation
d'inortie propremont dite, l'inclinaison des axes principeux d'inortie par rapport aux axes avion joue
un r8le dane la manoeuvrabilitd. Nous prendrons cosine oxomple Ie Corvette. 11 eat spparu sur cot avian
un autro problbmo lid h Ia rdpartition des masses. Cleat 1s Cam du vol avec des bidona suppldmentaires
do carburant situds en extramitd do voiluro. Ce problbme a dtd trait4 en utilimant un aimulateur.
A

1. INTRODUCTION

*
*

Les diffdrenta prob1bmes do qualitds do vol d 'un avion quo peuvent poser los masses et lour rdpertition mont parfaitemont connus ot nous no chorchorons pam 4 apporter ici des rgvdlations. Noua ailons
plutdt tenter do montrer sur des exemp~eb lea plus concrets possibles comment i'on doit tonir compte do
l'influonco des massos aur lea qualitds do vol. Nous ososierons donc do bion mdpaer lea influences des
caractdriatiques adrodynamiquos do cellos dos masoea propromont ditos ; et co nWest pas toujoura facile
car lea dour mont souvent intimemont lidem. Nous nous placorona, per aillours, surtout au stado du projet,
ou maine do l'avant-projot et nous emsaiorons do montror los divorses mdthodes d'dtudoa ndceasairem,
cortainem approximations pouvant entrainer des erreurs graves. Il -)at certain qu'avoc los performances
demanddes actuellomont aux aviona, quello quo soit lour catdgorio, l'dtude dos qualitds do vol doit ddbuter d~s lavant projet ot Atre suivie tout au long du ddvoloppement do l'avion. Bien des possibilitds
existent on ce domains et il faut en tenir compto.
2. INFLUENCE DE LA MASSE
Noum allonw tout d'abord rogarder l1influence do Ia masse d'un avion isurma stabilit6 dyramique et
sea qualitda do vol. Nous nous appuierons sur -.eur aviona connus 10 Frdgate ot 15 Transall pour pouvoir
oxtrapolor lea conclusions aux avions qui mont privus pour l'avonir.
Rappelons lea caractdristiquea des dour: avions quo nous connaissons (Cf Planche N2 1) ; 1s Frdgato
et 1e Transall. Co mont deux aviona do transport, l'un militaire, l'autre civil. Ila ont des configurations trbs somblablos :lours ailos mont en position hute, ce mont des biturbopropulseurs. Nous voyons
quo loura masses sent dana un rapport 5 environ, ce qui raprdsente une diffdrence d'4chelle importanto.
Disons quo coindoux avions ont des qualitds do vol qui ont donnd satisfaction hLtout 10 monde. Il faut
noter quo 1e Frdgate possbde des commandos enti~rement manuelles taiidis quo 1e Transall oat lui, servocomrnandd sur tous lea axes. Nous voyons quelques diffdrencem de caractdrimtiquea adrodynarniques. L allongemont do 10 pour 10 Transall nWest quo do 8,7 pour 1e Frdgate. Do m~me Ia chalgo alairo eat plus faiblo
sur le Frdgato. Los chiffroa mont rempoctivoment dgaur h 200 kg/n 2 et 300 kg/n . Ceci reprdsente approximativoment 40 ot 60 lb/aq.ft. Le volume d'ompennage horizontal eat 4galemont 1dg0rement diffdrent.
Ajoutons quo la motorisation plus forte du Transall pose dos problhmes quo nous n'dvoquorons pas car uls
sont mpdcifiquea d'un tel avion.
Noum aliens quand maine comparer lea atabilitda dynarniquom (plancho N9 2) do coin dour avions dana
des configurations do croisi~re ot d'approche, caci h des centragos dquivslents, h 20 %do Is carde do
rdfdrenco. Nous no nous intdressona qu'h 1' oscillation d'incidence dana 10 comportement longitudinal et
l'oacillation do roulim hollandais dana 10 mode latdral. Les variations obaervdos dons lea autres modes
ddpendent beaucoup plus do facteura aocorwaires. La phygoldo, par example, oat fonction do Ia vitamo et
do !a variation do la traction avec Is vitoaso. La masse do l'svilon n'interviont pratiquoment pas. Nous
avons dgalemont sdlectionn4 deux cam do vol *tout d'abord l'approcho qui reprisonte toujours une phase
do vol ddiicate et qui oat effectude sur los dour avions kLdes vitosses trbs voiminos, l'hyporsustontation
plus poussde du Transall componsant preaque sa charge alaire plus forte. Noua avons prim dgalement une
phase de croisi~re h 4.000 in d'altitude ot une vitesso indiqudo do 200 kt. Noua constatona quo lea pulsations propros du ?rdgate sont plus grandos notaminent en latdral. Coci no nous surprond pas. L'avion qui a

-

-

-Iw
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le momns d'4nertie rdpond le plus vite. L'influence de la taille aur l'amortissement est beaucoup mains
4vidente puisque lea valeurs sont assez voisines en lat~ral et notablement diff4rentes en longitudinal,
l'avion le plus l4ger dtant le mains amorti. Ces'.iffdrences constat~es, il apparait difficile de tirer
urneconclusion g4ndrale, trop de parambtres variant simultan4ment, charge alaire, allongement, etc...t
C'est pourquoi, nous avons cherch4
construire, i partir de ces deux avions conrnua, unp famille logique
d'sppareils ottla seule variable essentielle serait la masse. lNous admettons done des avions ayant tous
la mdme charge alaire et la mime forme de voilure. 11 s'agit d'abord de ddfinir les lois de variation des
moments d'inertae. Nous avons fait les raisonnements simples suivants qui nous ont conduits aux: lois
pr4sentdes sur la figure 3 et qui ant Wt tr~s bien recoup~es par les comparaisons Transall - Fr4gate.
-Si la charge alaire reste constante, l'envergure varie alors comae la racine carr4e de la masse, et
l'inertie en raulia comae m2 si Von admet que le rayon de giration est proportionnel ' l'envergure. Ceci
eat certainement vrai dans le cas o'u beaucoup de carburanit est dens la voilure, moans si le fuselage est
tr~s charg6 et la voilure vide. Si on admet que la charge marchande eat proportionnelle k la masse au
ddcollage et que la dersit4 de cette charge est constante, on trouve que la dimension lin~aire, dane la
longueur du fuselage vanie comae la racine cubique de la masse. On obtient alors, en aupposant un ray on
de giration en tangage proportionnel & la longueur du fuselage, un moment d'inertie variant comaem53
Noun, supposona enfin que l'inertie en lacet est tr~s voisine de la somme des inerties de tangage et de
roulia. Nous avons compar! avec lea formules statistiques donndes par la rdf~rence I et nous voyons que
les diff4rences n,. sant pas suffisantes poiar fausser la comparaison que nous allons entamer.
Nous voulons examiner l'influence de la masse d'un avion sur ses qualitds de vol tt ceci jusqu'h des
masses jamais r4alis'4es clest-h-dire jusqu~h 1.000 t. Entre le Frdgate et le Transall, il exists un
rapport de masse de 4,7 environ. Ce coefficient appliqu4 une fois au Transall conduit & un avion de 220
tonnes et une deuxibme foas h un avion de 1.000 t. Naus avons envisag4 deux possibilitda quant
aux coeffcients edrodynamiques. L'hypoth~se la plus simple est de lea garder constants et 4gaux
ceux du Transall.
On pout 4galement adopter d'autrea hypoth~ses, par exemple, en longitudinal, supposer que le volume
d'empennage eat conserv4. Ncus evans compar4 ass deux hypothbses dens le cas de l'approahe (planche 4).
Dana la repr4sentation cldssique du lieu des racines, naus avons tracd dana le demi-plan supdrieur lea
valeurs obtenues en canservant des coefficients e6rodynamiques constants et dens le demi-plen infdrieur
aelles obtenues en gardant le volume d'empennage. Les diffdrences sont faibles. Le tableau donnant lea
pulsations propres et les amortissementa rSduits montre 4galement des diff~renaes faibles. Il eat trs
int4ressant de noter 4galement que lea valeurs du Frdgate diffrent relativement peu de l'avion ayarit une
masse idencique mais une e4rodynamique assez diffdrente. La masse eat dona un param~tre prdpond~rant pour
des appareils de formule voisine. On voit que l'aaaillation d'incidenae se dcompose assez rapidement en
deux mouvementa aperiodiquea. Ceci nWest pas g~nant en soi puisqus la norme amdricaine militeire MIL 8785B
(r4fdrenae 2) tol~re des emortissements rdduits de 1,3 pour lea pheces de vol A et C et m~m3 de 2 pour
les phases B. On eat encore loin d'atteindre ces -sleurs. Ceci treduit ndanmoins une tendance nette des
gram avions
une rdponse molle. 11 faut 4galement se m~fier de ce qu'une des racines apdriodiques ne
devienne divergente. Bien que la variation envisag~e pour lea coefficients a~rodynamiques ne aemble pas
faire ressortir de telles craintes, il faut noter qu'un calaul rapids par lea expressions simplifides
habituelles tenant compte toutefois du mouvement vertical fait apparaltre une divergence. II eat donc
n~aessaire de faire un calcul complet.
La figure suivante (plawche 5) mantre lea m~mes caraatdniatiques dynamiques longitudinales dens la
configuration de croisibre. L.es conclusions sont sanaiblement identiques mais relativement mons sdv~res
ce que lVon pouvait attendre. Ici le Fr~gate eat vraiment tr~s proahe de son cousin bdti sur le mod~le du
Transell et la s4paration de lVoaaillation d'inaidence en deux modes ep~riodiques ne se praduit que pour
des avions de masse beaucoup plus dlev4e. Nou n'avons pas tracg le cas des avions ayant un volum.- d'empennage constant, lea diffigrences avec le cas de coefficients e4rodynamiquea 4gaux hLceux du Transal 1 devenant insignifiantes.

>

Nous avons aalcul6 des caraatdnisttques des n'odes propres de divers avions et nous evans coiistat4 que
lea chiffres obtenus restaient dens lVenveloppe permise par une norme militaire. Mais si l'on nous demande
de rdeliaer un avion -4pondant hLun certain programme, comment savoir si les caract4ristiques pr~vues cant
suffisantes. Nous venons de nator qu'un calcul simpliri4 de caract4ristiques dynamiques n'Lgtait pas toujoura suffisant. Ici nous voyana qu'un calcul mime exact de aact4ristiques dynamiques nWest pas suffisent. 1l faut pauvoir celculer Ik rdponse de l'avion h une coizaande de gouverne pour pouvoir juger de
l'aptitude d'un avian &trdpondre h un programme. Clest a. que nous avons fait (planahe 6). On peut juger
de la d4tdrioration extrOmement rapide dee qualit4s de Ilavion avec l'augmentetion de masse, que ce soit
en incidence ou en altitude ce qui eat finalement la variable eseentielle loraque P'on eat en approahe.
Il n'existe actuellement aucun crit~rw auvant aaract~riser l'egriment de pilotage des gras avions.
Basgood (rdf4rence 3) a examin4 cotto question trbs en ddtail et n'e pu conalure. Il semble ici que la
manoeuvrabilit6 se ditdniore trs 'cite d -s quo lo mouvement devient ap~riodique.
Si Voan retient ce crit~re et quo Von raisonne sur le soul degr6 de libert4 de tangage, on obtient
(planche 7) une relation simple entre 1e coefficient do rappel Cam e t le coeff'i ient d'amortissement Cm_.
Si Von suppose un volumqdlempeneg constant, on voit qtua Cm vanie comae mn /6 puisque 1% cords de
1
r~f4renae vanie comae mi/ et le bral de levier comae m /13. DaaIs ces conditions, il faudrait que Cm donc
la merge statique, augmente comae m112. Nous evans suppos4 dana as raisannsment que la charge elaire
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restait constants. Un caicul simple montre que, pour que is merge statique rests constants avac 3 =1,
ii suffit que la charge alaire augmente comme m173. On Peut dire que ce sont iss progrbs de Iladrodynamique qui ant permis des clharges alaires glev4es qui ant, h leur tour, faciiitd is ranoeuvrabilit4 des avions
gdants.
Nous avons 4galement exazsin4 Ilinfiuence de Ia masse sur la stabilit4 lat4raie en approche. Nous
avons consid4r6 des coefficients a6rodynamiques 4gaux A cex du Transali et ls cas d'une d~rive dimensionn~e par in VMCc'est-h-dire dont Is surface vanie comae in7!6. Les diffdrences sont impercaptibies. La
pianche 8 montra Is variation des racinas du roulis hollandais en fonction de is masse. On constate un
amortissemant croissant avac is masse comae en longitudinal mais on n'anrive pas h Is d4composition du
mouvement ascillatoire en deux mouvements ap~riodiquas. Les diffdnences a~rodynamiques entre le Transall
et le Frdgats fonit apparaltre une forte diff~rence d'amortissement bien qua la julsations propres pour
deux avions de 10 tonnes soient tr~s voisines.
Ici encore las caractdristiques de manoeuvrabilit4 sont trbs aI'fectdes par i'augmentation de masse.
A adnodynamique donn~e, pbest constant. line augmn,-tion da charge aisira est, ici encore, bdn~fique et
m~me douiblement b~n~fique. Eiie fait diminuer i'envengure e+ augmenta done is vitessa de raulis. De plus
ella A4cc-site l'instalistion de dispositifs hypersustentateurs plus afficacas et des spoilers peuvent
alors donner une excellente maniabilit4. Cleat ce qui est r6alisd sun le Transall.
3. INFLUENCE lj. LA REPARTMTON DES MASSES
Nous ailons aborder maintenant 1'infiuence desis r~partition des masses Sur las qualit~s de vol d'un
avion. C'est un sujet qui a d4j& fait i'objet d'un tr~s grand noisbre de communication hLdes Congrbs varies
lors de 1itude du couplaga roulis tangeCe des avions 41anc~s. L14tude des qualltds de vol sp~cifiquesdes
avions 6lanc4s a fait l1objat 6galament de travaux: dent caux de Pinsker (r~f4rence 4). Nous na parierons
pas de ces problhmes sauf pour faire namarquen qua clest un magnifique example de couplage entra las problbmes massiques, inertia an noulis tr~s diff4ranta de calles sur las autras axes,
at lea pnoblbmes a~rodynamiques li~s aux silas an forte fi'eche, effat di~dre important h granda incidence
at amortissemant en roalis trbs faible notammant.
Nous ailons 4voquan ici daux petits probl~mes qui nous ont d posds par Ilavion Corvette. Voici une
phatographis du prototype (planche N2 9). Cleat un bir~acteur ldger de transport conqu pour recevoir une
dizaine de passagers. La masse au d~cc'llage est de 6,! tonnas. La voilura da 22 m2 a une flhche mod6r4e
de 209 au quart des cardes. Las deux r~acteurs Pratt and Whitney Canada JT 15 D-4. sont situ4s lat4raiemant t l'anrisra du fuselage Salon uns formula classiqus.
line tells formula d'avion appliqude h un appareil de faible tonnage implique une position de l'axe
principal dlinertia bLpiquar par rapport h Ia rd4rance fuselage. On sait (Cf r~f. 5) qu'une tells configuration peut amenen des conclusions varides Salon las coefficients adrodynamiquss de l'avian at notacmant
las velours respectives de Ilffet
di~dre CI
. C'est paurquai, d~s
1 b at de Ia stabilitA de route CS
ie projet, nous avens v4rifid is stabilitd du mode roulis holiandais en fonction de i'inclinaison de
Ilaxe principal d'inertie c. La planche 10 montre cetta influence pour l'approcha at la croisibre. Nous
voyons qua la valour de -42 qui 4tait calls calculda pour la Corvette donna une stabilitd fort conveui-le
at qu'il serait nuisible d'assayen de rendra l'axe principal d'inertia mains piqusur.
Cs problhme d'inclinaisan de Ilaxe principal d'inertie slest posd au moment du projat. Au stade de
d4finition de l'avion de sdria, il nous a fallu envisager 1'influence du montage de ballannats cantenant
du carburant suppldmantaire an bout de voilure. Catte solution 4tait miss en balan". avac un rdservoir de
fuselage qui dtait mains bian centr4 at pesalt plus lourd du fait des s4curit4s n~cessaires. Il rastait 4
voir si las qualit4s de vol n'4taiant pas trap affect~as par ces bidons au si un rembde simple pouvait
Atre trouv4. Disons qua lea bidons qui ant chacun una capacitd de 350 litres font doubler l'inentie en
roulis quand uls sent plains. I1'inertie an lazet est 6gaiament augmentde tr~s notablement. 11 nly a dvidemmant pas qua des changements dinerties at de masses. L'sffet dibdre notamment ast auginant4.
Nous avans axamir.4 Is stabilitd latdnals du Corvette (Pisnche N2 11) avec at sans bidons at nous
avans envisag4 un ldger accnoissemant de la hauteur de la ddriva. Naus voyans ici Ia stabilit4 en configuration approche avec lea bidons plains. C'ast un cas reistivemant rare puisque is combustible des ballannets est g4n~ralemant le premier 6puis4. Toutefois clost un cas qua l'on doit envisagar. On s'apengoit
qua l'azortissemsnt est trbs dkt4rior6. Par contra l'augmentation de is dimersion de d4rive procure une
am~lioration notable. Devant la chiffres que nous voyanb, qua dait-an conclure ? Pour natre part, nous
avans d4cid4 qua cetta simple dtuda 4tait insuffisants at qu'il fallait dans ce cas utiliser un simulatour pour pouvosir misux juger des qualitds de vol compan4es des divceses versions passibles.
Cetta 4tude a dt4 faite sur is simulateur du centre d'Essais en Vol ALIstres. Cat apparail possbde
trois degr4s de libert4 :roulis, tangage at mouvement vertical. L'sxpdrimantation sur simuisteur n'4tait
valabla qu'bL Is condition de retnouver correctement ie camportement de l'avion prototype aprbs aff ichage
de sea coefficients. Clest ce qui a 4td tout d'abard acquis. Naus avens pu ensuite affichen d'autres configurations avec un niveau do confiance suffisant. Et nous avons au une r~ponse tr~s nette de Is part des
pilotes at des enragistrements 4galement quant & la question posge.
L'avion avac bidons n~cessitait un agrandissament de is ddrive. Quand on examine lea ennegistrements
(pisnche N2 12) de Is version ddrive normals sun u'ne prise de cap, on voit cantes qua le travail principal a 64 accompli. Mais ie ddrapage, Is vitesse de lacet sort trbs perturb~es at ie trl'vaii effectu4 sux
f
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ailerons par le pilote est trbs important. Par cortre, avec la ddrive agrandie (plaiche N2 13), bien que
l'amrlioration de l'amortissement soit faible, on s'apergoit qne le pilotage est beaucoup plus calme et
l nest pas 4tonnant que les pilotes aient trouv4 une diff4rence considdrable entre les deux avions.
4. CONCLUSION
Nous venons de pr4senter ici un ensemble de plusieurs petites 4tudes qui semblent disparatos. Elles le
sent et c'est normal, car nous avons voulu montrer, tout en traitant linfluence des masses et de leur
r4partition, que chaque problbme appelait un traitement sp4cifique. Tel problhme peut Otre rapidement
r4solu par un simple calcul approch6 ntilisant un seul degr4 de libert4. Tel autre, au contraire, n4cessitera l'emploi d'un simulateur relativem'nt complexe.
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OPEN DISCUSSION

J.F.Renaudie, France: This is not a question, only P comment. It is shown in the paper of Mr Mesniere that the
wing loading is greater for heavier aircraft; this inevitably leads to great differences in behaviour. This variation of
the wing loading with the mass was discovered by Helmholtz a long time ago when there was no aircraft flying;
only birds were flying at that time. Helmhoitz estiblished by simple dimensional analysis that the wing loading is
proportional to the cube root of the mass. He checred this law by applying it successfully to about 60 birds. I
myself tried to apply this law to present day aircraft. It is always true; only the constant coefficient is different
reflecting a state of technology different for aircraft as compared to birds. One cannot prevent the wing loading
increase with increase in the take-off weight.
You can see the Helmholtz law as applied to the birds in one of the last books of Th. v. Kdrmdn (Selected
Themes of Applied Aerodynamics).

X.Hafer, Germany: You showed the influence of an increase of the mass only for the short period motion. As we
found in similar investigations there could be a severe influence for the phugoid mode which could lead to instability effects. Did you investigate this case also?

M.Mesniere, France: We have not investigated the influence of the mass on the phugoid motion. This mode is
primarily affected by the speed of the aircraft and we did not think that the influence of the mass could be
significant.

A.G.Barnes, UK: Although a weight increase at constant wing loading will change the short period frequency
~ns
'Sp there will be no corresponding change in the lift parameter L = g/V nz,. A czjtical
p and damping
handling qualities parameter is the ratio of ws p to L, ; this ratio will change with weight changes. The new Mil.
Spec. includes requirements based on cjp and nza. Therefore, a study of weight variation should include the
L, effect on handhng.

M.Mesniere, France: We have not considered changes in the lift parameter. The Mil. Spec. effectively requires a
variation of natural frequency with the lift parameter. All our values of natural frequency are well in the good
range required.
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THE ROLE OF THEORY AND CALCULATIONS IN THE R--uiTNV

T OF FLYING QUALITIES

by

W J G Pinsker
Aero Dept.,

Royal Aircraft Establishment Bedford U.K.

SUMMARY
The present state of the art in handling qualities research and design is Vroadly surveyed with
particular emphasis on the role of theory and paper studies in this field. First the significance and
scope of handling criteria is critically discussed as setting targets for flying qualities design. The
capabilities and limitations of theory are then considered in such areas as derivative prediction. rigidbody s+ability and response calculations, predictions of stability under partial constraint and under
active pilot control. Finally some general consideration is given to novel flying qualities problems
associated with the introduction of stability and control augmentation systems.
I

INTRODUCTION

When we discuss flying qualities we are considering normally those properties of the aircraft that
are relevant to the pilot in the context of control. When the aircraft is under fully automatic control
it clearly still
hag flying qualities but they confront the pilot as a passive observer and have
We may therefore exclude automatic control from our discussion and
fundamentally differenz significance.
address ourselves specifically to those aircraft characteristics which the pilot meets during the exercise
of manual control. The term handling qualities is perhaps more appropriate here.
The need for good flying qualities is so self-evident that it needs no justification. However, like
all good things in life, good handling has to be paid for and there is certainly good reason to consider
the point at which the quest for perfection in this area becomes economically questionable. I feel that
this argument is too frequently ignored by the proponents of such ultimate refinements as manoeuvre demand
or adaptive control. One begins to wonder whether these techniques are not aiming at a degree of
perfection that shows diminishing returns. Do we for instance, really require flying characteristics which
are invariant with flight condition and thereby underutilize the pilot? And what is -ore important, do
they really contribute to safety? These are legitimate questions whica must be considered seriously in a
balanced approach to the refinemefit of flying qualities and we shall find occasion to return to them in
this paper.
In order to be able to control and refine handling qualities the aircraft designer requires three
thingst
i
A proper design aim, is a quantitative definition of the flying characteristics to be achieved.
This is the purpose of handling qualities research and the framing of certification requirements.
ii
He m at have the means of accurately predicting the flying characteristics of a given design so as
to be able to identify deficiencies at the earliestpossible moment.

*

iii
He must have at his disposal an efficient armoury of palliatives and the means of predicting their
effects and side-effects. Today we think in this cor.text immediately of automatic feedback control.
In all these areas, theoretical exploration and routine calculations play an important and sometimes
dominant part. Not only is this true in the design stage but equally when flight trials show handling
deficiencies. It requires sound theory to associate complaints that are often only expressed qualitatively
with quantifiable aircraft properties.
This paper will attempt, albeit in oroad outline, to indicate the capabilities and limitations of
current theory in these areas. The aim is not to present a detailed survey or indeed a complete catalogue.
Instead specific points of interest will be highlighted and controversial concepts critically discussed.
The subject of handling is unique amongst the engineering disciplines in that it brings the engineer
face-to-face with the human sciences, in particular with physiology and psychology. By training and
inclination he ia clearly more at home in the more sober world of physical science and will be normally
somewhat sceptical of the pseudo-scientific pretentions so frequently found in psychological argument. It
is surprising therefore to nnte the orten uncritical enthusiasm with which he will indulge in such
activities as pilot opinion gathering which is very plainly a technique borrowed from the psychologist.
We should be very much on our guard when entering this field, in particular as at best we can only claim
amateur status in this area. I shall return to this topic agbin when discussing handling criteria, a
most important aspect of all work on flying qualities.
Design for flying qualities exploits, as any other engineering activity, both theoretical and
experimental techniques and one cannot fruitfully discuss one in isolation from the other. The ideal
function of thecry i of course. the accurate and reliable prediction of the performance of an engIneering
design. If and when such theory is available experimental checks and verification are superfluous. 4e
are certainly not discussing a field here in which such claims can be made for theory. Not only is
accracy alone often disappointing but also and perhaps more seriously we must still expeut flight trials
to -eveal handling problems of a kind not previously mot or at least not anticipated. It is of course.
the continuing aim of research in the field of flying qualities to improve the power of prediction methods
in accuracy as well as in scope.
A good example of what is possible today in this area is Concorde. In spite of its unorthodox shape
and the many novel handling problems associated with its configuration, this aircraft has not presented in
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fli ht any important handling features thit were not anticipated and predicted during the design stage.
In mat preotioally all the surpries, that emerged in flight, were or a positive ant reassurIng nature,
Design by theory is only as reliable am the assumptions fed into it.
This is as true foe work on
flying qualities as in any other field of engineering. The assumptions made in stability and ontrol
analysis eg are generally of two kinds. In the first place there are assumptions in the mathematical
formulation@ say of the equations of motion. Linearization is one suoh assumption, that occasionally has
been found impermisible. Secondly. the aerodynamic and Inertial properties of a design are often only
available as estimates, especially early in the design process, and they are therefore no more than
assumptions in the stability analysis. It is always prudent to check a solution for sensitivity to such
assumptions by allowing variations of the more powerful parameters in the caloualtions.
It is also important olearly to distinguish between rigorous theory on the one hand and '.nmplified
theoretical calcualtion methods on the other hand. Because the latter may have proved adequate in
pjsotical work over a period of time, they frequently assumathe status of 'classical theory' but fail if
applied to new situations or configurations where the implied assumptions are not justified. Many disappointments have resulted from the failure on the part of the analyst to be alive to the existence and
the nature of such assumptions. We shall consider therefore, conditions where phenomena not normally
allowed for in classical theory may be important.
2

THE IDENTIFICATION OF HANDLING CRITERIA AND OPTIMA

One need not go far back in the history of aircraft design to recall the time when handling
characteristics were not treated as a primary design aim. They merely happened to fall out from a design
procedure orientated predominantly towards performance. Only if in this process handling deficiencies of
a really prohibitive nature emerged could the airframe designer be persuaded to make major concessions or
indeed to abandon a particular configuration altogether. Normally the stability and control specialist
could expect acconmodation only in such relatively inexpensive features as adjustments in wing dihedral
and the size of the tail surfaces. In this climate it made little setnas for him to search for sophisticated
handling optima. There was little practical prospect of achieving these.
The introduction of powered flying controls and the consequent possibility of employing automatic
feedback control for stability augmentation have altered all this. Now we ar- in a position to design
specific flying qualities into the aircraft without necessarily constraining the airframe designer in his
preoccupation with performance. Having thus liberated the possibilities of design for good handling, it
became essential to establish proper design criteria.

*

Research into handling criteria follows two main streams. One is predominantly empirical and the
other is moreanalytical.
The empirical approach exploits the capabilities of the ground based simulator and
the variable stability aircraft. In these facilities chosen aircraft characteristics are varied systematcally and note is taken of the conditions at which the pilot judges the aircraft handling characteristics
to pass certain landmarks of acceptability, say from satisfactory to ursatisfaotorv. In this manner
design criteria for this parameter are established. There are, however, practical difficulties in this
procedure.
The linearized equations of the aircraft are defined by something of the order of 17 aerodyanmic derivatives and 4 inertia parameters. In addition we have 8 control derivatives to consider and to
the list
may be added factors defining the mechanical properties of the control systems.
The aircraft is
only uniquely defined by a complete set of these factors and the prospect of exploring the entire field
defined by all possible values and combinations of these parameters is clearly discouraging. There are
of course, many configurations in which some of the aerodynamic derivatives are negligible in their effect
and can be ignored. but this may not be true in every case and it has often been found rash to make such
assumptions too readily. But even then the size of the remaining describing matrix will still
tI
prohibitive.
In order that systematic handling research be directed along some profitable lines it was necessary to
postulate some particular aircraft parameter as having prominant handling implications and to establish by
experimen. pilot ratings against this parameter or possibly against combinations of such parameters.
Initially the choice of such parameters was more or less intuitive. osing restricted to those factors rhich
are normally emphasized in classical stability analysis. These are in particular the frequency and damping
of the short period rigid-body modes and the time constants for the aperiodic modes. such as the roll
subsidence and the spiral mode. Although the early work along sv h lines was successful in establishing
a general foundation to the rationalization of handling, sooner or later inconsistencies appeared and it
became evident that: actors other than those specifically control ,id in these experiments were also
involved and in need of identification.
This again left the doors wide open and one was faced with the
prospect of systematically working ones way through the whole rz.nge of all possible combinations and
permutations. There was clearly the need for a more rational framework and only theory would provide that.
Before discussing the function of theory in this field I would, however, just briefly like to dwell on
another aspect of this work, the technique namely of pilot opinion gathering. The idea of condensing pilots
comments on flying qualities into a single scalar quantity was pioneered by G. Cooper and R. P Harpur
independently until both combined to produce the now generally accepted standard pilot opinion rating
scale of Ref. 1. Such scales are today used almost univerally in all systematic handling research and
assessment and it is important therefore fully to appreciate the nature and the possible limitations in
this methnd. As the term properly signifies pilot opinion is essentially and inevitably a subjective
judgement.
It must be expected to be conditioned by~experienoe. The pilot may be expected for instance, to be
more happy with a characteristic he has met before and is likely to rate poorly the novel, whatever its
intrinsic value.
Pilots' standards will also be conditioned by expectation. What was adequate yesterday is unacceptable
today.
What is satisfsctory today may well be criticized tomorrow. Expectations rise with the progress of
technology and thise peot must be reflected in a degree of impermanence of handling criteria.
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The moat difficult phenomenon to cope with rationally, however,

is scatter of pilot ratings.

Some

degree of inconsistency between ratings given by one pilot on repeat-trials or by different pilots teeting
the same configuration is of course unavoidable but in some instances, especially when relatively poor
What
configurations are tested, ratings varying from three to eight or even nine are frequently attained.
is one to make of such a result? Clearly the worst rating obtained deserves se.ious consideration. Is
there any possible justification for taking arithmetio means of pilot opinion ratings? If in one out of
four trials a pilot lost control, is it any consolation that on the remaining three occasions no difficulPilot opinion rating numbers are no more than convenient labels summarizing lengthy
ties were experienced?
I would
verbal comment, they can in no sense be taken as numbers capable of arithmetic manipulation.
suggest that mathematical theorizing here is somewhat suspect.
The svstemisation of handling research and assessment has been greatly assisted by the ides and the
Let us be careful therefore. not to discredit a most valuable
standardisation of pilot rating scales.
tbol by tco careless use.
The fundamental
Let us return now to tla role of theory in the field of handling criteria research.
idea in this work is thc proposition that it is possible to visualize the human pilot as a mechanistic
controller with response characteristics that can be modelled mathematically. There are in fact, two
concepts which have been useful in thia field.
The simplest idea is the assumption that the pilot is capPble of suppressing completely a particular
freedom of the aircraft response. Stability analysis of the remaining aircraft motion will then frequently
reveal the existence of a response mode not shewn by conventional theory. If and where applicable such an
approach lads to attractively simple stability criteria. The identification of the speed stability mode
by Neumark is perhaps the best known example, the practical relevance of which is generally beyond
dispute. We shall considerother applications of this concept in the detailed discussion of partially
constrained fLight later in this paper.
The concept of pilots' control leading to the virtual suppression of a freedom of aircraft response
is of course only viable if the control activity implied is comfortably within the pilots' capabilities.
The most important condition to be satisfied is that the mode suppressed is sufficiently slow so that
dynamic limitations in pilot response are not strained.
The method is therefore not suitable for studying pilots' control of high frequency aircraft modes.
such as the longitudinal and lateral short-period oscillations. For the meaningful analysis of such
situations the pilot must be represented as a dynamic agent, by a model that represents faithfully all the
physiological and psychological factors defining hi capabilities as a controller. Such an approach has
been pioneered and developed by Ashkenas and McRuer and their followers and has given rise to a
By representing the human pilot by an equivalent transfer function
literature too numerous to quote here.
it is possible then to treat the complete system of aircraft plus pilot as a closed loop servo system and
investigate its stability and response characteristics by the mathematical techniques of automatic control
theory.
This approach has provided a sound foundation for the understanding of many important piloting
We shall retirn to this subject in a more
problems that would otherwise not be capable of rationalisation.
detailed discussion of flight under active pilots' control.
However. there are wide areas of pilot con.rol where the implied concept of the pilot as a deterministic continuous controller does not apparently apply. where perhaps higher functions of his intellect are
The
brought into play. where sophistinated judgements rather than automatic reactions predominate.
In particular
assessment of handling criteria for such situations still
awaits a theoretical formulation.
one thinks here of what might be called discrete manoeuvres, such as the executior of the landing flare or
take-off rotation, or kicking off drift in crosswind landings, re .tions to sudden failures. sunh as power
applies well memorized and judged
failures and control runaways.
Very often in these cases the pilc
patterns of control application.
In other words, he appears to operate open loop control with discrete
checks and corrections at certain intervals. This is very ;vident in records of landings where the final
phase to touchdown is often seen to consist of a sequence of controlled steps.
The lack of a coher-nt analyticrl approach to such problems is perhaps best appreciated in a
particularly pressing current interest, namely that into steep approaches, especially but not only in the
context of STOL. The question concerning everybody involved in this field is simply, can or can we not
expect pilots to perform landings from steep approaches with the necessary precision, repeatability and
safety? We can of course. calculate the amount of controllability that we have to provide in the aircraft
We have no way of
to make the manoeuvre physically possible but this does not really answer the question.
solving this problem on paper, we do not understand in any quantitative sense the factors that influence
the pilot here; how well for instance can he judge height and vrtical
velocity; will a flight director
help; what is the influence of the aircraft response characteristics; will the more immediate response
provided by direct lift
control make a major difference?
4lthough we have come a long way in flyina qualities research and prediction there are still
important areas where theory has so far been unable to make an impact.
3

large and

PR DICTION OF AEDDYNANIC AND INERTIAL AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

To predict the dynamic behaviour of an aircraft relevant to its flying characteristics, we must in the
The estimation of aircraft
first
place have accurate knowledge of its aerodynamic and inertial properties.
inertia requires essentially no more than accurate book-keeping and arithmetic in the weights department and
Since the importance of aircraft inertias
is therefore mainly a matter of organisation and lees of science.
especially to lateral stability and in fast rolling manoeuvres has been properly appreciated, the quality of
the estimates provided today appears to be satisfactory, judging ythe isolated occasions where it was
''.
It appears that inertias supplied by
possible to check such estimates by tests on the actual airframe
aircraft manufacturers now lie within a few per cent of the true value, sufficiently accurate for most
practical purposes.

K

I

Unfortunately no such suooess can te claimed in the field of derivative estimation . This subject
generated great interest and activity in the fifties, judging by the amount of literature devoted to this
topic then. This activity has now virtually ceased and the reason is certainly not that there is little
more to be done. I would sugge t that there are in fact two quite different reasons. In the first place
there are now available a range of wind tunnel facilities allowing the measurement of unsteady aerodytamic
data, rolliag balances and oscillatory rigs as for instance that developed at the RAE by J S Thompson
On the other hand the accuracy and reliability of theoretical procedures for estimating aerodynamic
especially for configurations where interference between the various
derivatives has proved disappointir,
components of the complete airframe is significant.
An example of the precision with which carefully
conducted wind tunnel tests today allow derivatives to be

00'
Wind-Tunnel

1.
These results are
measured is illustrated in Fg.
reproduced from Ref. 7 and compare two unusually elusive
derivatives namely nr and n as obtained with the apparatus
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It is difficult to generalize about the potential accuracy
of theoretical derivative estimates, as this will obviously
vary from configuration to configuration and from method to
method.
However avaefu. survey of this field was recently
;9
made by Fletcher of NAg- with results that can be taken as
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Ref. 6 and presented in Ref. d. with actual
flight measurements. I am only showing this particular
result as an example, comparisons of the other derivatives
It may be noted
have been made and are equally impressive.
that the case quoted here is perhaps somewhat exceptional as
the inertias of this aircraft were actuslly measured on a
ground rig, which as previously mentioned agreed well with
estimates, and this allowed the last few per cent of accuracy
to be extracted from flight. Also in the oscillatory wind
tunnel tests a range of values of reduced frequency was
realised so that it was possible to extrapolate to full scale
values, a procedure which proved important in the case
of nr, the yawing moment due to rate of roll.

_methods

FIG. I YAWING MOMENT DERIVATIVES OF HPIIS
cROM ANALYSIS OF DUTCH ROLLS

Some examples from
typical, judging by our own experience.
his Report are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In each case. estimates
for a given derivative calculated by five different current
are compared with wind tunnel results and where
available with flight data for two aircraft configurations.
It is not the intention here to discuss in any detail the
merits of the various theoretical procedures used but merely
to use this interesting comparison to illustrate the current
state of art in this field.

It is possible to suiarise by saying that the power of theory for predicting aerodynamic derivatives
is only just adequate to permit very broad assessments of handling features early in the design process
and that these must be replaced at the earliest possible moment by wind tunnel results, if predictions are
to be at all realistic.
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PRDIC'FIONS OF RIGID-iDY SV'ABILITr AND RSPONSE

Although the assessment of the flying characteristics of an aircraft frequently requiresmuch more
sophisticated considerations, the basis of all work in this field is still the determination of the
A good deal of paper study is
funeamental stability characteristics of the uncontrolled configuration.
therefore devotsd to the prediction and if necessary to the improvement of these basic aircraft properties.

Much of this work follows a classical pattern of linearized analysis treating the longitudinal and
As we have stressed at some length in the introduction, the validity of th~s
lateral motion separately.

approach is based on a string of assumptions, which it is alway prudent to keep in mind, especially if the
deaign under consideration shows unusual geometric or inertial features. Factors which predispose an
aircraft to departures from linear behaviour ad the possibility of lateral-longitudinal couflings are
and engines generating large rotary momentum
for instance extremes in inertia distribution
Theory plays perhaps its most important role in the field
of handling qualities during tho early design phase in
predicting the aircraft dynauic behaviour and in identifying
major difficulties. In extreme cases such analysis may give
such an unfavourable forecast that a project may have to be
abandoned altogether cr drastically reconfigured. Such a case
is illustrated in Fig. 4 where the estimated dutch roll damping characteristics are shown as they were calculated in the
project stage of a fighter design proposal considered in the
early post-war era. The features of the design of particular
interest in the present context are the high tail location

low dutch roll damping. As you will note, at hipher altitude
The
this mode was expected to becore severely unstable.
design was rejected. It must be noted that this story relates
to a period when stability augmentation was in its infancy

and could not be trusted to turn this project into an
efficient service aircraft. Today one might consider such s
solution more seriously if the offending design features offer
otherwise attainable performance advantages. In either case
the early recognition of such major stability shortcomings is
as important today as it was then. if only to make appropriate
provisions for the required performance and integrity of
stability augmentation aids.
An interesting version of a similar problem presented
itself during the design of the HP 115 slender wing research
aircraft. Simplicity and cheapness were dominant requirements
in this design, which had the primary purpose of demonctrating
the viability of the slender wing concept in low speed flight.
In fact this design evolved from an originally considered
unpowered glider version and the engine was installed with
ease of construction foremost in our mind. Hence its unusual
location as evident from Fig. 5, again leading to a very
adverse principal inertia axis inclination. Although
six component model teats were made, little was known about
the rotary derivatives for this unconventional shape which
had to be either guessed or extrapolated from available tests
on simple wing-only models. The resulting estimates for the
dutch roll characteristics as they were available just prior
to first flight are shown by the fine dotted lines of Fig. 5.
Since there was some uncertainty abou. the precise position of
the principal inertia axis, the calculations were made for a
range of values of this parameter. You will note that even
with the most favourable assu.ption, the result was disconcerting and as a consequence first flight was held up.
Fortunately at about this time the first results became
available of free-flight tests of a dynamically similar model
of the aircraft which were commissioned because of the general
doubts axisting at the time about the flying characteristics
of this type of aircraft. These flight results gave a reassuring picture and suggested that in our estimates we had made
sone significant errors in the assumed aerodyn hic derivatives.
We choose to modify np below C = 0.4 in the ,uanner "tdicated
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and especially the instal lation of the engine high up on the
rear fuselage. This resulted in a steeply inclined principal
inertia axis which in turn was responsible for unacceptably
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in Fig. 6. This matched the free-flight model results and
produced an estimate for the aircraft. which, in oonjunatio.
with now refined estimates for its inertia distribution, gave
sufficient confidence to allow us to authorise flying. We note
from Fig. 5, that this estinte closely follows the actual
aircraft behaviour since measu-ed in careful flight tests.
However. it is interesting to record, that this apparently
excellent agreement was to a certain extent accidental. In
Fig. 6 the orignal and the modified estimate for np are
co.apared with the correct values established much later both in
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flight and in model teats on the oscillatory rig
described in Ref. 8.
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n and equally the principal inertia axis were also
seriously in error and later when all derivatives
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became accurately defined in appropriate tunnel tests.
in combination they produced virtually perfect
agreement.
We may conclude from this discussion that

-0.1
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These, if anything, are

to the eirly estimate
Sthan to the modified estimate which gave such
apparently good agreement of the actual dutch roll
behaviour.
Theestimates
explanation
to this complex
is that early
of derivatives
otherstory
than

Q

theoretical predictions are clearly of the greatest
importance in ensuring at least safety for initial
flying, but that such calculations can be seriously
in error if not based on sound aerodynamic and
inertial assumptions.

-0.2"

-0.3FIG. 6 COMPARISON OF EARLY ESTIMATES
AND LATER FLIGHT AND WIND TUNNEL

DATA FOR THE DERIVATIVE flp.

5

COUPlED ILNGITUDINAI-ATERAL MOTION AND NON-LINEAR IEHAVIOUR

The most commonly encountered departure from linear behaviour occursliith the modern aircraft in fast
rolling manoeuvres. especially in inertially slender designs. Phillips
had identified as early as 1948
the phenomenon later to be known as inertia-crosscoupling. but some time passed before the practical
significance of this fundamental work was fully appreciated. Today inertia-crosscoupling is considered 7
as a matter of routine in ey~ry military aircraft design and flight acceptance. Although general criteria
and generalizid design data
are available to allow the designer to get a broad appreciation of the
general sensitivity of a configuration to this phenomenon, detailed design predictions and preparations
for flight test usually require elaborate theoretical calculations. using analogue or digital computers.
Inertia-crosc.,'ipling is perhaps the most challenging subject for the analyst because he is dealing here
essentially with a resonance phenomenon. which is much more sensitive to small changes in the aerodynamic
data than is the case in classical lines- zed stability analysis. This becomes vitally import nt in the
flight test stage, when calculations are used in each step of the progressive exploration of the manoeuvreflight envelope of the aircraft. It has been found essential in this process, frequently to update the
assumptions by matching against the latest flight records available. In many cases nonlinearities in
aerodynamic forces and moments must be carefully represented, becatae manoeuvres involving inertial
coupling result in large excursions, for instance in sideslip, is, pastthe small perturbation regime.
When all these precautions are taken we find theory today to be capable of produ-.ng very accurate
predictions in this field with matches that are often virtually faithful overlays of flight records.
However, there is some doubt whether inertia-croscoupling is strictly a handling problem or simply a
structural stressing case. It arises from the flying characteristics of the aircraft, but it is generally
accepted that it is a phenomenon virtually outside the control of the pilot and therefore possibly not a
proper subject for this paper.
There are other factors capable of inducing nonlinear aircraft behaviour or lateral-longitudinal
coupling with important consequences to flying qualities. We have already briefly mentioned the role of
the rotary mass of engines. In certain circumstances as elaborated in Ref. 11 this can couple especially
the dutch roll with the longitudinal short period oscillation and lead to destabilization of one or the
other of these modes. Engine coupling is potentially most significant at low speeds, where aerodynamic
forces are relatively weak by comparison with inertia reactions, is, when the parameter

BC

0.01

is large. h is the angular momentum of the rotating engine machinery. B and C are the aircraft inertias
in pitch and yaw respectively and Wo is the frequency of an uncoupled aircraft oscillatory mode.
Fan engines are likely to be more significant in this context than conventional jets, because they
generate about four times as much angular momentum for a given amount of thrust. Although in current
designs this effect was found in Ref. 11 to be not serious, even though noticeable, it may well become
important with STOL aircraft, as these are likely to combine high installed power with extreme low speeds.
In VTOL designs the gyroscopic engine effect dominates in the hover and this forces the designer to minimise
engine rotor mementum by either instilling engines in handed pairs or constructing engines with counterrotating parts as with the Pegasus engine in the Harrier.
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Aerodynamic nonlinearities can also be significant by themselves. Again we may refer to the
much-laboured HP 115 for an interesting example. In the low speed regime linearized analysis and flight
observation predict instability of the dutch roll (Fig. 5)- However. if the pilot allows the motion to
develop it is soon seen to settle into a limit cycle oscillation with a stable amplitude which increases
when incidence is increased. Since this behaviour is entirely innocuous and can be stopped instantly by
either conventional use of the ailerons or by pushing the stick forward, this particular manoeuvre has
been performed at many flying displays and may therefore be familiar to some in this audience.
14
in which
The phenomenon was investigated in the so called flight dynamics simulator of the RAE
wind-tunnel-measured aerodynamic coefficients are fed on-line into an analogue computer representing the
aircraft kinematics and dynamics (including also the missing rotary derivatives) and the computed aircraft
response is used to drive the wind-tunnel model. This procedure reproduced the limit cycle oscillation
phenomenon and Pave the values for the steady oscillation amplitude in sideslip indicated by X in Fig. 7.
No quantitative flight data are available to check these
results in detail, but qualitatively they appear to be
of the right order although the onset of instability in
flight occurs at much higher incidence. The nonlinear
behaviour giving rise to the limit cycle was suspected
so'
to be largely the result of nonlinearity in n . is, in
the trend of yawing moment with sideslip as iYlustrated
-=
by aa example in the insert in Fig. 7.

Beecham had developed in Ref. 15 an approximate method
for solving dynamic problems involving such nonlinearities
and this method was then applied in Ref. 16 to this case to
see if it is possible to obtain a purely analytical answer
of adequate accuracy. The results of these theoretical
calculations are shown in Fig. 7 and compared in the case
b with the semi empirical results of
of sideslip amplitude
istic was approximated by a fitted third order polynomical
giving the kind of fit shown in the insert. Even though
the increased 'stiffness" in n at larger values of sideslip
was exaggerated by this approxYmation, it is seen that this
simplified theoretical approach predicted larger limit cycle
amplitudes than the more sophisticated 'calculations' performed
in the wind tunnel-simulator experiment. From the calculated
bank angle amplitudes it can be said with assurance that they
are substantially larger than anything observed in flight.
These large banK angles give in fact, a clue to the partial
failure of the approximate theory. where all kinematic relationships were linearized. Clearly for such a large perturbation
motion a more realistic treatment of the kinematics is required.
Nevertheless, the relatively simple theory of Ref. 16 has
reproduced the essential features of the observed phenomenon and
can certainly be recommended. provided the validity of all the
assumptions is carefully observed.
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FIG. 7 RESULTS OF CALCULATION 9F
UNIT CYCLE AMPLITUDE 3 AND 0
OF THE HPIIS DUTCH ROLL ATHIGH
INCIDENCE (FROM REF. 16)

The most spectacular, and practically important nonlinear, large perturbation flying characteristic
is the spin. It has attracted theoreticians for a long time without. however, any really convincing
results. The real difficulty in this area is the provision of aerodynamic wind tunnel data without which
such work is doomed to failure. Such tunnel tests are perhaps more difficult to perform and to analyse
than spinning tunnel tests which produce directly the desired overall answer.
However, an interesting exercise in this field has recently been reported in Ref. 17 where digital
computer calculations were made to investigate the effects of mass variations (ie, the effects of carrying
external stores) on the basic spin characteristics of the Mirage fighter aircraft. Since the spin and
recovery characteristics of the assumed datum configuration appeared to match the actual aircraft behaviour
in all essential features, it was argued that such calculations are likely to give a sound forecast of the
likely effects of incremental changes to the basic configuration. It would appear that a further condition
for this basically attractive argument to be acceptable is that-the stores do not have significant
aerodynamic effects. These were not represented in these calculations.
The evidence considered here suggests again that existing theory is well capable of dealing with
nonlinear and high coupled a;rcraft motion but that in such work considerable cure must be taken to ensure
the validity of the assumptions made and that sufficiently precise aerodynamic data are fed into the
calculations.
6

DYNAMIC AIRCRAF T ERHAVIOUR INVOLVING AN AC'IIVE PILOT

The ultimate concern of the aircraft designer is not just the behaviour of the aircraft when left to
itself but the situation that may develop when the pilot begins to exercise active control. Many instances
are known where a basically docile aircraft begins to develop vices in this situation, and conversely.
theoretically existing instability may disappear in flight when the pilot gets hold of the stick. The
most interesting phenomena are of course those in which apparently rational control by a skilled pilot
generates an instability not inherent in the basic airframe. Such conditions must be identified in advance
and only theory can provide the tools for such Dredictions.

V

There are in fact two classes of such phenomena which we shall discuss separately. Analytically the
simplest is the important class when the pilct eupresses more or less pe--!ectly a particular freedom of the
aircraft motion only to find the remaining aircraft motion becoming unstable.

A
9
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The other group involves conditions where the dynamic response of a pilot attemoting to control a
particular rigid-body mode, usually a short period osciallation. destabilizes this mode like a badly
designed and overgeared feedback servo.

6.1

FLIGHT UNDER PARTIAL CONSTRAINT

Normally we consider under this heading situations where the pilot controls the aircraft so that one
motion freedom is for all practical purposes constrained, but we shall widen the discussion and consider.
also a case where an automatic control system (namely the autothrottle) generates such constraint.
The theoretical work is then simply concerned with the stability of the aircraft in the remaining
freedoms taking careful account of the aerodynamic effects produced by the control used to force the
constraint.
2

The concept of flight under constraint was first introduced by Neumsrk and the first practical
problem to which this approach was applied was flight under glidepath constraint by pilot's elevator
control. This work identified the now well known speed stability mode and minimum drag speed (or more
precisely, the minimum power-required speed) as the critical point below which this mode goes unstable.
The assumption of effective constraintby the pilot, however, begs one important question, namely, is
this constraint physically realizable without inducing in its trail destabil.?,ation of the mode assumed to
be contained. In general it has been found that the assumption of simple corstraint is generally viable
if the mode suppressed is slow in relation to the pilot's reaction time. This can be broadly taken to be
no more than 0.5 seconds. Since the mode suppressed in glidepath constraint, namely the phugoid, normally
satisfies this condition it is not surprising to find that the theory of speed stability works well and
leads to results of great practical significance.
Very close to the ground, when the pilot becomes preoccupied with the flare, he is often seen to
increase his control gain to such an extent that the longitudinal short period mode becomes involved and
as shown in Ref. 1I, this can lead to instability of a kind occPaionally seen in flight records. Strictly
speakinp this kind of problem, is, the pilot-induced oscillation. belongs to the field to be discussed in
the next section; however, it appeared opportune to mention it here to indicate the limits beyond which
the idea of simple constraint can only be taken at some paril.
Another condition to which the concept of partial constraint gave a convincing explanation was
observed on the BAC 221, the high speed companion to the HP 115 slender-wing research aircraft operated
at RAE Bedford. During exploration of the limits of low speed flyability, the aircraft experienced
directional divergence or a mild form of 'nose slicing'. This happened in a flight condition where
classical stability analysis predlyted no difficulties. The observed instability could, however, be
readily reconstructed by a theory
assuming the pilot to maintain wings level by aileron control. The
analysis leads again to an extremely simple stability criterion:
tm

nv -CV _ci>
An interesting observation is that this criterion applies irrespective of the system of axes in which
the derivatives are expressed, provided of course, a consistent set is used.
The results of this analysis are compared with
the classical dutch roll solution in Fig. 8. The
significant point is that for -his aircraft bank °
constraintleads to instability of about 19
incidence, whereas without pilo's coatrol the lateral
motion would be stable up to 24 in idence, where in
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aileron yaw, say by a suitable interconnect with the
rudder. Since at the stability boundary pilot's
constraint leads to an infinitely slow divergence
mode, the concept of constraint is of course perfectly
plausible and there is no difficulty in accepting the
assumption in this theoretical approach.
To introduce the next topic I would like to draw
your attention back to the problem of speed stability.
The answer to the problem of flight on the back side of
the drag curve is the autothrottle. In order to get
the full benefit from such a device, the modern
autothrottle is usually designed not only to correct
the
spged-instability
of the capability.
aircraft but also to
attain
effective speed-lock
Seemingly
an ideal piloting aid, allowing him to forget speed.
almost obviating the need for control altogether.
This is in fact when trouble was met. In flight with
such a perfect autothrottle aircraft have been
observed to suffer substantial and even dangerous
deviations from the proper glide slope.
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We have here of course a p9fect case of rigorous constraint, that of air speed. When the remaining
the aircraft is shown to lose its normal glidepath stability and may in
longitudinal motion is analysed
fact become divergent in this mode. Again theoretical analysis gives a simple criterion, defining the
stabjlity root of the glidepath mode as

The terms used in this expression are defined in Fig. 9. The most powerful term in this expression
is the vertical distance of the engine thrust axis from the centre of graviy. Low slung engines are
affected by this
a
pariculal
destabilizing, so that designs with engines carried below low -wings
condition.
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FIG. 10 LONGITUDINAL MOTION IN
THE STOL REGIME WITH PITCH ATTITUDE
CONTROL
CONSTRAINT BY ELEVATOR

In a general theoretical study of STOL flying problems
the case was considered when the pilot uses
elevator to constrain pitch attitude. This leaves a form of phugoid as the remaining mode. As shown in
Fig. 10 this mode is highly damped and has a very long period in the normal speed range. This is of

course the reason why control of pitch is normally such a successful strategy.

In the S'IVL range. however,

pitch constraint leaves the aircraft with a much less well damped residual motion of relatively short
period, which may cause some pilot dissatisfaction. This work so far is pure speculation as no flight
observations are available.

It is hoped that this discussion has demonstrated that the theoretical concept of' partial constraint
of flight proved itself as a most useful assumption and led to the analysis and prediction of a wide range
of important handling problems.
6.2

PILOT LDUCED OSCILLATIONS AND ALLIED PHENOMENA

There is of course a wide range of handling problems where the concept of pilot's control leading
simply to the effective suppression of a motion freedom is inapplicable. This is particularly true if
control of one of the faster rigid modes is considered. Here the dynamic response characteristics of the
pilot must be properly accounted for ss it is always possible that his control activity may lead to dynamic
excitation rather than suppression of the control parameter.

W1hereas theoretical analysis of partially constrained flight generally leads to drastic mathematical
simplifications, the introduction of pilot dynamics adds complexity. Fortunately the treatment of
automatic control systems has led to the development of wide variety of efficient mathematical methods which
can be applied to the study of human control if we succeed in modelling the pilot's control response in the
form of an appropriate transfer function.
Ashkenas and McRuer have pioneered this concept which has found wide application and given rise to a
literature too vast to review here in any depth. The basis of this approach is the assumption that in
many practical flying tasks the pilot acts effectively as a continuous feedback controller and that his
behaviour in such situations is largely deterministic and can be represented by a pilot describing function2 2
of the type:
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In this transfer function two terms define the 'mechanical' properties of the human controller, namely
the response time delay 'C and a neuromuscular lag T . The remaining terms define his higher functions as
Within certain limits the
an adaptive agent. namely the gain K and lead and Yag equalisation T and T.
human controller has been found capable of generating and selecting thhse functions so as to ootimise overall performance, ie, tightest possible control with maximum stability.
Some investigators have considered even more complex pilot models by for instance, introducing an
indifference threshold and higher order representations of the neuromuscular lag. These refinements do
not materially alter the results and in most cases a simplified version of the above describing function
has been found adequate. The pilot is assumed to have the innate ability to adjust his response to a
given control situation until the resulting performance is as close as possible to the desiredqptiw=.
If this requires him to adopt strong equalisation, in particular lead, he will register this as an added
_ ___rkload-and give the configuration a poor rating. If even with best equalization, he is unable to prevent
We have then
instability when controlling with adequate gain, the aircraft will be rated as unacceptable.
the phenomenon known as a pilot induced oscillation (PIO).
Generally the term PIO is, however, applies to a specific group of handling situations in which
apparently acceleration feedback plays a crucial role. This must be so because the closed loop instability
often does not materialise in these cases when simulated on a ground based simulator not having cockpit

movement represented. This then leads to difficulties in the application of human control theory because
the pilot is now clearly responding to at least two stimuli, visually perceived aircraft attitude and the
physical sensation of body acceleration. To conduct matheoatical analysi_ we must define bow and in what
proportion the pilot perceives and mixes these two signals. There is no intuitive concept available to
allow the addition of two so fundamentally different stimuli to be reduced to some self-evident principle.
This is why human operator theory had difficulty making quantitatively accurate predictions in this field.
When the basic concepts of human feedback control apply without such reservations, theory has given
excellent results. The assumptions made in its formulation most be properly understood to avoid
The main assumptions are:
disappointment.
The pilot's representation as a mechanistic feedback controller is true only in a statistioal sense,
i
he is not 'wired' into the loop and should not be expected to behave with deterministic consistemOy. At
most the human transfer function is an 'average' transfer function, describing that portion of his control
output that over a period of time can be seen to correlate with the input stimulus. It does not allow us
to predict what he will do precisely at any particular instant. The remainder of his overall control
activity, usually defined as the remnant, is effectively random noise that he injects into the aircraft.
This remnant is particularly large when a demanding task is performed and may then amount to as much as
90% of his total output. Also he is of course perfectly capable of ignoring the input altogether for a
while, using control intermittently or of changing control strategy in a fundamental manner. For instance,
pilots are often seen to allow a divergent oscillation to develop up to an amplitude they consider safe
and then kill the energy accumulated by the mode with a single well-aimed control pulse.

*
7

ii
The feedback concept requires that there is a single parameter identifiable as the control stimulus
A good deal of general flying does not
and also that there is a unique control response to this 'input'.
fall into this category, which essentially refers to tracking only. General longitudinal control is a
typical example, where the pi)ot acts with a long term result in view. and considers the total flight
situation. He exercises energy management rather than feedback control.

*

These restrictions imply that there is still a wide range of flying qualities problems to which the
present human controller theory does not apply and for which an appropriate theoretical approach is still
wanting.
When and where the assumptions of pilot's feedback control apply. however, we have an excellent theory
which can deal effectively with handling problems in tracking tasks, tight cnntrol of flight in turbulence
and similar situations.
7

STABILITY AND CONTROL AUG101TATION

One cannot today, meaningfully discuss aircraft flying characteristics without reference to automatic
augmentation systems. There is no need, however, to consider this field in detail here as M. Deque will
later in this symposium give us an excellent exposition. I will confine n self therefore to some novel
flying qualities problems which may result from the adoption of stability and control augmentation.
The body of existing handling criteria has been developed round the properties of the natural aircraft.
These are governed by fundamental physical principles defining the nature and magnitude of the aerodynamic
and gravitational forces acting on the aircraft, Stability augmentation systems can, however, generate
forces and moments of a fundamentally different kind and this may result in an aircraft having unusur. response characteristics, no longer defined by the conventional rigid-body modes of the natural aircraft.
These may not be covered by existing handling criteria and may necessitate the search for new and
appropriate design requirements. The example quoted earlier of the appearance of an unstable glidepath
mode for aircraft under automatic throttle control is an example which may serve as a warning.
The most disturbing innovation is the self-adaptive stabilization system, which may present us with
an aircraft having no longer in any meaningful sense deterministic characteristics. Its present response
behaviour is always conditioned by the immediate past history of the flight. How can one rationalize the
assessment of the flying qualities of such an elusive device?
However, even more mundane autostabilizers can present problems not found in the natural aircraft.
They always have limited authority and at the point of saturation will cease to enhance aircraft stability.
This problem is perhaps particularly important when non-transientized feqback signals are used. as for
instance that of pitch rate into elevator. Such systems can be saturated for quite prolonged periods,
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eg. in steep turns. and expose the pilot suddenly to the perhaps rather poor characteristics of the basic
airframe. In the transition from the stabilized normal regime to the unstabilized flight condition,
handling difficulties may arise which may be treated theoretically by the rethods outlined in section 6.2.
These will be the rreater. the biager the difference between the stabilized and the natural aircraft
behaviour, in other words the larger the gains used by the augmentation system. If such gains are
reduced the flying characteristics of the aircraft in normal operation will be less attractive, but the
point at which the slabilizer saturates will be moved out, making it less probable for this condition to
be met. Also the pilot will have less difficulty adjusting to the smaller change in aircraft stability
if and when he exceeds the authority limit.
Such a situation poses a difficult design dilemma. one that forces us to reconsider the real
purpose of stability and control augmentation. One has to make a choice between excellent normal
handling but a safety risk on the one hand or a less attractive aircraft in normal operations but less
risk of control difficulty in extreme manoeuvres on the other hand. It creates a problem in need of
careful theoretical and practical consideration.
8

CONCLUSIONS

The ,.mny aspects which the modern aircraft presents in the field of flying qualities have been
brcadly surveyed with particular attention to the role which theory can play in their solution and
prediction. Theory has been shown to be well able to predict with great accuracy the stability and
response characteristics of aircraft, but this requires reliable knowledge of the aerodynamic characteristics of the airframe. The power of theory for estimating aerodynamic derivatives is still very limited
and wind-tunnel experiments are as vital today as they ever were.
There are many many situations in which classical stability analysis with the applied assumption of
linearization and independence of the lateral and longitudinal motion is inappropriate. Criteria are
available to indicate when more sophisticated treatment is required and sound theoretical methods are
available to deal -iith a wide range of such conditions.
Great strides have been made in the last decade or so in the analysis of flying qualities problems
in which pilot's control is an essential agent. Theory has been successful here in two rarticular
areas. One considers situations in which pilot's (or system) interaction virtually suppresses one
particular motion freedom of the aircraft leading to the emergence of otherwise unsuspected instabilities.
Theoretical work has succeeded in identifying several handling problems of this nature, all of real
practical significance.
Pilot's control of relatively fast aircraft modes, creates another potential type of handling
difficulty, directly involving the dynamic response characteristics of the human. By modelling the
pilot's behaviour in the form of a transfer function, standard methods of servo control analysis can be
utilized to study the stability of the asmembly of aircraft plus pilot as a closed loop system. Theory
has been able to analyse many previously obscure handling problems and has been instrumental in rationalizing flying qualities requirement- in this field. There are, however, large areas of flight control
when the pilot adopts control dtrategies not compatible with the concept of simple feedback control.
Their solution by theory is still awaiting the formulation of appropriate concepts.
Finally some handling implications of advanced stability augmentation systems are considered. It is
suggested that they present some unusual characteristics having no parallel in the natural aircraft and
are not covered by existing flying qualities criteria. Caution is advised in their use lest their more
obscure characteristics cause safety hazards in extreme conditons.
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OPEN DISCUSSION

H.H.B.M.Thomas, UK: Mr Pinsker has drawn attention to the important question of derivative estimation. My
feeling is that wind tunnel tests come late in the design process and estimates are essential for early project work.
I wonder if our friends from industry woald care to comment.
As to reasons for the present position I would say that as far as the UK is concerned there are two:
(I)

Definite fall-off in activity.

(2)

Lack of systematic wind tunnel tests, which are essential to the development of methods of estimation.

Is this an aica to which the FMP should direct attention?

J.Czinczenheim, France: The np de.ivative estimation has given, in the past, the sort of trouble that you have
mentioned. However, the effect of the reduced frequency on conventional stability is less known. Can yoa give
some indication about the values involved?

R.Fail, UK: Answer: Data on the effect of the frequency parameter on np is given in Reference 8 of Pinsker's
paper.

X.Hafer, Germany: I am not so pessimistic that improvements may not be possible in the future. To my feeling,
one of the main reasons for relatively low accuracy of estimated derivatives depends on the interference effects of
the different parts of the aircraft which can be calculated with better accuracy by new methods of theoretical
aerodynamics, i.e., the finite elements method.

W.J.C.Pinsker, UK: I agree with Professor Hafer that improvements are certainly possible if more attention is given
to this almost totally neglected field. Let us not, however, underestimate the magnitude of the task. In many areas
it may be necessary to have a mathematical model of the whole aircraft for a meaningful theoretical solution. Worse
still, we are not always dealing with attached flow. Vortices shed from wings, fuselage, and intakes are becoming
increasingly evident in modern aircraft, where they frequently affect the flow at the tail surfaces. It will be a long
time before we can expect theory alone to predict all significant contributions, but a start must be made and this
must be supported by systematic wind tunnel tests to obtain empirical data on those features less amenable to
theoretical analysis.
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-lADJUSTMENT OF FLYING QUA14TIES BY WIND TUNNEL TESTING
by
Tj. Schuringa
Aerodynamics Department
"Fokker-VFW" NV
Schiphol-Oost
The Netherlands

SUMMARY
In the development of the Fokker F28 Fellowship the wind tunnel has been used
extensively to predict the flying qualities of the aircraft.
To obtain information which could be valuable in the exploratory phase of flight testing,

component detail variations were included in the testing of lifting and control surfaces.
Two examples of this wind tunnel approach to flying qualities are described in this
paper, one dealing with the development of the elevator surface, the other with the development of stall characteristics.
NOTATION
AC

-

aerodynamic centre, fraction of c

c

-

wing chord

c
e

~Ch

- wing mean aerodynamic chord
-

elevator chord, aft of hinge

c

-

elevator mean aerodynamic chord. aft of hinge

C6

-

Ch

-

s hinge moment coefficient
C-/aa
zelevator

C -ac
CL6

-

centre of gravity, fraction of c

/a
li t cefficient

ax maximum CL
cnax -tailplane
llift curve slope
Cta
elevator lift curve slope
CL6
-pitching moment coefficient
Cm
C of aircraft less tail at CL=0
F
- e9 evator control force
Me
Mach number
maximum operating M
dive Mach number
p
Re

-

-

atmospheric pressure
Reynolds number

S

-

elevator surface, aft of hinge

-

tail volume coefficient

Vs

-

stalling speed

a
a5s
6
e

-

angle of attack of aircraft
angle
of deflection
attack at tailplane
elevator
increment

y

-

ratio of specific heats

Subscripts
M
- at relative Mach number
0
M at trimmed condition
INTRODUCTION

The F28 Fellowship aircraft has been developed by Fokker for use over short to medium distances. The standard configuration can accomodate up to 65 passengers, while a
stretched version will provide an additional 15 seats. The lines of the standard prototype F28 are shown in figure 1.
Short haul operation is characterized by
frequent flight cycles comprising takeoff, climb, cruise, descent and landing.
In the design of the F28 for this type of
operation with a two man crew, the emphasis was laid on easy handling and consequently good stdbiiity and control characteristics throughout the operational
flight envelope.
F

SFig.

1 F28 first prototype aircraft

Two-main objectives evolved from these aspects of short haul jot operation for the design

of the wing, i.e. (1) achievement of relatively high values of C a and (2) good inherent
transonic characteristics, the maximum operating Mach number beia
0 75 with a corresponding dive Mach 8 umber of M - 0.83.
The F28 wing has a 16 sweep angle ut the quarter chord liney its wing sections are modified NACA four digit series sections with rather large nose radii primarily to improve

section maximum lift. The maximum lift capabilities aro further increased by a Fowler
type flap, which is single slottcd at settings up to 18 and double slotted at the larger
settings, when the flap vane becomes effective after the flap has further oxpanded to
form the second slot.

Fig. 2

Final F28 wind tunnel model

Fig. 3

Halfwing wind tunnel model

In the course of the design process elaborate use
of the NLR wind tunnels in Amsterdam has been made.

The final model of the aircraft is shown in figure 2.
Figure 3 shows a larger scale half wing model useg
to study, among other things, the stall at 5 x 10
Reynolds number.
A T-tail model was used to determine rudder and
elevator characteristicb. This model is shown Jn
figure 4; the data obtained from this model was of
particular importance in preparing for the full
scale flight testing of the manually controlled
elevator.
Two examples of wind tunnel test programmes
used to refine the basic design are presented in
this paper. The first deals with the development

Fig. 4

T-tnil wind tunnel model

of the elevator surface to achieve satisfactory
flying qualities in the pitching plane, the second
with the deveopment of stall characteristics,

DEVELOPMENT OF ELEVATOR SURFACE
F28 longitudinal control is obtained by means of an adjustable tailplane for trim,
combined with an elevator for manoeuvring. The tailplane, with 27.5 degrees sweep at the
quarter chord line and 11 percent thick airfoil sections, was designed to ensure that
transonic compressibility effects would be postponed to beyond the design dive Mach number of M - 0.83.
The elevgtor hinges arouttd the 78 percent chord line of the tailplane and is aerodynamically balanced by an overhang balance nose.
Considerations regarding the design philosophy for the control systems to be applied to
this aircraft, led to the following approach to the systems in the longitudinal control
channels.
Irreversible power operation was selected for the tailplane by the use of a duplicated
hydraulic control unit ..
ith an electrical back up in the third mode.
For the elevator an essentially manual control was selected, the control forces thus
being proportional to the elevator hinge moments, however reduced to the proper level by
a duplicated reversible hydraulic booster with a low boost ratio to ensure conditions
allowing landing of the aircraft with acceptable control forces in case of a double
hydraulic failure. By this arrangement a more complicated system such as triplicated
irreversible hydraulic control with the associated artificial feel system, would be
avoided. The aim was also to avoid the complication of a Mach trim compensation system $1y
designing for inherent transonic static longitudinal stability to beyond MD. This will Le
examined further.
The flying qualities between MM and MD were analyzed on the basis of conservatively interpreted results of wind tunnV? tests. Some fundamental equations are given on
the next page.
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In straight flight a change
in Mach number from a trimmed condition results in a
change of pitching moment
AC , consisting of a wingbowy and a tail contribution, which has to be corrected in flight by an elevator
and then
vatbr deflection
dfleized by
iconstant
ib recognized
by thethen
pilot
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F 0 R M U L A E
A speed change from M (trimmed condition) to M at
o
n=l and in level flight, with fixed elevator and
tailplane setting, results in a change of
pitching moment coefficient ACm .

as stability,
The analysis indicated that
a slight stick position instability could appear on
the aircraft at speeds halfway between M
and M .
'%is was mainly causeR, see
:'iation (1), by an increase
of A s due to a decrease of
the
wing lift curve slope,
whereas other aerodynamic
coefficients hardly changed.

ACm =
mM

CL (CG-AC)
M
M,

I

-

.A

CL(CG-ACM) -

s

(i)

o
wing-body
The corresponding elevator deflection for zero
pitching moment is
AC
A6e =

The corresponding stick

(2)

CL.V
force is defined by equation
(3).L
2
gearing
Stick force stability imF =
C
2 (C .as+
.
C .A6 )(3)
plies a push force, i.e. a
negtie
bostraioe
e
p.
(h
s
h,
e
2
boost ratio
negative Fel with increasing
speed.
The product Ch "s contristick
butes thus in a
free stability when it is
negative. For subsonic conditions a speed increase results in a decrease of a which leads
to the well known stabilizing effect of a positive Ch
a when transonic phenomena on the
However,
wing cause an increase in a upon an increment
I
in Mach number, then a positive Ch results in
a reduction in stick free stabili-a ty.
The above aspects of a positive Ch are qualitapull
tively illustrated in figure 5, h also indiI
*u,,/
cating that a negative value of Ch would have
favourable
wa
influence on flying a qualities
h
140andM
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/
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Fig. 5

...

Effect of Ch -sign on transonic
phenomena
a

Wind tunnel tests performed to investigate the effect of various balance shapes on the
elevator hinge moments revealed, however, that
all cases Ch was positive at higher hach
numbers,
even a for an unbalanced elevator.
In figure 6 the plan view of a tail plane half
is shown, together with a cross section of the
final elevator configuration. This picture also
shows the solution to make Ch negative. For
a cal strips,
that purpose semi-cylindri
generally called "beads", were attached to the
trailing

edge of the
elevator
by which
the pressuF28 HORIZONTAL STAPtLIZER

re distri-

bution over the aft part of the surface is boosted up
proportional with angle of attack or elevator deflection. This leads to more negative values of Ch and
depending on bead span. This is depicted a in
f gure 7, the radius of the bead being 3 mm (0.12
inch) full scale.
A favourable by-product of the application of a bead
Is that excellent linearity of the hinge moment with
angle of attack or elevator deflection exists up to
rather large values of these variables.
As shown in figure 7 the aerodynamic stiffness of the
elevator, Ch , is also considerably increased for the
chosen bead h5 span of 40% elevator span. However,.
power boost of the elevator was considered necessary
on the F28 to ensure full elevator control capability
in assumed extreme angle of incidence conditions, so
was
the rather high value of C

A

A

I9

I---ad

S

b

A A

Fig. 6 F28 tailplane and final
elevator configuration
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fully acceptable. A modest boost ratio of 4 ahowed to be the best compromise of this application.
Finally in figure 8 it is illustrated that the bead length adopted on the basis of wind
tunnel tests produced identical effects in flight. Flight tests also confirmed the predictions regarding the flying qualities during excursions beyond M.O"
0.0050.3
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Hinge moment characteristics of
F28 e levator

Influence of bead on elevator
hinge moment derivatives

DEVELOPMENT OF STALL CHARACTERISTICS
Initial flight testing with a prototype aircraft is always afflicted with some
uncertainties regarding flying qualities, more specifically regarding stall characteristics.
Although it is well known that the correlation between flight and wind tunnel with respect
to stall behaviour is rather speculative, extensive use was made of the wind tunnel in
preparation for the F28 prototype stall tests in an attempt to establish trends rather than
q-antitative information. This concerned particularly the investigation of devices which
might be required in the course of full scale stall tests to adjust the characteristics to
tecume
:isfactory.
A qualification of these characteristics is provided by the civil airworthiness
requirements, which ask for easy recognition by the pilot of the developing stalled wing
condition and for gentle behaviour of the aircraft in the stall to avoid large attitude
changes and consequently losses in height.
In a flight simulator programme which was used to convert wind tunnel characteristics into
pilot assessed full scale behaviour, it was recognized that an unmistakable nose down
pitching motion at or near the stall would provide satisfactory results. This was particularly the case because of the reduced longitudinal stability Rhich had to be expected for
angles of incidence beyond the stall for T-tailed aircraft.
Figure 9 shows the relation-

ship between pitching moment and
angle of attack as obtained in the
final stage of wind tunnel testing.
It can be noticed that immediately
beyond the angle of attack for
maximum lift a sharp increase in
nose down pitching moment appears.
The clean wing stall was characterized by a rapid span wise spread
of separation. The result on figure

Ctrin
g-break
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s
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9 was obtained by controlling the
location of initial flow separation
on the wing by use of a small boun-

dary layer fence near the wing leading edge. Further details of this
effect will be shown later.
Figure 9 also shows the characteristic variation of the pit-

ching moment at extreme angles of
attack for an aircraft equipped
with a T-tail, which is caused by
the immersion of the horizontal
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F28 pitching moment characteristics
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tailplane into the wing wake. The associated flight mechanical aspects of this phenomenon
were already discussed at an earlier meeting of this panel.
When the model size is sufficiently small re*~ lative to the dimensions of the test section
of the tunnel, scale effects are negligible
in conditions of separated flow over the full
wing span.
Pitching moment data at these large angles
of attack, as obtained in the wind tunnel, are
therefore valid for the full scale aircraft.
A typical picture of the investigation at
extreme angles of incidence is shown in
figure 10.

Fig. 10

F28 wind tunnel model at extreme
angle of incidence

It may be noted here that testing at
extreme angles of attack in the wind tunnel
revealed that a nose down pitching moment was
obtained throughout the angle of attack range
investigated, i.e. up to 38 degrees, with the
elevator deflected fully downward; this applies
for all flap settings and up to the aircrafts
most aft centre of gravity position. This was
as well illustrated by full scale tests showing prompt recovery from angles of attack as
high as 30 degrees.

The desired increase of the nose down pitching xnoment near maximum lift can be obtained by initial flow separation on the inner wing, which causes a favourable change of
the downwash field at the horizontal tailplane. Apart from this effect flow separation on
the inner wing also results in retention of full lateral control up to angles of attack at
which the flow on the outer wing separates.
There is however one restriction relative to early flow separation for the case of the
F28 as distortion of the engine intake flow should be avoided up to stall onset. This implies that the wing sector immediately in front of the engines should preferably stall at
an incidence angl. beyond maximum lift.
In tihe wind tunnel phase many
aerodynamic gadgets were tried out to
2
probe possibly satisfactory configurations in full scale testing. The
small boundary layer fence showed to
,
be most promising in relation to high
maximum lift in combination with the
r50111
f
desired characteristics.
Figure 11 shows a number of boundary
layer fence -izes tried at one wing
section (station 4700). The intention
of this survey was to obtain a miniKINIK SECTION OF IND TUNNEL -ODEL (STATION 4700)
mum fence size for the desired characteristics.
The short fence in front of the suction area and fence 4 located aft of
4this
area on the wing nose failed to
produce any effect in stall behaviour.
16C
Fence 1 and 2 were almost equally
effective.
Fig. 11

Boundary layer fence sizes
tested in wind tunnel

The way in which the progression of flow separation is affected by the introduction
of a boundary layer fence is depicted in figure 12. It can be observed that the small
fence at the leading edge of station 4700 changes the stall progression of the F28 wing
completely. Local separation is introduced at the inboard side ofothe fence at 10 degrees
angle of attack, the maximum lift is attained at approximately 13 , the aileron region
stalls at 19 degzees, while the wing without fence abruptly loses lift at 15.7 degrees due
to full span stall. A very slight loss in lift accompanies the changed separation pattern.
Figure 13 presents the influence of the spanwise location of a fence on the progression of flow separation. This progression is depicted by showing the angle of attack for
onset of flow separation, for maximum lift and for separation in the aileron region.
The identical characteristics at root and tip represent in fact the absence of the fence.
The figure shows the result of tests on the wing with fully deflected flaps, being the most
critical with respect to stall bahaviour. It can be concluded from the figure, that a
small leading edge boundary layer fence in almost any position largely affects the progression of flow separation. The separation in the aileron region is thereby postponed to much
larger angles of attack than without fence.
This improvement is accompanied by a slight loss in maximum lift as can be recognized from
the smaller angle of attack for maximum lift. Pitching characteristics in the stall were
only satisfactory for the inboard positions of the fence. The initial flight testing was
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therefore started with a fence at wing station 4700, the section at the kink in the leading edge of the wing.

a il

I

(deg)

II

fence at station 4700

%

ron regi n

170

iiilfo

190

O0'
wind tunnel test
flap settina 420
Re - 5 x 106

Fig. 12

Effect of fence on progression of flow separation

420
flap
wind setting
tunnel test

Re - 5 x 0
Station 3784 -

0

Fig. 13 Effect of span wise fence location on progression of flow separation
The characteristics observed in the wind tunnel were basically confirmed during
prototype stall tests. However, the initial buffeting which preceded the stall of the wing
was quite strong, and affected adversely the obtainable maximum lift.
Because of this observation it was decided to include in the flight test programme a number of alternative fence positions previously investigated in the tunnel.
Extensive tests revealed that the optimum fence location was 3 ft more inboard than station
4700, both from a point of view of obtainable maximum lift and overall stall characteristics.
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OPEN DISCUSSION

H.Max, Germany: Mr Schuringa, from your paper I understand that you have done an optimization of the size,
form and position of the boundary layer fence for getting good stall characteristics in the low-speed flight region.
Due to a boundary layer fence very often you have to pay penalties in the transonic region. Have you found for
example a remarkable influence of the fence on the Mch number for buffet onset?

Tj.Schuringa, Netherlands: We never performed flight tests at transonic speeds without a fence on the wing, so we
do not know explicitly any detrimental effect of the fence on transonic characteristics, and particularly the buffet
onset boundary. This boundary was determined at two occasions with the fence at different positions, i.e., at the
kink and 3 feet more inboard, without any noticeable difference. Furthermore, this buffet onset boundary proved
to be slightly higher, in terms of lift coefficient, than predicted from wind tunnel tests, thus there was not much
reason to suspect the fence.
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FLIGHT SIMULATION A SIGNIFICANT AID IN AIRCRAFT DESIGN
by
Ralph C. A'Harrah
Head, Advanced Technology Section
Naval Air Systems Command Headquarters
Washington, D.C.
20360

SUMMARY
Landing an aircraft on the bobbing deck of a
carrier is the most critical piloting operation
performed routinely by the U.S. Navy. Because of
recognized limitations of specifications in effectively addressing the unique characteristics of a
particular design in the carrier approach environment,
the most recent aircraft development programs have
made extensive use of piloted flight simulation
to evaluate the carrier approach characteristics
early in the development cycle. This paper will
describe the role of simulation in the development
of the S-3 and F-14 aircraft, including the
facilities used, the problems addressed, and the
conclusions reached. In addition, an appraisal is
made of simulation technology aq applied to aircraft
design writh a projection of futr -e applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the past two decades, the general-purpose, flight simulator has been developed into one of the
more powerful tools available to the airplane designer. Making proper decisions at appropriate times is
unquestionably the key (albeit trite) to successful aircraft design, and it is within this context of
timely decision making that simulation is the "tour de force." The ability of the flight simulator to
provide a basis for pilot evaluation years before first flight, in turn, allows the luxury of the "fly
before buy" phylosophy to be practiced by the designer.
The U.S. Navy and its associated contractors have been heavily involved in the application of ground
based and inflighl simulation technology since its inception. As early as 1955, simulation played a
significant role in the design of the PA5C Vigilante (ref 1). More recent examples, which for the most
part addressed a broad spectrum of flying qualities investigations directed toward establishing criteria,
were recently covered (ref 2) by Mr. Siewert at your Ottawa meeting and will not be reiterated here.
Suffice to say, it is on the basis of this considerable experience with flight simulators that the Navy
has encouraged full use of simulation technology and considers the flight simulator as an integral part of
the design and development effort.
Both of the most recent Navy aircraft development programs, the Lockheed S-3 and the Grumman F-14,
have effectively utilized general purpose flight simulators during design and development. An examination
of these two programs will p. ovide as currenz a view of the use of simulators as there is available. While
considerable contrast exists between the missions and operational envelope of the two aircraft, there was
a comon focal point for their respective simulation programs, and that was the carrier landing. The
intricacies of performing a carrier approach simulation and the associated design problems which can be
addressed on such a simulation can hardly be considered typical. But these very specific applications do
serve to highlight the potential of flight simulators as an aid to making critical design decisions.
2.

DISCUSSION
Before launching into the use of general purpose flight simulation as an aid to aircraft design based

upon today's technology let's review some of our more notable design problems of the past.

For example,

the pilot induced oscillations and the roll-yaw-pitch diverge ze (classic inertia coupling) would never
have achieved the level of notoriety accredited them had flight simulators been in vogue at that time.
Both of these problems -vere symptomatic of our inability to efiectively evaluate conglomerate systems
prior to flight test. That is not to say that each time a simulator is used to support a design effort
some form.of catastrophic mismatch is being thwarted, but the probability of su"h a mismatch occuring is
certainly reduced.
Divorced from specific design support, flight simulator investigations are currently concentrated on
three areas of concern. These are the landing approach flight characteristics (STOL, SST, and carrier
landing); the high angle of attack, stall-spin area; and the combat arena. Fortunately, the S-3 and F-14
simulation programs provide the opportunity to address one of these "areas of concern," namely the carrier
approach within the contest of design support.

The reasons for both the S-3 and F-14 simulation programs focusing on the carrier approach are
delineated in Figure 1.

'
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Tyrical questions which were addressed in the approach simulation and which significantly impacted
the design are presented in Figur4 2.
The facilities used to answer these and many other questions regarding the approach characteristics
are described in the following section.

3.

SIMULATOR DESCRIPITION

The Vought Aeronautics simulator used during the initial S-3 investigations is composed of a six-degreeof-freedom representation of the aircraft motion, a three-degree-of-freedom (pitch, heave and roll)
cariier, a digitally generated display of the night carrier landing situation, and a small-amplitude,
moving-base cockpit. An example of the digitally generated scene just prior to touchdown is shown in
Figure 3. The datum lights and "meatball" of the Fresnel lens optical landing system (FLOIS) can be seen
to the left of the flight deck. The moving base cockpit and landing signal officer instructor stations
are shown in Figure 4.
The Lockheed simulator, which has been progressively improved during the S-3 development, started out
with a three-degree-of-freedom aircraft mechanization in a fixed base cockpit using a 5 inch cathode ray
tube display of the FLOLS and horizon. The CRT display is shown in Figure 5. Early improvements included
expansion to six degree of freedom equations of motion for the aircraft and the use of a closed circuit
television display to furnish visual cues to the pilot. A black-and-white television camera is moved over
the terrain model in 6 degrees of freedom to simulate the motion of the aircraft. The scene is displayed
on a 25 inch television monitor mounted behind a collimating lens in the windshield area of the cockpit.
The S-3 simalation has several models available, including a terrain map of the flight test facilities and
airport at Palmdale, an aircraft carrier model and seascape, and a cloud pattern used for high altitude
flights.
The carrier model shown in Figure 6 is a 400:1 scale CVS class aircraft carrier model with flight deck
markings, landing area deck lights and a simulated optical landing system. The optical landing system
simulation initially consisted of a light source and mirror arrangement which provided glide slope information similar to the old mirror landing system. This ootical system has been replaced with a servo-driven
light system. The servo is controlled by a computer g.nerated glide slope error signal which moves the
1"meatball" relative to fixed reference lights. This system provides an improved indication of "meatball"
motion, earlier sighting of the "meatball" during an approach, and permits simulation of the effects of
ship motion due to rough sea conditions.
The control column and rudder pedals in the simulator were designed to the S-3 geometry. The control
column and pedals are both driven by hydraulic servo actuators which reproduce the feel force characteristics of the aircraft including detent, friction, bob weights nonlinear springs, and control system
dampers. If the dual hydraulic system fails in the aircraft an emergency flight control system is provided
by reversion to direct mechanical control of the surfaces and the artificial feel-force system is disengaged. This emergency condition, including the transfer transients, can also be simulated with the
simulator force-feel system.
The most recent improvement to Lockheed's simulator is the addition of a four-degree-of-freedom motion
system having the following capabilities:
Vertical

Lateral

Pitch

Roll

Acceleration

+25 deg/sec 2

+50 deg/sec 2

+0.8:

Rate

+15 deg/sec

+17 deg/sec

+12 in./sec

+15 in./sec

Displacement

+15 degrees

+15 degrees

+12 inches

+12 inches

-ig

+0.2 g's

This new capability provides improved cueing, particularly for evaluation of failures and external
disturbf.nces. The motion system is shown in Figure 7.
The evolution of the F-14 carrier approach simulation followed much the same pattern as S-3's. Initial
studies were conducted on the Grumman small amplitude motion system depicted in Figure 8. The aircraft was
represented only in the three longitudi:al degrees-of-freedom. The visual scene of the carrier and seascape
were projected by a point light source onto a transluscent screen located in front of the cockpit. The
FLOLS model was located on the face of the projection scrPen and the sensitivity was varied inversely
with range.
The most recent F-14 approach investigations were conducted at the NASA Ames Research Center using
their moving transport-cao simulator shown in Figure 9. The characteristics of this system are as follows:
Roll

Pitch

Acceleration

+270 deg/sec 2

+270 deg/sec2

Velocity

+ 13 deg/sec

+ 13 deg/sec

Displacement

4

9 deg

+ 14, -6 deg

Heave
+1 g
-

+2 ft.

The motion system was coupled with the Redifon closed circuit, color television visual system. This is the
same visual system used in the Concord simulation program. The carrier model and seascape are shown in
Figure 10. The a.rcraft was modeled with the six degree-of-freedom equations of motion. The carrier
model was driven in two degrees-of-freedom (pitch and heave) for a nominal sea-state simulation. The FLOLS
model used a servo-driven fiber optics element for generation of the "meatball."
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As with the Vought and Lockheed simulations, the NASA mechanization included the modeling of the
complex air wake behind the carrier. The wake model derived from Ref 3, includes the down draft and
deterioration of wind-over-deck aft of the carrier, causing the srcraf. to settle as it approaches the
ramp; the large scale cyclic vorticies shed from the pitching-heaving carrier deck and dissipated down
stream; and the small scale, random appearing turbulence generated by the carrier superstructure.
4. CARRIER APPROACH TASKS
A major portion of the follcwing discussion will be devoted to the S-3, primarily because of the more
complete documentation. Fortunately, the S-3 program is an excellent example of a well coordinated and
aggressively implemented simulation in support of design. The abridged design and development sche-lule of
Figure 11 indicates the simulation program to be a continuing effort from contract initiation through
flight testing.
Thus fa'-, the plan has been and is being followed with only short interruptions for simulator modifications. The flight conditions evaluated during the development program are listed in Figure 12. While
most of the evaluations were focused on the critical carrier approach task, other segments of the flight
envelope have received sufficient attention to assure satisfactory characteristics of the basic airplane
and acceptable failure transients and post failure characteristics.
The carrier approach evaluations were conducted using primarily the terminal approach profile, which
is essentially a straight-in approach started just prior to glide sLope intercept. The straight-in carrier
approach was used to evaluate glide slope intercept and tracking capability and general controllability in
final approach. The test consisted of a short level-flight segment at 600 feet altitude starting trimmed
at approach speed in pcwer approach configuration, followed by glide slope intercept and tracking the FLOLS
"meatball" to touchdown. The carrier landing visual display is available through the approach.
A second type of approach profile, called the circling carrier approach, started 1-1/2 miles behind
and slight-y to the right of the carrier with the aiLzrraft in the cruise configuration. As depicted in
Figure 13, this profile envolves approaching the carrier at constant altitude and executing a 3600 turn
while decelerating to approach speed and transitioning to the approach configuration. The final segment
of this test is identical to the straight-in approach. The circling approach allows evaluation of trim
changes, aircraft dynamics and overall flying qualities in maneuvers typical of carrier recovery operations. Any portion of the circling approuch may be used to evaluate problems associated with specific
tasks. Because the carrier aspect relative to aircraft exceeds the visual system capabilities for the
first portion of this maneuver, the pilot utilizes the ground track display to monitor the aircraft
position.
High speed flight characteristics were evaluated in maneuvers typical of operational requirements or
similar to those used to evaluate specific aircraft characteristics during flight test. A visual cloud
presentation is available to provide attitude references for these maneuvers. The ASW maneuvers were
evaluated using the ground-track display.
5. THE DIRECT LIFT CONTROL INVESTIGATION
One of the earliest design decisions to be made on the S-3 was whether or not a DIC (direct lift
control) system should be included in the design. DIC provides a highly responsive vernier control of
approximately + 0.1 to 0.2 normal load factor at the approach flight conditions. This DLC modulated
load factor is generated by rapid reconfiguration of the wing thiough high response trailing edge flaps
or alternately, symmetric operation of spoilers from a biased (DIE neutral) deflection. The appreciable
pitching moment generated by the wing reconfiguration is alleviated by a DLC interconnect with the primary
longitudinal control surface.
For DLC implementation through the stick mounted thumb wheel, the pi *t can independently control
flight path with DIE and attitude with the stick. This approach is particularly attractive during the
terminal approach when the pilot is simultaneously concerned with maintaining the desired touchdown
attitude while making final flight path corrections. The DLC system provides sufficient flight path
control for the pilot to change glide slope 3/40 in one second, using an average incremental load factor
from DIC of .07 g at an 100 knot approach speed.
The benefits of DLC are logically going to be most apparent on aircraft with marginal approach
characteristics e.g., highly wing loaded (i.e., low NZt) aircraft requiring large attitude changes to
make glide slope correction and shoit-coupled aLrcraft with the more pronounced reversal in the initial
load factor transient (i.e., high-Th 2 ).
However, with the S-3 having a moderate wing loading and a respectable tail arm, the benefits of
incorporating DIE were not apparent. To quantify the possible levels of enhancement, in terms of pilot
rating and/or touchdown performance, Lockheed utilized their fixed-base carrier approach simulator and
the moving base facility at Vought. 3,400 approaches were flown with the basic S-3 and several candidate
DLC systems. The subjective pilot rating data resulting from these evaluations are summarized in
Figure 14 for the 1,200 moving base evaluations. The data indicates the basic S-3 to be satisfactory
with a pilot rating of 3.0. The Lwo DIC systems provided a slight (0.2 and 0.4) rating improvement.
Touchdown performance data for the same series of runs is presented in Figure 15 in terms of sink rate
and attitude dispersion. The dispersion envelopes for the basic S-3 and zhe more promising DIE systems
are both well within the design boundaries. The sink rate dispersion Is shown to be slightly higher for
the DIE system and the pitch attitude dispersicn is appreciably reduced. However, this decreased attitude
dispersion with the DIE does not completely compensate for the characteristic increase in mean pitch
attitude associated with the DIE neutral configuration. Thus for the S-3, the DIC system as evaluated on
the simulator 'Udnot shou a siCnificant improvement in pilot rating over the already satisfactory basic
aircraft, and indicated a slight deterioration in the margin between the dispersion envelope and the
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design boundary. The conclusion was obvious that the S-3 did not need DWC, and the associated cost,
complexity and weight was saved.
6.

TURN COORD331ATOR INVESTIGATION

Comparison of the S-3 lateral-directional and roll control characteristics against the imposed flying
qualities specification (MIL-F-8785 ASG with additional Navy requirements) indicated compliance of the basic
aircraft characteristics. However, simulator evaluation indicated these characteristics to be unsatisfactory (PR-5.5) because of the high level of Dutch roll excitation associated with roll control. A range of
the aerodynamic coefficients normally associated with this type of coupling and the primary Dutch roll
damping coefficient were then evaluated on tne simulator to establish the sensitivity of the various
parameters. The results of the evaluation are presented in Figure 16 and indicate that the reduction of
the adverse yawing moment due to roll provides the most appreciable benefits. The increase in damping
(larger negative values of Cnr) is shown to be an improvement for the base line value of Cnn but reducing
in effectiveness as Cnp is reduced toward zero, and actually having an adverse effect at zero Cnp. The
turn coordinator rechanizations evolving from the parametric evaluation are presented in Figure 17. The
mechanization using both the yaw rate and roll rate feedback and aileron to rudder crossfeed provided the
most versatility for optimization and the necessary closures to match the results of the parametric study.
The alternate mechanization using only the yaw rate feedback and a filtered aileron to rudder cro.sfeed
was felt to be the simplest mechanization which could provide the desired improvement. The approach,
then, was to firs' optimize the more sophisticated mechanization and then to see how the simplified turn
coordinator would compare. Representative results of the simulator evaluations presented in Figure 18
show the simplified coordinator to provide ab much improvement as the best of the sophisticated systems.
The example clearly indicates the potential of the simulator in augmenting the flying qualities
requirements, in sorting out the aerodynamic coefficients of import, and in synthesising a simple scheme
to compensate for the aerodynamic deficiencies to the satisfaction of the pilots.
7.

SHOT,

PERIOD STABILITY INVESTIGATION

The short period stability requirement for the F-14 in the approach configuration have been superimposed on the boundaries of the most recent flying qualities, MIL-F-8785B, in Figure 19.
Early estimates projected the F-14 basic airframe short period characteristics to be quite marginal in
terms of specification compliance. Fluctuations in stability associated with configuration refinements
tended to migrate even further tc the deficiency side of the boundary.

.

While the deterioration in the basic staoility level was disccncerting, the predicted performance of
the stability augmentation system was by contrast quite reassuring. The ch-racteristics for a representative condition, presented in Figure 20, show the augmented airframe to have a short period frequency of
1.45 rad/sec versus the 0.77 rad/sec frequency for the basic airframe. Early simulator evaluations
indicated the basic aircraft characteristics to be generally satisfactory, but no appreciable improvement
could be detected between the augmented and unaugmented characteristics. This was surprising in view of
the significant increase in short period frequency predicted with augmentation. Subsequent analysis
indi.,ted that while the augmentation system did move the short period to higher frequencies as advertised, higher order terms (a washout and a lag-lead) associated with the augmentation had an adverse
effect. A comparison of the higher-order, augmented aircraft dynamics with an equivalent unaugmented
aircraft is presented in Figure 21. The response characteristics for the two systems are essentially
identical. However, the short period frequency for the augmented aircraft is 1.45 rad/sec versus
0.9 rad/sec for the equivalent aircraft. Thus, the augmented aircraft evaluated by the pilots in the
simulation had the appearance of the equivalent aircraft, which explained the difficulty in dis:riminating
between tue augmented and unaugmented aircraft. The ability to rely on the pilots evaluation of the
approach characteristics helped keep the short period requirement in proper perspective. Knowing that the
augmentation did not provide the analytically predicted margin of stability above the required level from
a pilot's view served as a cautic-s reminder for the need to perserve the existing stability levels.
8.

FLIGHT TEST

Prior to the first flight of the S-3 a comprehensive training p;ogram was conducted on the flight
simulator. Thirty-three hours of simulator time were devoted to flying the basic flight profile and to
the investigation of the various critical failures listed in Figure 22 for up-and-away conditions and in
Figure 23 for landing.
Based upon the limited flight testing completed to date the Lockheed test pilots feel that the simulator is a valid representation of the aircraft.
Likewise, the Navy pilots who flew the F-14 approach simulation just prior to the first Navy preliminary evaluation felt the airplane-simulator match to be in good agreement.

9.

CONCLUSION
The simulation of today is a uniquely useful tool for the aircraft designer:
As a means of actively and continually including the indespensable experience of the pilot.
As a monitor on requirements.
As an evaluator of the interface compatibility between systems.
As a demonstrator of new concepts.

VI
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First and foremost- satisfactory carrier
approach characteristics is very high on
Navy list of priorities

° Recognized limitations of requirements
o
o

Evaluation of qualitative requirements
Minimize impact of achievement of
satisfactory carrier approach
characteristics (i.e. evaluation of
design options and don't overdesigni

o

Many interface considerations
Airframe-engine
Stability augmentation
Approach power compensation
Direct lift control
Figure 1 - Why Carrier Approach?

O Is
O

direct lift control required?

Are speedbrakes required ?

O Does

the approach power compensation engine system

compensate for carrier wake effects?
o

Is a laterat-directional interconnect required?

O

Is the direct lift control to elevator interconnect
satisfactory over center of gravity range ?

O

Does stability augmentation help approach
characteristics?
Figure 2 - Typical Questions Addressed on Simulator
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Figure 3 - Visual Presentation at Vought Aeronautics Carrier Approach

Llk
Figure 4 - Vought Motion System
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Figure 5 - Lockheed Initial Simnulator Display

Figure 6 - Lockheed's Carrier and Seascape
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Figure 7 - Lockheed Motion System
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Figure 8 - Grumman Simulation
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Figure 9 - NASA-AMES Transport CAB Motion System
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Figure 10 - NASA-AMES Carrier and Seascape
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YEAR 1969

1970

1971

1972

MILESTONES

A

CONTRACT AWARD
FIRST FLIGHT

A

TEST DATES
WIND TUNNEL

___

FLIGHT SIMULATION

_

_

CONTROL SYSTEM SIMULATION
r

ANALOG
SIMULATOR

1

_

__

0'
E

FUNCTIONAL MOCK-UP
FLIGHT TEST

I

Figure 11 - S-3A Design and Development Schedule
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ASW MANEUVERING

Figure 12 - Flight Conditions Evaluated on S-3 Simulator
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Figure 13 - Circling Approach Profile
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Figure 14 - S-3 Direct Lift Control Evaluation-Moving Base Simulator
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Figure 17 - Turn-Coordinator Mechanizations
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Figure 18 - Pilot Ratings of S-3 Turn Coordinators
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Figure 21 - F-14 Pitch Attitude to Stick Force Transfer Function
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Figure 22 - S-3 First Flight Training
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OPEN DISCUSSION

M.Hacklinger, Germany: Why has the same wnsp value been specified for the F-14 with and without SAS? This
is surprising for an aircraft with a fairly sophisticated flight control system.

R.C.A'Harrah, USA: We felt there was a need for a minimum short period stiffness (stability) of 0.8 rad/sec for
satisfactory carrier approach. In view of the considerable controversy on the definition of the SAS-on stability level
of another Navy aircraft at the time the F-14 specification was being put together, the decision was to require that
the basic (SAS-off) aircraft exh..,it the needed stability level. In retrospect, the approach taken was most certainly
appropriate.

R.Deque, France: Our experience on simulators including the FSAA at NASA Ames Research Center shows that
precise study of the final landing is outside the capability of existing simulators. Your presentation seerms to show
that you have had different experiences in simulatior of carrier landings. Is that correct? Have you explanations for
this difference?

R.C.A'Harrah, USA: I quite agree that terminal condition data from landing simulations cannot be considered
quantitatively precise. The investigations to which I referred used the results to qualitatively evaluate the influence
of configuration refinements but not to determine or revise or be compared with quantitative design criteria.
The difference in the relative level of precision between field landings and carrier landings may be explained by
the absence of the characteristically imprecise flare maneuver for the carrier landing.
R.Thorne, UK: Did you use typical service pilots in your evaluations at any stage, or was all the work done with
test pilots?

R.C.A'Harrah, USA: All of the evaluations were perfor.-.d by Contractor and Navy test pilots.

W.Bihrle, Jr, USA: I would like to give a little historical background to the F-14 carrier approach characteristics
that Mr A'Harrah has referred to today. The concept of using wo'n/nz as a criterion parameter for precision
control tasks (such as carrier landings) was conceived almost 18 years ago. A short time before the F-14 proposal,
the Navy gave us the opportunity to experimentally verify the validity of the parameter and to develop the numbers
for the boundaries that are now in the MIL-F-8785 B Spec. These are the boundaries that many of you have been
referring to these last two days. These boundaries, by the way, were developed using an unsophisticated threedegree-of-freedom moving base simulator located at Grumman. The poiit i wish to make, however, is that Grumman
was quite aware of what was required to make a good carrier landing airplane before the award of the F-14 contract,
Now, someone has just raised the question in regard to why the Navy specified the same value for the minimum
acceptable u).
for both the SAS on and off configurations. Although I cannot speak for the Navy I might justify
their decision on past experience within the industry. You see, the criterion parameter of O 2 /nza uses the
coefficient of the characteristic two degree of freedom equation as a convenient means for actually describing a
specific amplitude and time relationship between the anticipatory cue of angular acceleration and the desired steady
state aircraft response in load factor.
Black boxes have attempted to duplicate the specified open loop characteristic of ocsp but in doing so have
ended up, in many instances, with a very high order system whose actual output in no way duplicates the desired
and nz, amplitudes and time relationships. Use of adaptive autopilots has resultcd, therefore, in no noticeable
change to the pilot relative to problems associated with flying a sluggish (high inertia or low static margin)
configuration. Better written explanations are available for the points I have tried to make.
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THE ROLE OF FREE-FLIGHT MOIELS IN AIRCRAFT FESEARCH AND EVELOPHENT
by
R. Fail
Aerodynamics Department, Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, England.

SUMMARY
The special features of free-flight models are discussed. Two examples are given of tests in the field
of flight mechanics. Preparations are descrioed for a programme of tests which is about to start at
RAE to investigate the low-speed stall and post-stall dynamics of aircraft. Attention is concentrated
on the planning of the tests and the instrumentation and control systems in the model. Some details
are given of the model handling and retrieval systems.

I

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, discussion is restricted to models which are flown in free air (i.e. not in wind
tunnels) and which have no crew on board. Such models have a number of special features, of which
perhaps the most important are complete dynamic freedom and the absence of wind tunnel support and wall
interference. The scale of the models or the Reynolds number of the tests can be as large as is needed
be much
in any particular case and, even when the size approaches full scale, the models will still
cheaper than piloted aircraft because the structural integrity and sy:tems reliability can be less.
Potentially hazardous manoeuvres can be investigated because, again, crew safety need not be taken into
account.
Compared with wind tunnel testing, however, free-flight model testing at a reasonably large scale
is expensive and time-consuming. As a result of these considerations, free-flight models have been
used, and presumably will continue to be used, whenever their special features are needed sufficiently
to justify their cost. For example, a great deal of transonic testing had to be done in free flight
until transonic wind tunnels were developed. Low speed free-flight models have been used extensively
for stability investigations
Sect.on 2 of the present paper describes briefly two examples of free-flight model tests in the
field of flight mechanics. Section 3 describes preparations being made at RAE for a programme of tests
to investigate the low-speed stall and post-stall dynamics of aircraft. Section 4 gives some details
of the handling equipment and retrieval systems.
2

EXAMPLES OF FTEE-FLIGHT MODEL TESTS

The first example concerns a slender-wing research aircraft (HP 115) 3 . Before this aircraft flew
(in the early 6b's) it was known, or strongly suspected, that the Dutch roll mode would become divergent
at high angles of incidence, and assurance was being sought that the aircraft would be satisfactorily
controllable at least up to the conditions needed for the first flight3. At the time, the RAE wind
tunnel rigs for measuring derivatives4 were still in the development stage, and there was no guarantee
that a valid mathematical model 'e the slender aircraft could be formulated.
It was therefore decided
to make free-flight tests of an unpowered i scale dynamic model. The model was launched from a
helicopter and, during the flight, the angle of incidence was increased slowly and continuously by a
simple mecbznism which gradually increased the elevator angle. At intervals, the Dutch roll was excited
5
by firing saall rockets and the resulting oscillations were recorded. The results , shown in Fig. 1,
provided the required assurance, and later were found to be in excellent agreement with corresponding
measurements on the full-scale aircraft.

Another example of the use of free-flight models is provided by RAE measurements of the oscillatory
stability derivatives of a slender wing. At the time this investigation started, the only feasible way
of obtaining the required information was by the free-flight model technique, and so a series of tests
on rocket-boosted models was made. Results were obtained for derivatives due to incidence and sideslip
and for most of the important derivatives due to angular velocity6 .

Later, a wind tunel rig4 became

available and tests on models of the same shape continued both in wind tunnels 7 and in free flight 8 ,
principally to investigate tunnel wall and support interference. The work was further stimulated by the
adoption of the model as AGARD Model G9 . Results for some of the lateral derivatives at near-zero lift
over a wide range of speed are shown in Fig.2. The measurements in two wind tunnels and in free flight
are in good agreement.
The Reynolds numbers of the free-flight tests are considerably higher than
tunnel tests b,'t the effects of Reynolds number would be expected to be small on
slender with sharp edges. This seems to be confirmed by the experimental data.
tunnel interference have been applied since these effects would also be expected
case. :n c'her circumstances, however, large interference effects can occur; a
interference effects on dynamic measurements has been given by Garner in Ref. 10.
four references therein.)
fu

those of the wind
this model which is
No corrections for
to be =all in this
full account of the
(See also the first
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CURRENT FREE--LIGHT MODEL TESTING AT RAE

The tests being planned at present form part of an investigation of the stall and post-stall
dlbnamics of aircraft at low speeds and altitudes. The reason for this investigation is, basically, a
lack of confidence in calculations or s mulations of the behaviour. It is necessary to decide how best
to model the aerodynamic characteristics, and then to validate the modelling. (A similar investigation,
with the same objectives, is being made by NASA 1 .) Free-flight tests of dynamically scaled models are
an essential and major part of the investigation because they are the only means of providing in a
totally realistic manner the required dynamic environment.
If the tests are made at constant (in this case, low) altitude and the model is dynamically scaled
(i.e. the Froude number is constant) it can be shown 2 that the Reynolds number is proportional to
(scale)3/2 and the Mach number to (scale)1/2.
Testing at representative Reynolds numbers may therefore
make demands on model size and speed which are difficult to meet, but this is of paramount importance
only if it is required to interpret the model results directly in terms of full scale behaviour. This
is desirable but by no means essential to the primary objective of validating matheatical models of
aircraft behaviour.
For the RAE tests a . scale model of a fighter type aircraft has been chosen. The Reynolds number
is thus I/8 of the full scale value, which is about the same as will be obtained in the supporting tests
in an atmospheric low speed wind tunnel.
As already mentioned, free-flight model testing is relatively expensive and time consuming; it is
therefore important to obtain as much useful information as possible from each flight. The planning of
the tests is considered to be the most important factor in achieving this, and the proposed scheme is
illustrated in Fig.3. We start at the top of the diagram, with the best available aerodynamic data.
-.
e dynamic derivatives will be measured on the rig already mentioned in section 2. Static data up to
high incidences and some large amplitude dynamic data will be obtained on a special rig which is not yet
operational. Some necessary data will, no doubt, have to be estimated. These aerodynamic data, together
13
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and an assumed mathematical model will be used to calculate
with measured values of the model inertias
the model behaviour for a wide range of initial conditions, control inputs etc., and thus provide a
'framework' within which the free-flight tests can be properly planned and the results quickly assessed.
Finally, a detailed comparison of the calculations and experiments will be made. The diagram shows the
main feedback loops by means of which _t is hoped to establish satisfactory aerodynamic data and appropriate mathematical models for future use.
Still with the object of obtaining the maximum amount of useful information, the models will be
radio-controlled and comprehensively instrumented. A diagram of the instrumentation and control systems
is shown in Fig.4. The main instruments and quantities measured are listed on the left of the diagram;
all of these signals will be recorded on magnetic tape using the telemetry and data recording systems
already available on the flight-test range. This will facilitate computer analysis of the data.
The model control surfaces will be operated by electrical servo systems designed to have a rapid
response (i.e. comparable with the real aircraft systems).
It is considered unlikely, however, that it
will be possible to 'fly' the model, in the usual sense, by radio control from the ground since the
'pilot' will have no motion cues and the model will be practically out of visual range. It is planned,
therefore, to use on-board stabilising systems. Such systems can easily be provided, flexibly, and with
negligible weight penalties by connecting appropriate instrument signals to the control-surface servos.
The diagram shows some of the interconnections which might be made, for example, when the main interest
is in the longitudinal motion. The rudder is used only to maintain zero sideslip by means of on-board
systems. The ailerons normally maintain zero bank angle, but a radio signal can bank, and hence turn
the model in case this is required by range limitations. The elevator, in this example, is directly
controlled from the ground. It is worth pointing out that even though the model is laterally stabilised,
information on the overall lateral characteristics may be obtained from the control movements which occur.
In other cases, e.g. spin recovery, it will be necessary or desirable to switch off the on-board stabilising systems at an appropriate time and to operate the controls directly from the ground.
The behaviour of the model will be monitored by displaying a suitable selection of the telemetered
instrument signals. This display, together with the radio-control transmitter, is installed in a special
In most cases, the main advantage of radio control is that the test manoeuvre can be
vehicle (Fig.5).
initiated when the model motion is free from disturbances due .to launch or to gusts, but it will sometimes be desirable to make control inputs at specific stages in a manoeuvre.
4

RANDLING AND

TRIEVAL SYSIEMS

The tests described in the previous section will be made on unpowered models, launched from a
helicopter at a height of about 1500 m above a test range and recovered by parachute. Since the models
are fairly large (about 3.5 m in length and span) and of considerable mass (nearly 200 kg) some consideration has been given to handling and retileval systems. Most of these have been tried with a 'mockup'
model of about the correct overall dimensions and mass. A handling trolley is shown in FiP.6. This is
designed to pick up the model from the ground by means of hydraulic jacks, to provide loct manoeuwrability,
and to enable the model (with wings removed) to be winched into a caravan for transport (Fig.7). The
helicopter lifts the model from the trolley with the jacks in their highest position. When the weight
of the model is removed the jacks automatically retract rapidly to minimise the possibility of damage to
the model during lift-off.
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The model is towed to the launch point on a ceble about 50 m long.

To improve the stability of

the towed model 1 4 the release device on the end of the cable is ballasted to provide an additional mass
of about 100 kg and a drogue parachute is attached to the tail of the model. The drogue is jettisoned
automatically when the model is released. After the test period, which lasts about 1 minute, the
recovery sequence is initiated by a radio signal, or by a baromeLric device operating automatically at
a height of about 600 m.
The main parachute system (Fig.8) has a mars of about 11 kg and gives a rate of descent of about
15
7 =/s. The ground impact speed is further reduced by a set of cylindrical air beg shock absorbers
which are deployed from the lower surface of the model during the parachute descent (Fig.9). The shock
on impact cannot be eliminated by this means but the ground impact speed is roughly halved. The mass
of the air bag installation is only about 6 kg and the peek deceleration, during the compression of the
bags, is about 12 g.
5

CONCLUDING RMARKS

It is hoped that this paper has shown that unpowered low speed free-flight models have a special
role to play at the present stage in the development of the science of flight mechanics.
Since flying
has not yet started in the current RAE programme, it has been possible to describe only some aspect, of
the work. Construction of the models is, however, well advanced and most of the systems have been
tested. The first flights should take place about the middle of this year.
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OPEN DISCUSSION
F.Thomas, USA: Have you considered more advanced flight control systems as might be necessary to simulate
control configured vehicles which are basically unstable? This would require some computer equipment in your
test van.
R.Fail, UK: We have not considered any very advanced flight control systems because we have had no such
requirement, but we see no fundamental difficulty in investigating any system by this means.
X.Hafer, Germany: How do you get information of the atmospheric conditions along the flight path?
R.Fail, UK: Comprehensive information on the atmospheric conditions is available, as a service, from the test range.
T.B.Saunders, UK: It was surprising that lack of view of the model had been said to preclude direct radio control.
Surely this could be accomplished with the usual quantity of telemetered data suitably displayed.
R.Fail, UK: I may have over-emphasised our opinion that it will be difficult to "fly" the model directly by radio
control. Nevertheless we think it will be wise to make provisions for automatic stabilising systems at least for the
early flights.

M.Hacklinger, Germany: As Mr Fail has described his programme, he has to undertake the tedious task to obtain
aerodynamic derivatives from tunnel tests and program a complete mathematical model for a configuration which
will not be flown full scale. Is it not possible to modify the model structure such as to resemble an actual
variable geometry aircraft from which then all other data can be applied and for which, later on, correlation between
free flight model tests and full scale flight tests can be achieved?
R.Fail, UK: Our main purpose is to validate the mathematical modelling; we are less interested in correlation between
model and full scale, which will be affected by differences in Reynolds number and Mach number.
H.Wuennenberg, Germany: Mr Fail, as I learned from your paper, the free flight model testing method is very
comfortable but too expensive and time consuming to be used as a tool to get better derivatives for a new project.
It would be interesting to know the relation of the accuracy and costs of this method in comparison with dynamic
wind tunnel test methods. Did you make a comparison like this on the basis of data from flight test results?
R.Fail, UK: We do not regard these free-flight model tests as an alternative to wind tunnel tests as a means of
obtaining derivatives. We have therefore made no estimates of the relative accuracy and cost.
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THE EFFECT OF ENGINE FAILUE

AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS ON A
SLENDER AIRCRAFY - PREDICTED
AND ACTUAL
by
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R.L. Scotland - Group Leader, Stability and Control

British Aircraft Corporation Limited
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Mach Number
Angle of attack (degrees)

Angle of sideslip (degrees)
Angle of bank (degrees)
Rate of roll (degrees per second)
Rate of yaw (degrees per second)
Aileron angle (degrees)
Rudder angle (degrees)
Non-dimensional derivative of yawing moment with respect to sideslip
Nfon-dimensional derivative of yawing moment with respect to rudder deflection
Iron-dimensional coefficient of yawing moment due to engine failure
Non-dimensional derivative of rolling moment with respect to sideslip
Non-dimensional coefficient of rolling moment due to engine failure
Incremental normal acceleration in g units
Engine h.p. compressor r.p.m.
Incremental pressure coefficient
Reference wing root chord

lINT RODUCTION

At the time when the design of Concorde began, the available evidence on the problem
of engine failure at supersonic speeds on a multi-engined design was sparse, and what little
there was, slightly unnerving.
Stories of unexpected variations in critical derivatives and large disturbing moments
due to wing flow breakdown in the presence of large intake spill flows, led to a great
deal of speculation as to whether such occurrences could ever be tamed to the standard
necessary for an aircraft carrying fare-paying passengers.
In consequence of this speculation, the effect of engine failures in cruise has been
under study from the very start of the design.
The existence of flight test information now allows the complete cycle of design simulation - flight test - design feedback to be described and completely allays any fears
about excessive aircraft response to engine failure.

2.

PREDICTION OF AIRCRAFT STABILITY DERIVATIVES

The prediction of the basic stability derivatives for tne rigid aircraft was made
directly from wind tunnel tests using conventional techniques. The model conformed to the
design cruise shape of wing camber, twist, and dihedral; an anti-distortion allowance was
ig-build stage.
incorporated into the wing shape in th
The major correction for aeroelasticity in relation to the directional derivatives
lies predominantly in the fin and rear fuselage twist and bending due to sideslip. It is
therefore important to determine the separate contribution of the fin and rear body enser'Ml
to the total directional stability so that the aeroelastic correction may be applied to
The complete aircraft derivatives come from wind tunnel tests using a
this contribution.
single sting mounting corrected to true rear end geometry by means of subsidiary tests with
a twin sting mounting, in which the wing and front fuselage are earthed by rigid supports,
attached to the rear of the nacelles, and the rear fuselage is mounted on an internal
balance (Fig. I). These subsidiary tests also provide directly the required contribution
of the true geometry rear end and fin ensemble.
The model was tested with a conventional single sting mounting and twice with a twin
sting mounting; firstly with the rear end geometry of the single sting test ana secondly
with the true rear end shape. Simple differences of the second and third tests then gave
corrections to be applied to the single sting results. Although this was done primarily
to obtain drag corrections, it was possible to utilise this facility to get the lateral
forces.

I,-
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NEAR END CORRECTION
USING TWIN STING TECHNIQUE
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FIG. I

The aeroelastic calculations use structaral influence coefficients at about 150
points on the back end of the structure. The rigid body aerodynamic loading is taken
Tunnel pressure measurements (corrected to integrate up to the measured overall
from I'lind
forces) and the aerodynamic loading due to distortion is taken as a linear perturbation
about this, calculated by Pines, Dugundji and Neuringer's box method.
The determination of the aeroelastic correction is dependent on a good knowledge
of both the structural characteistics and the aerodynamic loading. A typical high Mach
number aerodynamic loading distribution obtained from tunnel tests is shown in Fig. 2
and it can be seen that there is very high loading in the region of the leadinG edge of
Although this peak loading is forward of the flexural axis of the fin itself,
the fin.
it is aft of the point where the rear body may be assumed to be "encastre" with the fairly
rigid fuselage in way of the wing rear spar. The net effect is a loss of around 15, in
fin efficiency for the cruise condition which gives rise to a loss in total directional
with the reference c.g. position of 5e,root chord. A
stability of about 40P at 2.07.1
further small loss arises from the effect of forward fuselage bending. The variations of
the rigid and flexible derivatives are shown in Fig. 3.
A similar treatment was made in the prediction of the rudder control power
derivatives, with particular emphasis also on the hinge moment coefficients, so that the
limitations of rudder jack power might be determined.
The aileron control derivatives received separate treatment with corrections, of
course, for wing flexibility, but the significant loads induced on the fin by the inboard
cotrol were corrected for fin flexibility effects.
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3.

PREDICTION OF FORCES AND 11OEFTS DUJE TO ENGCINE FAILURE

The powerplant of Concorde is highly integrated into the overall airframe designs
A detailed description of the powerplant design is outside the scope of this paper, but,
for the purposes of understandin what follows, acme brief description is necessary.
Fig. 4 shows the principal features of powerplant layout for the prototype air craft.
The important features, so far as this paper is concerned, are the moveable ramps
on the upper surface and the dump door mounted in the floor of the intake.
The fuonction of both these items is to regulate the intake spill flow to match the
engine demand.
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In the case of an engine failure, the intake control system signals boths ramp and
dump to open at the maximum available rate. The ramp angle above a certair hiit is
controlled by the dump door opening, co that to some extent the ramp rate is controlled by
the rate of dump door movement ave .loble. At cruise Mach number, the aerodynamic moment
on the dump door is in a favourable (opening) sense right up to the maxtms angle required
for engine failure. This aids the provisioning of a rapi:d response system.
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In order to economise on actuator weight and size, the design rates for ramp and
dump are chosen so as just to avoid intake buzz in the case of engine failure. This
means that, during the transient engine rundown time, there is a significant amounr of
spillage from the front of the intake above that provided for b:' the increased ramp
angle.
The effect of such forespillage was assessed, so far as was possible, by 1/45th
scale wind tunnel tests at ILfR. unfortunately, the extent to which such testing can be
combined with a correct simulation of ramp angle is limited.
This is due tc the lack of secondary flow provisioning on the 1/45th scale model.
Without such a blee, the model intake enters into buzz more readily than does the
aircraft intake. hot only are buzz conditions unrepresentative of the real engine failure
situation, but also meaningfal force measurements are impossible under such conditions.
This latter restriction also precludes prior assessment of the effect of engine surge.
The effects of dump door opening were also assessed on the 1/45th scale model.
In this case it had been predicted that the lift component of the spill flow momentum
nould not give rise to significant rolling moments. It was theorised that there would be
a compensating suction on the underside of the nacelle immediately aft of the door opening,
due to the exiting flow being returned to freestrean direction. This proved to he the
case and the lifts and drags associated with dump spill are largely those arising from
forces on the door itself with little interference,
Besides this 'quasi-static' information, it was necessary to know the engine rundown
characteristics. As there had been several Yarks of Ol0mpus engine already flown, some
assessment could be made right away.
When more information became available, the engine response to a sudden cessation
of fuel supply was estimated from an analogue simulation of the engine/intake/intake
control system and confirmed by tests in an Altitude Test facility.
Finally, this information was put together to obtain estimates of the disturbing
moments arising from cruise engine failure. Fig. 5 shows the calculated variation of Cn and
C1 with time for an outer failure at MOP, 2.01J, 50,000 ft.

ESTIHATEO YAWINGIROLLINg MOMENTS
DUE TO ENGINE FAILURE
PORT OUTER

MACN Z-O
ALTITUDE $0.000 FT.

.oo01

CHIEF

FIG,.

Points to note are the very sudden initial 'kick' -a Cn due to flame out, folloeled
by a more gradual increase as the engine mass flow dies away. The rolling moment (which
is in the sense of lifting the dead engine) increases steadily as the engine mass flow
diminishes. There is a just perceptible discontin-ity at around 2.5 secs., when a change
in the prime method of spill (from ramp/dump to dump only) occurs.
4.

PR-FLIG!iT SI?!ULATION FWERINCE

Fa.ly analogue and fixed base fligh simulator results showed that both single and
double engine failures appeared to be quite controllable, but there was, however, concern
about two pa-ticular aspects.
Due to the assumed rolling moment from tne dump door of the failed engine and the
relatively low roll inertia compared to the yaw inertia, the wing containin" the dead
engine initially rose until the rolling moment due to siieslip became predominant. There
wps concern that, with tne dead engine rising, there might be a tendency to apply aileron
to oppose this initial novement and add to the eventual rolling due to sideslip, or even
perhaps to apply wrong rudder.
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There was also concern that, should the
dump door lift effect not be
should the value of Cni be lower
than that assumed, the opposing rollingrealised, or
S
moments could
become unbalanced and a rapid roll response
result.
Later moving base flight simulator tests,
using better-founded derivativec and
engine failure effects, in fact showed
similar results to the early tests,
with no
piloting problems. Typical results
are shown in Fig. 6 for a single and
simultaneous
double engine failure. It is to be noted
that the values of sideslip achieved were
about
2.80 and 5.10 respectively, and that
bank
a somewhat oscillatory pilot input gave
10 secs. after
rise to 200
failure.
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However, follow.ing this flying,
engine tests whicn shoed that there results became available from fall scale intake/
must be a significant limitation of
the sideslip to
avoid surge. The limitations are shown
in Fig. 7.
It is seen that, with the basic intake
control systen, at
= 2 only ubout 20 of sideslip is allowable.
By re-scheduling the intake
control °nd engine control systems for sideslip
angles in excess of 1.250, the intake/engine
compatibility in sideslip is improved
an the limit is raised to about
3.50 at U = 2.0.
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It was decided that an auto-radder system
was also required, which
early, foll o•i-ng engine failure, and
prevent sideslip building up to largewould apply rudder
values. The
system developed for use in flight testing
the prototype was one which sensed h.p.
prosmire from all engines, and, on detection
compressor
of an asymmetry across the aircraft above
values of both level and rate of change
chosen
of pressure, triggered a demand for
rudder through
te autotabilser system. The demand
;as for 40 of rudder per pair of engines,
time of
with a rise
sec. and a tashout of 40 secs.
ffectively this gives compensating rudder
applications of about 30 in the case
of a single engine failure and about
60 for a simultoreous doublc failure. In addition
to rudder, the system also triggers a
change in the
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engine control laws which gives a reduction in r.p.m. on all the live "nn-nez, thLus
reducing the total yawing moment.
The syatem was effective in reducing the sideslip obtained, on the flight
simulator, to about 1.80 and 2.80 respectively for single and double engine failures,
thus meeting the limitations imposed. A typical response to a double engine failure
is shown in Fig. 8.
This shows that with the sideslip excursion halved by the use of auto-rudder, the
rolling motion is dominatee by the rolling moment from the dead engine dump doors, so
that the aircraft rolls away from the dead engines.
The response from about 15 secs. onwards demonstrates a P.I.O. which occurred
This problem
with the rudder jacks saturated (thus losing use of the yaw dampers).
was cured by modifying the aileron gearing of the inner elevons so as to reduce the
yawing moment due to aileron.
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FLIGIPT TES2 RSULTS

In view of the somewhat marginal acceptability of the si=ilator results, the prototype
flight envelope was extended to 2.0,'i very cautiously, with extensive ;hecks both on the
aerodynamic derivatUves and the aircraft response to single and double engine failures.
The primary method used for checking the aerodynamic derivatives -as an analogue
ccmputer mtching' process comparing actual fiight responses to control pulses by over4kvir3 them on computed responses to the same control input. By use of the high speed
repectitive operation facility on the computer, good quality matches such as are shown on
Fig. 9 could be obtained very quickly.
Fig. 10 show;s the results of this work comparing the 'matched' values of
with the estimated flexible aircraft values shon in Fig. 3.

Cn/

,

Above about 1.71, the aircraft shows generolly similar values to those predicted,
although both C,3 and Ce,3 are slightly higher than the estimated value.
Between about 1.2 and 1.0I there is a significant discrepancy between estimated and
matched derivatives, particularly C,/3
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The reason fo.- this discrepancy has not yet been positively identified. The fin
deflections under applied aerodynanic 1sads have been measured in flight by photographic
techniques and the measured deflections agree quite well with those estimated for the
conditions. This would seem to indicate that the reason does not lie in the seroelastic
calculations, although of course only a relatively small error in fin efficiency is needed

to alter signifiiantly the overall derivative.
At the moment, the most likely reason seems to be the inadequacy of the t7in sting
technique in this :!ach Number range, where shock waves from the sting mountings can

reflect on tne fin and roar fuselage.
Luckily, the loss in Cp is unimportant in this region, as the aircraft has more
than adequate directional stability, even with this loss.
Fig. 11 shows a similar comparison of rudder power Cn . The aircraft is better
than predicted, the difference at 2.0:! being very significant in terms of control of
engine failure. Here again the reason has not yet been positively identified.
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The aircraft response to a deliberate double engize cut at 2.ai is presented on
Fig. 12. It can be seen that the auto-rudder system applied about 60 rudder, which
was gradually washed out.
The aircraft began to roll away from the dead engines almost immediately after
cutting the engines, but the rolling moment was quickly brought under control by the
application of 40 aileron, and the maximum recorded bank angle wlas only 120.
The maxi= sideslip angle for this double failure was just under 20, which is
comfortably inside the intake limitations.
AIRCRAFT RESPONSETO OMEI

ENGINE FAILURE.
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In t .is case, No. 4 engine surged at 2.COI and caused 110. 3 engine to surge also.
ihither engine flamed out, but io. 3 suffered damage to the intake ramps. As can be
seen from the records, 1o. 4 was run at high RR! for some time after the first event.
The other tracas show quite clearly the efficiency of the automatic systems in
1 0
controlling such behaviour. The normal acceleration of . .± 0.2g and the bank.angle
of only 20 are very modest deviations for such a largp perturbation.
In an effort to close the remaining part of the design loop, the derivatives
obtained from matching control pulses have been used in conjunction with records of
responses to engine failure to compute the yawing and rolling moments associated with
failed engines.
Fig. 14 shows the results of this work. There is a distinct trend for the magnitude
of C,7tto be reator than estimated at lor Mach number and less than estimated at high
Unch number. The reverse is true for C
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As cx:?lained in Section 3, the principal p .rturbing forces are those associated
with dump door deflection. It is a feature of the powerplant design that, in the case
of engine failure, the required dump door opening increases steadily as Hach Number
increases. Since there is a more or less steady drift in the estimated/matched comparison,
it seems likely that the cause of the discrepancies is associated with the predicted forces
on the dump door itself, but this point is yet to be resolved.
6.

O011CLUSiOI

In muary, it may be said that the aircraft is much better behaved than was
thought might be the zase. In fact, its behaviour in the case of quite severe engine
failure disturbances can only be described as innocuous.
This appears to be due to a combination of factors, but principally it is due to
better than estimated values of Cn,,and Cn S. plus an efficient auto-rudder system.
It is hoped to reduce the complexity of the auto-rudder system for the Production aircraft
by using lateral nccelorations rather than engine pressures for the failure sensing.
Some unexplained discrepancies remain, but have not been seriously investigated,
because of the emphasis put on performance testing. Howefer, it is not expected that
the production aircraft will differ from the prototypes in any great degree, so that
there is perhaps little reason for urgency in explaining the discrepancies.
ACMXY7L:DG^
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The Author's wish to thank the B'.tish Aircraft Corporation (Commercial Aircraft
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OPEN DISCUSSION

W.J.G.Pinsker, UK: Mr Leyman's paper has highlighted a point which I tried ,o make in my own paper earlier on.
This is the inndequacy in many instances of estimating or even obtaining from wind tunnel tests the aircraft
derivatives with adequate accuracy. This happens again and again during the development of an aircraft, but once
the associated handling problem is solved by some means or ther the interest into the causes of the discrepancy
disappears and we fail to learn from the problems. I would therefore like to make a plea for substained research
into such problems past the point at which commercial pressures diminish. Only by this can we hope to learn to
avoid sim;lar disappointments on the next project. Can you please comment on this aspect.

C.S.Leyman, UK: Answered, that Mr Pinsker kziows very exactly what is happening to them. They now have
moved on to the preproduction airplane and they have their hands rather full with this airplane. So they are not
expending very much energy on explaining the prototype results any further. But they should try to explain
discrepancies. The worrying flight regime is the low supersonic condition and the reason behind it can be attributed
to the twin-string technique in the wind tunnel which is inadequate in this Mach-number region. So, they have
probahly the explanations where the discrepancies are largest.

E.Obert, Netherlands: Asked, whether the consequences of discrepancies between the calculated derivatives and
the derivatives obtained from wind tunnel and flight tests are checked on the load cases used in stress calculations.

C.S.Ley-nan, UK: Answered, that they do this. Perhaps Mr Scotland can give some further comments.

R.L.Scotland, UK: In connection with the comparison of the derivatives from wind tunnel and flight results,
particularly in the transonic region, it is to be noted that the wind tunnel tests were made at 0, ± 20, ± 40 and
± 60 of sideslip, whereas the flight test results more from responses in which the sideslip only reached about 1*.
There are non-linear effects, and in conjunction with RAE, we are investigating these by wind tunnel testing at 1/40
increments.
The structure has been check-stressed for the loads appropriate to the flight matched values of the derivatives.

R.Deque, France: Commented. that all pilots who experienced a double engine failure at Mach number 2 were very
surprised about the insignificance of the response of the aircraft.

W.E.Lamar, USA: Asked, whether one could comment on the type of redundancy they have in the systems and
what would happen if one of the pressure transducers failed and the system inadvertently worked when they did
not want it to work.

R.Deque, France: The prototype auto rudder system is duplicately monitored. A single failure (sensor, for example)
does not affect the behaviour of the aircraft.
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CALCUL DES CHARGES INDUITES PAR
LA FIEXIBILITE AU COURS D'UE MANOEUVRE QUELCONQUE
par
A. MARSANI
AF.ROSPATIALE - USINES DE TOULOUSE
- 31053 - TOULOUSE CEDEX -

SOMMAIRE
Si 1' introduction de la souplesse avion dans lee calculs a~rodynamiques a f'ait apparaltre des
modifications assez sensibles des qualit~s de vol, c'est que les champs 6e pressiors induites per
cette souplesse dtaient eux-mgmes modifj~s.
Or, Is justification structurale de l'avion doit se faire en avion souple. On se propose, dans cet
expos6, de donner un proce~zus de calcul den charges li4es A la flexibilit6 et, pooar illustrer ce
calcul, de faire une comparaison de ces charges en avion rigide et en avion souple au travers de
trois manoeuvres prises parmi celles impoades par les r-bglements.

INTRODUCTION
Pendant longtemps agrodynamiciens et a~ro4lasticiens ont suivi des voies parailhles, lea uns 6tudiant lea
mouvements d'ensemble de lavion rigide, les autres sloccupant des d~formations aussi bien statiques que dynamicues. Et pourtant Is fronti~re entre lea deux ja-ohlhmes eat purement artificielle, puisqu'on ne peut conoevoir
de d~formations sans modification des mouvements d'ensemble et rdciproquement.
Miis, la taille, le poids, Ia vitesse des appareils ne cessant d'augmenter, lea effets de la flexibilit6
ont pria une importance telle, qu'aujourdthui il n'est plus pensable de se contenter de l'avion rigide darn Is
m~canique du vol.
Le comportement de lavion souple en vol stationnaire ou a rd-ponse dynamique h la turbulence fait d~sormais partie des problbmes a~ro~lastiques, s'ajoutont hLceux bien connus de flottement, de divergence ou d'inversion de gouvernes. Cependant, si l'a~rodynamique de l'avion eat remise en cause par Is souplesse, clest bien
parce que le6 forces entrant en jeu sont modifides tant dana leur intensit4 que dana leur rdpartition. Et c'est
ce qui explique que la justification atructurale doive tenir compte de la flexibilitd; tant et si bien que le
calcul en avion rigide nWest ddsormaia entrepris que comme comparaison dventuelle.
Il a paru int~ressant, pour illustrer ce propos, de faire Ie parallble entre l'avion rigide et lavion
islreasource 6quilibr6e, la
souple httravers trois manoeuvres types imposdes par s r~glements, hLsavoir
manoeuvre contr~e de tangage et Ia manoeuvre de roulis.

CHOIX DE LA METHODE DE CALCUL
Avant de d~tarminer l'ensemble des chargos qui agissent sur lavion, ii eat n~cessaire d16tudier la
manoeuvre elle-mgme et, pour ce faire, ii existe deiqx voiea.
la premi~re, la plus couramment em;ployde, censiote h repr~senter I'avion par une superposition de sea modes
propres englobant lea modes rigides sur lesquels on applique urne a6rodynamique instationnaire ou quasi-stationnaire.
La seconde fait appel aux coefficients d'influence structursux joints & une thdorie a6rodynamique stationnaire et c'est cette derni~r- m~thode que nous utilisons plus volontiers bi-'n que l'on puisse, & premi~re vue,
lui reprocher son caractbre atationnaire.
Miis, aux fr~quences d'excitation explor~ea (entre 0 et 2 hz) ce choix eat parfaitement justifiable d'autant que, dans un calcul pr~liminaire, nous avons compard les rAponaes longitudinales de lavion obtenues &
l'aide des deux m~thodes. Entre 0 et 2 hz, ces r~ponses sent pratiquement identiques et ne commencent h diverger
qu'au.-desaus de cette gamma de frdquences, lea d~phasages entre excitation et d4formation ne pouvant plus alors
8tre ndglig~s.
Cependant, si la mdthode dite des coefficients d'influence pr~sente par rapport &Lcelle des modes propres
l'avantage de la rapiditd et de la simplicitd, ella n'en conserve pans momns un certain i.imbre d'inconv~nients
tels que is difficult6 de se reboucler soi-t sur la facteur de charge, soit sur lea moments de charni~re ou l'ispossibilit4 de tenir compta des non lindarit~a auxquellea on ne pout dchapper dbs que V'on explore le domaina
p~riph~rique.
D'autre pert, comae h notre connaissance, ii n'existe aucun procdd de pr6-s~lection rapide des cas dimensionrnants, il eat absolument indispensable de poss6der une programme porformant pour explorer tous lea cas de
calcul.
Ces consid~ratiorns nous ont aman~s h sadnager Ia mdthode afin de satisfaira au maxi-x au double souci de
simplicit4 et rapidit6 d'axploitation; et dana ces conditions, l'idde premibre eat 'Oe conserver le moule mathdmatique de Ilavion rigide en essayant d'introduire lea effets a4rn~stiques au niveau des coefficients a6rodynamiques pour crier une catdgorie de
coefficients agrodynamiquas apparenta "
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EXPOSE DE 1A METHODE

Les outils indispensables hal'adrodlasticien peuvent se rdsumer en daux mtrices
-

l'lne, atructurale liant les forces aux d4formations

-

l'autre, adrodynamique liant les d~f'ormatiors aux pressions.

La premi'are d4finit compl'atement l'avion et oontiant implicitment toutes ses formes propres. Si s 6dotermination est parfois laborieuse au stade du projet, il est toujours possible de le mesurer d'as que l'avion est
construit. Il Woen est pas de mgme pour !a seconds, pour laqualle on doit fal.re confiance mu calcul et hala
th~orie des surfaces portantes, en se rdservant Is pczsibilit4 d'ur- vdrification et d'un rAajustement hala lumibre des mesures de soufflerie sur maquette rigide adapt~e, toutau moins en ce qui concerne les valeurs globaoas
des grad-nts de portance et de moment de tangage.
Pour 8tre plus explicite, La matrice agrodynamique CA) relie les ddformations angulaires aux points de
contr8le "4 OICK avec les coefficients 10 Lj I du polyndme de pression p (, j choiai. ILe passage aux forces
induites sur 'les points dtint~gration se fait par llinterm~diaire d'une matrice poidsEWj ; ce qui se traduit
par

C AJ 1w,~

br b

P'1V..

tJ

T +
M's lors, ii ant ais6 d'exprimer les d4formations angulaires
IX1en tous las points de contr8le au cours
de n'importe laquelle das manoeuvres. ras d~formations sont des for~c'tions des pararn'tres de vn~l comme le braquage
des 6levons, lincidence, le facteur de charge .
a..
t si nouts reportons l~express, .ade ces d~formations da'..s
las 6quations de la manoeuvre, nous faisons apparaltre de nouveaux coefficients mdrodynamiques.
Elnprenant, par example, le cas simple d' une ressource 4quilihr~e dont las dquations se ddduisent de celles
de l'avion rigide par adjonction des forces et des moments induits par la. souplessa at en 4crivant que las ddformations angulaires provoquent des variations d'incidence et do 'oraquage, nous obtenons de nouvalles 4quations
semblables 'a cclles de l'avion rigide telle l'4quation des forces:
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o4achacun des coefficients est Ia somme du coefficient de soufflerie et de la correction apportde par Ia fleribilit6. C'est ainsi qulapparaissent les coefficients a~rodynamiques apparents.
Donc, grdee 'a ce sch~ma, il est loisible d'dtudier la imanoeuvre sans rien changer au processus de r4solution de 1'avion rigide, sinon le mode dlinterpolation des coefficients eux-m~mes. En effet, !a cr~ation de ces
coefficients est malgr4 tout assez longue et laborieusa en raison du nombre de param'atras dont ils d~pendent
(Mach, pression dynamique, poids, centrage) et las fichiars a~rodynamiques ainsi constitu~s sont, par voia da
conzdquence, relativmant volumineux, mais lour exploitation pout entiarement se m~caniser d'as que lVon se fire
le mode d'interpolation en fonction des divers param'tres.
Ainsi, tous les coefficients a~rodynamiques avion rigide, y compris len coefficients de moments de charnibe des gouvernes, trouvent leur homologus, en avion souple tant en r~gime symtrique qu'en r~gime antisymo6trique.
PAr consdquent, le calcul des charges auquellas est soumis l'avion mu cours d~n manoeuvre quelconque se
trouva ainsi consid~rablement simplifi6. En effet, d'as que lt on connatt les param'atres da vol tenant bien sar
compte de la souplesse, il nlest basoin que de lour assooier len r~partitions unitaires corraspondantas. Cependant, il subsiste une derniare difficult6
ces r~partitions; unitaires dtant mesurdes en soufflerie sur maquette
rigide, ii est n4cessaire de leur ajouter les charges induites par les variations de cambrure et de vrillage;4
autrement dit, de cr~er des rdpartitions en acenord avec len coefficients a~rodynamaiques apparants.
3r, il s'est av~r6 impossible ou du moins impensabla de ddterminer ces charges par un calcul prdliminaire
pour er dresser des catalogues de base, car pour couvrir tout le domaine de vol, il faudrait constituer un fichier d'une ampleur d~mesurde.
Pour 6viter cet inconvdnient,
est ktudide et qua le cas de calcul
tions angulaires locales at grfice 'a
sion quo nous pouvons alors 4valuar

nous calculons ces charges 'a postdriori, clest-'a-dire des qua la manoeuvre
est complZAtement d~fini. Pour ce faire, ii suffit da ramonter aux d~formala mat rice a~rodynamique, expliciter les coef~'icients du polyn8me de pressur n'importe quel point da Ia surface portante
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Pour reprendre l'exemple de la ressource 4quilibr4e, apran le calctul de 1'inciderce i, du braquage
de la vitesse de tangage q, on exprime
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En r~sum4, la d~termlmntion des charges agissant sur l~avjofl d~formable, se d compose en trois phases
1) 4tude ae la manoeuvre 'a laide des coefficients adrodynamiques apparents et extraction des paramntres de vol
pour le point de calcul retenu
2) crdation des charges de l'avion souple, clest-'a-dire combinaison des charges mesurdes en soufflerie sur maquette rigide ponddrdes par lea param'tres de vol

3) crdation des charges exclus'ivement induites par la variation de vrillage et de cambrare.
Gr~ce hace processus, les effeta de la souplesse n'empruntent hala thdorie qutune part rdduite, lea non
lindaritds slintroduisent a.nsez aisdment danas le calcul, et point essentiel, nous conservons un moule methdma.tique permettant une exploitation suffisamment rapide.

EXEMPLES DE CAI.CUL
Nous donnerons maintenant t±,is exemples appliquds ha un avion aupersonique at qui entrent tous trois
dans les exigences du riaglement. Ces trois types de manoeuvres ont 4t6 effectudes e~nrdgime subsonique (M = 0,65
Z = 5000 ft) et en rdgine supersonique (M= 1,74 Z = 43 000 ft) pour lea deux avions rigide at soupla.
i) Ressouce 4puilibrde 'a n = 2.5
Si en subsonique lleffat de la souplesse ne joue que tras peu sur lea angles de braquage, par contra ha
M = 1,74, pour un facteur de charge de 2,5, il faut 50 hacabrer contre 204 dana le m~me sena 'a l'avion rigide.
L'incidence n'est gube affectde dana lea deux cas (I 'a 2 dixiame de degre).
Pour comparer lea charges induites aur la voilure par la ressource dquilibrde, il eat difficile dana
le cadre de cet expos4 do prdsenter une grille de calcul; aussi, pour essayer d'imager lea 379partitions, avonanous cru bon de trazer l'dvolution en envargure des forces et des moments de tangage intdgrda sur des trenches
parall'ales aux nervures et ce pour la voilure excluaivement.
La lecture da ces diagrammes (planches 5 et 6) oblige aLuna conclusion fort simple :antre l'avion
rigide et l'avion souple, il n'existe pas de diffdrance tr !s notable ni en force ni en moment. Autremant dit,
lea rdpartitions de charges sur lea deux avions sont assez semblables malgrd le gros dcart de braquaga du cas
supersonique.
Cepandant, en pou.'aant plus avant l'examen des charges, lea petits 6carts mentionnds se traduisent Dar
une 146re surcharge du bord dtattaque compenade par un aUngement des parties alevonndas, surtout l'dlevon ax1,74 (constatation logique si o~nrappelle 18 faible afficacit4 de braquage dana cette
tamne dans le cas 'a M
zone).
2) manoeuvre contrde de tangage
Il a'agit au cours do' e'-tte manoeuvre d'atteindre Ic facteur de charge n = 2,5 en imposant une loi de
issi faible que possible eat oorditionnde par 18 saturation des servobraquaga sinusoldale dont 1, Pdriode
dynes, le point de calcul retanu dtant celui o4~ le facteur de charge passe par le maximum.
A M = 0,65 (planche 1) lea rdponse.i des deux: avions p'4sentent une nette similitude alors que lea braquages de frdquence identique diff'arent us peu par llamplitude.
A M = 1,74 l'avion souple eat pluu- long 'a rdpondre (presque 0,5 sacorxia de retard pour n = 2,5) et ce
au prix d'une amplitude de braquage plus grande associde 'a une frdquence plus faible (planche 2).
Dana ces deux manoeuvres comae dana lea deux: prdcddntea on eat amen6 aux mamas conclusions : 114-olution des charges en envergure ne laisse apparaltra qua trAes peu de diffdrenca antre lea deux: avions; et si 18
zone arrie de l'avion souple a encore tandance 'a saaldger (phdnome-ne plus visible dana le cas suparsonique),
le bord dtattaque se surcharge toujours mais sur 18 voilure externe seulement.

3) Manoeuvre de roulis
En partant du facteur de charge n = 1,67 ltavion antama use manoeuvre de roulis en braquant sea dievons 'a la vitesse maximum jusqula butde ou saturation des sarvodynas, pois maintient son braquage et dbs q'.a
l'assiatte latdrale atteint 600, contrebraque jusqut'a une valeur oppoade moiti6 du braquaga maximum de 18 premibre phase pour conserver cette nouvelle valeur. Jorsque l~assiatte passe par son maximum, en rambne le braquage 'a zdro.
L'instant retanu pour le calcul eat calui oiil'avion eat 'a 600 dtaSi1etta latdrale.
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Dans 1e8 deux cas 6tudids, lavion est a116 jusqu'h saturation do lasearvocoando de 1'6levon mddian. Cn
pout voir stir les planches 3 et 4, quo lavion souplo ndcessite tin braquago plus 6lev6 ot quo sa, rdponso prdsente
un net retard stir cello do I'avion rigide.
Si nous considdrons les charges (pli..nches 9 ot 10) induites par ces manoeuvres, notia no pouvona quo constater tin accroissement on passant de Itavion rigide h l'avion souple. Mis h Dart le bout d'aile, toutes; los tranches sont tr~s nettement surchargdes, en particulier dana le cas subsonique, ce quzi pout slozpliquer per los
grands braquages attoints par l'dlovon mddian. Et, si le bord d'attaque, surtout dans la zone centralo de voiluro
est toujours sensiblo aux ddformations: (et toujours dans 1e mgme sons), la partie arribre de voilure, du mains
los 6levons externes, prdsonto 6galement tin surcroft do charge due A la souplesso.
Pour essayer d'illuatrer le ph4nom:-ne, nous avons treed pour la, manoeuvre do roulis supersonique, tine carte
des charges de ltavion souple en pourcentage des charges correspondantes avion rigido.
A l'exception des zones imadiatement en avant des glevons extornos, toute la voilure eat surchargde en
moyenne do 10 %et ce pourcentage augmente en stapprochant du bord d'attaquo.

CONCLUSION
Ce court exposd nta. aucunement la prdtention de formuler do lci gdndrale ni do donner tine mdthodo tinivorselle h stiivre. Lea conclusions no slappliquent quIh tin avion supersonique do typo delta et encore no couvrent
pas toutes les manoeuvres quo los r~glements pouvent exiger do cot avion. Mais, h la. ltimi~re do totia los calculs
effectuds, ii est possible dtaffirmer qu'IA facteur do charge dquivalent los aviona souple et rigide no diffbroat
quo tr~s poti dans- leur rdpartition de charges hAtelle enzeigne qu'uno dtude rapide du domaine pdriphdrique pout
so faire en avion rigide quitte h affJiner le calcul. en tenant compte de la souplesse uniquement dana les cas
d4terminants.
Cepondant, lorsque 1e but h atteindre est tin des parambtres de vol comae l'asaiette latdrale par example,
il n'est plus question do ndglieer l'influonce des ddformations.
En rdsuad, si la souplosse des surfaces portantes izniuit d'importantes modifications stir les ;,al.itds do
vol do l'avion, son action stir los charges dans lea manoeuvres de justification do la, structure est mis
4vidente mais non ndgligeable.
Quoiqu'il en soit 1e processus do calcul adoptd n'apporte pa de gene considdrable et l'0tude do l'avion
souple pout aisdment so substituor h l'dtudo de lavion rigide.
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ACTIVE CONTROL OF AEROEIASTIC RESPONSE
by
A. Gerald Rainey, Charles L. Ruhlin, and Maynard C. Sandford
NASA Langl-y Research Center
Hampton, Virginia, U.S.A.
SUMMARY
Conceptual and wind-tunnel programs leading to the development of technology for applying active
controls to the suppression of flutter indicate that these methods may prove to be a powerful tool in
providing required safety margins for flutter in future high-performance supersonic aircraft. The nature
of flutter considerations in the design of the United States SST prototype -ircraft has been described as
an example of the type of application where active flutter suppression shows promise. Although this new
technology is emerging, several years of additional development will be required in order to bring the
technology to a complete state of readiness, particularly for civil applications.
INTRODUCTION
As designers seek the ultimate in efficiency for large, supersonic aircraft, aeroelastic considerations tend to play a dominant role in the development of such aircraft. Unfortunately, the complexity of
the field of aeroelasticity involving interactions of a large number of parameters makes it difficult to
assess the full impact of aeroelastic considerations early during the basic configuration layout. Thus,
the requirements of other disciplines such as aerodynamics, propulsion, and strength, which are more
amenable to early, accurate definition, tend to set the framework within which the aeroelastician must
operate in evolving a satisfactory overall design. The aeroelastician has many needs which would help in
the evolution of a more nearly optimum system. One of these needs, of course, is the ability to perform
accurate and more timely analyses in the early layout phase, so that aeroelastic considerations could
influence the selection of an optimum system at an earlier point in the design program. Another need is
to bring to a state of readiness the emerging technology of active control of aeroelastic response.
The application of active controls for the suppression of flutter is one such emerging technology
which, if fully developed, shows promise of providing attractive alternatives to the aeroelastician's
standard tools for solving the flutter problem. This paper will be concerned with some of the activities
at NASA Langley directed toward bringing this tech-nology to a better state of readiness. As an example of
the kind of need for which this technology could te applied in the future, flutter considerations relative
to the United States SST prototype design are described, along with a brief assessment of our flutter
analytical capability which, of course, is also pertinent to the analysis of active controls for flutter
suppression.
FLUTER CONSIDERATIONS IN THE U.S. SST DESIGN
Turner and Bartley (Ref. 1) of the Boeing Company have recently given an excellent description of the
flutter prevention program employed during the design of the American SST prototype aircraft. Some of the
highlights of their paper are repeated here.
Figure I illustrates the extent of the flutter problem encountered in the design of the American
prototype airplane. This figure compares the flutter boundary calculated for the airplane with a structure
designed just to have adequate strength without additional stiffness to the design dive speed envelope of
the airplane. In the transonic range, it can be seen that the flutter speed is only about 80% of the
design dive speed. Thus, it can be seen that substantial improvements in the flutter speed over that
obtained by the strength design structure was required. The American SST configuration is characterized
by a long, slender fuselage, thin wings of moderate aspect ratio, and aft-mounted engines. These characteristics, however, are typical of other large, supersonic aircraft. The feature of the American SST which
is believed to be primarily responsible for the relatively low flutter speed of the strength design
configuration is the fact that the eng.nes for the SST employed three-dimensional inlets leading to a
podded, beam-supported installation. Other large, supersonic aircraft with aft-mounted engines employ twodimensional inlets with a relatively stiff inlet-duct system which minimizes the influence of the large
mass of the engines in participating in the flutter mode. In the American SST the critical flutter mode
always involved large motions of the outboard engine nacelle. Studies of configuration without engines
indicated much higher flutter speeds. Such a configuration might have substantial advantages from the
point of view of noise and pollution; however, a supersonic glider has little economic viability.
The flutter boundary shown in Figure 1 is, of course, calculated and a question might be raised
regarding the accuracy of such flutter calculations. During the course of the SST prototype development,

a variety of transonic and supersonic flutter model programs were conducted which permitted assessment of
the adequacy of analytical methods used. One such assessment is shown in Figure 2 which compares experimental flutter boundaries obtained on two different modela, one in the transonic range ard the other in
the supersonic range, with corresponding calculated flutter speeds. This figure serves to illustrate the
current state of development of various unsteady aerodynamic theories. In the subsonic range, the flutter
speeds calculated employing the kernel function method agree adequately with the experimentally determined
values. In the transonic range, there is no calculated result simply because there is no transonic
unsteady aerodynamic theory developed to the point where it is useful for routine flutter calculations
used in the design of an aircraft. In the supersonic range, the standard tool used in flutter prevention
Oesign activities in the United States is the supersonic box nethod and it can be seen that the accuracy
with which it predicts flutter results leaves much to be desired.
The results of Figure 2 prompt some general remarks concerning the state of development of unsteady
aerodynamic theory. In the subsonic range, in addition to the kernel function method illustrated, recent
L-7967
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years have seen the development of the doublet-lattice method which seems to be equal in accuracy to the
more classical kernel function method, but also exhibits versatility in application to a wide variety of
complex configurations (Ref. 2). Although there are several approaches to the transonic unsteady aerodynamic problem, most of them either lack the ring of physical reality or remain too cumbersome for routine
numerical application in the design process. The transonic unsteady aerodynamic field remains a fruitful
area for research. In the supersonic range several promisin.g approaches exist, and it can be hoped that
practical design tools employing improvements over the supersonic box method will become available in the
near fLture.
Successful exploitation of the emerging technology for flutter suppression by active controls also
requires improvements in unsteady aerodynamic theory, in that design methods for active controls require
accurate representation of the unsteady control effectiveness and hinge moments. These and other aspects
of the development of active control technology are described below.

AN AERODYNAMIC ENERGY CONCEPT OF FLIITER SUPPRESSION
One of the needs which must be met if we are to bring to fruition the promise of advanced active control
systems in improving the efficiency and safety of aircraft is a better merging of the fields of controls
theory and aeroelasticity. One recent contribution to this need from the aeroelastician's point of view
is the development of an aerodynamic energy concept by Eliahu Nissim of the Technion, Israel. This work
(Ref. 3) was performed while Niscim was at the NASA Langley Research Center as a National Research Council
Research Associate. Nissim's conzepts have been explained in the recent Fifth Theodore Von Karman Memorial
Lecture, by I. E. Garrick (Ref. 4) which also reviews other current aeroelastic topics of interest. The
description below is essentially excerpted from Garrick's excellent lecture.
Durig flutter, energy must be transferred from thp .±rstream into the airplane
may be put in another way; namely, necessary and s'!ilcient for flutter prevention is
all conceivable, allowable oscillatory motions will require positive work to be done
airstream. To understand Nissim's aerodynamic energy approach, consider oscillatory
special case of two d.6rees of freedom; bending (h) and torsion or pitch (m).

system. This statement
the circumztance that
by the aircraft on the
motion first for the

We may write for the rate at which work (W) is done against the aerodynamic force (F) and moment (M)
acting
W = h + M&

Now W is ze:o at zero airspeed, becomes positive with increase in airspeed and then goes to zero again at
the flutter speed beyond which it becomes negative. Expressed in terms of the average work per cycle of
oscillation V and in terms of the maximum amplitudes ho and ao, a quadratic exprassion results
WB

h 2 +Ba 2 + B a h
1lo
2
3 o o

where the B's are purely aerodynamic terms, B1 represents the damping in bending, % damping in torsion,
and B3 is a cross-coupling aerodynamic damping, a function of the phase difference between h and a.
Consider now

n

degrees of freedom given by generalized coordinates

order n
(q) = (qR+

Th

q

defined by a column matrix of

()qoet

iqi) ei'=

work per cycle done by the motion, as shown by Nissim is

V= C Lqoi [U]

(%})

2
where C is a constant, qo is the complex amplitude of q (hence ir-.1
des the phase), , is its row
conjugate and [U] is a square matrix of order n of purely aerodynamic origin, and is in fact given by

[Ui] [(A, + AT) + I (An _ A.T)
where

AR + i A, represent the aerodynamic terms in the

n equations of motion, and superscript

T

represents a matrix transpose.

It is significant that [U] is a Hermitian matrix (i.e., U = T), and therefore it possesses real eigenvalues which can be expressed as a diagonal matrix CA i..
Making further use

of properties of the solution of the characteristic equation of (U], Nissim shows that the energy per
cycle V can be written as a principal quadratic form, that is, without coupling terms, as

where the g's are new modal coordinates, obtained from the q's. The X's, as stated must be real, and
if they can be determined (by aerodynamic means through change of U) so that they are all positive then
will be positive, and flutter of the assumed system is then not possible.
To apply this theory concretely to active flutter suppression Nissim uses two-dimensional subsonic
oscillatory aerodynamics and considers a system having four degrees of freedom - bending h, torsion a,
a leading-edge control surface motion 0, and that of a trailing-edge con ol surface 5. The leadingand trailing-edge controls are related to the h and a degrees of free_,m by a "control law" as

-
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determined by, say, two independent sensors; for example, accelerometers or gyros. A numerical study was
made to determine this control relationship so that ove: the reduced frequency range of interest the lower
algebraic value of the two X's associated with the problem becomes and remains positive. This then
assures that 9 will be positive, thus preventing the occurrence of flutter. One may regard the suppression as achieved through the aerodynamic decoupling of the sensitive modes, thereby greatly improving the
effective damping. Another physical interpretation that can be placed on Nissim's approach is to point
out the necessity of two independent controllers (leading-edge and trailing-edge surfaces) in order to
control the two types of motion involved in flutter, namely, bending and pitch. As might be expected, and
as discussed by Nissim, various practical compromises may need to be Introduced to reduce undesirable
sensitivity and to meet other requirements.
SOME PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE AERODYNAMIC ENERGY FLUTTER SUPPRESSION SYSEM
In order to explore some of the practical aspects of application of the aerodynamic energy flutter
suppression concept to a real aircraft design, the Boeing/Wichita Company, under a contract to the Langley
Research Center, performed a brief study of flutter supp-ession systems applied to an early mathematical
model of the American SST. Some of the results of this study are illustrated in Figure 3. The sketch on
the right indicates the three pairs of leading edge-trailing edge controls considered, located at stations
referred to as outboard, midspan, and inboard. Motion was sensed by two accelerometers located near the
hinge line of each of the controls. The control law used to close the loop was that indicated by Nissim's
aerodynamic energy analysis. As indicated in the figure, the three different flutter suppression systems
yielded increases in flutter speed ranging from 11% for the outboard section, up to 28% for the midspan
section. Another calculation was made with both the midspan and inboard sections activated. The results
of this analysis are shown in the root locus diagran to the left of Figure 3. The analysis included 10
elastic modes plus the rigid body motions of pitca und plunge. However, only the two elastic modes
involved in flutter are shown in the diagram. For the *asic airplane without flutter suppression, the
third elastic mode becomes unstable at a speed of 422 knots. The fourth mode becomes unstable at just a
slightly higher speed. When both the midspan and inboard sections are activated, the roots remain in the
stable portion of the diagram, even when the speed is increased to the value corresponding to sea-level
flight at a Mach number of 0.9. Thus, the two systems working together produced an increase in flutter
speed of something in excess of 40%.
MODEL PROGRAMS FOR STUDYIN3G FLUTTER SUPPRESSION
In order to further develop the technology needed to bring flutter suppression to use in aircraft
design, a program has been initiated at the Langley Research Center to develop and apply wind-tunnel
modeling techniques for studying flutter suppression systems in the critical transonic range where suitable
aerodynamic theories do not exist. Although this program has not yet reached the point where active
flutter suppression has been demonstrated in the wind tunnel, substantial progress has been made, and the
following indicates the status and plans for that program.
One of the models being used in this program is illustrated in the photograph of Figure 4. The model
is a simplified representation of the American SST. It has the gross geometric characteristics and
structural characteristics such that its flutter mode is similar to that of more accurately scaled models
and its flutter speed is within a few percent of these model results. The model is equipped with a single
set of leading edge-trailing edge control devices similar to the midspan flutter suppression control
system described previously and illustrated in Figure 3.
Boeing/Wichita, under a contract to the Langley Research Center, is providing general support fcor this
model program in the area of controls implementation and analysis. The controls are actuated by specially
designed hydraulic actuators of a wiper-vane type. A photograph of the model showing one of the actuators
installed is shown in Figure 5. Each actuator weighs about 2 ounces and has essentially flat frequency
response well above the flutter frequency of the model.
As mentioned previously, closed-loop operation of the system has not yet been accomplished, although
it is hoped to reach this stage by su r or early fall of 1972. In order to aid in the design of the
model control actuators in the flutter suppression system, 6he model has been installed in the Langley
transonic dynamics tunnel for measurements of the hinge moments on the leading-edge and trailing-edge
controls. Prior to the measurement program, estimates of hinge moments by a variety of methods produced
a wide range of values. A comparison of the measured static hinge moments with values calculated after
the measurements had been made is shown in Figure 6. The agreement between measured and calculated results
for the leading-edge control is surprisingly good, and the lack of substantial variation through the
transonic Mach number range is encouraging. The lack of agreement between measured and calculated values
for the trailing-edge control is not surprising, being typical of the usual inability of nonviscous theory
to predict this type of detailed aerodynamic behavior. The aerodynamic theory used for the subsonic
predictions is doublet-lattice, while that employed for the calculation at a Mach number of 1.2 is the
simple piston theory. This appears to be another case of piston theory yielding a useful answer even
though the physical flow conditions violate the underlying assumptione of the theory. Although comparisons
of control effectiveness coefficients are not available, it is hoped that the aerodynamic treatmenc
employed in the control systems analysis will adequately represent this feature of the system.
OTHER FLUTTER SUPPRESSION PROGRAMS
In addition to the model program employing the simplified representation of the American SST design,
the Langley Research Center is engaged in a cooperative program with the U.S. Air Force Flight Dynamics
aboratory to study flutter suppression on a model of the Boeing B-52 bomber. This model program is being
conducted in conjunction with, and coordinated with, a flight research program. The B-52 flight and model
program will include studies of other types of active control systems other than flutter suppression. A
general outlook on the prospects of advanced active control systems for applications to civil aircraft is
given In Re.erence 5. Some types of advanced active control systems have been demonstrated and incorporated
in United States military aircraft. The ability to take full advantage of the promise of the co. cept of
flutter suppression, however, probably requires several more years of technology development. The needed
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technology development is in several areas, such as development of criteria for use of active control in
providing the flutter safety margin, development of new hardware concepts that will not only provide the
necessary safety aspects uf reliability, but also the logist: as and econcmic requirements associated with
routine airline operations. Perhaps, as another new technology, flutter suppression will first be applied
to military vehicles, providing operational confidence before it is incorporated in civil aircraft. That
this technology is evolving is indicated by the fact that an entire seosion was devoted to this subject
at the most recent Joint Automatic Control Conference. The papers presented in this session are listed
as Ftlerences 6 through 9.

CONCLUDIN3 RWARKS
Conceptual and wind-tunnel programs J -ding to the development of technology for applying active
controls to the suppression of flutter !adicate that these methods may prove to be a powerful tool in
providing required safety margins fir flutter in future high-performance supersonic aircraft. The nature
of flutter considerations in the eesign of the United States SST prototype aircraft has been described as
an example of the type of application where active flutter suppression shows promise. Although this new
tec.hnolcgy is emerging, several years of additional development will be required in order to bring the
technology to a complete state of readiness, particularly for civil applications.
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OPEN DISCUSSION

W.T.Hamilton, USA: Comment: The US-SST Program considered active control flutter suppression but did not
have time in the schedule for the long extensive control system development required to get adequate reliability in
the system. Consequently, a conservative criterion was selected to decide whether to include active flutter
prevention. It was believed that a reliable, relatively simple system could be developed, within the time schedule,
which would be consistant with the more conservative criterion.

W.J.G.Pinsker, UK: I have recently become interested in CCV and the first thing we tried to do was to get an idea
of the applications where CCV brings the greatest returns. From admittedly superficial studies it appeared that
active flutter control showed the least attractive return in terms of weight saved by the time one allows for the
extra system hardware. I would like Mr Rainey to tell us whether he sees the principal attractions of active flutter
control in structural efficiency or rather in ease of design and development.

A.G.Rainey, USA: The potential benefit of any of the control functions normally included in the phrase "CCV" is
configuration dependent, that is, depends on the characteristics of the particular airplane design to which they are
being applied. Of course, some airplane designs do not suffer a flutter penalty and, consequently, flutter
suppression would have no payoff at all for such a design. In other cases flutter suppression would be needed in
order to take ful advantage of the application of other control concepts, such as maneuver load control, for
reducing the basic strength requirement of the design. The use of active flutter control is envisioned as a means of
providing improved structural efficiency and, as a matter of fact, its application would probably complicate, rather
than ease, the design and development effort.

D.J.Walker, UK: Presumably the technique depends on a preknowledge of the flutter modes. How is this compatible with the strike role of a military aircraft for which different modes can flutter depending on wing store load?

A.G.Rainey, USA: One of the advantages of the aerodynamic energy concept for flutter suppression is that this
approach leads to a relative indcpendence of the control system to changing structural characteristics such as fuel
distribution or store loadings. Nissim's analysib of the aerodynamic energy concept shows that this type of control
system, regardless of modal changes, cannot cause a decrease in the speed of instability and can only go to zero

effectiveness in the event that the flutter mode changes such that the r.sponse at the control station is zero. The
probability of this happening in a reai design seems remote, but would have to be examined during the design
process. If two or more control stations were used in the design, it seems very unlikely that a condition of zero
effectiveness could be found, and our very limited experience indicates that such a control could be very effective.
The practical application of this concept to aircraft design requires considerably more effort than we have had time
to put into it.
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PREDICTION OF AEROELASTIC HINGE MOMENT EFFECTS
ON STABILITY AND CONTI
ABILITY

by
John W. Carlson
B-1 Airframe Division
Aeronautical Systems Division
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, 45433, USA

SUMMARY
Stability and control characteristics have been affected by aeroelastic d-flections for many years.
Some early difficulties are discussed and examples are show that have resulted in control problems and
aircraft operating limitations. In certain cases, it may not be necessary to give design consideration
to the aeroelastic hinge moment case since other factors control the configuration development. This
is discussed and some particular examples are presented to illustrate that the elastic hinge moment
problem was not a major factor. Methods of-predicting aeroelastic hinge moments are reviewed and some
of the problems that arise by the use of these methods are discussed. A recently developed program for
analysis of structural deformations is described which may be used to analyze many aeroelastic problems.
The control system designer must consider the problems of aeroelasticity when sizing and locating
actuators and determining control surface shapes, locations, and deflections.

When speaking of aeroelasticity, it is very difficult to speak only of hinge moments and not about
some of the other problems of aeroelasticity. The various aspects cannot be separated because they are
so interrelated and consideration must be given to control surface effectiveness, aeroelastic characteristics of the lifting surfaces and the torsional and bending stiffnesses of the fuselage. This paper
will mention not only hinge moments but also other problems and characteristics that are related to
control surface problems.
There isa classic case which shows how the aeroelastic characteristics can limit the usefulness,
or flight envelope, of an airplane. This airplane was a swept wing bomber with outboard ailerons for
roll control. The control system was not an irreversible system so the control forces increased with
dynamic pressure for a given aileron deflection. Figure 1 shows the aerodynamic forces generated at
two airspeeds for a constant aileron control force. At the higher speed, due to increased hinge moment,
the aileron deflection is less than at the lower speed. The wing twist generated by the deflected
aileron produces a force which opposes the aileron roll force. The decreasing aileron deflection
prevents the roll force from the control from increasing while the opposing roll force from a given
amount of wing twist increases as the dynamic pressure increases. Eventually, the two forces become
equal and opposite and this condition is referred to as t-,e reversal speed. Figure 2. The roll capability
decreases as the reversal speed is approached. At speeds greater than the reversal speed, the airplane
will roll in the direction opposite to that intended by the pilot. This places a very real operational
limit on the airplane because some speed less than the reversal speed must be used to assure some minimum
roll capability.
For the bomber mentioned above, the roll reversal speed was appreciably less than either the design
limit speed or the level flight power limit shown in Figure 3. The roll reversal speed determined the
maximum usable speed of this airplane at low altitudes.
Similar control losses have occurred on other aircraft with trailing edge surfaces. Rudder and
elevator control powers have been reduced due to aeroelastic deflections caused from a deflection of the
control surface. Such losses, if unexpected or not properly accounted for during the design process can
materially reduce the effectiveness of the airplane by either decreasing the maneuverability of the
aircraft or by reducing the operating envelope at high dynamic pressures. In addition to thesc limitations, there are also effects on structural design and control system design. If it is essential that
normal operation occur at high dynamic pressures then the structural properties must be sufficient to
provide a base from which the control system will be able to function. The control system must be able
to provide the power or the hinge moment capability to move the particular surface of concern at high
dynamic pressures and frequently at conditions quite different from the rigid conditions that are seen
in normal design layout drawings and on conventional wind tunnel models. Both major components of the
hinge moments may be different from that seen in the rigid case. The angle of attack of the control
surface may be appreciably different due to surface deflections in flight. This is especially true of
control surfaces such as ailerons which are on a wing. A highly swept wing will undergo a large amount
of bending due to lift forces and will also have some torsional deflections. Some large aircraft have
experienced wing tip deflections of the order of 15 to 20 feet. The angle of attack of the control
surfaces, if located well outboard, is hardly the same as it was in the undeflected case.
The other component of the hinge moment, the surface deflection, also undergoes some change. There
are Mach number effects on control surfaces which change their effectiveness. For a given airplane
response of roll rate, roll acceleration, pitch rate or pitch acceleration, the surface deflection will
differ as a function of dynamic pressure. The airplane structure will deflect and absorb some of the
control power without .orresponding motion about the airplane center of gravity. Additional control
power in the form of surface deflection must be applied to obtain the required respon:P. The hinge
moment predictions should account, in some manner, for the aeroelastic effects on angle of attack and
also the required surface deflection to enable the system designer to prepare a control system that will
properly control the airplane throughout its flight envelope.
There are several methods that are used to try to predict the aeroelastic effects on stability,
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controllability, ar.d hinge moments. All of them require the best possible structural definition of the
airframe for accuracy. Structural definition is usually one of the last things that is determined with
good confidence during the des,,,.. because it changes so much as more and more is known about the airplane.
There usually are from three to five structural design iterations due to loads, stress analysis, weight
changes and weight distribution changes. The control system must be committed to design before the last
structural des.gn iterations occur and frequently the control system characteristics play a part in the
later design zhanges.
Therefore, the knowledge that is attained about flexible structural characteristics that influence
the control designer must be flavored with some added factor to account for the possibility that the
actual design may be less stiff (somehow it always seems to be less stiff) than the early predictions
or data indicate.
Techniques are in use to determine aeroelastic characteristics. There are two well known wind tunnel
test methods in use. One of these methods involves the use of flexible models. These models are built
with a rigid fuselage section in the vicinity of the balance. The forward and aft sections of the
fuselage api the wing and control and stabilizing surfaces are flexible so that they will distort or
move under the dynamic pressure-s encountered in the wind tunnel. The model structure is scaled to
represent the bending and torsional stiffness of the actual airplane as known at the time. The model
is then tested and force, moment, pressure distribution, and strain gauge data may be obtained. These
data will show deflections of the basic structure. If control surfaces are included on the model then
surface effectiveness and hinge moment data can be obtained.
This type of testing has received varying amounts of acceptance. The model must be scaled to account
for the effects of weight and inertia as well as the air load effects. For model structure, these
scaling difficulties mean that a fairly narrow speed range, or dynamic pressure range, can be simulated
with each model. This may require the use of several very expensive models to complete a thorough test
or to account for the various conditions of interest. The accuracy of the structural scaling is affected
by the amount of deflection encountered so that this also may lead to inaccuracies. Although testing of
this type is done, there is enough concern over the final accuracy of the results to look for better
methods of obtaining aeroelastic and hinge moment data.
Another techniquc also involves wind tunnel testing. With this method, rigid models are used. The
rigid models are built to a shape that is meant to represent the shape of the airplane, or a portion of
the airplane, at some flight conlition. These tests may be conducted like any rigid model tests and the
normal force and moment data obtained. There are some disadvantages to this method. Each deflected
model can be made to represent only one flight condition; therefore, several models must be built to
include even a portion of the flight cases of interest. This type of testing is very expensive because
of the number of models that must be built and this type of model is very expensive. it is never known
for sure if the shape prescribed for the model is the correct shape so that some judgement and prediction
must be used. The data can be easily obtained and used, however, since it is rigid body data. It is felt
that there must be great concern over aeroelastic effect and a good and complete knowledge of structural
characteristics to justify the use of this method because of its cost.
f

Still another way to predict the aeroelastic effects on the structure and the control system is
analytical. This method was developed by the Boeing Company under a NASA contract. The method is called
FLEXSTAB and it is a digital computer program that solves the elastic airplane residual flexibility
equations of motion. The program is intended to evaluate those parameters which affect the stability
and control and flight control design of an airplane. The program represents mathematically the interactions of the structure (by stiffness or flexibility), the aerodynamics (steady or quasi-steady), and
the mass and the distribution of the mass of an arbitrary configuration. The aerodynamic inputs may be
determined analytically and later refined by the use of experimental data.
The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory has obtained the FLEXSTAB program. The Lab is in the process
of adding subroutines to the program to expand the capabilities. The items being added permit the analysis
of the flight control system to study flying qualities and ride qualities.
When fully implemented, it is intended to use the improved FLEXSTAB program to analyze and determine
the actual in-the-air shape of the airplane at a number of flight conditions. Knowledge of the actual
shape and not the jig shape or the one-g shape of the airplane is useful to performance engineers as well
as structures and flight dynamic; engineers. The program will also determine stability derivatives,
control derivatives, and hinge moments. This program is not limited to a few flight conditions but can
investigate many conditions throughout t:,e flight envelope since the input data of airplane geometry and
structural characteristics will be the same.
The program is also intended to be used to analyze the control systems of large elastic airplanes in
order to determine as soon as possible during design what basic control characteristics are required.
Effects of changed structure can be quickly determined once the new input data are prepared. The FLEXSTAB
program is faster and cheaper than the methods which require the construction of models. It is also more
versatile and can examine many more flight conditions and can readily evaluate changes. The program is
relatively new and unproven against actual airplane data results and it must be used and tried against
known results to establish the confidence necessai- to use it for design and development purposes.
There is a strong body of opin:on in the United Statas that feels, at least for some types of aircraft,
it is possible, by careful design, to build an airplane w~thout a complicated and expensive test program
to determine aeroelastic characteristics and aeroelastic effects on control systems.
Many things have already been done by designers to reduce control effectiveness losses due to aeroelasticity. When the roll rate losses mentioned early in the paper were discovered, the designers moved
the ailerons. Many aircraft now have ailerons located well inboard away from the more flexible and
moving tip location. Mid-span ailerons are common on many aircraft now in the world's military and
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commercial fleets. Spoilers have become a common lateral control surface and when they are located on or
close to the wing's torsional axis produce little or no elastic distortions to the wing. Determination
of the hinge moments of such surfaces closely resemble the calculations required for the rigid airplane.
Pitch control surfaces have reduced the problem of aeroelastic losses by the use of single all-movable
units. These surfaces do certainly deflect under air loads but the effect on hinge moment calculations
and effectiveners has been to greatly reduce the problem of predicting these characteristics.
In some cases, at least, the rudder and vertical tail stiffnesses are determined from flutter requirements which require more stiffness and structure than the requirements for control power. For these
cases, again, the hinge moment determination problem has been reduced for the surface is stiffer and
more rigid than the minimum required for control.
Another design improvement has been used for trailing edge surfaces which has also reduced the aeroelastic problem. That is the use of segmented surfaces and multiple actuators. When a long surface is
broken up into four or more segments then the overall distortions are reduced since the loads are more
evenly distributed and inboard loads are not carried to outboarJ hinge locations.
In addition to these design improvements, control system designers usually added some extra moment
capability to actuator design to allow for lack of precision of hinge moment calculations. This is why
it is felt that complex and expensive methods of testing may not be necessary in all cases to determine
aeroelastic and hinge moment charactrristics. If the FLEXSTAB analytical method is successful, and it
will be several years before we know if it is or not for we must have flight test data to establish true
confidence, then perhaps the need for many of the present aeroelastic wind tunnael tests may diminish.
Each airplane program should closely examine its requirements before embarking on a large Peroelastic
test program. Current system design capabilities may allow the use of control surfaces with relatively
little loss from aeroelasticity and hence permit the determination of hinge moments with an accuracy
approaching that of a rigid system. Elastic effects must continue to be determined but these effects
may be diminished when compared to past problems.
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OPEN DISCUSSION

M.Hacklinger, Germany: I would like to offer a somewhat provocative comparison of the lecture of Mr Carlson
with that of Mr Rainey: In my opinion, it is less dangerous from the airworthiness point of view to fly an aircraft
beyond its aileron reversal speed - that is scheduling roll control with dynamic pressure - than to fly beyond the
natural flutter speed of the main surfaces. In the first case, if you lose the artificial device, you have still a chance
to neutralize the aileron and fly on rudder only; in the second case, if you lose action of the anti-flutter flaps, you
are dead.

J.Carlson, USA: M.acklinger is correct, for it certainly is more dangerous to fly beyond the flutter speed than to
fly beyond the aileron reversal speed. Even so, it still can be quite dangerous to fly beyond the aileron reversal
speed. In that case, the pilot does not have the capability to fly the airplane according to his training atnd he may
command a right roll in an emergency and the airplane will roll left. The results in this case may also be
catastrophic if terrain following is being flown.
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SUMMARY
Large transport aircraft provided with manual control are still designed and flown nowadays,
able to fulfill the present demanding Handling Qualities requirements.
This paper gives approach criteria to design a manual control system with reference to the typical
characteristics of a military transport aircraft.
A guide to the choice of the manual control parameter comes out: practical problems mainlyconcerning
the non-linear hinge moments behaviour and the control force scatter with the flight conditions are
pointed out.
The peculiar aspects of matching manual operated ailerons with hydraulically driven spoilers are
featured, and practical methods to design spring-tab control surface are dealt.
SYMBOLS
a
at

airplane lift-curve slope
tail lift-curve slope

a2

tail lift-curve derivative respect to elevator angle

At

tail aspect ratio

b

span of airplane

bo

hinge moment coefficient for zero incidence and zero surface angle

bI

hinge moment coefficient derivative respect to incidence

b2

hinge moment coefficient derivat;ve respect to surface angle

b3

hinge moment coefficient derivative respect to tab angle

c

lenght of mean aerodynamic chord

ca

mean aileron chord

ce

mean elevator chord

c3

tab hinge moment coefficient derivative respect to tab surface

Ch,

aileron hinge moment coefficient

Che

elevator hinge moment coefficient

Ch

tab hinge moment coefficient

CL

lift coefficient

CI,

aiisron effectiveness

Cl

rolling-moment coefficient derivative respect to tab angle

CI

spoiler effectiveness
6

L

sp
Cp

roll damping coefficient

Cm

pitching moment coefficient

Cm6

elevator effectiveness

e

wheel radius

F

stick force, longitudinal control

~A

I

I
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Fp

wheel force, lateral control

g

gravity acceleration

G

elevator gearing

h

c. g. position,fraction of mean chord

hn

neutral point of airplane, fraction of mean chord

hnp

neutral point of the wing-body combination, fraction of mean chord

h' n

neutral point, stick free

hm

manoeuvre point, stick fixed

hIm

manoeuvre point, stick free

ly

moment of inertia, pitch axis

k

parameter accounting for the effective position of the aileron

K

spring tab stiffness

Ip

distance between c. g. and pilot station

m

spring tab connecting ratio

M

mass of airplane

n

normal load factor

n/(,

nz.

normal acceleration change per unit change In angle of attack

p

roll rate

q

dynamic pressure

S

wing area

Sa

area of aileron aft of hinge line

Se

area of elevator aft of hinge line

St

area of tall

V

true air speed

VH
W

horizontal tail volume
aircraft weight

0(

angle of attack
tailangle of attack

6a

angle of aileron

5"

angle of aileron when the torsion bar is not twisted

6e

angle of elevator

St

angle of tab

1p

angle of the wheel

E

angle of downwash
air dPnsity

U]n ,tnp

short-period frequency

sp

Subscripts:
L
R
I
req.
obt.
f

4

left
rlgh.
initial
required
obtained
final
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INTRODUCTION

1.

This paper deals with the experience gained in the design of the flight control system of
the G 222 (Fig. 1), a Military Transport Aircraft of 26500 kg max gross weight, 9000 kg max payload,
powered hy 2 turboprop engines G.E. T 64 - P 4 0 (2 x 3400 SHP) in the production version.
In the conception of this aircraft, a basic manual control system was considered advantageous because
of its high reliability, low production cost and maintenance requirements.
While the longitudinal control is fully manual, the lateral control is basically designed on manual
ailerons augmented by hydraulically powored spoilers, also able to operate as lift dumpers, in order
to negotiate the small ailerons size with a large span flap system, still retaining outstanding roll control
power in the full flight envelope.
The big size of the rudder, due to the requirements of very low minimum control speeds, has suggested
the adoption of its fully powered operation.
The development of a manual control system for an aircraft like the G 222, is clearly more troublesome
than the development of a powered one, bAause its design is strongly affected by the control free aircraft statics and dynamics in addition to the control fixed ones.
The hinge moments of the control surfaces, which play an important role in the control free aircraft
behaviour, are usually of difficult prediction, even taking advantage of wind tunnel tests, because of
their dependance on the chord pressure distribution and therefore on the Reynolds number.
Besides the typical non-linearities of the hinge moments versus control deflection and incidence, require a long time expense in order to reduce their magnitude and their negative effects on the aircraft
handling qualities. As a consequence the setting up of the manual control system can be succesfully
achieved only with a process of continuous alte rnate theoretical and experimental evaluation and checks,
to be carried out also along the flight tests.
2.
-

LONGITUDINAL CONTROL

Apart from the stick-free dynamic stabilityt he difference between a manual and a powered control
system can'be brought to light by considering the response to a pilot stick maneuver.
The ratio between the final and the initial stick force per pilot load factor in a step control maneuver
is computed by taking the initial load factor at the pilot station:
ni
qS Cms
ly
related to the Initial pilot stick force:
AF -=Glb2Sece e

Ip
9

A

which gives the initial stick force per

91t,or the inverse of(AF,
sensitivity:e Ce
G
An
S F
The final stick force per 11gllis given by the well known expression:
(.F
W
b2
-n
f " G - - Se Ce
(h-hIm)
Hence the ratio between the final and the in!tial stick force per "g" becomes:
(AF/n)f

i

h

WI

a

h-h'm

e

1Y g
Ip

b2
Cms

2
W n

(2f 1)
nz.,
h - hm
1y
(AF/An)i
On the ground that the ratio h-h may be as low as 0,5 t-098 , the manual controlled aircraft should
h - hm
be provided with higher control parameters than those required for powered controlled aircraft in order to maintain a satisfactory balance between the control force per1"g" and the initial sensitivity.
In fact the control force due to a typical negative bI in connection with the aircraft Q( response, is similar to that of an alleviating bob-weight and results in a lagged final load factor following constant
control force application: by increasing the aircraft stability higher elevator deflections per4X are reSe.
quired and thus control forces due to ot are less important than those due tQ
Despite the above considerations are not fully relevant to a transport aircraft not requiring tight ma(Fig. 2), what
neuvers, the G 222 longitudinal stability has been designed great in reference to nz,
has turned out useful also in the aerial delivery maneuvers.
A synthesis of the criteria defining the required aircraft stability and control level and the correspon
ding size of the horizontal tail can be drawn in dealing with the center of gravity limits versus the hor
zontal tail volume.
One criterion requires that control force per "g" are within a defined range depending on aircraft caAF
tegory and limit load factor:
Frm
<

j
4

A n <1 Fn2

By bringing out in the expression of Al /hr, the main design parameters of the horizontal tail it is obtained:
.
2
_F
-G
(Se/ St)
3/2 W /S
b 2 ).
h
V
(h -h -m)
(_1S.L.4a
e/S
___-G_
(2,2)
at
y
At
Ie
1 t /d
An
where 'he control-free maneuver margin is given by:
h - hm . h- hnp + hnp- h'm
the distance between the control-iree maneuver point and the neutral point of the tail-off aircraft being
proportional to the horizontal tail volume VH and to the tail lift slope at
[ 1-d/dx
e s t
diOt
at VH
a
2
12 dSe
(2,3)
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Fig.,3 illustrates the behaviour of the forward and rearward center of gravity limits, In compliance with
the ccntrol force per "g" requirements, computed versus the horizontal tail volume with typical data of
a transport aircraft. In the background of the same figure a network of constant elevator per ligil curves
are traced, computed according to the following formulation:

CL
An

VH*'at dct/d 6e

(h-hm)

CL
a2

-hno
L VH

1t

+ at
a

de t

(2,4)

The forward center of gravity positions are limited further on by the need to balance the aircraft In
the extreme flight envelope conditions: the stall In ground offect or the aircraft rotation in take off are
usually the most critical cases. Such limitations are superimposed on the Fig.3, which at the end can
address the choice of the horizontal tail size and configuration.
-A forward shift of the center of gravity limits is obtained by reducing the tail volume, unless the maximum control power doesn't impair the aircraft balance at CLmaxI
-The range of the center of gravity limits may be increased mainly by raising the horizontal tail aspect
ratio or by lowering the elevator hinge moment to control deflection derivative.
The Fig. 4 features the disadvantage of reducing the tail aspect ratio from 6, 5 down to 4, 5, which would
shrink the CG range of the 25% - 30% for high VH, while the CG forward limit due to A/C balance at
CLmax doesn't depend directly on the tail aspect ratio.
On the other hand a too large aspect ratio tail must be avoided owing to its sensitivity to the large angle
of attack variations occurring behind the wing in extending the flaps.
-The setting of the hinge moment to control deflection derivative b2 must be seDn in combination with the
d ) Is an index of
derivative b, of the hinge moment to angle of attack, since the parameter (1-

b2

d&,

the elevator floating.. From a theoretical standpoint the most attractive solutions should be those leading
to b, near zerqwhich would cut out the elevator floating, leaving therefore the "stick-#reel neutral point
about equal to the "stick-fixed" one and allowing a reduction in the horizontal tail size (10% in the Fig.5)
while keeping the same C.G. range. In the reality such solutions have a main drawback In the large hing,
moment non-linearities matched with the horns or the very large hinge line set-back, which are the typical control configurations allowing almost complete b1 balance (Fig.6). Owing to the difficulty in managing control force non-lnearities it is advisable to avoid these configurations, therefore retaining controls with resonable negative bl, the main responsible for the difference between a manual and a powered
control system.
-it is worthwhile to discuss more in depththe aspects of the tail and elevator design able to affect the hin
ge moment behaviour, which is certainly the most delicate problem in a manual control design. The G 222
has been provided with an aerodynamic balanced elevator through a set back hinge line and a geared tab,
able to cut the unbalanced hinge momerlt down to 1/6 or 1/8. A servo tab was discarded owing to possible flow separation difficulties at high incidences or elevator deflections and a spring tab was considered
unsuitable because it would have stressed the existing discrepancy in the G 222 control forces per "g" at
high and low airspeeds.
-in order to increase the C.G. limits range (see Eq.2, 2), the total elevator to horizontal tail area ratio
should be kept as low as allowed by the control power requirements. Then the alternative in the design
of a geared tab elevator is between a small overhang type aerodynamic balance supplemented by a large
chord tab and a more important aerodynamic balance coupled to a small tab. The effectiveness-hinge moment ratio, t ie elevator floating tendency, the occurence and the magnitude of non-linearitles are the
main criteri, to guide the choice. In the Fig. 7 the two dimensional elevator effectiveness dtt/d Se and
bL are plotted, for the two above mentioned elevator configurations, as a
the floatinc tendency dd~,e b22
b2 /(d it/d e) varying with the geared
function of a two-dimensiohar control force gradient parameter
tab ratio. The elevator provided with overhang appears as a better solution because of a higher elevator
effectiveness and mostly because of a lower floating tendency. A different conclusion should be drawn
for a spring tab, owing to its capability to oppose the elevator floating. As said before, the limit to an
increase ir, the overhang extension is due to the relevant non-Iinearitles occurring at the large elevator
deflections, because of premature stall phenomena or of hinge moment reversals (Ref. I)
-Apparently tht -F expression suggestithe idea that in a manual control system the control force per
tI-- airspeed range: unfortunately that is not the case because of the remarka
lig" are constant thoug;-..¢
ble differences in the aerodynamic derivatives with the angle of attacK, the thrust coefficient and the
aircraft configuration. A first Impression of the flight condition effect can be caught by the exam of the
Fig. 8 showing an increase of the original G 222 control force per "1g,, gradient at low speed, what besides is allowed by the Military Specifications.
The reason of such a behaviour stays in the Increasing aircraft stability at high angle of attack, due to
the horizontal tail position in the wing wake, and In the typical non-linearity of the hinge moment to elevator gradient, increasing with the elevator deflection.
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moreover, the optimum balance range of the hinge moment versus elevator angle is seen to shift to more negative elevator deflections as
the angle of attack increases.

- An idea of the hinge moment curve shapes is given by Fig. 9 where,

-

The camber of an elevator elliptic nose can be used to control the hinge moment curve shape: a positive
nose camber tends to shift the optimum balance range tow&rd negative elevator deflections, leading to
an alleviation of control force gradient at low speeds and to the opposite at high speed. (Fig. 10).

- Similar effects can be obtained connecting control column and elevator through a non-linear linkage,

designed in a way to oppose the unpleasant non-linear characteristics of the aerodynamic control.
By optimizing a suitable set of vortex generators, fitted on the tailplane in order to remove local flow
separations at large elevator deflections, outstanding improvements on the linearity of the elevator
hinge moment characteristics may result, as it is shown in Fig. 10.
A remarkable increase on the elevator effectivenrcs can take place as well owing to the airflow improvement (Fig. 11), and thus the control force versus load f.ctor behaviour can take a double advantage
from the adoption of vortex generators.
3. LATERAL CONTROL
3. 1. General remarks
-

-

The late military specifications of U.S.A. are certainly an useful guide in the definition of lateral
manoeuvrability requirements. According to MIL-F-8785 B, the roll performances of a transport aircraft shall allow the achievement of 45 degrees bank angle in 1.9 sec. in cruise and 30 degrees in
1,8 sec. during the approach, following an abrupt imput on the control wheel.
In the same time the maximum control force shall never be greater than 50 lb in all flight phases except
in approach, landing and take-off, when the maximum control force shall be halved to allow piloting
with one hand. In order to define the maximum allowable pilot work, the wheel throw necessary to meet
the roll performance requirements is limited to 60 degrees or to 80 degrees for completely manual
systems.
The fulfilment of such severe requirements for a military transport aircraft like the G 222 depends on
the possibility to find a satisfactory trade-off between low control forces and high control power.
From the point of view of the roll performances, the need of high roll power, expecially at low speed,
has been met adding hydraulically driven spoilers to the manual control ailerons.
In fact the spoilers are particularly effective when the flaps are completely lowered, as in the approach
and landing configuration.
The same spoiler surfaces are usefully available as lift-dumpers after touch-down.
From the point of view of the aircraft roll response to the pilot control input, attention must be paid
to the spoiler to aileron operating connection; a typical inconvenience is a sudden change of response
sensitivity occurring at the spoiler deflection start, particularly when the flaps are down.
It is therefore advisable to avoid large dead zones in the spoiler operation and the corresponding low
response sensitivity at control wheel position around the zero.
The adoption of spoilers, matched to manual ailerons in such a way, results in peculiar problems of
designing the aileron aerodynamic balance, which are in connection with the typical behaviour of the
spoiler effectiveness changint remarkably with the flaps deflection.
In the case of the G 222 a convenient solution to said problem was found in the installation of ailerons
provided with spring tabs, as discussed below.
3.2. Geread-tab design
The geared-tab is the most attractive device for the balance of the hinge moments, due to its easiness
of design and construction.
Sgnificant reductions of b2 can be achieved with geared-tab, while the correspond'ig reduction of b,
is usually small or neg'!Slble.
Let's see in more detail the design of a geared-tab for the ailerons similar to those of the G 222, acting
in parallel to the spoilers.
Supposing that the roll manoeuvre will concern only one degree of freedom, the equilibrium of roll moments during steady state rolling is:
Cl

a + CIS St + Cpbsp

6SP + C

Csp 'p2V?

0

(3.1)

The wing elix angle ( pb ) can be easily evaluated from the required time to 45 or 30 degrees bank.

2V
Rearranging Eq. 3. 1. the aileron angle required for the specified manoeuvre as function of the gearedtab ratio is obtained:
areq.
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Fig. 12 shows the required aileron angle versus the tab gear ratio, not accounting for the control force
requirements, for the extreme flight conditions: cruise high speed and landing with flaps fully extended.
The aileron requirements appear to be about the same because the lowered flaps in the low speed condition grow remarkably the spoiler control power.
For the same two flight conditions it is also defined the maximum allowable pilot work, which shall equa
te the hinge moment work of the two ailerons.
An expression for the required hinge moment of the single aileron can be given by:

Chaeq

e Fp

L
2 ; Sa tw- 'areq.
a

req.

(3.3)
Clearly Chareq.

is a function of the tab gear ratio as well as

Sa req

is, and shall equalize the actual

obtained hinge moment coefficient:

L

haobt

2V

a

3

a

(3.4)
Fig. 13 shows Chareq, and Chaobt0 versus the tab gear ratio for the two different flight conditions; at
low speed Cha obt. is remarkably less than at high speed, because of the value of (2-4 /a
which is
2V
a
increased by the Improved spoiler effectiveness vith flaps deflected.
It is clearly seen that at high speed a tab-gear ratio higher than about 0.6 shall be chosen, but this
same value should cause the reversal of the aileron hinge moment at low speed.
The disappointing conclusion is that a tab gear ratio variable with the speed should be made available
and therefore a conventional geared tab can't be used.
The results here presented are typical of aircraft having outstanding spoiler control power In relation
to the aileron one.
The problem has been solved, for the G 222, providing the ailerons with spring-tabs; the other solution
of fitting very low b1 ailerons to the aircraft was considered risky for the difficulty of reducing the associated non-linearities and for the required long time development.
3.3 The "spring-tab" balance design
Fig. 14 shows the outline of a control surface with a simple spring-tab device, whose working is well
known (Ref. 5) and which has been taken as reference In this paper.
The equilibrium equations of the complete lateral control system are the following:
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where K Is the stiffness of the torsion bar and

ia

a0

)

a

-a

(3.9)

is the connecting ratio of the spring tab.
The main point In the spring-tab design is the determination of the two parameters K and m in order to
meet the requirements In terms of roll control effectiveness and of peak control force.
-

As a first approach, let's see the spring-tab design In a very simplified manner just to show clearly
the peculiar characteristics of this device.
The simplifying assumptions are the following:
a) linearity of aileron hinge moment
b) neglecting of tab hinge moment about Its hinge line
c) equa'ity of right and left required aileron angle (as abso te value).
The required aileron angle, as function of the ratio between "ab and aileron, Is still that of fig. 12 like
in the geared-tab design.
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The results are shown in fig. 15 for high and low speed respectively.
Pilot control force and stiffness K have been plotted as a function of the ratio between tab and aileron
for several values of the m parameter.
Choosing the maximum allowable control force and wheel throw in the high speed case, it is possible
to select several couples of K and m fulfilling the roll response as well as the control force requirements. The corresponding value of the tab/aileron ratio is always very close to the value necessary
in the geared-tab design.
At low speed, for the same couple m and K, the pilot control force is much lower, due to the stronger
effect of spoiler wich is hydraulically operated, but doesn't change sign like in the geared-tab solut;on.
Really the spring-tab device is self-adaptive to the hinge moment change and the tab/ailero' ratio varies according to the tab unbalanced hinge moment curve, thus avoiding to result in control force reversal.
-

Removing the previous simplifications, the complete set of equilibrium equations shall be solved.
This is possible either in graphical way or using digital iterative computations; for dynamic investigations, the simulation in an analog or digital computer shall be carried out.
Fig. 16 shows the graphical calculation of the obtained left aileron and tab angles corresponding to 100
required aileron when the local incidence is that attained during positive steady-state roll.
It has been asbumed that the tab hinge moment about Its own hinge line can be expressed as:
Ch tL --Y c 3 St L

(3.10)

therefore accounting for the Eq. 3.6, equilibrium equation (3.8) becomes:

A(aL -

aL

CaL

where:
K

-

2

c3

-

qSa

(3.11)

Ca

(3.12)

Equ~valent graphical construction to the Fig. 16 can be easily arranged in the case the tab hinge moment
Cht Is available from wind tunnel tests as a function of the angles of incidence and aileron as well as
of the tab angle.
Making use of such kind of calculations, and assuming a given linkage between wheel and ailerons, we
can obtain the results of Figs. 17 1-20 where the pilot control force and corresponding rolling moment
coefficient due to ailerons and tabs are shuwn as function of the wheel angle for the imposed steady-sta
te roll-rate and for various configurations of m and K.
The same plots cover the roll moment coefficient required from ailerons whose amount comes down at
increasing wheel angles because of the associated spoiler contribution to roll control power.
Equating available and required roll moment coefficient, the pilot control force can be shown (see Fig.
21 - 22) as function of the parameters m and K for the required value of the steady state roll rate at
low and high speed flight conditions.
-While such plots stress the sensitivity of the lateral handling characteristics to the mechanical connection of the spring tab, similar diagrams can be made up to investigate the effect of the spring tab
aerodynamic balance on the control force per roll rate behaviour with the aircratt speed.
While the lack of spring tab aerodynamic balance should tend theoretically to Increase the control
force to roll rate gradient c t high speed, the experience has shown that the measured spring tab hinge
moment may be very different from the theoretical assumptions and may reverse the mentioned predicted
influence of the tab aerodynamic balance.
-Anyhow the choice of the spring tab mechanical and aerodynamic design parameters shall be done not
only from the handling qualities standpoint but accounting also for the flutter limitations.
This is an argument out of the aim of the present paper: it may be worthwhile just to mention that the
aerodynamic balance and the connecting ratio of the spring tab can be the parameters affecting the flutter speed more than the torsion bar stiffness.
4. CC*JCLUSION REMARKS
Some of the problhms which are at the basis of a manual control design have been discussed
with reference to the flight characteristics of a military transport aircraft like the G 222.
With regard to the longitudinal control, when fitting a geared tab balance elevator, the following optimization design criteria have been shown:
1) large horizontal tail aspect ratio
2) low b,
3) low elevator to horizontal tail ratio
4) large overhang elevator balance
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Said criteria must be considered as trends to be taken with the reserves discussed in the paper, mainly
concerning the problem of non-Ilnearities, which Is to be coped with by a careful aerodynamic design
and, if required, by an Ingenious mechanical non-Ilnear linkage.
Some peculiar aspects of the control characteristics of manual operated ailerons augmented by powered
spoilers are dealt with.
Geared tab balanced ailerons, designed to meet control force requirements at high speeds, may come
across to hinge moments reversals in flaps down flight conditions.
The spring tab is a convenient solution to this problem: design methods have been given and Influence
of the spring tab mechanical control parameters have been shown.
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OPEN DISCUSSION

R.L.Schoenman, USA: What was the motivation for selecting a manual control system design rather than all-powered
flight controls? Was it developmert or operating costs rather than battle damage?

A.Filisetti, Ita'y: The main reasons for selecting a manual control system in the G222 are to be found in the
advantages of reliability, maintainability and low production cost of that system in comparison with the all-powered
flight controls. On the contrary it must be said that the development cost of a manual flight control system is
higher than that of a powered one because of the larger amount of wind tunnel and flight tests and analysis required
to tune the control surfaces' aerodynamic characteristics.
As for battle damage, the G222 is provided with duplicated mechanical control lines designed in compliance with
the Military Specifications.

J.F.Renaudie, France: Have you had any vibration problems with the spring tab system?

A.Filisetti, Italy: No problems of vibrations had to be faced in the testing of the spring-tab system. In some flight
conditions a small amount of oscillation, not felt by the pilot, was observed in the aileron and tab surface records,
at extreme aileron deflections, because local flow random spearation excited the spring tab system. Owing to its low
occurrence, low frequency and small amplitude, this phenomenon was not considered a problem.

Th.Schuringa, Netherlands: Did you need to make many adjustments of the aileron controls, including the spring
tab characteristics and torsion bar torque, to arrive at satisfactory control forces? What about control in the stall?

A.Filisetti, Italy: Following the first flight trials of the G222 the aileron controls were modified through the
addition of a gear mode to the existing trim tabs and through a change of the spring stiffness and tab connecting
ratio, within the constraints given by the flutter requirements. These changes were made in order to reduce the
lateral control forces to a level allowing the pilot to easily control the aircraft with one hand in the approach and
landing phases. The resulting control forces and control power relationship are in compliance with the new
MIL-F-8785 B requirements.
Lateral control remains fully effective through the stall and is considered satisfactory by test pilots in this
condition.
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POWERED CONTROLS, INFLUENCE ON STABILITY
AND MANEUVERABILITY

Dipl. Ing. Gerhard K. Kissel
Messerschrnitt-B tkow-Blohm GmbH.
Unternehmensbereich Flugzeuge
8012 Ottobrunn bei M(Inchen

SUMMARY

The Powered Controls do have an important influence on the dynamic
and static behaviour of modern high performance aircraft, especially
with regard to full authority Command and Stability Augmentation
Systems (CSAS). The actuators dynamics form a part of the overall
control loop and when incorrectly specified they will limit performance.
This applies especially when the possibilities of improving the Stability
and Maneuverability by interconnections in the various axes are considered. An example for a modern fighter type aircraft will be demonstrated.

II

I
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Future high performance aircraft will need more sophisticated flight control systems in order to make use
of for instance artificial stability to improve the aircrafts performance especially the specific excesspower.
The design trend for these systems is the fly by wire Command and Stability Augmentation System (CSAS).
Not only on the reliability side, but also on the performance side the actuator is at present the weakest link
when designing such - system.

The study conducted to show the influence of the powered controls on stability and maneuverab ility was
based on a delta wing aircraft with at some points of the flight envelope marginal static stability. The control surfaces are a rolling tail for pitch and roll control

(in this paper called taileron) and a rudder for

yaw control.

The longitudinal control system schematic is given in Fig. 1. The stick does have a conventional Feel and
Trim system. The pilot's command is sensed by an electrical pick off, fed to a multiplier which schedules
the command with dynamic pressure (Pt

-

Ps) in order to give good stickforce per g relationship. A pre-

filter then shapes this command signal.

The aircraft motion is sensed by a rate gyro. The rate signal is fed through a structural filter and a control filter to the summing point where the commanded and sensed signal are compared. The error signal
then is fed via a multiplier which schedules the error signal with dynamic pressure (Pt -P.) to the servo
loop. The actuator loop is an electrical feed back position system. In orcer to compare the augmented aircraft with the unaugmented a direct link between stick and actuator loop can be switched in as an alternative. The Pt -Ps scheduler in this link is used to adapt the stickforce per g to the flight condition.

The Lateral Control System (Fig. 2) is basically the same for roll control. The YAW Control System is
in sofar different, as only a damper is being used with the pedal command being a direct link. Also crossfeeds from roll to yaw are being used to improve turn entry, turn coordination and the rapid rolling characteristics of the augmented aircraft.

The actuator assumed for this study is a three stage actuator with the feed back potentiometer fitted directly on the actuator itself, so that the mounting structures elasticity is not within the control loop. The
correct representation for this servo system is (Fig. 3):
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So the remaining transferfunction is

(

l+als+a 2 (

l/Kf
,Y20)

s2+a3(.)

83

This can be split and normalized into:
1

Gs

(I+T l S) (1+

Z

s+

8nZ

T 1 in this representation is a function of
is larger than 30 and

=

) n and Koa, the overall loop gain, as well as of

. When W n

, 5 then T 1 becomes rather small and can be omitted on initial investigations,

Its influence will be shown later.
Using this representation with T 1 omitted and
GAct

GIct

1 =0, 5,

w n = 30 the transferfunction becomes

I

-

1+

2-0,5

52

S +.1
302

30

Now the loop gain for the longitudinal axis can be established. Using the boundaries from MIL-F-8785B
for JSP I a minimum value of

J SP

=

0,35 for Cat A and C and

SP = 0,3 for Cat B flight phases has

to be reached.

The two flight cases shown in Fig. 4 do have identical dynamic pressure of 54 KN/m

2

and are M=0, 8

Alt = 0 and M=l, 5 Alt = 36000ft.

Assuming that the actuator branch shall not go via
be 0,6 [o/1

/O/sec

min = 0, 25 a max. loop gain for M=0, 8 Alt=0 could

q] , since the actuator branch does go to the right. Using this same gain for the M=I, 5

and Alt=36000ft case, since only a Pt-Ps scheduler is used, the short period would be underdamped. In this
case an additional height scheduler for Mach No correction could improve the situation, but at the same
time adding complexity to the system.

Taking this thus established loop gain of 0, 6, the actuator transferfunction second order was varied,
keeping I=0, 5 and varying (On from 15 to 60. On Fig. 5 two actuator branches can be seen with the first
one for M=0, 8 Alt=0 crossing I=0, 25 border for low W n and going slightly to the left for higher &Jn" The
second branch is rather well damped and at much higher frequencies. The short period roots are not very
largely influenced. The same tendencies exist for M=I, 5 and Alt=36000 ft. only that

min =0, 3 is never

crossed, but the basic short period always at the borderline.

Since the second order approximation can be assumed to be rather pessimistic, the third order representation was now used. The natural frequency of the actuator was kept at W)n = 60, also the same overall
loop gain was used. This is shown in Fig. 5 too. There is an immediate improvement on the actuator roots
when comparing the cases for

J

0, 5. But a strong influence can be seen as j

a var;cd. Even so the basic

low frequency short period is not strongly influenced, the high frequency branch of ine actuator, which represents a superimposed higher frequency oscillation, does tend to go unstable for both flight cases.
I

Since the elasticity of the adjacend structure and the nonlinearities were not included in these calculations

i

the actual damping ratio for the actuator with respect to the surface will be lower than the actuator damping
by itself. Therefore a very thorough check on the actuator damping is necessary.
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In Fig. 6 the time histories are given for M=0, 8 Alt=0 for the second order assumption and the third
order assumption. It can be clearly seen, that from the handling point of view the left hand system is
rather poor due to the superimposed oscillation.

Turning to the Lateral Control System the needed performance of the Taileron Actuator was kept to be

G

Act

Taileron

1
1+0, 03s

I
1+

60

602

Initially again a second order assumption for the rudder actuator was made. As can be seen from Fig. 7,
the dutch roll is improved considerably when introducing the control system and the influence of the actuator on the basic dutch roll roots is rather low. But again the roots stemming from the actuator tend to go
marginally stable for Iow W n. It is also interesting to note, that at higher W

n the roots are pushed into

the stable region.

When using the third order assumption, the inr.. --.vement is not quite so explicit. But equivalent to the
longitudinal axis, the variation of

J

also shows, that for the closed loop at low f the roots show a low

damped higher order oscillation superimposed.

Conclusion

The actuator performpnce does have a major influence on the stability of high performance aircraft and
can dominantly influence the overall design of Fly-By-Wire Command and Stability Augmentation Systems.
As soon as the stability appects are properly met also the manoeuvrability of the aircraft is satisfied.
Using crossfeed methods in the lateral axis does improve the damping and can at the same time boost the
manoeuvrability of the aircraft considerably. Not shown in this report is the influence of the actuator on
automatic flight modes, but since additional outer loops are being closed which basically are relying on the
augmentation system the influence will not be too large, when the basic system is sound.
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OPEN DISCUSSION

R.L.Schoenman, USA: While Mr Kissel discussed the effects of powered controls on stability and maneuverability
for fighter aircraft, I would like to point out that these effects are even more noticeable for large, flexible transport
aircraft such as an SST. Although not pointed out in the paper, the coupling effects of fuselage bending, flutter,
and actuator response may restrict the performance achievable from the stability augmentation system or automatic
flight control system.
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FLY-BY-WIRE AND ARTIFICIAL STABILIZATION DESIGN
by R. L. Schoenman
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington USA
SUMMARY
Performance demands for aircraft which operate over a broad flight envelope such as VTOL, STOL, and SST have forced
implementation of artificial stabilization to correct serious stability and control deficiencies. For this class of aircraft
safety-of-flight is dependent on the integrity of these systems, and has resulted in the development of redundant system
designs. The vehicle configuration process is dependent on timely solution to flight controls problems, and as such this
area has become a critical and integral part of the configuration effort. The conventional SAS design approach is
compared to that recommended for those vehicles which require augmentation for safety-of-flight. The impact of system
redundancy on maintainability and operating costs is also discussed. Benefits of and justification for fly-by-wire control
systems ore related to vehicles which require augmentation. A different systems approach is proposed which features integration of flight critical functions, and use of digital computation to simplify overall system complexity and improve
maintainability.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past twenty-five years tremendous advances have occurred in aircraft technology. Significant increases in
speed and range have made possible meetings such as this with relatively little loss of time an'.4 comfort for the air
traveler. In addition, advances made in military vehicle design allow operation over wide flight envelopes. Aircraft
now have VTOL takeoff and landing capability and yet are capable of supersonic flight. The helicopter has become a
practical machine, and numerous expetimental vehicles have been built and tested which are able to explore expanded
flight regimes or perform special missions. These improvements in performance, at both ends of the flight spectrum, have
been made possible primarily by technology advancements in three major areas: aerodynamics, structures, and propulsion.
In th past stability augmentation and flight control technology, while keeping pace with these advancements, have not
provided the major impetus. Serious demands, for the sake of improving performance, were not levied against the flight
control design organizations, and they were not necessarily consulted concerning matters which affected the configuration
development. Often this organization was called upon late in a program tr correct deficiencies not identified as the
design had progressed.

*

Electronic systems had nat advanced to the point where size, weight, cost, and reliability permitted serious consideration
as a primary means of aircraft control. Since there was no requirement to rely on artificial stability systems to improve
performance, minimal attention was focused on the allocation of resources for flight control research. It was not until
the advent of manned space exploration that serious consideration was given to this technology. These programs, in
conjunction with missile system development, have brought about a remarkable advancement in electronic components and
system technology.
More recently, the approach to vehicle design has been changing, and this has been brought about by two factors:
1)

The desire to obtain more performance from the vehicle than can be accomplished by improvement in aerodynamics,
structures, or propulsion technology alone.

2)

The acceptance of electronic systems to augment vehicles with otherwise unacceptable dynamic characteristics.

A much broader flight spectrum is now being examined. The desire for high cruise speeds to improve productivity is in
conflict with the requirement for low takeoff and landing speeds. Noise requirements are also having a significant impact
on the airframe configuration. As the flight envelope is expanded, it has become increasingly difficult to achieve satisfactory unaugmented characteristics without unacceptable performance penalties. Consequently, the role of the flight
control system designer becomes of increasing importance in the airplane design cycle. For example, stability augmentation systems may be required for safety-of-flight rather than used as a complementary system.
Significant advances in flight control technology are now resulting from increased vehicle performance requirements,i.e.,
range, speed, size, or even utilizalion. Size has also had an impact on flight control design for commercial aircraft.
For example, it has been common practice to rely on mechanical reversion where the pilots controls were directly
connected to the control surfaces by cables or rods. Hydraulic power was used to boost or power the surfaces when required. The control surface hinge moments could be made small enough by balance devices or aerodynamic tabs to allow
direct mechanical operation in an emergency situation. While some airfram, manufacturers stepped up to the challenge
of all powered controls with no mechanical reversion, such as was implemented on the Comet and Caravelle, it has been
the size of the vehicle which has established a firm requirement for the redundant flight control system with no mechanical
reversion.
Aircraft utilization is becoming more and more significant. Airline economics are affected by schedule reliability which,
in turn, is related to at lee.st two factors: (I) airspace and terminal area congestion and (2) weather. The impact of allweather operation is exemplified by the installation of automatic landing systems as basic equipment on the latest
generation of commercial aircraft. Automatic landing system requirements have had a significant impact on the resulting
flight control system configuration. The changing air traffic control environment will undoubtedly have a similar impact
on system design resulting in a requirement for more automation in the flight deck controls and displays area. Airframe
designers are now relying more on stability augmentation and flight control technology to achieve additional performance
benefits. From past experience, this approach appears to be attractive because of the gains which have been realized
for minimum penalties in weight, size, and cost. It remains to be seen if this trend will continue as flight safety demands
become greater with an associated increase in redundancy and system complexity.
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STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS DESIGN FOR NON-CRITICAL FLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS
The remarks which follow relate primarily to commercial vehicles with which the author is most familiar. However,
flight control systems differences between military and commercial vehicles are not striking. Different requirements are
placed on the design such as survivability with battle damage, but in general the trends which will be discussed are
generally applicable to military vehicles as well.
Artificial stabilization is not a new technology. Stability augmentation systems have been in use for the past fifteen or
twenty years, but what is new is the impact that it is now beginning to have on vehicle configuration. Probably the most
significant difference between the past and present is the approach to systems design. It has been conventional practice
to design vehicles according to stability, control, and handling qualities requirements (MIL Spec 8785, or FAR 25, for
example). The designer endeavored to meet the requircments as best possible without relying on augmentation devices.
Inherent aircraft stability was provided by locating the C.G. ahead of the static neutral point with enough margin to demonstrate speed stability. Vertical fin size was chosen to be compatible with engine-out requirements, crosswind landing, or
directional stability.
The "tuck" effect at near sonic speeds vas tailored to be mild. The vehicle met most of these handling quality requirements and generally was acceptable from a safety-of-flight standpoint. In those areas where improvements were needed,
single channel systems were considered such as yaw dampers, Mach trim, and stall warning devices. If the configuration
exhibited characteristics better thn predicted, selected systems were deleted. On the other hand, if the characteristics
were worse than anticipated, redundancy was increased or additional systems were installed. For instance, a stick-pushing function may have been implemented in addition to a dual stick-shaker if the pitch-up characteristics were unsatisfactory.
The necessary technology existed and handling qualities improvements, riot safety, was the primary reason for installing
these systems. These undesirable characteristics were generally mild with respect to divergence rates, were low in frequency, or occurred only infrequently in extreme corners of the flight envelope, and could be handled adequately by a
skilled pilot. The certifying agency might allow operation of the vehicle with the augmentation system inopcrative,
depending on the seriousness of the deficiency. In a number of cases the system did not appear on the minimum equipment
list required for dispatch.
The Boeing 707, for instance, can be disratched with its single yaw damper inoperative. There are cases, however, when
the flight envelope is restricted by the certifying agency. A good example of this is the Boeing 727. This airplane is
fitted with dual yaw dampers. Each yaw damper independently drives one segment of a two-segment rudder. Either yaw
damper provides adequate Dutch roll augmentation if the other is inoperative. The 727 exhibits unstable (divergent
oscillatory) characteristics at high g, Dss weights and high altitudes and speeds with both yaw dampers disengaged. This is
considered to be unsatisfactory by th , FAA, and therefore flight operating restrictions are imposed. Both yaw dampers
must be operable to remain in the nrmal operating envelope. Should one fail, a reduction in speed and altitude to a
restricted envelope is required where the unaugmented characteristics are acceptable to protect against the effects of a
second yaw damper failure. This restriction in flight envelope is illustrated in Figure 1.
The philosophy supporting this requirement is that the pilot should not be exposed to a situation where the airplane is
considered to exhibit marginal handling qualities. In the event of the first failure of the dual yaw damper system, the
pilot must divert to a new and safer envelope. Since the two yaw dampers are independent and drive two separate surfaces
there should be no common failure mode between channels. The probability that the second system will fail before the
airplane reaches a reduced speed and altitude is censidered to be extremely remote. Diversion, while a safe procedure,
is undesirable from an operational standpoint since it may result in schedule delay. One might conclude that a triply
redundant system would be a better choice from this standpoint. More will be said about this subject in a later section.
Stability augmentation systems in a number of past designs have required only minimum authority in terms of equivalent
surface deflection, and as such have not been critical from a hardover failure standpoint. When a single chcnnel system
drives a separate surface or a separate segment of a surface with no failure isolation employed, it must be demonstrated
that a hardover or oscillatory failure equivalent to full SAS capability will not cause a safety problem from either a
handling qualities standpoint or from excess structural loading. When limited authority augmentation systems are used,
and especially when these systems drive split surfaces, this failure condition can generally be met. The 727 system shown
in Figure 2 illustrates this point.
With two yaw dampers operating a single failure, either hardover or oscillatory, can be accommodated anywhere within
the normal flight envelope. With a single yaw damper operative it must be demonstrated that the loss of this remaining
system will result in a safe recovery and car "*nued safe flight. When surfaces are not split the problem is more difficult.
The reliability of the augmentation systems is important if a change in flight envelope or diversion is necessary after the
first failure. Fortunately, the 727 system is not complex with a mean time between failure (MTBF) of approximately 2000
hours. Based on this MTBF and an average utilization of 2000 hrs/year per aircraft, a diversion only once every 12 months
would be necessary.
While there may be no uniformity with respect to the system designs or operating requirements between classes of aircraft
being considered, one can conclude that stability augmentation requirements have been met with relative ease with the
technology available, cnd that safety implications have not been a major constraint. The impact on system cast and
weight have been minimal, and the handling qualities benefits resulting from these devices have been significant.
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STABILITY AUGMENTATION S 'STEMS DESIGN FOR CRITICAL FLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS
The previous discussion examined past practice associated with airframe designs that utilized augmentation to correct
deficient handliw, qualities characteristics. The alternate approach is to configure the vehicle to take full advantage of
the benefits of "augmentation". Augmentation, as used in this context, is not restricted to improvement of handling
qualities only, but in a broader sense improvement of a variety of characteristics such as ride qualities, handling
qualities, flutter suppression, load alleviation, etc., in other words, the application to any area in which a performance
benefit can be gained. The terminology "Control Configurated Vehicle (CCV)" is presently used to describe a vehidle of
this type. The basic difference in this approach is that the configuration of the vehicle is dependent on the impact that
the control system makes on the design. The flight control system with its associated augmentation features then becomes
as important s structure with respect to flight safety. This concept has a major influence on how the vehicle is configured
as shown in Figure 3.
The upper diagram shows the conventional design cycle where the main iterative loops are structures, aerodynamics, and
power plant. Longitudinal balance and tail sizing is done according to conventional standards, and the flight control
design is started once a configuration is established. Minor adjustments in the configuration are expected and do occur
after the system is firmed up. In contrast, the lower diagram shows the required approach for a CCV design. 1he major
impact is that flight control trade studies must be performed in a timely manner and be iterated along with the other major
technologies. This is a new method of operation and may require some adjustment in organizational structure to assure
integration of aerodynaic stability and flight control personnel with other organizations responsible for development of
the configuration.
The emphasis on incorporation of flight control technology as an integral part of the design process does not necessarily
mean that ride qualities, flutter suppression, or load alleviation, etc., will be incorporated in a particular design. The
successful application of this technology is highly configuration dependent. For instance, the wing of an airplane may be
strength designed and not critical from a flutter standpoint. That is to say, no additional weight is required in the wing to
meet flutter requirements. A flutter suppression system would not be required for this design. On the other hand, if the
wing is critical with respect to maneuver loads some weight may be saved by developing a maneuver load alleviating
system. There is the added possibility that if enougjh weight can be removed from the wing by application of gust load or
maneuver load alleviation, the wing will then become flutter critical at which time a flutter suppression system may be
desirable. Since these studies are highly configuration dependent, they must be initiated during the configuration cycle
with adequate time allowed to obtain meaningful answers. The tenaency in the past has been to ignore or minimize this
requirement. This is not meant to imply that basic research in this area is not appropriate, but that while research
establishes the basic technology the application of the technology must be made on each individual configuration. In all
of these areas the resulting system is associated in some manner with safety, i.e., either stability, flutter, loads, etc.,
and therefore the matter of system redundancy must be considered.
With the present state-of-the-art in hydraulic and electronic components adequate safety cannot be guaranteed for flight
critical items on a single channel basis. The probability of failure of a critical system must be extremely remote (extremely
improbable) inferring that total system failure rate must be in the order of 1 x 10or I x 10-10 failures per flight hour.
Electro-hydraulic systems on a single channel basis demonstrate I x 10- 3 to 1 x 10- 4 failures per flight hour which falls
far short of this goal. Redundancy therefore is required to make up this difference. which leads to additional complexity.
The number of redundant channels required depends to a great extent on the means of mechanizing the system. When
limi.,d authority systems are implementeo using separate surfaces, and when failure transients are not severe, a twochannel system qualifies as being fail operational with some performance degradatio0, evident after the first failure. No
in-line monitoring is required, and the system is in its simplest form.
Flight critical augmentation systems may require substantial amounts of surface authority. This is especially true for example
in the longitudina! axes if the airplane is unstable (CG behind the maneuver point). Full authority will be required in
order to guarantee stable characteristics throughout the flight envelope. If this full authority redundant system drives a
single surface, such as a slab horizontal tail for instance, then force voting of the nugmentation channels will be required
to limit failure transients to an acceptable level. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate two possible configurations.
In Figure 4 the SAS channels are shown, each driving separate surfaces. These surfaces could be four elevators or wing
trailing edge surfaces used for longitudinal control. Each SAS channel independently controls one surface, and if one
channel fails one-fourth of the system authority is last. The system is subject to transients due to failures unless some type
of in-line or cross-channel monitoring is utilized. If reduced authority and system transients can be tolerated, this system
has the advantage of simplicity and less susceptibility to nuisance failures. If augmentation requirements are not demanding
the system can be considered to be fail-operational after three failures and will demonstrate high reliability. This type
of configuration is used in the Concorde longitudinal control system.
In contrast, Figure 5 illustrates a system where longitudinal control is accomplished with a single large horizontal slab tail
powered by four hydraulic actuators. Because of the sensitivity of this surface, failure transients due to augmentation system
failures must be minimized. The outputs of all four channels are therefore bussed together mechanically resulting in a force
voting systemn. The bus also insures that inputs to The main hydraulic actuactors are synchronized within acceptable limits.
This type of system is fail-operational after two failures for the following reason: when all channels are engaged, a failure
car occur in any one of the channels and the system will continue to operate in a normal manner. Since the channels are
force voted the three good channels will outvote the fourth. If the failed channel is disengaged, and a failure should subsequently occur in one of the three remaining channels, the system is still operable. Assume now the second failure is
cleared by disengagement of the second faulty channel. Two channels remain and the system is considered to be fail
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passive, that is, a third failure will not cause a significant transient to propagate into the control surface. However, this
failure will render the system inoperative, and if the function is required for safety-of-flight then control will be lost.
Three failures must occur, however, before the system is inoperable, that is, the system ceases to operate when three
out of four channels have foiled. Note that it takes one more channel to provide the fail-operational capability than the
system shown in Figure 4 which has separate surface controls; however, no significant transients are propagated to the
control surface when a failure occurs. This is the most significant advantage of the force summed systen and is a very
necessary feature for a high authority system when applied to an unstable vehicle.
A four-channel system has been used as an example, since the probability of failure of three out of four channels in any
one flight can be shown to be extremely remote (extremely improbable) using currently achievable MTBF's on a per channel
basis. Proper design will assure that the channels are independent, that failures do not cascade, occur in a random fashion,
and are cleared in a reasonable period of time. It is interesting to note that a three-channel system using independent
.jrfaces also m.eets this requirement if failure transients can be tolerated and sufficient authority is avoilabie from any one
of the three surfaces.
The previous discussion illustrates the effect on redundancy and complexity when safety-of-flight is a factor. System
isolation, to prevent cross-channel failure propagation, ;s probably the most difficult requirement 'o insure.
Redundance alone is not sufficient in insuring a safe system design. The mechanization of the single channel elements which
make up the redundancy system must also be scrutinized carefully from a reliability standpoint.
The US-SST was intentionally balanced to be longitudinally unstable in the subsonic flight regime, and incorporated a fourchannel augmentation system. Very rigid requirements were instituted to maximize reliability on a per-channel basis. Weight
and size were not considered to be of major importance. Some of the design features incorporated were:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

no cooling air required, thus making the system independent of the aircraft's cooling system,
physical separation of electronic channels to reduce susceptibility to damage of more than one unit,
special separation of wiring and use of protective coating on wiring to reduce failures,
special highly reliable connectors for all system connections,
no air data inputs required,
single pitch rate sensor per channel for augmentation, and
circuit components of proven reliability.

Figure 6 is a photograph of a laboratory test unit constructed during the early phases of the US-SST program to demonstrate
these principles. Two units accumulated 48,500 laboratory test hours over a three year period without a failure. The rate
gyro on one unit failed at 25,500 hours but to date no electronic component failures have occurred. The housing was made
of cast aluminum and heat was conducted from the housing to surrounding structure.
These are but a few of the design features incorporated to insure high reliability on a per-channel basis.
Redundancy must be consistent throughout the system.
be used throughout. Figure 7 illustrates this point.

This does not necessarily mean that the same level of redundancy

Where failure rates are low, dual systems may be justified as is usually the case with mechanical devices. Hydraulic and
electronic portions of the system may need to be triplicated or qucdruplicated to achieve the required reliability. Each
portion must be consistent, however, with regard to the overall failure rate to be achieved. Of course the series element
with the lowest MTBF tends to control the total, and too much redundancy in non-critical areas results in a poor design.
The role .f augmentation may change in a flight critica! application from a stability augmentor (SAS) with feedback loops
only, such as a yaw damper, to a system which has both feed forward and feed back loops as shown in Figure 8.
This type of system, called a Command Augmentation System (CAS), incorporates bath the pilots control sensors as well as
feedback sensors and allows shaping or filtering to be accomplished in both paths. While the feedback path or paths provide
the desired stability characteristics, the feed forward loops provide the proper response and feel forces. Adjustments can be
made in both paths to optimize these characteristics.
The electronic system then becomes the primary means of control since it couples the pilot through his controls to the aircraft's control surfaces. If both feed forward and feed back paths are required for safety-of-flight a cable system is not
justified except for a backup during a prototype flight test phase.
FLY-BY-WIRE
Consider first fly-by-wite applications to vehicles which exhibit safe although possibly not desirable handling qualities.
For this case there is no safety-of-flight requirement for augmentation and the justification for a fly-by-wire system must
be based on other factors such as weight, cost, development time, survivability due to battle damage, etc. The technology
to implement a fly-by-wire system is available, and in fact has been demonstrated. Several "pseudo" fly-by-wire systems
have been developed and tested. These systems utilize electronic systems for the primary means of control, but have a
backup mechanical system. The Concorde flight control system is a typical example of this type of configuration.
Fly-by-wire research is presently being sponsored by the United States Air Force in the 680J Survivable Flight Control
System program. A fly-by-wire control system is being installed in a F4 fighter and will be flight tested soon. Figure 9
shows some representative electronic components from this program. NASA-FRC is also actively pursuing fly-by-wire
research.
,
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The major impetus for this program was the reduction in aircraft loss due to battle damage of critical systems. Fly-by-wire
designs have the advantage of multiple signal paths with better isolation between paths than do cables, push rods, and
hydraulic lines.
Fly-by-wire techniques should be used, however, only when an advantage can be demonstrated. The weight saving due to
elimination of cables, pulleys, bell cranks, etc., is sometimes offset by multi-channel wiring, extra electrohydraulic servo
valves, more complex power control unit design, and the attendant monitoring and failure detection circuitry. Each design
must be evaluated fairly to determine the best choice. Studies run on the lateral control system of the US-SST indicated
that a cable system in the wing was nearly as light as a fly-by-wire approach and less complicated. On the other hand,
weight savings were shown in the pitch axis for fly-by-wire control versus a cable system. The pitch axis required multichannel command augmentation for safety-of-flight and drove the control surface directly. Since the cable system ran
parallel to the CAS wiring, it was additional weight. This was not the case in the roll axis where augmentation signals
drove a central control unit mounted in the body with a cable system running to the wing surface actuators. As in the
case of CCV, fly-by-wire applications need to be scrutinized carefully to determine the resulting benefits.
Electric throttle control has been used for years and is presently being used on the Concorde. Studies on the US-SST did
not show a distinct advantage with regard to weight, but control forces and position resolution were improved significantly.
For those designs using mechanical backup in conjunction with a primary electronic control system, the problem of engagement and disengagement of the cable system must be considered. If the controls are not centered when reversion is made to
the mechanical control, a transient will result. If this problem is serious it can be alleviated by continuously synchronizing
the declutched mechanical input to the electronically controlled surface. This type of system is shown diagramatically in
Figure 10 and requires a synchronizing loop with motor drive to minimize the error between the cable system and surface
position. An alternate means of accomplishing the some effect is to have the mechanical control engaged and operable at
all times but to negate its effects by a feed back loop to the stability augmentation actuator. This approach is also shown
in Figure 10. The latter scheme includes a SAS actuator offload into the trim system to maintain near zero output during
steady-state conditions. Since the operating point is near zero the transient is minimized when the SAS actuators are deenergized and locked to center.
Since the fly-by-wire systems depend on bth electrical and hydraulic power for operation, system redundancy and isolation
are as important to overall performance and integrity as is the CAS itself. Susceptibility of the electric power system to
lightn|ing strikes, battle damage, etc., must be considered. Isolated electrical power sources rather than parallelled
generators on a single bus, backed up by an emergency battery or bus, will probably be normal practice.
SYNTHESIS OF CRITICAL FLIGHT STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS
As pointed out previously, when a vehicle is deliberately configured to take maximum advantage of control technology to
enhance performance, the role of the flight control engineer changes markedly. Some of these changes are discussed below.
the ';:ght control organization becomes a major element in the configuration team and
First of all, in this new environ.-n,
as such must be responsive to the schedules and rapidly changing demands. The configuration job cannot proceed unless
decisions are forthcoming regarding the impact of flight controls. The organization must be staffed to define and execute
the necessary trade studies in a timely manner. Very close coordination is required between those skilled in the stability
and control fields and the flight control analyst. This may appear rather elementary, but a review of industry practice
indicates that there has not been effective integration from an organizational standpoint. Progress is being retarded because of this.
The next major requirement for developing systems of this nature is to prepare detailed design criteria covering the important
aspects of the particular task. General performance criteria, as found in MIL-F-8785 and FAR 25 can be used as a baseline
where applicable. Since this is a new area, requiring a change in philosophy and closer coordination between tha various
technology groups, documentation of design criteria is absolutely essential. The procedure used in preparing and maintaining this documentation must be flexible so that changes can be made quickly. Changes in the criteria must be expected as
studies progress and the system is synthesized. Proposed changes in criteria must be reviewed on the management level to
properly weigh the impact that these changes will make on the program as well as the design, (i.e., schedule, cost, etc.).
The criteria document must be accepted by all members of the organization as a necessary instrument for design. This
criteria document should cover all technical fields related to the flight controls design effort.
In addition, a document is required defining the reliability requirements for the total flight control system that is compatible
with the airfr'me design. Although one may question the authenticity of the individual MTBF on a component basis, reliability analysis on a system level to determine levels of redundancy and to insure consistency throughout the system is a
valuable tool when working in an area where there is a low experience level. The reliability of peripheral systems such as
electric or hydraulic power is also very important with regard to safety. Digital computer programs are presently available
whereby complex systems can be analyzed on an overnight basis and changes to the system recommended. Programs of this
nature are essential to allow quick turnaround needed during the design phase.
Another area of importance is that of aerodynamic stability and control data and how it is processed. For those vehicle
designs which do not rely on augnentation for safety-of-flight, o system synthesis can be made generally by examination of
a few flight conditions (10 or less) using linearized aerodynamic stability coefficients representing particular conditions of
the flight envelope. As long as safety is not considered a factor, off nominal conditions in the flight envelope are not
generally examined during the synthesis phase but are checked during flight test. This is not the case when the vehicle is
dependent on augmentation for safety-of-flight, for example, on a-rplane balanced to be inherently unstable. The number
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of flight conditions examined becomes mast important. If the number of flight conditions increases five or ten fold, the
generation of aerodynamic stability derivatives becomes serious. Again, some method of automatically extracting the
necessary information from basic data has to be developed. If the vehicle configuration is such that the effects of
structural flexibility is an important factor, then a mathematical model of the airplane structural characteristics must be
formulated for a representative number of critical flight conditions, and these must be compatible with the aerodynamic
data. Saturation effects such as surface rate and authority limits, as well as aerodynamic non-linearities, must be analyzed
in detail.
Digital computer p.-ograms have been developed which will allow a complete synthesis of a CAS or SAS for as many as 100
flight conditions in any one axis to be analyzed on a one-to-two day turnaround basis. The effects of non-linearities in
either the basic aerodynamic data or control system must be carefully analyzed in order to insure that limit cycle situations
do not exist for those vehicles which hove inherently unstable characteristics.
Finally, the role of flight simulation is expanded. It becomes a primary synthesis tool as well as an analysis or evaluation
device. It is important that the simulator be operable during the early phases of the design cycle. This places emphasis on
early receipt of aerodynamic data, including structural and aeroelastic effects. A coordinated plan must be developed
which will support simulator evaluations. The simulator is a valuable tool for both generating and evaluating meaningful criteria, and it provides a device to make evaluations on an integrated basis.
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
As performance requirements for aircraft become more demanding, more dependence is placed on artificial stabilization
devices to correct serious handling quality deficiencies. Since single channel systems cannot provide the safety levels
required, multi-channel systems result which, of course, add to the complexity and to overall system cost. In addition to
first-cost, the additional burden of maintaining more equipment increases operating costs. These costs must be examined in
relation to the worth of the vehicle being designed. Whereas a system costing initially $0.5 million may be justified for a
$20 million airplane, the performance benefits must be appreciable to justify that same system cost for a 5 million dollar
airplane.
Maintenance of complex redundant systems is becoming a problem as evidenced by the fail-operational automatic landing
systems that are presently being used in commercial service. Approximately 30% of electronic flight control systems removed
from commercial airplanes because of suspected failure are unconfirmed at the maintenance center. This is due to inadequate
on-board test equipment combined with the very short turnaround time allowable to diagnose the problem. Although this
situation is costly to the airlines, it is not crippling because in most cases the airplane may be dispatched to the next
destination with the system inoperative. However, when the system is required for safety-of-flight, and the airplane must
remain grounded until the failure is corrected, the penalty in terms of schedule delay may become prohibitive. Better
methods of failure identification than are presently being used in service today must be devised to make redundant system
operation cost effective. The trend over the past *en years in the commercial airline industry has been to keep functions
separated. For instance, today there are separate components for air data, inertial navigation, radar altimeters, autopilots by axis, auto throttles, stability augmentation systems by axis, etc. Each function has itsown "black bow' or "boxes",
and while this is a practical approach when the functions are independent and not integrated, this approach becomes very
expensive and unwieldy as more sophistication and redundancy is required. An integrated system test capability is difficult
if not impossible to achieve. The use of analog circuitry in these systems also makes testing more difficult because of
component tolerances. With systems distributed among many "black boxes" the test circuitry and interface wiring to
accomplish the maintenance function becomes a significant percentage of the total system complexity.
Fortunately, there are solutions to this problem. The first involves a change in system organization and the second a change
in computational methods. These two areas will be covered in detail in the next section.
FUTURE TRENDS
A new approach to the desigr of complex redundant systems is needed. First-.ost must be reasonable and maintenance cost
per function must be reduced below today's level. One proposed method of accomplishing this is to integrate the functions
considered to be safety-of-flight into one group and those not required for safety-of-flight into another. This had the
advantage that systems with a like requirement for redundancy can be treated as a group.
An example is shown in Figure 11 illustrating a proposed approach to the problem for an airplane which requires stability
augmentation, thrust management, and automatic landing, and navigation capabilities. Note that while functions and
axes are integrated, channel separation is maintained to insure safety with respect to computational failures. Note also
that such functions as stability augmentation, control augmentation, automatic landing, etc., which have similar requirements for redundancy are considered together as one group, while such functions as horizontal and vertical navigation,
maintenance computation, system test, etc., which could operate single channel are considered as an alternate group.
Once the functions have been grouped the type of computation must be examined. The use of digital computation is proposed for three reasons. First, the problems associated with system tolerances for redundant operation is much reduced.
Second, pre-flight and maintenance testing can be performed more expeditiously. Third, changes to control laws and
logic functions are accomplished more readily with digital computation as compared to analog computation.
Since the digital computer can perform many functions on a time shared basis, less numbers of computers are required. This
has the added benefit that the amount of interface wiring is considerably reduced. Figure 12 shows an example of a typical
automatic flight control system in use today requiring eleven "black boxes" of five different types. This can be reduced to
six boxes of two types if a digital system were implemented.
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Preliminary studies of this concept indicate that initial cost will be less than a system c'nfigured in the conventional
manner, and that the cost of maintaining the system should be considerably reduced. In addition, the cost of developing
and certifying the system should be reduced considerably because software, rather than hardware, changes will predominate.
The use of digital computation does introduce the new problem of certification for commercial aircraft systems and inservice protection of software. This problem requires careful consideration leading to the development and implementation
of a well thought out software control plan if the digital computer is controlling a high authority system.
CONCLUSION
In summary, several conslusions are evident.
1)

The desire to improve performance and operate over more extreme ranges of the flight envelope will result in more
serious consideration of augmentation to make the vehicle acceptable from a safety-of-flight standpoint.

2)

The method of configurating such a vehicle will change with flight controls playing a fundamental rather than supporting role in vehicle curfiguration.

3)

Safety-of-flight requirerhlents result in more sophistication with regard to system function and a substantially higher
level of redundancy thenr tommonly in use today.

4)

Fly-by-wire and Control Configurated Vehicle (CCV) concepts, while providing substantial potential benefits, need
to be examined for each vehicle application for the benefits are configuration dependent.

5)

Maintenance of sophisticated redundant systems will be a major problem to the user unless more adequate means of
system checkout are devised.

6)

A new approach is required to reduce the number of "black boxes" and attendant interface wiring which will result
from redundancy. This can be accomplished by integration according to requirements for safety-of-flight rather than
by function or axis. Safety..of-flight is insured by channel separation.

7)

Digital rather than analog computation offers substantial benefits with regard to: performance during redundant
operation, automated system checkout which enhances maintenance capability, and flexibility for change during
development and pre-production phases.

8)

Integration as described above will result in a reduced first cost and less operating cost as compared to the approach
utilized in common practice today.
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OPEN DISCUSSION

R.Onken, Germany: As I have learned, the US efforts on digital fly-by-wire flight control, including primary
control is concentrated on the flight test program carried out by NASA Flight Research Center on the basis of a
single channel digital system with a multi-channel analog back-up. I would like to know vhether there is any flight
test program running for a multichannel digita. control system in the US in the near futur.

R.L.Schoenman, USA: NASA Flight Research Center plans to flight test a dual digital system with a three-channel
backup at the end of 1973. The computers used in this installation will not be the Apollo guidance computers, but
a new class which is reprogrammable and specially chosen for this task. The choice of computers has not been
specified at this date.

R.Deque, France: Was Boeing considering the possibility of dispatching the SST with one of the four channels
failed?

R.L.Schoenman, USA: Not initially. After the reliability of the system has been proven this decision would have
been reviewed with the possibility that the SST could be dispatched with three of the four channels of augmentation
in any one axis operable.
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PILOT WORKLOAD - A CONCEPTUAL MODEL
by
R. G. Thorne
Human Engineering Division, Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hants., UK

SUMMARY
A conceptual model is put forward for the study of these situations when, some of the crew, some of
the time are unable to complete satisfactorily, some of their tasks.
A case is made for more realistic simulations of the more difficult tasks.

I

INTRODUCTION

Satiated with endless discussions and conferences on man-machine interactions, workload, the interface, systems analysis etc., I have, in my own defence, developed a conceptual model which has helped me
to look at the problem in general terms. I have also found the model useful for assessing the potential
merit of a particular piece of research both at the planning stage and also after execution. The original
idea for the model stems fro- numerous discussions with Professor Cumming of Monash University who had
developed a similar approach to help him study the capabilities and limitations of car drivers.
When studying the overall effectiveness of systems the ultimate criteria which should be used in any
evaluation are performance, safety, convenience, comfort and cost not necessarily in that order. It is
extremely difficult if not impossible for the engineer to translate the dependent variables usually
measured in Human Factor experiments for example, time on the job, errors, learning, psychophysical
thresholds and physiological measures, into such criteria. Indeed, despite the large literature, we have
only just reached a stage where we can begin to evaluate in engineering terms the consequences of a single
stress on the human operator and his performance, and this only applies to certain stresses such as the
effects of high altitude.
To look deeply at the effects of compound stresses we shall need to extend our research techniques
and methodology, and many established laboratory practices will have to be discarded. The model which
follows establishes the need for more specifically aimed research rather than more of the general studies
so popular in this field.
2

PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY
Convenience, cost and comfort are not discussed in this paper, for the sake of brevity, although

they are most important items, which must always be considered in the ultimate evaluation of a system's
effectiveness. In military and civil aviation, improved safety has been vigorously sought and the
spectacular improvement achieved during the last twenty years has not reduced the desire for further
improvement. In military aviation the performance of the weapon system, including the man, is probably
the dominant criterion. What follows relates directly to both safety and performance and is directed
towards the exploration of those occasions where some of the crews, some of the time, cannot satisfactorily perform their task. I think that this is the most important area for study if we wish to
explore in any depth the effect of v.orkload on the Human Factor contribution to accidents and aborted or
unsuccessful missions.
Human Factor errors can be loosely classified into three groups. The first comprises those
primarily arising from inattention on the part of the operator. These do not occur very frequently in
aviation. The second group includes those situations in which the operator does something stupid or
misconstrues the situation, though he was not unduly stressed at the time. These I will -all blunders.
The third group includes all those situations in which some overloading of the operator is present.
3

BLUNDERS

AMA Majendie characterised blunders as being indeterminate in their magnitude and in no sense
related to normal human performance. He also said that the individual making a blunder may find it
extremely difficult to recognise it as such,even after prompting.
We try to avoid the consequences of blunders by eliminating single unmonitored hutal' operator
functions, but this is difficult in modern stzike aircraft. We can, of course, transfer certain unmonitored human operator functions to black boxes and we can supply black boxes with built in redundancy, but
this increases the overall cost. At present it is impossible to assess the overall cost of blunders and
until we can estimate the incidence of blunders in practical situations, where training and procedures
are designed to minimise their occurrence, argument is likely to be fruitless. Where blunders are known
to have occurred it is, of course, most important to investigate the matter, to try and determine why
they occurred. In some cases, it will be found, that blunders have been induced because of bad design
features in the operator'sworkspace or the operating procedures used.
4

OVERLOADING

The remaining human error is that resulting from overloading of the human operator, and this is an
area that should be amenable to scientific study. The rest of this paper presents a model for studying
those situations where overloading of crew can lead to disaster or aborted and unsuccessful missions.
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Overloading exists when the crew of an aircraft cannot cope adequately with the situation in hand.
It can arise from a number of causes:
(a) The basic task is too difficult for a human operator to comprehend or execute in the
operational environment.
(b) The difficulty of the basic task has been aggravated by previous events such as failure of
part of the system.
(c) The training of the operator has been inadequate.
unnecessary procedures.
(d) The capacity of the operator is below standard.
but even good crews have their bad days.

This may be because of cumbersome and

This can rise from poor selection of aircrew

(e) The crew select the wrong order of priorities and deal with the wrong thing first.
(f) The task is distributed incorrectly amongst crew members.
(g) Interference between sub-tasks.
Suppose it is possible to define a continuum which can be used both to assess task difficulty and
the capacity of crews to cope with such tasks. It should then be possible to stLdy the variation in task
difficulty during a particular flight and to plot it against elapsed time. In a similar way the maximum
capacity of the crew could also be plotted and the resulting plot might conceivably look something like
that given below. Operator's capacity, in this case, is defined as the maximum ability one could expect
from the operator at a given moment.
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This i4llistration attempts to show that the difficulty of the task will vary over a wide range,
during a particular flight, and will be aggravated by unplanned incidents en route, e.g., diversion to a
new target or systems failure. It also shows that the maximum instantaneous useable capacity of the crew
will vary with time and that motivation may play a part in enabling the crew to cope with the more difficult situations. If this motivation has been impaired by events before or during the fLight dangerous
situations will arise oi an abortive mission will result. In the above situation the crew were able to
cope with their task, in other situations or with other crews this may not be achieved.
Supposing for example, that the system failure had been only a little more difficult to deal with,
or that the crew had relaxed a little more after the strike; this failure might easily have resulted in
disaster. The only way this can be effectively discussed is on a statistical basis since one is looking
for comparatively rare events. At least they should be rare otherwise a non-viable situation exists.
The following illustration shows the histogram which can be deduced from the above flight history giving
the difficulty -n arbitrary numerical rating. This histogram shows the proportion of the total flight
time that task or the operator's maximum capacity lay within a given level of difficulty.
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THE 'RARE EVENT'
Suppose that histogiams can be drawn for a large number of sorties showing:
(a) The proportion of the total time spent on tasks of a given level of difficulty.
(b) The proportion of the total time that the crew can cope adequately with all tasks up to a
given level of difficulty, but cannot cope with any tasks of a greater difficulty.

These histograms beome probability distributions if very small eivisions of difficulty are used
and might look as follows for many sorties. The left hand curve shows the probability of task difficulty
and the right hand curve the probability that crews can cope with tasks up to a given level of difficulty,
but not harder tasks.
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The probability distribution for task difficulty shows two small bumps at the hard end or right
hand side of the scale. These indicate the relatively small amount of the total time when the task is
difficult and the even smaller time when it is extremely difficult. There is some evidence from
physiological studies, if one is prepared to assume that these give a measure of task difficulty, that
such bumps do occur in the statistical distribution.
The left hand side of the histogram on the right hand side which shows the maximum capacity one can
expect from the operators iir,1.,des poor crews, good crews on their bad days and crews whose capacity at
any given time has been seriously reduced by recent events. Most crews most of the time, can cope with
all probable conditions, but a few crews all of the time and probably most crews sone of the time cannot
cope with the most exac 'ag conditions. Accidents may be due to blunders in which case there is no
typical pattern. But if a typical pattern of human error can be traced in inciderts, accidents or aborts
then it :s clear that these occurred in situations, where critical overloading exibted, that is in the
area A-B of the last illustration. I must point out that since many sorties are included the area A-B
does not represent the proportion of the total time where difficulty exceeds capacity. It does however,
indicate the area where it may occur.
6

DISCUSSION

At first sight it would appear that the conceptual model put forward in the last illustration is
self defeating because the only obvious solution is to send trained observers into battle to recount all
that happens onto a crash resistant recorder. However, it is believed that a significant step forward
in improving the efficiency and safety of both military and civil aircraft could be achieved if the right
sort of research programme was mounted. This is discussed in general terms below, but first I would like
to record the lessons I have leart from this model. Perhaps the first point I should make is, that
research which would enable us to draw, with more precision the illustrations I have just described is
likely to be fruitless. I doubt if we will ever be able to measure task difficulty and operator capacity,
on the same scale. I have put forward a conceptual model only and, as such, I believe it has some value,
if only to indicate that a lot of previous work on stress has no application to real life situations.
If we could remove the more difficult tasks we would obviously reduce the overloading. I believe
that many of these tasks could be removed or reduced without undue cost or penalty. I have read many
accident reports in detail, and in many cases, fatal accidents have occurred because of stupidities,
stupidities in the basic aircraft design, stupidities in the procedures used, or stupidities by the
crew.
We have found from experience, that an impartial investigation of any cockpit and its environment
will reveal anomalies which just should not be there. I believe a thorough attack aimed at removing or
reducing the more difficult tasks would pay handsome dividents. I am equally convinced that laboratory
experiments on the effects of compound stresses are unlikely to yield practical improvements for many
years to come.
7

PROPOSED RESEARCH PROGRAMME

We first need operational field surveys and accident and incident report analyses which will help
to define the cockpit tasks and environment, and pin point those situations and sequences of events which
can lead to operating difficulties. Analysis of problems encountered during training could also be a
valuable source of information. We must then develop realibtic simulations of these difficult environments and situations and confront operational crews with them to establish what happens and the results
of possible cockpit modifications. it is difficult to mount a good simulation and to obtain typical
operational crews but it must be done if we are to improve the present situation.
Our primary aim is to adjust the machine or system to be within man's capabilities and limitations.
It may well be that crews can eventually be selected, by certain characteristics, to reduce the area A-B
in the last diagram, but at present our main aim should be towards correcting the deficiencies of the
machine. In general terms we should be able to alleviate or remove the overload condition by one or more
of the following means.
(a) Improvements to the cockpit environment.
(b) Altering the nature of the tasks.
(c) Reliably automating tasks.
(d) Reallocating tasks amongst crew members.
(e) Reallocating tasks with respect to time.
If we gain sufficient insight into particular problems we might reduce the probability of blunders
as well.
If one accepts the argument put forward in this paper there would aprcear to be a number of areas in
which basic research is required, in addition to the work described above.
First we must improve our techniques for assessing task difficulty and the capacity of operators to
cope with such tasks. Physiological and psychological measurements have so far proved unable to do more
than point to these situations which should be explored in more detail. We need a quantitative measure of
task difficulty and different tasks have to be measured on a common scale. Until we can develop such
techniques which must in the end rely on detailed tasks and skills analysis we aie limited in our ability
to pin point those situations and sequences of events which can lead to operating difficulties.
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I think we will also need to use adaptive techniques to investigate some of the tasks in the cockpit to see how near they approach the capacity limit.
If complex environment factors are shown to be important from the operational studies, we must
develop techniques for selecting subjects who are highly sensitive to such factors, e.g. noise,
vibration or heat.
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OPEN DISCUSSION

U.Kirchhoff, Germany: Have you any suggestion on how to measure task difficulty and operator's capacity and how
to scale them?
R.G.Thome. UK: The whole gist of my paper is that our preoccupation with exact measures of
operator's capacity has led us to ignore those sequences of events which lead to situations where
some of the time, cannot cope adequately with some of their tasks. At the RAE we do not try
"workload" or "capacity" but we are developing techniques for effective time and motion study

workload or
some of the crews,
to measure
of the crew at work.

WJ.G.Pinsker, UK: In your Figure 2 you do not distinguish between latent and actual capacity. Surely this
distinction must be observed, since increased task difficulty must be expected to arouse the pilot to energize his
full capacity.
Mr Thorne traces all the problems he has discussed ultimately to human stupidity. I am not sure if he holds
out any promise of improving man in this respect. If so we can look forward to the golden age. But I fear that
history has proved abundantly that human stupidity is an invariant property.

R.G.Thorne, UK: I did not distinguish between latent and actual capacity because it does not affect the main
argument in my paper. In Figure I the operator's capacity available at any time is shown, latent capacity would be
above this. Motivation will undoubtedly play a large part in determining the capacity available at any given moment
and this I have tried to illustrate in Figure 1.
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THE ROLE OF THEORETICAL STUDIES OF FLIGHT DYNAMICS IN RELATION TO FLIGHT TESTING
by
H. H. B. M. Thomas
A. Jean Ross
Aerodynamics Department,
Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough, Hants, England

SUMMARY
It is argued that calculations have an important role to play in the planning of, the conduct of and
the analysis of flight tests. This is especially true of those areas of flight testing which involve
manoeuvres near limiting flight conditions and hence potentially hazardous. In this case the safety is of
paramount importance. Other directions in which pre-flight calculations are invaluable are in arriving at
a clearer definition of 0.2 objective of a test, the recording and instrumentation requirements. Interpretation of the test results can call for theoretical studies wherein much more detail is provided to aid
analysis.

i

Provided the aerodynamic forces acting on the aircraft can be adequately and reliably represented
there is no inherent difficulty about undertaking the solution of the equations of motion in an appropriate number of degrees of freedom with the aid of available digital computers. The real problem, therefore, lies in reducing to a manageable form the output of such computer studies and thereby achieving a
understanding of and a more ready interpretation of the results. As in illustrative example, the
longitudinal motion of an aircraft involving an extended angle-of-attack range is considered.

i'

Not all calculations need to be so complex in nature and certain trends can already be established
on the basis of linearized equations of motion, as demonstrated by other examples considered which relate
to lateral motion.
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I

INTRODUCTION

That calculation is the thread from which is woven the fabric of rational design would, we venture
to think, find ready and wide acceptance. Indeed there has been in recent years a rapid growth in the
part played by calculation methods in the design of aircraft to yield specified performance levels.
Calculation methods have not tended to play such a dominant part in designing for satisfactory handling
qualities. This is to some extent related to the fact that there has been, if anything, a decrease in the
attention given to the aerodynamics under dynamic conditions at a basic level, both theoretically and
experimentally. Very few experimental investigations of a systematic nature seem to be made. However, in
this paper we are not concerned with the place of calculations at all stages of the design procedure, but
rather with the important role they can play in the planning of, the conduct of and the analysis of flight
tests.
There has been during recent years a marked increase in the amount of data recorded during flying
operations of all sorts, but it is -rguable whether, alongside this recording explosion, there has been a
willingness to embark on equally comprehensive pre-flight calcuPitions relevant to the kind of questions
the flight tests are intended to answer. In what follows we cons.dder the possible underlying reasons for
this position. Does this apparent reluctance to undertake theoretical studies of various aspects of the
aircraft's dynamics stem from a lack of confidence in the results? Is this in turn a result of an
uncertainty concerning the validity of the aerodynamic framework to be adopted in a given problem? As
will be clear from the discussion of the examples chosen to illustrate the basic philosophy, there is
curiously nearly always some lack of -.
Lrodynamic data even if we set aside the more difficult fundamental
question concerning the mathematical modelling of certain dynamic problems. Again we may ask whether
this reflects a lack of demand rather than any fundamental difficulty in the acquisition of such data.
Nevertheless there are a number of reasons for some disquiet as will be seen when we discuss this aspect
more fully later.
If we can rest assured that the aerodynamic forces acting on the aircraft during a certain motion
can be adequately and reliably represpnted by some particular mathematical formulation there is no
inherent difficulty in obtaining solutions, with the aid of modern computing equipment, to any dynamic
problem we may pose. Rather the difficulty will centre around the definition of the problem, a matter
closely related to the planning of the flight test. Just as the planning of the flight test relates to
the purpose of test so in the same way we must frame some questions to be answered by our calculations.
The difference, and it may be argued, the advantage that the conduct of the theoretical study has over
the flight test lies in the fact that the former is likely to be fairly broadly based and look behind and
beyond the requiremerts as at present laid down rather than being closely linked to them. If the results
of the more-broadly based theoretical studies are available they provide, with the requirement, a firmer
basis on which to plan the flight test, in which the requirement guides rather than dictates what is done.
In this way we can move toward a more narrowly defined, yet realistic objective for the flight test.
Of paramount importance in the conduct of any flight test is the safety of the crew and the
integrity of the aircraft structure. It is also important to the successful outcome of the tests to make
a sound decision as to what variables to record during the flight, whilst a related consideration is the
anticipation of the r-nge of these variables and other characteristics such as rate of change, frequency
content etc. Finally, however complete the flight data may be its interpretation and analysis may still
be challenging. Properly designed a pregramme of computations can be an invaluable aid in coping with
all these aspects of flight testing.
Although the main argument applies across the whole spectrum of flight tests we shall illustrate the
role which we envisage calculations playing in the development of a design by consideration of areas of
particular interest at the present time. These relate to aircraft handling qualities in flight conditions
near to the edge of the flight envelope.
2

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE PROVIDED BY CALCULATIONS

As indicated in the introduction the main function of the pre-flight theoretical study is to
provide background knowledge against which decisions on various aspects of the flight testing can be more
confidently made. Before considering some of the difficulties which may distract from the natural desire
to provide this background information and the problems that these considerations in turn pose we look in
a little more detail at the question of how calculations can help.
2.1

Objective of test

During the development of an aircrpft design the objective of a given flight test is nearly always
related to a requirement set down by some authority. It is right and proper that this should generally be
the case, but it must always be borne in mind that the requirement is the outcome of past experience in
the main and that in the rapidly changing scene of aircraft design the relevance of a particular requirement may be open to some question. The remarks apply more specifically to the detail rather than the
broad basis of a requirement, since the latter should be much more permanent in character. However, the
calculations we see being undertaken in relation to flight testing would naturally have this broader basis.
In this way some of the doubts, which may arise as to the applicability of a requirement, are resolved.
Hence it should be possible to move toward a more narrowly defined objective for the test.
2.2

Safety

We have already mentioned the importance that attaches to the safety of the crew and the integrity
of the aircraft during any flight test. Certain tests and flight conditions, such as those described
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later, increase the degree of hazard. Insofar as there is increased hazard so does the need to investigate the problems beforehand become more important. Although we are concerned here specifically with the
role of calculations in this respect other means such as free-flight model tests and simulator studies
are equally important. The degree of hazard and the influence of various factors or this can be
assessed from a suitable series of calculations. In some circumstances the pilot's action may be dictated
by a need to perform in a programmed fashion rather than in response to certain motior cues. These considerations distinguish between the cases which are better investigated by analytic means and those for
which the simulator is real tool.
The possibility of loss of control of the aircraft may be rated so high in some tests as to justify
the installation of supplementary means by which control of the aircraft may be recovered. For such
tests it becomes necessary to try to anticipate any troubles that could arise in the operation of such
devices. Some guidance must be given to the pilot as.regards the indications for operation of the device
and as to the appropriate instant at which it may be dvisuble to dispense with it.
2.3

Recording requirements

It is necessary, for a number of reasons, to obtain a quantitative record of the aircraft behaviour
during test. Seldom is it possible to record all quantities of interest and a selection of the more
important must be made. Here again the calculated behaviour of the aircraft provides a rational basis
for making such a selection.
2.4

Instrumentation

The recording of the various parameters imposes demands on the instrumentation to be installed in
the aircraft. In order to specify the instruments precisely it is necessary to know the expected range
of a particular variable, its frequency characteristics, if any, 2nd so on. This type of information can
be readily made available from an analytic study.
Similar considerations may be involved in the specification of some of the pilot's flight display
instruments. For example, it may be desirable to provide instruments additional to, or alternative to,
the standard instruments to ease the pilot's task.
2.5

Interpretation and analysis

The availability of the wealth of detailed information that it is possible to extract from computational studies of the aircraft's dynamics render the task of interpretation and analysis of flight records
easier. If a successful correlation can be achieved between the actual and predicted behaviour the
influence of various design features may be recognised. Such a state of affairs is unlikely to pertain at
the initial stages of the flight testing. However, it is envisaged that a progressive upgrading of the
mathematical modelling of the aircraft would take place as tests proceed. The recognition of the design
features responsible for any shortcomings in the aircraft's handling qualities points the way to the sort
of measnre that is likely to alleviate the problem.
It may not always be easy to identify certain features of the motion as arising from inputs due to
the pilot rather than from other causes. By investigating the aircraft's response to a variety of inputs
calculations enable us to distinguish between these effects. For aircraft motion of a non-linear
character these remarks are especially true.
Thus we see the analytical study of the aircraft
dynamics occupying the position indicated in Fig.1
during the development phase of the aircraft design
process. As implied by the flow diagram the results
of the calculations input into the definition of the
flight test directly and also possibly indirectly
through free-flight model tests and/or simulator
studies. In a research context either of these two
techniques may also supply the ultimate objective of
the analytic studies. HoweveL, in the present context
we would see these techniques as reinforcing the
direct use of the calculations in planning the flight
test. Also shown are the probable feedback loops from
the flight tests as well Ps certain subsidiary ones.
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AERODYNAMIC FRAMEWORK
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As is clear from Fig.I the whole of the process
just outlined depends totally and critically upon our
ability to provide an adequate and reliable framework
for the aerodynamic content of the problem under

investigation.
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Let us begin by considering the sort of aerodynamic data that are usually available to the aircraft
designer at the stage at which he might contemplate the
type of analytic study being advocated here. Conver-

Fig.]

Analytic studies in relation to
other stages of the development
a g ft degn
ot
of an aircraft design

tional 'static' wind-tunnel tests yielding force and
monAnt coefficients, including the effect of control
surface deflection, with respect to all three axes, as
functions of angle of attack and sideslip are almost certain to be available. Only two questions are
likely to arise? Do the data cover a sufficiently wide range of motivator deflection, angle of attack and
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angle of sideslip? If the test conditions fall appreciably short of the full-scale conditions can we
obtain an indication of probable Reynolds number effects from some other source?
Additionally the measurement of oscillatory derivatives over small amplitudes and at low frequency
parameter values is becoming more common, although not yet the matter of routine it should perhaps be.
Such measurements form the basis for a quasi-steady treatment of the aerodynamic terms arising in the
equations of motion. For small amplitude motions and questions of linearized stability the usual
derivative formulation is adopted. In certain problems, for example, when higher frequency structural
modes of motion are involved, it is necessary to evaluate the derivatives at the appropriate frequency
parameter.
For aircraft motions involving large excursions in either the angle of attack or the angle of sideslip or both the non-linear nature of the 'static' aerodynamic forces and moments require that the aerodynamic data be expressed as functions of these two variables. Similarly the contributions of other
variables although expressed in a derivative form must be generalized by allowing the derivative to be a
function of the angles of attack and sideslip. This formulation still falls within the quasi-steady
assumptions in that the aerodynamic terms are solely determined by the current values of the motion
variables.
Whilst there exist at present no well-established grounds for suspecting the adequacy of this aerodynamic framework for our present purpose, it is necessary to be mindful that there are circumstances when
it is likely to be inadequate. Many of the flight conditions to be investigated imply passage, sometimes
repeatedly, through critical flow conditions, for example the neighbourhood of the low-speed stall or
shock-induced separation. Furthermore the rate of change in the angle of attack and/or in the angle of
sideslip may be large. Such considerations expose the need for further aerodynamic research into the
nature of the airflovy under the conditions mentioned and into the effect on the forces acting on the
aircraft.
As far as present experience goes it suggests that these doubts, which surround the adequacy and
reliability of the aerodynamic framework normally used, are not sufficient in themselves to dissuade the
aircraft designer from undertaking a wide ranging programe ot pre-flight calculations of the aircraft's
dynamical behaviour. As long as they exist they rather indicate a need for progressive development
during the flight tests, which or. the one hand takes account of the nature of the doubts and on the other
provides the information, on which a modification of the original aerodynamic data may be based to bring
the predicted and observed behaviour into line.
4

SOME EXAMPLES

Perhaps the best way to bring out some of the points we have just discussed is to consider some
examples. The first concerns the longitudinal motion of an aircraft over an extended angle-of-attack
range during a decelerating manoeuvre at low speed, where the objective of the flight test is to determine
and demonstrate limiting flight conditions specifically in terms of a minimum speed. Our second example
is not so specific and covers a whole range of problems being concerned with the lateral characteristics
of combat aircraft and the way these affect the handling qualities at high angles of attack and over a
range of Mach numbers.
4. 1

Longitudinal motion over an extended a'

ie-of-attack range

For the purpose of illustrating the role of the analytic study in this context we take as the subject
aircraft a slender-wing tailless configuration. It is sufficient for our purpose to give only a brief
outline of the calculations with a few isolated numerical results.
The variation of the lift, drag and pitching moment coefficients with the angle of attack and the
eleven angle for the configuration in question were available from wind-tunnel tests over the angle-ofattack range 00 to 350 and the elevon angle range -150 to 15o. Some additional data, of a somvhat more
uncertain nature, were available for even larger angles of attack. On the basis of these later test
results the aforementioned wind-tunnel data were extrapolated over the range 0 to 900 in the angle of
attack (see Figs.2, 3 and 4).
For the quasi-steady aerodynamic framework adopted for the analysis the contributions to the forces
and moments due to the angle of attack and the elevon angle are assumed to be polynomial functions of
these variables, which reproduce as faithfully as possible the wind-tunnel data. To complete the aerodynamic data we require the contributions to the forces and moments due to the rate of change in the angle
of attack and the rate of pitch. These are assumed to be adequately represented by coefficient derivatives
and the force derivatives are neglected. Furthermore due to absence of experimental data the moment derivatives were estimated an? waumed invariant with the angle of attack. An added reason for making this latter
assumption is the largz proportion of damping in pitch provided by the autostabiliser.
Certain features of the aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft are of interest, whilst some have
an important bearing on the aircraft's behaviour. In the neighbourhood of an angle of attack of about i5°
the lift, drag and pitching moment all show evidence of some abrupt change in the character of the flow
around the wing, possibly some change in the vortex pattern associated with wings of this type. It is
also seen from Fig.3 that& as is well-known, the lift coefficient increases gradually up to anglEs of
attack of the order of 37 . The drag coefficient increases rapidly between angle3 of attack of 200 and 350.
The manoeuvre to be studied is a deceleration from the equilibrium conditions defined by level
flight at an angle of attack of 120 at a given altitude. To execute the manoeuvre two inputs are
assumed (1) a reduction in thrust to give a specified :nitial deceleration, (2) application of elevon in
the nose-up sense to give increased angle of attack.
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Pitching moment characteristics assumed for the slenderwing aircraft

If we resolve the forces along and normal to the flight path the equations oC motion of the aircraft can be written
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Here the elevon angle consists of two parts, nP 0 the pilot's input and no, the contribution of the
pitch autostabiliser. For the present investigation the autostabiliser is downgraded to a simple gearing,
but its authority is limited to t4

i

By varying the amount and rates of application of elevon in the nose-up relation sense a wide range
of dynamic conditions can be generated, from which an attempt may be made to recover by application of
ffectively full-down thevon.

To aid in the determination of the coverage of these calculations the

single degree-of-freedom motion with freedom to pitch only is examined. The results of calculations
which refer to this last motion, are best presented in a phase-plane plot, sea Fig.5. A typical set of
responses of the aircraft with full three degrees of freedom is displayed in Fig..
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Besides varying the conditions in terms of angle of attack and its rate of change for a given
position of the aircraft's centre of gravity the effects of a number of factors were assessed. If we
define as the recovery angle of attack that angle of attack at which the elevon starts to move towards
its fully-down position we may sumarze the coverage of the calculations by listing the various effects
studied. These are,
(1) the effect of different recovery angles of attack
(2) different rates and time of application of recovery control
(3) different rates of approach to a given recovery angle of attack
(4) changes in thrust level during recovery
(5) changes in the inertial properties of the aircraft
(6) different locations of the centre of gravity
(7) effect of some modifications to the pitching moment characteristics
(8) manoeuvres with autostabiliser active and inactive.
The emphasis in the above itemc is on the influence various factors have on the ease or even the possibility of recovery. In the event of a successful recovery another question naturally arises and this concerns the ease or otherwise with which the pilot can restore the aircraft to some level, or perhaps
climbing, steady flight condition well removed from the critical range in the angle of attack without
incurring any risk from overshoot into negative angles of attack.
It is not proposed that ve discuss these item of work severally and they are listed solely to serve
as an indication of the breadth of the sort of analytic study we have in mind.
During preliminary flight testing it was found that the elevon angles required to triu the aircraft
in level flight over a range of the angle of attack did not agree with those predicted on the basis of
the wind-tunnel test data. An adjustment of the curve of pitching moment coefficient against angle of
attack is necessary to bring the calculated values into line with measured values. The adjustment to be
made cani be represented with sufficient accuracy by the following increments in the pitching moment
coefficient,
AC

a

-0.0416 7 ar

for

0 < a < I1

for

a > II

and

AC U - -0.008

With the Ibntinuation of flight testing information
became available on the aircraft's response during a

manoeuvre of the kind described above and in the
course of which th8 angle of attack reaches a maximum
value of nearly 18 . Fig.7 shows a comparison of the
test results for this manoeuvre with those obtained
by calculation for initial conditions closely
approximating those of the flight teasts, but using
the unmodified wind-tunnel test results. The discrepancy in the elevon angles is inmediately evident
and, of course, the angle of attack attlins the

chosen recovery angle of attack of 17.5 rather
earlier in the calculated response. These differences
are to be expected in the light of the values of the
elevon angles to trim.
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We next modify the pitching moment character-

is tics as outlined above and recalculate approximating
closely to the flight initial conditions in all but
the angle of attack. To adjust to the precise
initial
amount of
conditions would require a cousiderable
justified.
be
to
seem
recalculation, which scarcely
Also the elevon input was not reproduced in all its
detail and consequently the computed histories of the
angles of attack and inclination are somewhat smoother
than the measured ones.
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However, the agreement is

fairly good in general and justifies the use of the
modified pitching moment characteristics (Fig.8a
and b).
We now consider the effect of the changes in
the shape of the pitching moment curve on the ability
to recover from a high angle-of-attack flight condition by direct use of elevon alone. In the calculations whose results are displayed in Fig.9 we once
more have a fixed entry into the high angle of attack
and a number of different recovery angles of attack.
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Comparison of calculated motion
(WT data) with flight test results.
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The values of the latter for which the ang.a of attack continues to increase after down elevon is applied
and held are somewhat higher than those corresponding to the pitching moment characteristics as determined
by the wind tunnel tests in spite of the further aft position of the centre of gravity asaum~d tn these
later calculations.
A feature of these results (and those of Fig.8) which is worthy of comment is the fact that as compared with the responses shown in Fig.6 there is little rotation of the aircraft until angles of attack in
excess of 22 are reached. This is in the first place due to the very gentle nature of the nose-up elevon
input and to the fact that at zero eleven angle the pitching moment becomes positive beyond an angle of
attack just slightly less than the above value. The increased deceleration associated with the rapid
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increase in the drag coefficient with increase
in
ie ungle of attack in the range 200 to 350,
approximately, also contributes in part to the
shown by the curves.
Once rotation in the
nose-up sense begins to grow both the angle of
and the attitude angle increase at about
the same rate. These features of the motion
provide the pilot with useful
cues. Such
motion cues can be obscured or even absent for
an aircraft with an abrupt and conventional
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between the normal recovery motions
and the others. This in turn enables us to
arrive at a reasonable basis for flight test
procedures and to design, where necessary, a
protective automatic recovery system to guard

against inadvertent excursions to too large an

_________________

angle of attack. A number of different protective automatic systems have been employed
V,
ranging from warning devices like stick
'shakers', through simple stick 'pusher'
systems to fairly complex systems in which the
0
40
50
.
system is activated by a combination of angle
of attack and rate of pitch with the control
being centralised as lower angles of attack
0
/Iare
reached. These have usually fallen short
of being truly recovery systems and have some0niJ
times limited the manoeuvring boundary by more
70
o
s
t g
-----de9g -,0than perhaps is strictly needed for safety.
The design philosophy of automatic systems for
Fig.9 Response of aircraft with modified
protection in the large angle motion in the
pitching moment characteristics to
six degrees of freedom is a matter which merits
elevon input shown
further study. However, further discussion of
even the simpler longitudinal motion lies
outside the scope of this paper, but studies so
far suggest that the angle of attack and its rate of change are the principal motion variables invol.ed in
45~
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27.

the definition of the threshold between the 'preventative' recoveries and the very large angle motions
('superstall' and 'bounce recover').
Accordingly a well-designed automatic system would make use of this
information for triggering a recovery control action and enabling as much as possible of the potential of
the aircraft to be exploited.
At somc stage in the flight testing of the aircraft and the selected automatic recovery system, if
fitted, the maximum angle of attack will move outward towards the boundary. It may be considered that
the degree of hazard involved warrants the fitting of an independent recovery device under the direct
control of the pilot. Let us suppose that the choice falls on a parachute, which usually exerts an
appreciable nose-down pitching moment on the aircraft at very lerge angles of attack.
Some questions arise in relation to the use of such auxiliary systems.

For example,

(1)

How efficient is the device in promoting recovery?

(2)

What criterion should the pilot use for taking the decision to deploy the parachute?

(3)
Having deployed the parachute how does he decide that the aircraft is sufficiently under
control to oermit him to release the parachute?
To provide guidance on such matters it is necessary to calculate ,he effect on the behaviour of the aircraft during an attempted recovery of varying the instant at which the parachute is deployed. Examples
of the results of calculations of this kind are displayed in Fig.10. The curves corresponding to recovery
for an assumed recovery
under the action of the elevon, with the automatic recovery system inactive, P.-id
angle of attack (i.e. angle of attack ajtwhich recovery action is initiated) of 260 show that there is
°
time lapse of about 11 seconds before the angle of attack returns to 20 . Deployment of the parachute at
52 seconds (about a seccnd later than the instant when down elevon is applied) cuts this time lapse to
about 6 seconds. Earlier deployment of the parachute at 51 seconds (approximately at the same time as
down elevon is applied) speeds up recovery evea further and brings LUe time interval between deployment
of the parachute and the return to an angle of attack of 200 down to 5 seconds. The nose-down rotation
is faster and becomes progressively more so with earlier use of the parachute and should provide the
pilot with a good indicati:n that all is progressing cccordling to plan. It is seen from Fig.10 that the
equivalent airspeed is hardly affected for the first few seconds due to the fact that the parachute drag

just more than offsets the reduction in the basic drag of the aircraft as the angle of attack in brought
below its value without parachute. There caa be little doubt that the angie of attack ani its rate of
change are the appropriate criteria for the pilot to use in deciding when to augment recovery action by
use of the parachute. Thus as a ninimum requirement the pilot must be givea a reasonably accurate angleif-attack indicator with an open scale, so that rate of change can be judged. The exact procedure to be
followed can only be determined frow a more exhaustive investigation and consideration of the properties
of the instrumentation available, it would, however, be expected on the basis of these limited calculations to follow a pattern such as - if the angle of attack reaches some value (say 23" to 240) and is
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still increasing maximum nose-down elevon sl-ould be
applied and if subsequently the trend in th2 angle
of attack is such that its value is likely to exceed
25 the parachute should be deployed.
Let us suppose that for some reason or another
not only is the application of fully-down elevon
delayed, but that a further delay occurs before
deployment of the parachute. These conditions are
such that without the parachute the aircraft would
continue to rotate nose-up and to lose speed in spite
of the maximum down elevon. Consequently very large
angles of attack would be reached if the motion were
allowed to continue, see Fig.11. Even under the
combined action of the elevon and the parachute,
which is assumed to be deployed at 53 seconds,
recovery is slow and the speed remains low for some
while.
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After such an experience a pilot is likely to
view with some anxiety the prospect of deciding when
to rid the aircraft of its parachute. We consider
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first a straightforward jettisoning of the parachute
as soon as some prescribed angle of attack is reached
during recovery and the two values of 220 and 300 are
assumed in the calculations, the results of which are
shown in Fig.12. At both angles of attack the rate
(w)
of change is now negative and for the larger angle of
attack the aircraft's attitude is level, whilst it is
100 nose-down for the smaller angle of attack. If the
decision to release is delayed until the angle of
44
.
2A
s
s
attack reduces to 220 the consequent effect on the
motion is hardly perceptible in the angles of attack
and inclination and only very slight in the speed
Fig.10
The effect on the rcover rtion of
variation. A larger effect is apparent (see Fig.12)
deploent of a parachute at the
when the parachute is released after the angle of
instant indicated (a t 26 )
attack has reduced to 300, but the speed changes are
r
still small. There is hardly any change in the flight
path during the time covered by the calculations. We
may conclude that the timing of the release of the parachute is not critical. An early release tends to
reduce the overswing to large negative inclination angles. Provided the stick is kept in its forward
position until the angle of attack falls to some angle well removed from critical conditions, about 1 0
say, there should be no trouble. On the other hand if the angle of attack is allowed to reduce to 220
before release of the parachute the subsequent return to some reasonable steady state should be straightforward, but would require more rever-,ed control to counteract the nose-down rate of pitch that would have
developed during recovery.
An alternative procedure would be to reverse control with the parachute still attached and to release
it only when the aircraft has returned to a more normal altitude.
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4.2

Lateral characteristics of combat aircraft at high angles of attack

In contrast to the markedly non-linear dynamics just discussed we now turn to a theoretical study,
recently undertaken by the second author into the lateral handling qualities of combat aircraft it low and
transonic speeds and at high angles of attack based on a linearized treatment of the dynamics. The study
is in fact retrospective in nature, but is still illustrative of the type of study we are advocating.
It is well known that most combat aircraft suffer from some form of handling deficiencies at high
anglhs of attack (arising basically from localised stall-separation of the flow at low speed and shockinduced separations it transonic speeds) and that different aircraft types are deficient in different
ways 7 .
It is not always clear that there is a unique interpretation of some of the terms used to describe
the shortcomings in the handling qualities and that these in their turn can be ascribed to certain
identifiable aerodynamic characteristics.
At the higher angles of attack associated with the deterioration in handling qualities the aerodynamic
forces and moments are non-linear in character and strongly dependent on the angle of attack. Furthermore
there may be aerodynamic inputs of a more random nature which can give rise to aircraft response. The
rolling moments measured for seemingly symmetrical conditions of flight for one of the aircraft used in
the present analysis is a case in point, see Fig.13. Such rolling moments could be a mechanism for 'wing
drop' or a trigger foi 'wing rock', if a poorly damped Dutch-roll mode of motion exists for small amplitude
lateral motion.
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It is reasonable to suppose that certain trends in the aircraft's behaviour would be discernible
from a linearized treatment of the lateral motion in view of the fact that non-linearities with respect
to sideslip are not so marked as those associated with the angle of attack. However, a complete interpretation of any large angle motion would require a non-linear treatment, particularly if the angle of
attack changes during the course of the motion.
4.2.1

Aircraft A

Aircraft A is a twin-jet swept-ding combat aircraft for which early wind-tunnel test data',
elaborated as necessary by estimates, suggested the set of derivatives shown in Fig.14 for a Mach number
of 0.4. Flow separation fizst occurs at this Mach number for an angle of attack around 120 and from 150
upwards the aerodynamic derivatives change rapidly with the angle-of-attack increase.
On the basis of these aerodynamic data the linearized aodes of lateral motion around the steady-turn
equilibrium conditions defined by the Mach number of 0.4 and the various g-levels corresponding to
different angles of attack all at a height of 25000 ft (7620 m) were determined. As can be seen from
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Fig.14 an oscillatory Dutch-roll mode exists throughout the angle-of-attack range. In the neighbourhood
of 200 the frequency of the oscillation drops sharply and thereafter remains relatively speaking low.
Beyond an angle of attack of about 22 the oscillation is, moreover, unstable. Apart from a very
localised instability of the spiral mode near a - 200 the two aperiodic modes are stable.
Because of the large changes in the rolling and yawing moment derivatives with respect to sideslip
at the larger angles of attack we should also expect some adverse effect on the roll-response
which expresses the extent to which the Dutchcharacteristics. It is in fact found that the parameter,
2
2
roll mode intrudes in the roll-response, namely e /, falls to unacceptable (even negative) values for
d
0
15
angles of attack greater than
3
Later wind-tunnel tests , the results of which only came to hand very recently indicate somewhat
different trends in the derivatives. The main effect of significance in the present context is a much
lower damping-in-roll in the range 150 < a < 230. This would make matters worse in this range in the
angle of attack.
Flight experience is available and in one recorded incident, when flying at a Mach number of 0.4 the
aircraft was put into a banked turn building up to 600 bank, buffet occurred at an angle of attAck of
.
Just beyond the stall angle of attack of 180 a lightly damped lateral oscillation of small
about 100
amplitude in sideslip and bank angle is present. This gives way as the angle of attack is increased to a
divergent lateral-directional oscillation from which as a result of further gyrations the aircraft
entered into spin, from which fortunately the pilot was able to recover. This behaviour is not inconsistent with the indications of the analysis, but it must be stressed that the correlation refers more to
the anticipated (and realized) control dilfi,:ulties one would expect to be associated with the calculated
stability and control qualities rat'l.L Lhan to a complete explanation of the progression through the
various types of motion outlined and described more fully in Re'
4.2.2 Aircraft B
During a test programme directed mainly towards a study of the buffet problem using a fighter/
trainer aircraft (Aircraft B) handling difficulties were experienced as the normal acceleration is
increased and penetration of the buffet regime occurs.
Measured static forces and moments are available from wind-tunnel tests for two conditions of the
aircraft, namely, clean and fitted with slipper-type fuel tanks. Due account of the manner in which
separation of the flow around the wing affected the static derivatives was taken in the estimates of the
4 5 6
other derivatives , , .
The lateral stability characteristics of the aircraft in the above two conditions were calculated
for flight at Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.85 for linearized perturbation motion about a diving, banked turn.
Since in the context of the observed flight behaviour the Dutch-roll mode is the mode of principal
interest orly the frequency and damping of this oscillatory mode are shown in Figs. 15 and 16.
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Unfortunately t.!sts of a model with control surfaces deflected were not available over the range of
the angle of attack oi interest. Accordingly it is nor possible to assess the aiieron-yaw handling
characteristics.
To date
that it takes,
level flight,
corresponding

only qualitative inform tion is available from the flight tests. Pilots' impressions are
the Dutch-roll about 6 to 8 cycles to damp out a disturbance to a very small amplituie in
but as normal acceleration builds up the oscillation becomes more strongly dzmrped with the
decay taking about 3 to 4 cycles. Further increase of normal acceleration is accompanied a
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very poorly damped, or even unstable, oscillation apparent to the pilot as a 'wing rock' or rolling
oscillation. The trends do seem to be reflected in the calculated trends in the damping. However, more
tests and analysis are indicated.
4.3

Non-linear lateral motion of HP 115

In Ref.8 it is demonstrated that given the availability of the static forces and moments and
oscillatory derivatives over a sufficient range in the angle of attack the non-linear counterpart of the
Dutch-roll motion can be predicted. This provides further evidence of the usefulness of calculation of
the properties of an aircraft. In the particular case the flight tests and experience preceded the
calculations, but ir would have been desirable and more reassuring if the order had been reversed.
5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Not only do the examples just discussed help to illustrate the way that pre-flight calculations can
be of benefit in the planning and conduct of flight tests and thus s~rengthen the arguments of section 2,
but they also point to areas where additional work is needed. For instance, it is immediately clear that
there is usually a lack of data on the 'dynamic' derivatives. This can hardly be the result of confidence
in the methods of estimation particularly for separated flow conditions.
The yawing moment due to aileron and
moments of roll and yaw, respectively, can
is important to take full account of these
the handling qualities of aircraft and the

the rolling moment due to rudder, as well as the direct control
7
be subject to large variation during a large angle motion . It
variations in the moments due to control surfaces in assessing
functioning of an autostabiliser.

A basic purpose of research work in the large angle motions is to formulate meaningful calculations,
which refer to a mathematical problem of the utmost simplicity possible without sacrifice of the essential
character of the more complex motions that can occur. It is probable that in somae cases this can only be
achieved by successive simplification of the calculation which reproduces the general flight conditions and
results as faithfully as possible. On the other hand the relevance of the linearized treatment in the
lateral motion indicates that this is not necessarily always so.
Insofar as success attends the calculation methods so far should it prove possible to tackle in an
integrated manner the problems of requirements, design and testing.
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OPEN DISCUSSION

D.M.McGregor, Canada: I did not understand your figure of a and &. Would you please elaborate.

H.H.B.M.Thomas, UK: The figure referred to (Fig.5 of the paper) is an example of the use of the so-called
"phase-plane" method of analysing the stability of a non-linear system. The classic reference on the method is
"Theory of Oscillations" by Andronow and Chaikin, Princeton University Press, 1949 although it is usually described
in most of the text books on non-linear dynamics.
As applied to the equation of motion governing the pitching oscillations of an aircraft for a single-degree-offreedom, the procedure is as outlined below. The equation of motion for an aircraft having non-linear damping and
stiffness characteristics has the following form,
& + f (ae,)&+ g (oz,&)e = constant = C.
This can be rewritten, if we write q = &, in the form
dq
dce

_

f(ca,&)q +C-q(a,q)
q

_

P(or,q)
Q (zq)

The figure therefore displays the various solutions of this equation, which defines the slope of the solution
through any point. For points at which both P and Q are zero the slope is indeterminate and such points are
termed singular points. When the equation describes a physical system the singularities are associated with the
equilibrium conditions. There are two such points shown in Figure 5a and the one at a - 480, & = 0 is a
"saddle-point" or "Col", whilst the one at a - 580, & = 0 is a stable "spiral" point. A curve which enters or
leaves a "Col" is called a "separatrix". For all curves, including the separatrix, increasing time corresponds to
passage from left to right along the curves in the first quadrant but right to left in the second quadrant.
Of particular interest to us in the context of the present paper is the region between the two left-hand
branches of the separatrix. It is further known (see Reference I of the paper) that a more relevant definition of
the range of a and & for which "preventative" recovery is likely to be possible is obtained if the speed for the
motion in pitch only is taken as that which corresponds to the "saddle-point" equilibrium. Further information
can be found in Reference 1.
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FLIGHT TEST EXPERIENCE IN AIRCRAFT
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

Chester H. Wolowicz, Kenneth W. Iliff, and Glenn B. Gilyard
Aerospace Scientists
NASA Flight Research Center
P. 0. Box 273
Edwards, California 93523
SUMMARY
An automatic method for determining stability and control derivatives from flight data has been developed. The
technique, a modification of the Newton-Raphson method for derivative extraction, has an a priori provision that makes
use of initial estimates of the derivatives and that therefore provides a means of checking the validity of the results.
Consideration is also given to futur= applications of the method.
SYMBOLS
The body system of axes and radian measure are used throughout the paper unless specifically stated otherwise.
an, ay

normal and lateral accelerations of the airplane, respectively, at the center of gravity, g

b

wingspan, m (ft)

CD

drag coefficient

CL

lift coefficient

C1

rolling-moment coefficient, Rolling moment

4Sb

a.

Ci=p,r
C1

C1

a

ac/
C1 i

,a,6r,6

s

pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching moment

Cm

Cmi= , 6 e
C m

ac m
a
3Cm

3

2C
2V

2V

normal-force coefficient, Normal force

CN
CN i

at

aCN
C=

0

CC
N+

CN

CN

yawing-moment coefficient, Yawing moment
4Sb

Cn
ni =p,r

OCn
i
aCn

Cni =3,6a, 6r, 6s
Cy

=

side force coefficient

ac
C

_
v.ti-g mean aerodynamic chord, m (ft)

C

vector of unknown derivatives

ck

kth iterated value of the derivative vector

eo

vector of a priori estimates of unknown derivatives
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D,

instrument measurement weighting matrix

D2

a priori weighting matrix

hp

pressure altitude, m (ft)

Ix, ly, Iz

2
2
moments of inertia about the X-, Y-, and Z-body axes, respectively, kg-m (slug-ft )

IXZ

product of inertia referred to X- and Z-body axes, kg-m

HI-

amplitude ratio of vector quantities i and j

2

2
(slug-ft )

cost functional (performance index) or weighted mean-square-fit error
V cJ, c

vector of gradient of J and Ay, respectively, with respect to c

v2cJ

vector of th? second gradient of J with respect to c

K

scaler weighting factor (gain) for a priori weighting matrix

jSb2
1
Li =p,r Ci2VIX , se

-

L =C,a,6 r,
M

I

X 'sec2

Mach number

Ni=p,r= Cni2VIZ , gec

Ni= p,6a,6r, 6s
p, q, r
p1,/rroll

Cni

Z

'

sec 2

roll, pitch, and yaw rate, respectively, rad/sec
and yaw acceleration, respectively, rad/sec
2

q

dynamic pressure, N/m

S

wing area, m 2 (ft 2 )

T

total time, sec

t

time, sec

V

velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)

Ay

error vector

2

(lb/ft2 )

angle of attack and sideslip, respectively
arate

of change of angle of attack, rad/sec

A

increment

6

aileron, elevator, rudder, and spoiler deflections, respectively

a, 6 e, 6 r,5s

Dutch-roll damping ratio
phace angle of p relhtive to
(bank

angle

Subscript
k

iteration index

Superscript
T

matrix transpose
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INTRODUCTION
As new and more extensive flight programs have been undertaken over the last 20 years, the NASA Flight Research
Center has continually upgraded the techniques used to determine stability and control parameters. The F-100 program
saw the first intensive use of the time-vector technique (ref. 1), which included refinements in its application. With
the X-15 program came the first, although rudimentary, use of the analog-matching technique (ref. 2). The liftingbody program, although originally dependent on the analog-matching technique, now utilizes a computerized output-error
technique which is a modification of the Newton-Raphson method. The modified Newton-Raphson method has also been
used successfully in flight studies of the Convair 990 transport (ref. 3), F- R and F-111 fighter, and PA-30 general
aviation airplane. It is currently being used in all Flight Research Center flight investigations involving stability and
control parameter identification.
Automatic methods for determining stability and control derivatives from flight test data, which are being made
feasible by the increased capability of more sophisticated computers and data acquisition systems, minimize dependence
on the analyst's skill. The techniques established earlier, however (e. g., approximate equation, time vector, and
analog matching (see ref. 4)), remain valuable where computer facilities are inadequate or unavailable or for validation
of newer methods. The time-vector ;echnique, in particular, continues to be valuable for providing insight into problems encountered in analysis of flight data.
The purpose of this paper is to give a brief review of earlier parameter identification methods, including improvements in the analog-matching technique, and to discuss the formulation and utilization of the modified Newton-Raphson
method. The paper includes examples of the application of the method to different situations. Finally, consideration
is given to extended applications of the Newton-Raphson method that may be possible in the future.
REVIEW OF EARLIER METHODS
The more successful methods of flight derivative identification have been the time-vector and analog-matching
techniques. These methods are well known and only a few observations, concerning their limitations and refinements
to them, will be made.
Time-Vector Method
Normally the time-vector method can be applied only to control-fixed time histories of transient-oscillation responses
with damping ratios of less than approximately 0. 3. The method can solve for only two unknowns in any one equation.
The success of the appilcation of the method is highly dependent on the technique and the skill of the analyst. Special
considerations must be made to handle maneuvers with the stability-augmentation system on or other forms of dependent
control movements, which then also makes knowledge of the control derivatives necessary.
Equation-Error Methods
Equation-error methods are row independent in that each equation is solved independently of the others. The methods
minimize the error between the acceleration determined in flight and that predicted by the equation. The equation-error
methods do not minimize the errors between flight-determined and predicted variables in the equations (such as angular
rates and displacements). As reported in references 5 and 6, the equation-error methods provide inferior solutions
compared to those obtained by the analog-matching technique (which Is essentially an outjput-error method).
The row independence of the equation-error methods is one of their weaknesses. Another disadhantage of the methods, as pointed out in reference 7, is that all of the variables in the equation must be measured, and that the accuracy
of the instrumentation must be nearly perfect.
Analog-Matching Method
Analog matching has been important because it has successfully analyzed flight data the methods discussed earlier
failed to handle. It is not restricted to transient-oscillation maneuvers, as is the time-vector method, Because it is
essentially an output-error technique, it minimizes the errors of the various responses iteratively (through the human
operator), and thus is an improvement over the equation-error methods. However, when working with maneuvers made
with the stability-augmentation system on, the maneuvers are diff cult to analyze. Initial applications of this technique
were laborious (ref. 2) but have improved with time (ref. 8).
Several refinements have been made to the analog-matching technique at the Flight Research Center by incorporating
a hybrid computer. The control inputs programed into the analog are nov: stored in a digital computer. Before the
digital computer was used, the control inputs were stored through a recorder, on magnetic tape. The playback of the
tape through the analog caused noise problems that resulted in hashy response outputs on the oscilloscope. The use of
the digital computer eliminated this problem.
Flight time histories are now also stored in the digital computer and, through the analog, are displayed on the oscilloscope for direct comparison with the analog response of the mathematical model. This direct display of the flight
time histories has replaced the less accurate use of transparent plastic-sheet overlays on the scope, has eliminated
potential parallax errors and other distortions, and has also minimized the need for a final match using a strip record
from a precision recorder and an overlay to check the fidelity of the scope match.
The nondimensional derivLtive format of the equations of motion has been replaced by a dimensionalized format,
which simplifies analog circuitry. Analysis can be accomplished through the dimenbional derivative form independent
of the inertias, which are at times not known with precision at the time of analysis. The nondimensional derivatives can
be obtained from the dimensional derivatives at any time after the analog match.
The analog technique, as employed, also has an equation-error option which makes it possible to arrive rapidly at
an initial estimat! of the derivatives. The approximate dcrivatives ths obtained are used in the norrmal analog-match
procedure to reduce the time involved in the analysis.
With the refinements described above, the time involved in analyzing a luteral-directional flight maneuver, from
the receipt of the data to final results, has been reduced from approximately 20 i,urs to 4 hours or less. The time
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required for the analog matching itself has been reduced considerably.
Although the analog-matching technique has been refined in many respects, the accuracy of the results obtained with
it is still dependent upon the experience and skill of the individual operator, who constitutes tne feedback loop to minimize
the response errors betwcen flight and computed time histories. It would be advantageous to replace the analog technique
with one that eliminates dependence on the operator's skill and yet applies an iterative correction technique.
THE NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD AND ITS MODIFICATION
In an effort to minimize dependence on the operator's skill, attention was focused on computerized output-error
method. that minimize the error between the various recorded flight responses and the corresponding responses of the
mathematical model. Representing the error by the error vector
= [Ab,AiAp, Ar, 3,Aay]

T

(1)

the objective of the output-error methods is to minimize Ay in some manner using the cost functional
(2)

= [T(Ay)TDAldt

-0
where D1 is a weighting matrix reflecting the relative confidence in the instrument measurements.
Although the equations of motion used are linear, the problem of minimizing Eq (2) is nonlinear in unknown coefficients, so some form of ite. .tive solution is necessary.
Attempts were made to use the standard gradient technique (steepest desuent), which is the simplest minimization
technique; however, the method was uisuccesbful (ref. 6). The minimization of the cost functional was extremely slow;
a minimum was never reached.
Of the various other met! ods available for nonlinear minimization, the Newton-Raphson method was selected and
modified to provide successful minimization.
The Modified Newton-Raphson Method
The Newton-Raphson technique uses a two-term Taylor series expansion of the gradient vcJ of the cust functional to
On the basis of successive iterations, finding a root of VcJ for the kth

minimize the gradient in suncessive iterations.
iteration is presented by

(V)K

With each iteration, IVcJ+

+

Wa(vJ

+Lc

j)k Ack+ 1

(3)

Is considered equal to zero with the result that for any one kth iteration, the change

in the derivative vector Ac for a successive approximation is
ACk + I = -

J
-1 ('V'_

(4)

which is the Newton-Raphson algorithm.
As pointed out in reference 6, the method attempts to predict where the local minimum point is and step directly to
it. If the complete second gradient matrix is used, the computation task is enormous. The computation task is reduced
significantly by approximation of the second gradient matrix. With the approximation applied, the first and second gradients are
=2

21f~)

k- k

TyT D1 [c~)kdt I

5

D Ve

(6)

dt

This approximated form ol the Newton-Raphson technique has been referred to as the modified Newton-haphsun
method.
Figure 1 shows the rapid reduction in the weighted fit error, J, for a typical lateral-directional case when the
modified Newton-Raphson method is used. For the example shown, only four iterations were necessary to obtain a
solution. This represents a total computation time of about 6 minutes on the IBM 360/50 digital computer.

_
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Addition of A Priori Feature
Initial applications of the modified Newton-Raphson method showed
that with good data the method had the potential of providing results equal
or superior to those obtained from analog matching performed by a highly
skilled operator. Furthrr study of the method also showed that versatility
be provided that would allow data with deficiencies or abnormalities
to he suciessfully analyzed. As a result, an a priori provision was incorporatt. in the method to guide the analysis process so that the best value3
for the derivatives could be obtained. This a priori provision was made
by expanding ti, cost functional. The expanded cost functional became
(A TD1kdt + (
co)TD2 K (c -c )
(7)

1600
'i

120 -could
100

60

where D2 Is the weighting matrL_' for the a priori estimates of the derivative vector Co. The term K is a sealar weighting factor for D2. These
two weighting factors are discussed in detal! in reference 6.

40
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20
0

The first and second gradients of the above cost function, applied to

the Newton-Raphson algorithm, were determined to be

I

I

I

I

I

1

2 Iterations
3
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6

I

f

(Ay)] k dt 1T + 2D2 K(ck
( - 2a)k =2 1 o T(y)TDj[Vc
k

L) (8)

0

Figure 1. Convergenceof fir errorfor the modified Newton.
Raphson method (from ref 6).

:m2f

]DI C (Ay)]
dt + 2D2K1

j~

(9)

Jk

kL

0oh (

/k

-

With the a priori provision included, the modified Newton-Raphson solutions for the flight-determined derivatives
may be biased in favor of the best a priori estimates based on wind-tunnel data, previously obtained flight data, or
theoretically cbtained derivatives. If safficient information Is available in the flight responses to warrant change, a
derivative wc:l defined in the responses would converge to a best value. A derivative poorly defined by the responses
would tend to remain at the a p,.-;ori value.
Figure 2 shows the results of ths application of the method with a priori to HL-10 lifting-body flight data. The figure
compares predicted and flight-determined variation of lateral-directional characteristics with angle of attack at a Mach
number of 1. 2. The predicted characteristics were used as a priori estimates. Much of the data would have been difficult to analyze by established methods. Some of the problems involved In the analysis of these data aie discussed in the
latter part of the next section in the discussion of Analysis With Dampers On.
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE MODIFIED NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD
Successful application of the modified Newton-Raphson method, as with all other methods, is dependent upon the
amount of recorded information and the information contained in the ref, nses to inputs, as well as the quality of the
recorded data. Discussions of several situations encountered at the Flight Research Center follow.
Analysis of Multiple Maneuvers
The flight test program of the Convair 990 airplane 1,ref. 3) showed the lateral-directional mode to be characterized
by low Dutch-roll damping ( = 0. 7) and approximately neutral spiral stability. The angular accelerations were not
available, and the sideslip angle, 1, was riot matched due to inadequate calibration of the vane. A set of three lateraldirectional stability and control maneuvers consisting of rudder, aileron, and aileron-plus-spoiler doublets was obtained
for each flight condition. The maneuvers were analyzed by the Newton-Raphson method without a priori. As shown in
figure 3, significant differences were evident between derivatives obtained from separately matching the rudder doublet

Maneuver analyzed
0
o
<0
*

0 -40.8

0
-2

j 611.2-

Rudder doublet
Aileron doublet
Aileron-plus-spoiler doublet
Simultaneous solution

8
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Figure 3. A comparion ofderivatives from maneuver analyzed separately and simultaneously by the modified
=
Newton.Raphson method ithouta prtino.Comnti 990. M 0.80.hp 10.670 m (35.000 ft)

and aileron raneuvers. When ali three maneuvers were analyzed simultaneously, a set of derivatives was obtained which
showed good consistency with derivatives obtained at other flight conditions analyzed in the same manner. Figure 4 shows
a typical match for the rudder-doublet maneuver using the derivatives obtained from the simultaneous solution of three
maneuvers. Although the flight time history of the sideslip was not used in the analysis, the calculated time history
shows reasonably good correlation.
-Flight

The Convair 990 derivative analysis illustrated the desirability of knowing both yaw and roll control inputs. The various
control inputs excite the maneuvers differently and provide
additional valuable information. Aileron control inputs provide
a better excitation of the roll mode than rudder inputs.
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lyzed by the Newton-Raphson method with and without a priori

and by the time-vector method for comparison with wind-tunnel
data (fig. 5). Differences between the non a priori and the a
priori results, when there is agreement between the a priori
and wind-tunnel results, indicate that insufficient information
was contained in the flight maneuver to identify the derivative
(see C1 r, for example). However, agreement between non a
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contained rudder and aileron excitation. These data were ana-

priori, a priori, and wind-tunnel results (see Cl6r) indicates
that there is sufficient information in the maneuver to identify
the derivative, and the agreement can be considered valid. If
the non a priori and the a priori results agree but differ from
the wind-tunnel data (see
the flight values should be
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During recent flight tests of a high aspect ratio sweptwing
at transonic speeds, maneuvers were obtained that

considered valid. The time-vector results, where applicable,

tend to confirm the a priori results.
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Figure 5 Cmpanson of predicted anduight-determinedWealdtrectionaldeniativesfor a high aspect ratio, swept-wing auplane.
The excellent match of the flight and calculated time histories shown in figure 6, using the results of the modified

Newton-Raphson method w.th the a priori provision given in figure 5, indicates that the derivatives represent the airplane for the conditio. analyzea.
Analysis of Incomplete Data
In the Flight Research Center flight test investigation of a light twin-engine, propeller-driven airplane, responses
to rudder-doublet inputs were obtained. After the flight program the records were analyzed to compare flight-determined
derivatives with predicted derivatives. As was the case with the Convair 990, the rudder doublet, which ext ites primarily the Dutch-roll mode, did not provide a complete set of data from which the derivatives could be easily extracted.
Preliminary analysis indicated that Clp was significantly different from its predicted value. As a result, several
methods were used to establish the best estimate of the fllght value of C1. from the available data sets.
Initial attempts to solve for CM, aid CIp by the time-vector techn'que resulted in the vector diagram illustrated
in figure 7(a), which shows the roll rate, p, to be nearly 180* out of phase with the sideslip, /6. Since knowledge of precise values of the phase angle ?
and the derivative Clr was crucial to successful determination of CI/p and C1.
there was no possibility of obtaining Cj03 and Cip with this technique. In view of thla situation, attention was focused on determining
C1, and CLr , using reasonably accurate theoretical values of CLp,
Flight
as shown by the diagram in figure 7(b). The time-vector solutions
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23-for ClB showed values which were considerably less than reflected by wind-tunnel data or theoretical calculations.
The modified Newton-Raphson method, both without and with the a priori provision, was also applied to this case.
Figure 8 shows a comparison of derivatives obtained from a rudder-doublet maneuver as determined by the modified
Newton-Raphson method
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With a priori, resu..i for all the derivatives agree well with the time-vector results (where applicable), which also
agree well with predictions excex for C1 0 .

The fact that the several analytical techniques used, including sideslip

equations, persistently showed the discrepancy between flight and predicted values of CI 0 , validates thL flight value of
Cl,.

Figure 9 shown the cot relation of computed and flight time histories for this case.

Analysis With Longitudinal Control Movement
At times control movement during a maneuver is unavoidable.

Figure 10 shows the recorded inlut and responses
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of a pullup and releasc maneuver of the XB-70 airplane at Mach 0. 75. Even though the pitch stability augmentation
system was off, the elevator continued to move approximately 1809 out of phase with the pitch rate, q. The normal
acceleration and pitch rate time histories are well defined, whereas the angle of attack and elevator time histories
have poor resolutions after the initial part of the maneuver. The maneuver was made during the early stages of the
exploratory flight program when a full range of data coverage was provided to the detriment of derivative identification.
However, for flight safety, the best estimates for derivatives must be made from the data available.
The maneuver was analyzed by several methods, including the time-vector method, which required the addition of
the elevator as a variable. For the Newton-Raphson method with the a priori feature included, the a priori estimates
were based on predicted flexible aircraft characteristics provided by the manufacturer. The results are presented in
figure 11. The results indicate that careful analysis by any one of the four methods used will give solutions for the
major derivatives. For these derivatives, the flexibility effects appear to be properly accounted for by predictions,
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the HL-10 lifting-body program, the
determination of power-off stability and
control data at constant Mach number and
angle of attack conditions involved changes
in dynamic pressure due to the unavoidable
loss in altitude. In a number of instances,
the dynamic pressure changed as much as
20 percent. Fortunately, because of the
very rigid nature of the aircraft, aeroelastic
were not a factor and the dynamic
pressure change was determined to be
acceptable. Each maneuver was planned
to generate the maximum amount of
response Information consistent with flight
safety, which in certain flight regimes
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required roll and yaw dampers to be on.
The lateral-directional maneuver used

in the HL-10 program was initiated by a strong aileron-doublet input followed by a short period without pilot control
inputs which was then followed by a rudder-doublet input. During the period without pilot inputs, in maneuvers where
yaw and -ol1 dampers were on, the damper action caused the aileron to be approximately 180 ° out of phase with the roll
rate and the rudder to be approximately in phase with yaw rate. The dampers made it difficult to analyze the maneuv.:. s
with some techniques, but analysis with the Newton-Raphson method with the a priori provision was straightforward. it
should be noted that the damper action degrades the conditioning of the responses, so the a priori "option" was more
a requirement.
Figure 12 shows a typical Newton-Raphson match with a priori of flight and calculated time histories of a lateral-Flight
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directional maneuver with dampers on at a Mach number of 1.2 and an angle of attack of 17*. The calculated time
histories were obtained using an average value of dynamic pressure. Although the correlations are good, some improvement would probably have been obtained by con'sidering the dynamic pressure as a variable in the analysis of the flight
data.
Repeating the maneuver at the same Mach number but different angles of attack made it possible to determine the
variation of most of the stability and control derivatives with angle of attack (as previously shown in figure 2. and to
ascertain several discrepancies in wind-tunnel-predicted characteristics.
Future Applicationr

of the Modified Newton-Raphson Method

The modified Newton-Raphson method is being used successfully at the Flight Research Center in all the flight
programs involving derivative identification, but additional research is needed to improve confIdenco in the estimates
obtained. A procedure (ref. 6) is currently being used that provides an approdnston oi the standard deviation of the
-estimates based only upon the information content of a given maneuver. This procedure provides ar. index of the
reliability of the estimates from a given maneuver, but more experience is needed to truly assess the accuracy of
the procedure.
Several areas that need investigation to improve the estimates as they are now made are also being studied. One
that needs greater clarification is the determination of weighting matrices D1 and D2 independent of flight data.
The D1 matrix that is actually desired is the inverse of the error covariance matrix of the measurement instrumentation.

The D2 weighting matrix is the inverse of the error covariance matrix of the a priori values, that is, pri-

marily wind-tunnel values.
Extended applications of the modified Newtcn-Raphson method are being considered. One of these, real time
computation, would permit nearly instantaneous determination of the derivatives either onboard the airplane or on the
ground. Vehicle excitation could be either deliberate or unintentional. Real time readouts would be a real advantage
in terms of flight safety and timesaving, particularly in extending the flight envelopes of experimental aircraft. A
further extension of real time computation would facilitate the design and operatiou of optimal contro! systems and the
control of aircraft in a gust environment. By extending the method to identify the level of turbulence as well as the
stability and control derivatives, it appears feasible, with optimal control techniques, to minimize structural fatigue,
improve passenger comfort,. or increase the stability of gust-sensitive aircraft like those in the V/STOL class.
Another application presently being developed is the determination of drag polars (CD versus CL). This application involves the ubp of nonlinear equations of motion for matching time-history records from push-pull maneuvers.
The results are beginning to show promise.
Application of the method to the determination of derivatives and other characteristics at conditions of stall and
spin onset is also being considered. This extremely complex problem involves the coupliug of the nonlinear formats
of the longitudinal and lateral equations of motion.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The modified Newton-Raphson method has been successfully used with data on a number of aircraft at the NASA
Flight Research Center and has provided generally good estimates of most of the derivatives when all responses were
recorded. It has occasionally given poor estimates of derivatives, but good matches with flight time histories, when
sufficient response information was not recorded. The reliability of the method-as with any method-is dependent
upon the amount of information available in the responses, the type of response data available (acceleradons,
velocities, and displacements), and the accuracy of the recorded responses.
The use of the a priori provision has dubstantially increased the versatility of the method and provides a means
of testing the reliability of determined derivatives, especially when there are deficiencies in the available information.
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OPEN DISCUSSION

i.L.Wesesky, USA: I wish to add to Mr Wolowicz's statement. The Air Force Flight Test Center has used the hybrid
matching technique for derivative extraction, as discussed i. Mr Wolowicz's paper, and has used the NASA NewtonRaphson program as a!means of spot checking results. This has proven invaluable in the conduct of the X-24A
program both in development of the flight control system and in a safe flight envelope expansion exploration. I
consider both of these two mthods of derivative extraction as more or less routine and they should be used in the
flight test of new aircraft to verify predictions, as a safe means of expanding the flight envelope, to develop the
vehicle, and to gather historical data for possible future modification and design.

G.C.Howel., UK At RAE, we have experimented with various identification techniques, including hybrid computr
model matching and the Newton-Raphson method. With limited information, the Newton-Raphson method with
"a priori" modification seems to create a problem as well as solving the convergence of the iteration. Does the
method in fact only give a confidence factor rather than improving the absolute results? The choice of weighting
factor D2 seems to be a critical decision.
C.H.Wolowicz, USA: As noted in the paper. the "a priori" provision not only provides a confidence factor
allows data with deficiencies and abnormalities to be successfully analyzed. This was particularly illustrated
case of "Analysis of Incomplete Data" and emphasized in the case of "Analysis with Dampers On." In the
that "a priori" estimates of some of the derivatives are not available, the weightings for these parameters in
D2 matrix are merely set to zero.

but also
in the
event
the

The choice of the weighting matrix D2 is important as is the scalar weighting factor K. In Mr Iliff's paper
(Ref.6
of the
X-i
Mr Iliff
discussed
quantities. In his Figure 11, he discussed K as it related to
5 data
andpresent
used a paper).
value which
doubled
the both
fit error.
In other investigations at NASA-FRC. values of
K were
used which increased the fit c.ror by only 10 to 20 percent.

P.Hamel, Germany: Is it possible to extend your method for deterns;ning aeroelastic derivatives like the normal
force and pitching moment coupling derivatives due to the first body bending mode for highly flexible airplanes?

C.H.Wolowicz, USA- In general, if an accurate mathematical model is available for the data, nonlinear minimization
techniques will still provide good estimates of the derivatives included in the model. The formulation discussed in
the paper applies to all linear models although it was only applied to the aerodynamic modes in the present paper and
in Reference 6 If the aeroelastic model to be analyzed is linear, then it will work within the existing formulation.
If it is nonlinear, the problem becomes more complex and requires analysis by nonlinear methods.
It should be remembered that the reliability of the method - as with any method - is dependent upon the
amount of information available in the responses, the type of response data available, and the accuracy of the
recorded responses.

J.L.Wesesky, USA: In response to the question of obtaining derivatives of an elastic aircraft - we have had good
success with some SR-71 derivatives using the hvb,.d matching technique such that subsequent simulation using
these deivatives matchcd the airplane, and were appreciably different from the rigid body derivatives previously
given to us.
Another comment worth mentioning is that we have found the matching technique successful in extracting
derivatives from some semi-out-of-control aircraft motions as well as from particular test maneuvers planned with
pulses and doublets.

O.H.Gerlach, Netherlands You state in your Concluding Remarks that the reliability of the method is dependent on
the amount of information available in the responses. Could you enlarge on this point, in particular on the way in
which the shape of the manoeuver should be chosen to obtain the maximum amount of information from the
recorded responses.

C.H.Wolowicz. USA: Usually my answer (and Mr Ilifrs answer) to this question is to suggest that the questioner
refer to some of Professor Gerlach's studies in this area. The inputs should excite each pertinent mode as much as
possible. As shown, a rudder input may excite the spiral mode but will normally not provide a good excitation of
the roll mode- An aileron input is required for the latter. Since we are trying to get as much information as possible
with a minimum of maneuvers, we have been applying rudder and aileron inputs along the lines discussed in

; ....
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"Analysis with Dampers On" whenever possible. In considering the shaping of th,. maneuver. a number of factors
may have to be ,.onsidered suLh as the stability .hara.teristics of the aimraft, the permissible limits of linearity of the
derivatives, the pilot's ability to perform the maneuver -. ifety of flight, and other flight considerations.
The "shape of the maneuver" is currently being investigated by the NASA Langley Research Center. Some
enlightening results are expected shortly.

H.H.B.M.Thomas, UK: I have always held the view that it was always a good idea to arrange the motion to bring
particular derivatives into prominence, e.g.. acceleration in roll through zero rate of roll to give the roll control
moment derivative. Your remarks on lp are along the same lines. How far do you go in this direction in planning
your flight tests?
Another question I would like to ask is what mathematical model do you use in analysing the non-linear poststall motion?

C.H.Wolowicz. USA. In considering inputs to maneuvers, the response characteristics of the airplane must naturally
be taker into account. A doublet input, properly phased. may be used to bring about a greater excitation without
getting into nonlinear control characteristics. On the other hand. the doublet may be used to delay a divergence
trend in an unstable aspect of the airciaft which would otherwise necessitate ar. early termination of the maneuver.
It may be that a simple pulse with a slight dwell would be desirable. The most suitable inputs for any one airplane
are arrived at during initial flights.
Currently no adequate model has been defined for the nonlinear post-stall dynamics. The formulations being

investigated are merely power series expansions of the state variables. No firm results are available at present.
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UTILISATION des BOITES NIESpor LIORE
lea CARACTERISTIQJES do PILOTAGE
DURtANT la PHASE do DEVELOPPEMENT d'un AVION.
par
R. DEQUE
Airospatialo Usines do Toulouso
BP 1505
31 - TOULOUSE
FRANCE
RESUME

Lea moans modernes d'dtudoa des qualitds do vol, ot principalmont loas imulatours do
vol, rormottont iino 6valuation des caractdristiquos do pilotage roiativmont t8t dama
la phaso d16tudo d'un avion nouvoau.
Par suite, lea syatbmos do comandoa do vol ot loa divers corrocteurs automatiquos soit
ddfinis, tout au momsa dana lour Principe, h temps voidlx, pour Stre instalids ot assayis
our avion au cours do Ia phase do ddveloppomont.
This millouro connaissanco dos cart-c.tdristiquos do ltavion, acquiso au cours dos ossais
on vol, ou l'4volution d'oxigoncoa rdglemontaires, conduisont parf 0±a h faire 6voluor
233 systbmss automatiquos initialomont vr~vus.
11 pout mflmo so produiro quo l'on ait h installer do nouveaux corrocteurs non prdvus
dana Ia d6finitior. d' origins, co qui pose do nombreux problbmas do ddlais do rdalination, do modification our avion, ot do adcuritg.
Cos divornos situations ant Wt roncontrdoa au courB du ddveloppomsmt do l'avion do
transport aupereoniquo CONCORDE. Nouw avono rotonu, pour los illustror, trois problbs qui ont conduit h offoctuer aur cot avion des modifications au cours do la phaso
do ddvoloppemont
- une tendance au pompage pilots en latdral on vol suporsonique, a Wt 6liminde par
uno modification do la comande desn
dlovons ot du otabilisatour do roulia.
- le ddrapage conadcutif h uno panne do moteur on suporsoniqus a 6td dizinu6 par la
rdalisation d'un systbme do contro-automatique.
- les exigences des autoritdo do certification concernant 10 contr8io do l'avion aprba
blocage dos organos do pilotage, a conduit h l'dtido d'un syst~mo do pilotage on socours bas6 sur la ddtection dos efforts pilots.
Done lea doux premiers examples, il n'a pas Wt n4cosaaire d'aJoutor do botto noire,
mais sulement do modifier des 4quinemento ozistanta.

INTRODUCTION
Le niveau do connaissancos des caractdristiquos do qualit~s do vol et do pilozage quo 1' on pout obtenir actuellement pour un nouvol avion avant quo colui-ci no vole, eat tr~s 6lov6. Ccci r4aulto d'abord do
progrbs accomplis dane 1e domains des mesures on soufflorie ot des calculs d'adrodlasticit4, mais aurtout
do l'utilisation intensive do simulatours do vol trbs perfoctionnds. Par suite Ia dtfinition gdndralo des
systbmes do pilcecage et d'aidos automatiques au pilotage dovrait 6tro pratiquement acquise avant lea vols
du nouvel avion. L'exp6*-imentation on vol no dovrait conduire alors qu'h uno optinisation des rdglages des
divers systbmes sans entratner do modification Drofonde. Uno tolls situation pourrait contribuer h la rdduction do la pdriodo de d6velopponsnt des nouveaux avionsaot donc do leur colftt. En effot toute modification
importanto au cours da Ia phase do d4veloppemont ost trbs co~teuse en raison, non soulomont des nouveaux
6quipements qu' il faut ddfinir, rdaliser ot certifier, mais aussi dos longs chantiers do modifications qui
immobilisent lea avions.
La situation quo Je viens de d~criro eat sans douto relativoment vdrifi4e pour un avion classique, ot
ceci contribue certainement h Ia r~duction notable des phases do d4voloppemsnt do ces nouveaux types d'avions quo V'on constato actuollemont. 11 nWon nWest pan forc4ment do m~me pour lea aviona do technologioti~s
avancdo (avions do transports supersoniques - STOL - VTOL etc...), ceci pour doux raisons principalos:I
d'une part l'dvaluation avant vol des caract~ristiqnes de pilotage eat plus ddlicato, at d'autro part los exrences rdtlementaires, qui souvont 4voluont en parallblo avoc 1e nouveau projet, sont mal connues au d4part.
Lea syst~mes do pilotage ot dtaido automatique au pilotape do l'avion do transport supersonique
CONCORDE, d~finis avant lea premiers vols do l'avion, so sont r~v~lds g6n~ralement tr~s satisfaisants au
cours dos vols d'essais. Lour mine au point avait on offet dt6 trbs pouss~ sur simulatour do vol. Un nombre rdduit do modifications a da cependant 6tre a'nort6 N con syst~mes au cours do la phase d'essai on vol,
noun en avons retenu trois pour illustrer cot expond.
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00--WIJDE DIFFERENTIULLE des ELWV(NS
La d~finitior' initiale do Is commande des 6 dlevors de l'avion (p1.1) conduisait &aun braquago idontique des 4levons d'une mime voilure, aussi hien en profondeur qu'en gauchissement (voir P1.2). Cette solution prdsentait des avantages de simplicit6 de r4alisation des chalnes de commands 6lectriquo et mdcanique, mais surtoat duisyst~me do surveillance de fonctionnement de la commando dlectriquo. 11 suffisait en
offet do comparer ontre ellba les positions des 4levons d'une domi voilure ; un,vote hatrois por'settait do
d~terminer Ia commande ddfaillante (D1.3).
llrne
meilleure connaissance des caract~ristiques d'officacit6 on lacet des dievons acquico potido
temps avant lea premiers vols, a fait apparattre doux problhmes en vol superconique li~s au couple do lacot
important rdsultant du braquago antis.ym4trique des dlevons intornos.
_ Un comportement stir vireur do Ia commando do gauchiscomont conduisant hades possibilithc de pompaao
nilote mises en 6v~dence rar los valelirs 4lev~es du crit'are W
(voir p1.4) ot confirmdes par loa essais
sur simulateur. Co dernier a cepondant monzr4 quo 1e stblf
~udo lacet installd stir ltcvion pour am6liorer l'amortissement du roulis hollandais rdduisait tras notablement cotto tendance au pompage.
- Vr~e
Dossibiliat6 d'auto oscillation do l'avion lorsque 10 stabilisateur de roulis 6tait ocul . fonctionnement. Il aurait fallu limiter l'action do co stabilisateur aux 6levons externes et m4diana, co qui
n'6tait pas Dossible compto tenu du syst'ame do surveillance des 6lovons, qui exigoait quo los 3 dlevons
d'une m~mo domi-voilure regoivent los =Imes ordres do braquage.

L14tat do rhlisation des avions prototypes 6tant trac avanc4, tine modification des commandos do vol
aurait conduit h tin retard notable dos premiers vols. Do plus il ost difficilo d16valuer avoc prdciaion sur
simulateur tine tendanco au pompage pilots et V'on pourrait avoir des doutes our cortains coofficion.s adrodynamiquos et a~ro~lastiquos difficiles ha6valuer. Aussi a-t'il 6t6 ddcid6 do lancer imm4diatement lea pibces ndcessaires Dour modifier l~acomrmande du vol, mais d'attendro pour appliquor l~amodification cur avion,
d'avoir confirmation en vol.
Los vols en supersonique effeotu6s cur avion 001 ont bian confirm6 Isanature des problames prdvus. De
pilotage do l'avion avoc tous cem stab-lIisateurs 6tait satisfaisant, sans stabiliaatour Isatendance au poxpage pilots pouvait Otre contr8l~e par un pilote Drdvonu, l'oscillation divorgento avec stabilisatour do
roulis soul me produisait comme pr4vu, miis pouvait 6tro 6liminde sans danger par 10 pilote, soit on coupant 1e stabilisateur de roulis, soit on passant los 4levons internoc on mode do commando mdcanique, mode
qui 6limine les ordres do stabilisation. Cette situation, bion quo jugge non acceptable pour tin avion en
service, a copondant 4t consid~rde comme sul'fisanto pour lIapoursuite des essaic, et 1e prototype 001 vole
toujours avec soa commandos d'origine.
Une modification a dt6 6tudige, qui consists 'a modifier
- l~a cin~matique de commando pour r~duire le braquage en gauchissoment des 4lvons internee par rapport stir dlovons extornes ot m4dians (P1.2)
-

le syst'me do surveillance dos chalnom 6lectriques do commando des 6levons internee (.P1.5)

-

1e stabilisatour de roulis qui n'agit plus quo cur los dlevons extornos at m~dians.

Cetto modification a 6t6 appliqude cur l'avion prototype 002 au cours d'un chantier do plusiours somaines dans le couirant de l'64 1970.
Los caractdristiquea do pilotaGec do 11avion 002 aprem modification as ont rdv6lgos tr~s bonnes ot
cetto nouvello commando oat montrdsocur los aviona do pr6sdrie at do s~rie.

do HOTEUR
C0!~'rM AUTOMATIQUE do DIRECTION en CAS do PANTNE
I) dtudo des pannec do r~actetir en haut supersonique avait montrg quo des d6rapages importants pourraient apparaltre surtout on cas do panne double. Cos d~rapages 4taient succoptibloc do ruiro au bon fonctionnement des antr~es d'air dec moteurs non sffecths Dar Ia panne, ot par suite d'ontratnor lour extinction. Co oujet oct d4velopp6 dana l'exposd do MN. LMYNN et SCOTLAND do lIa BAC.
Un systme tris sophistiqu4 do contro automatique a donc dt4 installin sur les avions prototype. Co
systamo oct basi our des d~toctions do porte do pression hala sortie du eomproselr HP, ddtection qtui declencho tin bra uage forfaitairo do lisgouvorno do direction fonction do IsaDosition et du nombre do motours
en panne (p1l.6). Los essais en vol ont montr6 quo son fonctiornnement 4tait tr?2c saLisfaisont, maim qu- loa
perturbations, at donc los d4rapages on cas do oanne moteur, 6taient nlur foibles quo pr4vu ; soul 10 cat
do Danne double do motour produit tinddrapago susceptible d'affecter 1e fonctionnetent des entr6es dWair.
Do plus ce syct'ae prototype Drd00nte, on raison do a& ccmplerit4, los inconv~nientan suivants
-

son installation Oct colhouse on masse (environ 60 Kg) et en pri::

sa fiabilit4 stest r4v~le peti satisfaisante, curtout cello de~a 6 ra'nte~i.-s do pression inr.tall~s
stirloa moteurs. Co point cependant pourrait prcbablomont Stro amlior4.
-

Fn. autro syst'e a donc Wt dtudi4 en tenant compto do Ilexp~rionce acquiso en vol avec 10 Dr~c4dont.
L~esyst'amo rotenu ect trbs simple ; il concicto 'aajoutor au stabilicateir dftlacet d~ja install4 cu-r l'svion tinterms d'accdldration transversals (voir p1. 7).
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On a tout d'abord mosur4 on vol lea ddform4os tranavoraalos corrospondant aux modes structuraux do
lavion, do fagon h d~finir uno implantation do l'accdldrombtro ottI. nivoau do vibrations atructurales
soit 10 plus foible possible. Do plus, pour dviter touto agitation inutile do la gouvorno do direction, lo
signal accdl4rom~trique r'agit sur l~agouverne quo s'il excbde tino
valour d4torminde grdce h un circuit h
souil. L'optimisation des gains des constantes do temps et du asuil a 6t6 offectudo par 6tudo thdoriquo et
sur simulatour de vol 1%voir P1.9). Le stabilisatour do lacot do l'avion a dtd modifid sans difficultd ot
l'installation do ilaccdldrombtro ot des cflblai'es corresnondants a 4td offectudo sans retarder los programmes do vol. Des ossais on vol effectuds sur 10 prototype 001 ont confirm6 los pr4visionB et montrd quo co
systbme Permttait effoctivemont do rdsoudro 10 Droblbme road avec uno comploxiti minimum et sans affecter
sonsibloment l~a masse dos systbmos do lavion, en particulier aucuno bolte noire suppldmontaire nta. dif
Stre installde.

SYSTEKE de PILOTAGE dc SECOURS
La commando des sorvocammandes d'lolvons (voir P1.9) sloffoctue norualement par uno chaino do coando dlectriquo ; en cas do ddfaillance Ie cotte dornibro, une deuuibmo chains identiqus h la premibre Drend
automatiquement 10 rolais, onfin, on cas do panno suppl4montaire, 10 pilotage s'effoctzo h travera uno commando m~canique. Ces trois voios do commando prdsentent uno partie mdcanique commune trba rdduite au droit
des organes do commando ot il oat possible dimaginer une possibilitd do blocage unique qui lea rend. toutes
inopdrantes.
L' objoctif des constructours 4tait do prendro toutes lea prdcautions do rialisation *t do protection
dams lIazone considids, do fagon h rondro extr~moment improbable l'dventualitd d'un tel blocage. Lea autoritds de certification nWent pas suivi lea constructions dons cette voie et exigent quo lavion soit pilotable en cas d'un blocago unique quelconque de lIacommando, blocage devant Stre consid6r6 dans toutes lea
Dhases do vol at notammont pendant lIarotation au ddcollage. Cotte position a 6 connue tardivesent alors
quo lea avions prototype volaiont ot quo los suivants dtaient h un stade do rdaliaation trbs &vancd. Il
aurait donc Ati trbs prdjudiciablo au programme do reprondre ld6tudo et lIardalisation adcanique des commandos do vol pour satisfaire h cotte exigences tardivo.
Nous avons donc cherch6 une solution n'affoctant pas lea 4ldmonta mdcaniquea do commando et ayant Ie
minimum do rdporcussion sur l'installation do l'avion. La solution retenue consists h utilisor des ddtectours d' effort placgs dane 10 manche dont lea signaux coucandent directement lea braquagos d 'dlevons
(voir
planche 10o). A ces signaux sent ajoutga ceux ddlivrds par lea ddtecteura do hors trim dgjk disponibles sur
avion ot utiliads pour 10 trim automatique en pilotage automatique, ce qui permet do conserver lea poseibilitds do trim normalos do l'avion. L'asservissoment 6lectrique des gouvornes do li' commando dloctrique normale eat conservd ot Is ayatbme do stabilisateurs do l'avion continue donc do fonctionner normalement. Ce
dispositif a 6d ossayd sun simulateur ; on a constatd avec surprise quo 1. pilotage 6tait pratiquemont
aussi facile et prdcis commandos bloquges qu'avec 10 systhme do commandos do vol normal.
Do plus lea blocages et ddblocages do lI&commando n' entralnent pas do perturbations importantes do
l'avion. Co syatbme pout Wte engag6 trbs rapidemont par 10 pilots en cas do blocage en agissant sun un
bouton poussoir plac4 done le volant.

CONCLUSION
Los modifications apportges tardivoment au cours do lIaphase do ddvoloppemont posent toujours do adrieuz prob~bmos. 1,dtude trba complbte our simulateur des caractdriatiquea do pilotage basdes sur un modble
ausui prdcis quo possible doit persttre do los rdduiro au minimum. ainsi quo nous l'avions conatat6 dans 10
programme CONCORDE. Certainos modifications as sont cepondant avdrdos ndcessaires. L' utilisation do 1 'dlectronique at on particulier 1' existence do chatnes dlectriques do commande ont permia do rdsoudro les problbmes
posds sans rdporcuasions prdjudiciables au programme do ddveloppement do l'avion.
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OPEN DISCUSSION
R.L.Schoenman, USA: Are the force sensors which are used to accommodate a jammed control column or control
wheel turned off during normal operation?
R.Deque, France: Answered, that these sensors are normally switched off and it is only in case of a jamming in
the flight controls that by pushing on a button the pilot selects this mode of control. This mode of control is not
operative during normal flight.
M.Hacklinger, Germany: The necessity for an additional stick force sensor back-up system shows again that we are
paying a considerable penalty by insisting on mechanical control. The large aeroelastic effects on a slender design
will complicate these problems and therefore I would like to ask Monsieur Deque whether at some stage of the
Concorde control sstem design the possibility of later replacing all the mechan;cal gadgetry by a sufficiently
redundant electrical system had been considered.
R.Deque, France: Answered, that it is true, that the mechanical control system gives probably the most design and
testing work. But at the time they developed the Concorde, they did not see that it was possible to develop an
aircraft control system without a mechanical back-up. So all of the flight control system of the Concorde is based
on the existence of this mechanical bick-up. If they had to do a system without mechanical back-up it will be
another system for which one needs a higher level of redundancy. Such systems will be developed for the next
aircraft generation.
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PANEL DISCUSSION
THEME: THE IMPORTANCE OF STABILITY AND CONTROL
Chairman: L.P.Greene, Department of Transportation, Washington, DC, USA
S.B.Anders.n, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California, USA
K.H.Doetsch, DFVLR, Institut ffir Flugfflhrung. Braunschweig, Germany
D.lean, Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, Beds, UK
P.Lecomte, Aerospatiale, Toulouse, France
C.B.Westbrook. Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, USA
Introduction by L.P.Greene: The - "irpose of this Panel Discussion is to look back at the material that we have
listened to, to reflect on it and tL .,se that reflection as a lead to consider the new things that we should initiate
through the Flight Mechanics Panel to and on behalf of the NATO Mil;tary Committee. This particular technique
of having a Round Table or Panel Discussion at the end of a Symposium was iirst tried at Ottawa last year and it
appeared to be successful. We are hoping that this one will be equally successful.
The "importance of stability and control" is perhaps a paradox to begin with. That is, if you have a substantial
level of stability you probably have difficulty getting any control. If you have no stability you probably have lots of
contro!. This point is being emphasized by those who advocate the fly-by-wire approach and at the same time is
made equally strong by those who believe in inherent aerodynamic stability characteristics.
I have invited the Panel Discussion members to make a few remarks, to be as concise as possible and as
provocative as possible.
C.B.Westbrook: I would like to address a broader point regarding the theme of this Symposium which is, if you
recall, "good stability and control characteristics are a primary objective ;or each of the phase of development."
I think that statement is wrong. The people who buy and use airplanes would almost call these characteristics a
necessary evil. They cost them money, cost them drag and cost them weight. Their primary motivations are how
to make money or to perform a mission. We stability and control people need to reorient our thinking when ue
say good stability and control is our primary objective. We need to turn the statement around, step aside and look
at ourselves. What is really wanted? It is not good, but adequate and necessary stability and control to dc a job. If
we could do this in some better way, some of the frustrations I have had in working on airplanes, and seeing them
not done the way I would like, would go away. If we could put the requirements in a form that meant something
to the operator that is, in terms of cost, performance, or whatever, we would probably get better stability and
control in most cases than we currently demand by more arbitrary n,thcds. Possibly combat simulation for
military aircraft is one way of achieving a meeting of minds between stability and control people and people who use
the aircraft. We need to look at ourselves the way people who really use the aircraft look at us.
D.Leap: What has been -- hieved between this week's Symposium and the one held six years ago in Cambridge? I
think really not very much! Where has been the big breakthrough that we really ought to be expecting after all these
years of struggling with stability and control problems? We are still worried about the same stability and control
problems in the basic aircraft and have the same sort of tools to attempt to solve them. I would like to ask the
black-box experts, the advocates of manoeuver demand controls and control configured vehicles (CCV), when are we
going to be offered some major clear-cut well-established advantages for these techniques? I have read three survey
papers on the possible advantages of the control configured concept and these have attempted to present the
advantages in terms of weight saving. Each of the three papers came to the same answer: about nine percent saving
in take-off weight. Is this the best the black-box experts can offer? Ought they not perhaps be thinking in terms of
the saving in time and cost in the development of a new aircraft? Many of the presented papers have stressed the long,
painful and expensive process of developing an aircraft from the prototype stage to the p.-,-:uction stage. Couldn't
someone come up and say that we can forget about derivative estimation and extensive simulation, leaving it all to
the black box people? All you need is sufficient control power to trim the aircraft and a bit more. Is this not the
sort of thing which, during all these years, we have looked forward to? Can we expect to have a Symposium on this
topic in five, fifteen or fifty years? I would like to hear some reactions from the electronics and avionics people.
K.H.Doetsch: We have made some progress in the last six years. We have now achieved more confidence in the
black boxes. I rtmind you that we have now quite a bit of flying experience on the Concorde, that this aircraft is
going into large scale production with the help of fly-by-wire and black boxes, and the ground work is going on.
The difficulty that remains is that we have an awkward interface between the aerodynamicist and the aircraft designer
and the black box people. Both sides should know about the problems. The black box manufacturers should also
think in terms how to simplify the whole arrangement instead of making it more complex.

KL
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I have picked up from this Symposium two points which I want to stress here. The first one is what came up
after Pinsker's lecture. We seem to have lost the art of derivative estimation since the fifties. The second point I
want to make is that o:,t should properly prepare flight tests and select the right test procedure to get what you
want without much disturbance. You can save an awful lot of effort afterwards if you think seriously before you
start the flight tests. Don't leave it to the mathematicians to find the answers from your flight test data. Normally
this can be only the second best way to approach the system: that is, in a statistical manner. If the pilot selects the
proper test procedure beforehand, a lot of mathematical evaluation can be skipped in the end.

S.B.Anderson: I want to pick up the subject of the need for stability augmentation systems and get a little more
specific in regard to their application to VTOL and STOL aircraft. I think we have recognized from the flight test
results obtained to date that certainly VTOL aircraft are not going to get good stability and control characteristics
from their inherent aerodynamics and we might as well face up to the fact that STOL aircraft are also sufferir' along
the same lines. The point I would like to make is that we must just start out and say that VTOL and STOL aircraft
will need stability augmentation systems (SAS), they will need an attitude-hold rate-command type of SAS based on
the experiences of flying these vehicles. They are all disturbed to a large degree by turbulence and a large perecentage
of the control power required to fly these vehicles is accounted ior by the turbulence upset aspect. In addition, we
must recognize that these systems have to be full-authority. We are not going to get by with the partial authority
systems used in the past on conventional aircraft. With this in mind, I then want to make the point that on our
new STOL powered-lift aircraft we might as well put in an attitude-hold SAS system in all axes, and further we
certainly are going to have to tailor these systems to the operational requirements for thes,; aircraft. From all the
flight test results that I have observed, even with the most advanced systems like the DO-31, VJ-101 and VAK-191.
some of the more modem flight control systems hay, not been adequate over the entire operational range or even at
low speeds for flight path control, flare and turn entry. Therefore, my point is that we must recognize that we have
to incorporate such systems, go ahead and concentrate on their refinement, and report back, I don't know in how
many years, on our results.

P.Lecomte: My comments are on the controversy of using black boxes or the difference between the plain, simple
and inexpensive aircraft and the complicated flying black box. I think the worm was in the fruit when somebody
invented the sprng-tab. The worm expanded very strongly when, instead of a black box, a grey irreversible jack
appeared without manual reversion. Between them there is no clear-cut situation but good and bad design.
The question, which is of course provocative, is my wondering if there still is the need for handling qualities
specialists or whether the companies might lay off all of them. The reason behind this is that in the very beginning
one of the tasks of the flight mechanics pioneers was to help solve the four-degree-of-freedom equations, and there
was a need to develop some simple criteria which could be handled by the paper and pencil method. Now. if you
have a good computer you can compute everything, even wrong data giving wrong results. Computation is no longer
a problem. We have realized that a significant part of the aerodynamic data is not right or accurate enough. This
might te due to basic shortcomings of the wind tunnels, of the mountings or the measuring techniques. The example
mentioned by Mr Leyman in his paper was a good one, and Mr Pinsker gave others in his paper. For some reason
there is something wrong with the process. The other half of the wrong data is coming from the structures people
who have difficulties in getting a proper assessment of the aeroelastic behaviour of complex airplanes. So, m;xing
wrong data you can get wrong answers.
I don't think that we have to lay off the handling qualities specialists, but their task is now more a task of
synthesis work, being highly critical of the data and results, and trying to understand what happens and why it
happenis that way.

Summary by L.P.Greene: Drawing on my memory as an active and practising aerodynamicist, I can remember that
the aerodynanmics designer -ss'umes everything but the responsibility. What is bothering me a little bit here is that
they have now learned to assume the responsibility and delegate it to the avionics division.
I think that at this Symposium we did hear some very pointed presentations that evidenced the importance of
making very serious trades between the fundamentals that could be practically accomplished and the refinements
that could be done to assist the airplane. When the dependability, numbers, experience and confidence has been
increased then w" can think very seriously about a truly control configured vehicle. But I really resist using the
excuse that it saves weight as a justification for such a CCV-program. If it makes the vehicle's performance function
better and il it is doing it more economically then it makes sense.
It does not seem to me today that weight per pound costs any more than it did a few years ago in terms of the
efficiency -f the airplane. Unnecessary or poorly supported requirements for avionics packages that do everything
and probably some functions more than are required is not an even trade on dollars per pound! They cost a lot
more per pound than the airplane does.
The message, I think, to the Flight Mechanics Panel is that we have to increase our attention to those portions
of the flight spectra that are poorly defined aerodynamically for the avionics system applications and, in fact, to
encourage our friends of the black boxes to do with ils the integration of these functions.

